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fantastic. 
to at least 
any further 
slides. 

We'll try not to bore you with it but we would like 
~ive you a glimpse of what it was like. so without 
ado, John, I f we could go ahead and run through the 

Cn!pPEN That ugly group, a bunch of guys there, we were 
mighty happy to be able to put those signs on our T-shirts. For a 
while we wondered whether we were going to get to use them or 
not, bllt it worked out okay. Next slide. T. J.? 

HART This is our LDEF, and we did a series of tests with 
the RMS after we had LDEF grappled Rnd up and away and this was 
kind of in the middle of a sequence where we were checking out 
the Hrm's capability to maneuver such a heavy payload and it 
happened to occur right over Florida there, you ~an even see Cape 
Canaveral in the upper left hand corner. N~xt sl ide. 

HART We deployed LDEF right at sunrise on one of our 
passes and this is over the Pacific right after we started to 
back away from it, you can see many of the trays the::re. There 
are 86 trays onboard and well over a hundred scientists from 
around the world partcipated in the LDEF. Next slide, please. 

CRIPPEN That's what the Solar Max satellite looked like 
when we rendezvoused with it and Pinky, why don't you say a few 
words about that. 

NELSON Ok, t his i s ash 0 t jus t be for e the fir s tat temp t to 
dock with the satellite before we bounced off and gotten some 
good rates going on the satellite. As far as flying over there 
and the whole operation, it was very smooth. The MMU was a real 
pleasure to fly over there. Too bad we h~d the little pin on 
there that precluded the little T-pad we had from ever docking 
with the trunnion pin. Next slide. 

CRIPPEN And, that's what it 1 Joked like as we backed away 
from it, it, from all indications as we've been told today, the 
checkout of the satellite and its experiments is going very well, 
there's every indication that it is behaving beyond what the 
scientists had expected. Next slide. 

Van Hoften These are the 3300 little female 
engineers we brought onboard with us. They sat there for a week 
trying to build a house. They did real well, the only hard part 
of that whole experiment was dressing them in those little blUe 
flight suits, for one thing. 

CRIPPEN That's their honeycomb up in the, sort of upper 
right hand portion of the container, the white area you see 
there. 

Van Hoften That thing extended down into that mass of 
bees you can see and I believe it was about eight inches long 
when they were done with it. 

~ > • ~ .... - ~. f , • . \ ~ . • f''' . . 
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CRIPPEN It was remarkable how well they did adapt, 
though. They were kind of like people flying up there. The fir~t 
few days they weren't necessarily happy with the environment. By 
the end of the mission they were just flying around like they'd 
always been in zero-g. 

Van Hoften Until they got on the ground, then they didn't 
like it very much. Next slide. 

CRIPPEN That, in case some of you Texans don't recognize 
it, is the Texas coast, al! the way from, and we include a little 
Louisiana in there, too. It's all the way from like Brownsville 
down there in the right hand corner up to New Orleans. You get a 
fantastic shot of what it's like from the Hill Country. The slide 
doesn't really do that shot justice but it's a synopsis of the 
whole Gulf Coast. Next slide. T. J., you're mike. 

HART Ok, well we learned a lot from our instructors in 
geology and oceanography, meterology, quite a variety of Earth 
disciplines. Took a lot of film onboard, as Crip said, and we 
.ried to shoot as much of the Earth as we could in the orbit we 
were in. Took advantage of the altitude that we were at to get 
large synoptic views and this is one of a dune area in Algeria. 
The geologists are particularly interested in thesc long 
longitudinal dunes and also the areas of volcanic mountains down 
in the lower right hand corner where they outcrop into the 
desert. Next slide, please. 

HART More of the same in Algeria, lot of dunes on the 
right there and then the very beautiful mountains that have crept 
up out of the desert. Next one, please. Next slide, please. 

VAN HO.t"TEN This is the Gulf of Aden, looking out in the 
Middle East, looking eastward, the tip of land up in the top is 
the Horn of Africa and on the bottom left is the Red Sea. This 
demonstrates the continental drift that's occuring in that part 
of the country where the African continent is slowing drifting 
away from Asia there and making the Gulf of Aden a little bit 
bigger. It just shows a good Earth limb with the curvature you 
can see frmn that altitude and the size of the pictures we can 
get from that type of an orbit. Next slide. 

NELSON This is Lake Chad in central Africa. This is an 
area that's been studied from space ever since Gemini and we have 
a long series of photographs of the lake sl .... '· .. Jy drying up. There 
were reports before our flight that Lake Ci j had no water in it, 
but you can see from these pictures there's quite a bit left, but 
it is getting smaller. Next slide. 

NEI..SON Th i sis a s t r uc t u r e ca 11 ed Re s ha, i tis in 
northern Africa and it's a large cirr.ular structure and itls 
origin or just what it is is really unknown. There's some 
speculation that itls a volcanic plug that's been scoured out by 
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the wind. I think it's about three hundred miles across. 

HART When you first sea it, you're just sure it has to 
be man made and then you realize all the briefings we got, that 
it really was a natural phenomenon, just incredible to see 
something like occur naturally. 

CRIPPEN Next slide. 

VAN HOPTEN This is the Island of Tenerife in the Canary 
Islands. (t's a volcanic island. It's got a twelve thousand foot 
penk there and if ~ou look in the, haven't found it yet, .•• 

HAR1' Par right side there. 

VAN HOPTEN Ok, far right side, you can see the runway, large 
runway whero they had that 747 accident a Cow years back. It's a 
very, you can see from this altitude and the wide angles we've 
been using, see the whole island, it's an extremely good, clear 
picture. 

CRIPPEN 

VAN HOFTEN 

Yea, runways. 

Next silde. 

SOOBEE Ok, this is Lake Nasser in Egypt. It's created 
from the Aswan Dam but you can't see the dam. The white features 
in the middle are also part of the lake. It just happens to be 
that there's some wind going across there so you get the 
reflection patterns off the lake. But, it's a good wide angle 
view of part of, the majority of Egypt. Next slide. 

SOOBEE This is some irrigation projects in Saudi Arabia, 
each of those circles is about a half mile across, so they're 
busily pumping out an awful lot of ground water in that area and 
I don't know who deep the wells have to be, but it has to be 
pumping out quite a bit of water for this extensive a project. 
Crip had flown over the area before on previous flights and the 
irrigation had not seemed to he this extensive, so they're 
building it up fairly rapidly over there. 

CRIPPEN It's obvious that quite a few of the countries in 
that area are using irrigation for farming, and it's 
dramatically, those things really stand out from orbit. 

Next slide. 

CRIPPEN This is also Saudi Arabia, I guess it's one of the 
areas that amazes me most. We in Texas talk about miles and miles 
of nothing, they've really go it ever there. This is called the 
empty quarter and those sand dunes run for hundreds and hundreds 
of miles with nothing out there. 

VAN HOPTEN We're selling lots at this place, if you're 
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interested. 

CRIPPEN Next slide. 

CRIPPEN The Maldives islands in Corese in the Indian Ocean 
which are always a spectacular and beautiful sight. We're 
primarily looking at these shots for some oC the sun glint and 
the things that the oceanographers like to look at, but it's also 
a very pretty picture. Next slide. 

VAN HOFTEN This is Hurrleane Kamesey. It was off the eastern 
coast of Africa. It, we're real happy to get pictures like this 
and the oceanographers and meterologists love to see it but 
again, from the altitude we're at, we can get a tremendous 
oblique shot oC these. We first came over and saw the eye, I 
think, before we aven saw the hurricane. Go to the next slide. 

VAN HOFTEN A beautiful picture looking right down Into the 
eye oC the hurricane and onboard it was spectacular, you could 
look down and see the blue ocean, you could see the waves and it 
looked just the deCinition of an eye of a hurricane. We took 
the s e Ins t ere 0 p a Irs, soy 0 u 1 00 kat i t from a s tor e 0 vie w era n d 
see the depth of the hurricane eye. It was really fabulous. 
Next slide. 

Do the Hawal i (garble). 

SCOBEE Ok, this is the big island of Hawaii with Mauna 
Loa part of the eruption going on. You can see the smoke patterns 
and you can also see the smoke extending way down wind of the 
island. West is to the top, south is to your left and there's 
one other volcano in the right portion of the picture and then 
t~ere's another one under the clouds down there, so there's a 
fair amount of volcanic activity goes on there, but this just 
happened to be the eruption shots we got. 

Next sl ide. 

SCOBEE This is the coast of Peru and it shows how tenuous 
an existence they have down there. Tho, most the populous and 
most irrigation is done along wher~ the rivers come out of the 
Andes and that's really where the only moisture is down there, so 
you'll notice that all the greenery is right along where 
riverbeds come out of mountains. 

Next slide. 

VAN HOFTEN This is El Chicon, in Mexico, tho laq;e eruption 
there, you can see the ashes left from that tremendous eruption 
that sent clouds of ash all around the world and people say 
altered the global climate, but it's rather apparent there and 
that's right in about central Mexico. Next slide. 

VAN HOFTEN This is along Cuba, looking west into the Yucatan 

«. • • • ..' ~ ~ :,,"'~ 
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Penin~ula. You can see Cancun and so forth there on the edge of 
it and this nurves around up Into the Gulf of Mexico. On the 
bottom right you can see the lower part of the Florida KeYG. 

Next slide. 

NELSON This is a shot of the central mountains in Mexico. 
Monterrey is down there on the edge of the mountains and the neat 
thing in this picture it shows is r. big fire right in the center. 
We saw fires like that over a lot of the planet, especially in 
Central and South America. They're either burning off crops or 
large forest fires. 

Next slide. 

HART This is a pretty picture. There happens to be a lot 
of cloud cover that, in the south Atlantic, and typically we 
could tell where, which ocean we were over by the type of clouds 
that you would see there, and these very beautiful ones were kind 
of characteristic of the south Atlantic. One of the things that 
meterologists and the oceanographers are constantly looking fot 
is the interaction between the atmosphere and the ocean. They 
chink its one of the governing forces in our weather patterns and 
these cloud formations help them understand just how they do 
react. Next slide, please. 

CRIPPEN Scobee. 

SCOBDEE This is a, this is a Scobee pretty picture out 
the window of clouds over the Gulf of Mexico, it just happened 
after sunrise and it looked like a very ilLteresting phf,nomenon so 
I just picked up the camera and took a shot of it. There's no 
scientific value at all in this picture. It's taken for the 
beauty of the picture. 

Next slide. 

SCOBEE Ok, this is the Mississippi River Delta taken from 
almost dire~tly overhead and as one of our crewmemb~rs commented 
you can see the Midwest Clowing in the Gulf of Mexico here and 
that's about what it looks like. It's not called Old Muddy for 
any particular reason from the picture you can see its obvious. 
But it shows you how the capillary effect and everything of the 
river coming down into the Gulf likp. that. 

CRIPPEN Ok, and that's all the ~tills that we wanted to 
show. Wc put together the typical postflight film that we'd like 
to run through Cor you, if we could go ahead and show the movie, 
please. 

CRIPPEN There's the company, got to advertise that. And 
there's the crew. Ok, this is the ascent portion of our mission, 
the countdown at the Cape just went flawlessly, we were really 
pleased with the way things went down, went on down there. The 
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engines starting, you can see the shock waves come out of the 
throats of the nozzles, the nozzles vibrate the engines, get up 
and stable in about six seconds. Solid rocket motors fire and 
we're off. For a new guy doing this the first time itls really a 
thrill and that thing feels like being on a rough train while the 
solid rocket motors are firing. If ya'll have been on a rough 
railroad track, that's about what it feels like. And, it's a 
very interesting ride. You can function normally and right before 
we lifted off, Crip said, "Get ready for thp. ride of your lives," 
and he's right, it's the ride of your life. 

CRIPPEN It's a big thrill on your third time, too. 

SCOBEE One ~f the neat things about this mission was 
we were going to do direct insertion into orbit so we didn't jo 
an orbit maneuvering system one burn right after the main engines 
cut off, so we're going right into orbit off the 9ad. And, welre 
going up to 250 miles, so the trajectory and everything is a 
little bit different. It made a real interesting ride out of 
it. The solid rocket motors, the engines and everything just are 
magnificent. We didn't have a glitch the whole ascent, which is 
really nic~. You don't want any glitches when this kind of 
stuff's going on outside your window. 

I~RT We all kept on watching Crip to makp. sure this is 
the way its really supposed to be. 

SCOBEE Ok, solid rocket motors separat~d. You saw the 
plumes from the separation motors, those fog up our windows 
pretty good up in front. They put a haze on tile forward windows 
when they go off and you get a nice flash in the windows but it's 
a nice smooth separation. This is our external tank coming in by 
Hawaii, one of our test objectives was to put that tank in so 
they could take pictures of it. This is the tank breaking up just 
south of Hawai i. It's low light T. v. so you get some blooming 
in it, but you can also see the rather large pieces of the tank 
and how much is broken up. And they were trying to measure the 
footprint of those pieces as they c~me into the ocean to see how 
big the dispersion was on them. That's all bits and pieces of 
the big tank we carry. 

CRIPPEN 
there. 

It lookefj like it lit up the area pretty good over 

SCOBEE Yeah. In this next picture is the orbiter coming 
right along behind and if it hadn't been for the OMS burn, we'd 
been right behind the tank, which we didn't want to do. 

CRIPPEN This next series just goes through each of guys, 
make sure you, prove that we're onboard, which we were. Some of 
our, going through our little activities and getting squared 
away. That shot shows Ox with the Linhoff camera we had onboard, 
it's the first time we've flown that, got a five inch by four 
inch square format that really makes some nice pictures. That 
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Texas coast picture we saw while ago, we shot from that. T. J.? 

HART On day two, we started 6 sequence of RMS activities 
that would result in the deploy of LDEF, nnd can't say enough 
about our Canadian friends that built and designed the RMS--just 
a beautiful flying piece of hardwa~e. This is the starboard 
grapple fixture of LDEF that we used for the deploy and 
essentially that payload's tied down in the bay with some latches 
and once the ru~s has it securely grappled, Crip released the 
latches and we pulled it out and put it through its paces for a 
couple hours. And very steadily poised the orbiter in the right 
attitude and released the payload with no rates. LDEF is unique 
in that it is a very simple payload, no gyroscopes or anything of 
that nature onboard and it was incumbent upon us to release it 
without ti[Jping it or getting any kind of motion started. We 
hope the next ten months to a year it'll stay in this exact 
attitude that we left it in for recovery. 

CRIPPEN We also carried a unique camera onboard thllt's 
referred to as IMAX. It shoots 70mm movie film and here it shows 
a scene with me loading the magazine and running it through. 
There's about a thousand feet of film in a mag. T .. 1.? 

HART had a lot of explaining to do what I was doing 
with it in the bag here. Every time they saw me in tho mlddeck, , 
was in the bag, but that's where wo used to change a film out 
from the can into the magazine. We were getting ready for the 
rendezvous here on day three and we got excellent support from 
the ground all the way in and the onboard system worked just 
fine. We made the rendezvous without any problem at all. 

NELSON This is in the bay, in the IVMU getting ready to 
take off (or the satellite. See the TPA~ sticking out there in 
front. The flight over to the satellite was just like we 
practiced in the simulator, except the view was a little 
better. You can see we were a little closer than the two hundred 
feet that we'd planned and so I only did a two potato burn 
instead of a two and a half potato burn, so It went a little 
slower than •.• 

NELSON But all that fel t very comfortable from my 
standpoint of watching the satellite and watching Pinky do the 
flyover just like we'd planned it. It's a nice stable device. 
The MMU really performed superbly throughout the flight. 

NELSON The MMU is really a very nice machine to fly. You 
could put it wherever you wanted. Flying up on the satellite was 
just like we'd done in the simulator all the way up to the point 
here where we attempt to do a dock and the TPAD hits that little 
pin that's sticking out and bounces right off. That's a view 
from the helmet mounted cwnera. 

CRIPPEN The satellite initially was rotating at about nine 
tenths of a degree per second about its long axis before the 

7 
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attempts to grapple it. 

NELSON This, I think, is the last attempt I made at doing 
the docking. We had some pretty good rates on the satellite 
already. You can see go in there and now watch it'll bounce right 
(lut again. You bounce out at about the same rate you go in. 

CRIPPEN When Pinky bounced off for the third time, I guess 
J became convinced that we were not going to be able to get it 
with the TPAD and it didn't look to me like it was worth trying 
to come back and get the other TPAD because I didn't have any 
reason to think it'd work any better. We did have a rotating 
grapple up our sleeve. However, the satellite was tumbling end 
over end as you can see here and the grapple fixture's right 
under one of those solar arrays, so there's no way we'd be able 
to attempt the rotating grapple either. That was when I asked 
Pinky if he thought he could try grabbing hold of one of the 
solar arrays which is what he did here. 

NELSON And, the M\ru again performed flawlessly. It was a 
fairly easy task just to fly up and gr8b the solar array and walk 
out to the edge of it and try and stabilize t~e satellite. And, 
when J let go of the satellite we'd, we all thought we had it 
stabilizcd but yet there was smne energy in there someplace. 

CRIPPEN It, basically, it stopped rotating in the piteh and 
yaw axes and the only thing w~ had going was, it appcared to us, 
was that the little roll wrapped the long axis again which is 
what we wante~, so we brought Pinky back in and attemptsd to go 
ahead and grapple it, however, when we went back it actually 
developed more of Ii tumble again, however, this time it was in a 
mode that we thought we could gain aocess to the grapple 
fixture. We made about four attempts at it and it was tumbling 
in such a fashion, that T. J. oame within inches of getting it 
one time. I thought for sure he had it. It blossomed, our T. V. 
camera did, that he uses for the ~rapple, and I really attribute 
that most ly wi th ttle reason that he actually didn I t get ahold of 
it that time. The ground told us they thought they might he able 
to stabilize it, whioh was new data to us and they gave us some 
fuel figures they needed, so we eleoted to go ahead and go along 
with that option and baoked out to try again a~other day. 

VAN HOPTEN This is letting the bees out of their little 
house, here. We did this, oh a couple times a day. It was good 
entertainment if nothing else and we were watching their progress 
on their honeycomb. 

CRIPPEN Yeah, we made sure that there was no way that 
they were going to get out of there. I checked that first thing. 

SCOBEE This is a little bit of inflight repair with the 
EVA power tool, we weren't programmed to use it inside the 
vehicle but it turned out as a really good way to take off and 
put on p&nels so that we could get at so~e fIlters Inside the 
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vehicle and clean them. And, Pinky did most of the work but this 
is just me doing some, putting some in just for practice. 

NELSON You know, the government runs on paper and we have 
to have our teleprinter onboard, just taking a message out of the 
teleprinter for the day and when we changed our flight plan there 
we got flight plans up from the ground everyday like that. 

VAN HOPTEN We had to do our daily exercise like we 
always do, so we had a treadmill onboard and we also spent 10 to 
20 minutes a day on the treadmill whenever we could find time. 

CRIPPEN Ok, and we're getting set up to go in and try the 
second rendezvous attempt. Incidentally, from a rendezvous 
standpoint, we noticed a few minor anomalies with respect to 
that, but the basic syst~n really worked superbly. Rendezvous 
wo r k s jus t I ike ltd I d b a c kin the Gem i n ida y s as far as l' m 
concerned. We can get two satellites together and we'll probably 
ge~ a chance to exercise that extensively out in the future. 

HART That's the slowest anyone ever saw Crippen move 
inside tho shuttle. he was doing that so we could take a picture 
of him ...• intrepid pilot. 

CRIPPEN Always easier in zero-g, moving around up there's 
really nice. 

SCOBEE Put on the scatbelt just to hold me in the seat 
while we were doing some of uur burns. 

CRIPPEN Notice, it takes a few books to do that 
operation. We've got them spread out everywhere. 

CRIPPEN We came in and rendevoused with the satellite the 
next time and it had about point five degrees per second rotation 
rate going and this was just the way that we had practiced it 
down here on the ground, maneuvered in and T. J. grabbed hold of 
it with no problems whatsoever. That's it, the gold thing 
outside the window there. 

SCOBEE And, you can also see the arm move in the other 
window so that was right about the grapple time. This is the 
Solar Max go into the flight service structure and just the way 
we wanted to see in the first day, but we finally go it there. 

VAN HOFTEN This Is the guy we called Oscar. This was the 
third space suit we had onboard, just to show whllt ... it's kind 
of a demonstration here just how easy it is to move things 
around. This weighs about 375 Ibs. 

CRIPPEN This is where the guy said, oh that feels good. 

VAN HOFTEN Been in there all this time. Spacesuit comes 
in basically about four pieces. Here you take his pants 0(( and 

t 
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he's got two gloves and a hat. But, we had excellent luck with 
our space suits. Mine was absolutely no problem at all. Pinky 
had a little problem with his air conditioner, but in general the 
suits worked really well. The Solar Max when it was rotated 
down, and then it twisted around so that we can get at the 
operating end of it so we ean do our repair. The structure that 
this thing's sits on, the flight support structure, WQS built up 
at Goddard and it worked very well. 

NEIlSON Scobe was our va 1 et for the EVAs, we cou 1 dn 't have 
gotten in or out of the suits in a real efficient manner without 
Dick. He helped us a lot. 

VAN HOPTEN This was abollt the only fi Ims we got of the 
changeout on the ACS module. We did most of it in the evening 
there before we came up to light. 

CRIPPEN These guys were going so fast we couldn't take any 
pictures. Slow down until we get some sunligtt. 

VAN HOP TEN You could see the big blue tool there was the 
module servicing tool. This is like a big torque wrench and the 
satellite was built to be serviced in space on these particular 
clements, so it was a fairly easy job to do. A matter of 
sticking this tool into the hole there where the screw was, this 
big acme screw, unbolting it and there'R only two screws holding 
each one. Standing on th~ end of the remote manipulator on the 
manipulator foot restraint there is a platform that you work off 
of. We had tools and whatnot on it, and it was an excellent 
platform to do work from in space. Ei ther T. J., and we even let 
Crip fly me around here a little bit. 

CRIPPEN Yeah, they even let the old CDR drive it around. 
Pi ece of cal(e. 

VAN HOPTEN This is working on the main electronics box. Pinky 
and I took turns standing in there and working on it. Again, 
it's really a nice machine. This is from the helmet-mounted 
camera, just how maJlY wires are in there. I don't even know how 
many there were] but there's H whole bunch of wires. 

CRIPPEN This is the part, I think I mentioned to you folks, 
If there was anything I really didn't ttink that what we might be 
able to do was to change out all these little electric 
connnectors and these guys made it look like a piece of cako, 
just like they~d been doing it all their lives. 

VAN HOPTEN There's eleven connectors and each one of them had 
up to like 78 wires in it, so, but it turned out to be, after all 
the training we did earlier, it wasn't very difficult. The 
interesting thing was looking inside that box there, inside the 
satellite there's a whole lot of parts in there. 

CRIPPEN The reason they made it look easy was that they 
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practiced it enough. They had done that task hundreds of times. 

NELSON This is doing a survey of the satellite before we 
redeployed it. That was really quite a ride to get put on a 
pedestal like that. 

HART I was having a lot of fun driving Pinky and Ox 
around it, for a while there I thought I was having more fun then 
they were, but I'm sure I wap~'t. 

VAN HOFTEN And, to cap it all off, got to fly around in the 
MMU and do an engineering test flight on it to. We're looking at 
center of gravity offsets and things like that, but in general, 
as it seemed, I was having a real fun time in it. It's a fine 
machine, flys just exactly where you want it to and I think we'll 
get a lot of use out of it in the future. It affords a fille view 
of the world here. You can see those two little lights on the 
side of my helmet. We had helmet-mounted lights to illuminate the 
work you're doing at night, and they worked extremely well, too. 
They'ro ju~t battery powered lights. 

HART After Pinky and Ox had finished the repair work, 
that was a pretty long day, EVA and all, and the next day Goddard 
said they were ready for the deploy of the satellite, they had 
checked it out overnight and we hoisted it up on tho arm in the 
proper position and pointed it toward the sun with the orbiter 
and then the R\1S did the rest of the work by releasing it without 
much noticeable rates on the satellite. Backed the arm away and 
then Scoba took over flying the orbiter backing away. 

SCOBEE And, all that went very no;-ninal iy, we ba~ked away 
from it and the part of the area about 45 minutes after we 
deployed the satellite, we were planning on staying around a 
little longer than that but after all the test and checkout was 
done everybody was happy with the satellite so we went off and 
left it. And, hopefully we left it in a lot better condi~ion 
than we found it. 

CRIPPEN Did leave it in a lot better ••. 

SCOBEE We did leave it ••• 

NELSON Ok , t his i s mo reo f the h 0 u s ewo r k, I did a lot 0 f 
the cooking and bottle washing ••• 



If you look out the window there you can see the snow going by. 
We're doing a water dump at the same time. Cooking a meal is 
about like doing it on the ground there. 

SCOBEE This is a bank shot by Crippen. 

CRIPPEN Yes, I was trying to get my eggs in my mouth. 

NELSON You do tend to ea tin space 1 i k~ you do on the ground. 

CRIPPEN Almost. 

NELSON Almost. 

SCOBEE 

HART 
there. 

SCOBEE 
good. 

NELSON 
ground. 

Some of us do. Land shark. 

This guy's got all the dried fruit in the pantry 

Nobody else seemed to like it, but it was really 

At least I ate in space. I ate like I do on the 

HART So did Ox. That WRS R real rotating grapple attempt. 
VAN HOPTEN Gave us time to play up there. 

CRIPPEN Finally, they told us we had to come home and quite 
playing. We had to waVQ off once. I had lots of practice with 
that having done it on my last flight so it worked exactly the 
same way. No problems at all. Just tell us where you want to 
land. 

NELSON These are 16 1l11l motion picture taken out of the overhead 
window. This spike thing was, just sat over the middle of the 
payload bay during the whole entry which is at night. It's a big 
shock of some sort ana all this flashing and burning was going on 
around it. I kept tapping everybody on the shoulder trying to 
get them to look at it, but they were busy flying the Orbiter. 

CRIPPEN That's what it looks like outside the forward windows. 
That captures the color very well. It was dark most of our entry 
so we got a chance to get a fantastic light show. The vehicle 
flew like it normally does. We had no problems at all in 
entry. It was completely nominal as the vehicle behaved superbly 
throughout the flight. We had very few malfunctions. Lighting 
was such that we couldn't pick up many landmarks visually till we 
crume overhead Edwards. About 45,000 feet we began to pick up 
normal landmarks, deploying the gear about 300 feet. And we were 
using lakebed runway 17 and that all went very nmninal as far as 
we were concerned. That's done, and held the nose off until 180 
knots which is a normal way we practice it and we derotated at 
about a degree per second. We had made a modification that we 



started on 9 in the flight control system that gives you a little 
bit more control over the nose as you're lowering it. It's a lot 
more positive now. I was interested in exercising the brakes 
since I hadn't used them very well previous times. We had some 
brake problems, we did get on the brakes pretty good and they 
begin to malfunction to some degree. There's five happy guys 
climbing off and everybody with a little bit of sea legs but 
everybody was feeling very good. And that concludes our movie 
and presentation, so if we could have the lights, thank you. 
With that John, why don't we turn it back over to you. 

PAO Okay, questions here in Houston, first, then we'll go to 
the other centers. Please wait for the microphone and let's 
begin with Roy Neal back here from NBC. Get you a mike in a 
second, Roy. 

NEAL Okay, this is for Crip and Dick. Today NASA announced 
the plan probably will be they're going to land in California, 
Edwards, DFRC, instead of the Cape for the next year. Now you've 
had the experience of suddenly having to change plans in mid
stream so I wonder what the two of you as pilots think of this 
change in NASA's plans for the coming year? Good, bad, or 
indifferent? Can you spell it out for us? 

CRIPPEN I guess l knew that was under consideration. Have we 
made a formal announcement of •.• ? 

PAO I don't know that we made 

NEAL I got it here. Would you I ike me to read it to you? 

PAO Yeah, then you'll tell lIS what you think on it, Roy, 
'cause you've had more time to think about it. 

CRIPPEN I know that has been up for consideration. People 
we're looking at it. As far as I'm concerned, from a pi lot 
standpoint, we can land whereever they tell us to land. You're 
well aware of the weather problems. We've experienced, at IeQst 
Crippen's experience trying to get back into Kennedy, I think 
that they were good calls when I waved off on seven and there 
were good calls on this particular flight as well. The weather 
was just not the kind we were prepared to take the Orbiter into 
and if NASA thinks it's wise to fall back and keep coming into 
Edwards for awhile I've got no problems with that. 

NEAL I guess I'm really asking you as a pilot who is 
experienced with the weather at the Cape if you think landing at 
the Cape is ever really a great idea because of the variable 
factors there? 

CRIPPEN Well I think that there are weather conditions where 
you can land there, Roy, and you just have to have to be able to 
evaluate them. It would be, people nre looking into better aids 
to forecast what It's going to do, but the weather changes very 
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fast at the Cape. I've had practice approaches down there where 
some of them we're good and some of them are bad. And when 
you're doing it with the Shuttle Training Airplane you can go up 
and orbit for awhile and wait, that's okay. It's not, you don't 
1 ike t hat wh e n you com i n gin in the Or bit e r . 

NEAL, Scobee, how about you? 

SCOBEE I feel about the same way Crip does. I think that 
eventually the maturity of the system's going to allow us to do 
that and we have enough flexibility built into it that we'll be 
able to make that kind of decision we made on this flight when 
the weather's bad you just don't go there if it's below the 
mlnlmums. I think NASA's just getting themselves an opportunity 
to build up that maturity so thcy'll feel comfortable with the 
system before thcy start consistently landing at the Cape. As 
far as stopping the rev and going around because the weatt:er's 
bad, that worked perfectly fine for us and I don't see an) reason 
not to operate that way. 

NEAL Like the fall back and regroup that you took in space so 
you can go in and make a proper dock? 

CRIPPEN That's right. 

NEAL Go tit. 

JACKSON Dave Jackson, Time Magazine. 

JACI{SON I'm curious about what the post-mortem has shown about 
the TPAD docking. What did you find out after all those 
measurements and was it, in fact, a problem with that gronmet? 

NELSON Yes, we had our debrief with the EVA folks yesterday 
and what they showed us was that they had mocked up that trunnion 
pin with the gronmet which was a fiberglass pin about an inch 
long above the trunnion pin and with that configuration there was 
no way the T-pad would have triggered on the trunnion pin. 

JACKSON 
specs'{ 

Was this an error then in the original engineering 

NELSON I can't really address that. I don't know. It was just 
something that fell through the crack. 

CRIPPEN Yes, I guess the basic (garble) drawings that we had, 
that we worked with to design the TPAD did not indicate the pin 
on there and I guess the pin was part of putting on the thermal 
protection that they put on the satellite and apparently that was 
not as well documented as some of the other parts of the 
satellite were. 

PAO Paul Recer, Associated Press. 
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PAUL RECER (Associated Press) Crip, in the announcement that, 
the request to baseline Edwards Air Force Base as normal end of 
mission landing site, it cites a factor to correct the nose wheel 
steering deficiencies. 

CRIPPEN I'm not aware of any nose wheel steering deficiences. 
I'm not responsible for NASA releases either. 

RECER You haven't experienced any nose wheel deficiences in 
these three landings? 

CRIPPEN 
it. . . • ? 

RECER 

No. Does that refer to brake p~oblems as well or is 

Well no, but now that you brought it up. 

CRIPPEN I think that has also been a factor from some of our 
standpoints. We feel like we'd like to understand those brakes a 
little bit botter and maybe somebody might have got their words 
twisted around. That's the only thing in the landing gear roll 
out situation that I'm aware of that they can refer to. 

RECER Well, as a pilot, would you be more comfortable landing 
at Edwards until the brake problem is fully understood and 
corrected than landing at .•• 

CRIPPEN I felt comfortable going ahead and committing to the 
runway Inainland because the brakes have functioned properly in 
all the flights that we've had as far as stopping the vehicle is 
concerned. We have not had a problem stopping. That is 
certainly something that we want to get corrected though and 
that's one we've had people look at but as I've stated before 
it's primarly a reuse question more so than a one stop kind of 
thing. 

PAO Carlos Byars, Post, uh, Chronicle. 

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) You're in real trouble, 
John. For Crippen and Dick. Again about the matter of going to 
Edwards instead of to Kennedy. II ow comfortable do you gentlemen 
feel as pilots with going to, with the ideas of the hands off 
kind of landings, the next step in landing equipment technology 
procedures that would enable you, do you think you'll ever be 
able to make, reliably make landings at Kennedy? 

CRIPPEN I'm not sure the jist of your question there. If 
you're talking about autoland, in my opinion, autoland will not 
solve the kind of problem that we're faced with there because you 
don't want to fly this vehicle through lots of moisture or any 
kind of electrical activity which is what you get around the 
Kennedy Space Center. I would just as soon have my hands on the 
control when I'm coming in and I can fly with what the system is 
telling me to do. I guess if you really accidently get down in 
those zero zero situations you might go back down to the auto. 
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the autoland system is we're going to develop. We think it would 
be a positive addition to the Space TransportRtion System, the 
Space Shuttle, but it's not going to solve the problem with the 
weather as far as I'm concerned. 

BYARS How about night landings as a regular means of avoiding 
some of the weather problems? 

CRIPPEN Well, I'm not sure night landings solve the weather 
problems. I was the weather pilot on STS-S, if I remember the 
takeoff down there, there was probably some of the most dramat ic 
weather I have ever seen in my life. As far as night landings, I 
think we've got no problems with doing those on a routine basis 
and it so happened on this flight, if we'd had to delay any, we 
might have intentionally ended up at night and I think both 
Scobee and I felt very comfortable if that had occurred. 

JOHN GET'rER (KHOU TV) For the EVAers, I'd 1 I ke to know wha t 
kind of input you have had with the other folks who are seriously 
considering this mission I asked you about two weeks ago, going 
after the Hughes satellites that have been lost, and what you're 
flight experience with the MMU in particular tells you. Is it 
feasible, unfeasible, difficult, not difficult, what? 

NELSON I think we have been concentrating on our own mission 
too much to really have taken a really good look at what there 
doing. We've had some conversations with them and made a few 
inputs, but I think there still hard at planning their mission 
and developing the hardwares. 

GETTER I understand that. What are your inputs? 

NELSON Our inputs as far as the M\ru are concerned is that it 
was a very good flying machine and we had some con~ents about the 
way they plan on-- they're thinking about docking with the 
satellite and all we can do is answer that technical question is 
that yes, I think the MMU can get there but you're looking at a 
number of ways to get the satellite ..... ld that decision doesn't 
rest on how the MMU flies or anything like that. 

GETTER Ox, do you have any? 

VAN HOFTEN I think it's all unofficial now anyway. There's no 
plan (garble) to do that so it's been discussed ways about going 
about it and I think there a whole host of way we can do it. I 
think one of the key points that we've made to management this 
morning with our mission is that we had our own misnion planned 
and given to us a year ago and there's about 2 years of work put 
into it and it's, going about a mission, having very little time 
to plan for it is not probably the idea where to do it so I think 
we need to spend a lot of time looking at doing it. 

SUSAN STARNES (Channel 2) This is for Crip and Pinky. What are 
the criteria you are going to recommend when there is another 
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satellite repair mission planned to those who think through the 
flight plan for rescuing that satellite? Are you going to 
recommend that they go after it first with the arm and perhaps 
second with man, or vice versa? What lessons did you learn that 
mi~ht be criteria? 

CRIPPEN Susan, as far as I'm concerned it depends on the 
situation that you're going to encounter. If you had a satellite 
that's basically stable and that stability can include some rates 
which we've demonstrated and it's got a fixture that allows you 
to go ahead and attach the remote manipulator to the satellite, I 
think that would probably be my recommendation as a primary means 
of getting it. I think having the maneuvering unit allows you to 
attempt to get satellites you would not be able to get a hold of 
with the remote manipulator because many of them will probably 
will not have a grapple fixture on them and, number two, they 
could be rotating in a way that you wouldn't want to place the 
Orbiter too close to the satellite, so it really depends on the 
situation that you encounter. Each one of them should be studied 
individually. 

NELSON I have nothing to add to that. 

ROY NEAL Okay, this is for Ox. You have to have had some 
feeling of frustrations. You worked for darn near a year, you 
came about as close to a failure as it's possible to come and you 
managed to pull it all out. I wonder if you could share some of 
those thoughts with us. In other words, lets move away from the 
right stuff and lets get down to facts. 

NELSON We were really frustrated after the first EVA. When we 
saw the picture of the satellite going over the hill tumbling we 
thought we'd probably seen the last of it, though. We didn't 
pull it out, it was the folks at Goddard who put in a very long 
night and days work to get the satellite stabilized to give us 
another shot at it. 

VAN HOPTEN Also, I think we had enough fuel to go back. We 
knew we would and I believe Crip will second it, that we were 
going to go back in even if it was dead in the water and try to 
fire our last gas but we came awful close there and if we'd had 
time to sit there and wait for it to come around the right way. 
It was tumbling in a very unpredictable manner and I think TJ 
could have grabbed it if we had got there. 

NEAL After the fact, Pinky, when you found out what had really 
happened, didn't that create just n little feeling in the back of 
you're mind that maybe this shouldn't have happened? That 
doggonned pin shouldn't have been there" 

NELSON Well, it's frustrating when you do everything exactly 
like you train and it doesn't work out, sure. But you know it 
all came out, worked out in the end so we don't worry about it 
anymore. 
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VAN 1I0FTEN I guess one of things Hoy that the guys just said 
would like to really emphasize. The people up at Goddard that 
were doing to conmanding on the satellite, I can't <)ny enough 
praise for them. They really did a superb job nnd pulled bags of 
tr ieks out that they didn I t even know they had to be able to 
stabilize that satellite and yes, we might have been able to get 
it while it was tumbling like it was but it was much nicer to 
approach It in the means that we finally did and it was rotating 
at a rate that we were all very comfortable with. 

DOUG MILLER Were you surprised to learn that they could 
stabilize I t from the ground? You say that was new data to 
you. Had you not heard about that? In other words when you 
backed away did you think that's the end of it? 

CRIPPEN When I, well, no, I didn't think that was the end of 
it, but when I saw the satellite tumbling end over end, all the 
data that I was aware of was that if the satellite got more than 
about 60 degrees out of attitude, the ground could not do 
anything to stabilize it. And initially I was under the 
impression that I needed to do something then to capture the 
satellite or we we're not going to be able to get it. During the 
attempt to grapple it while it was tumbling the data did come up 
from Goddard through Houston that they thought they might be able 
to stabilize it and given that we had enough fuel onboard to come 
back in again and that was new data to me. Uased on that data, , 
felt very comfortable going ahead and backing out and giving them 
a chance to try, and if they were unsuccessful we could still 
come back in and reattempt to do what we were doing at that time. 

PAO Let's see if you can reach Doug Ross back there. 

OOUG ROSS (KPRC) This is on a different topic. It seems like 
in every mission somewhere along the way in the air to ground we 
start hearing the initials WCS and fixes being radioed up. For 
any of you, probably especially Crip, since he's had the most 
experience, are you satisfied with the design of the waste 
control system? Do you have any ideas about things that might be 
done to improve it. The engineers keep saying it's okay but 
there's 

CRIPPEN No, the engineers haven't been saying it's okay. 
They've been listening to what we've been saying when we come 
back and they've made some design changes that have been very 
positive. It's a much better unit than what I initially flew up 
on the first couple of flights. It still is not up to what I 
would like to see it and I don't think it's up to what the 
engineers would like to see it either and those guys are busily 
working trying to make improvements and I have every reason to 
believe they will. The unit functioned throughout the flight. 
It wasn't always the most pleasant to use, but it functioned. We 
did have a problem with one fan separator of which there were 
two, that malfunctioned onboard but the basic unit functioned. 



(Garble). 

CRIPPEN 
perhaps 
using a 
current 
they're 

Wel', we're looking at both increa~ed Rilflow and 
a way of making the volume larger and they talking about 
large bags to co}lect the fecal matter as opposed to the 
system that we have and those are some of th( things that 
looking at. 

ROSS When it does malfunction as it did on this flight, what 
happenes in the crew compartment, does it get kind of nasty in 
there or does it ... 

CRIPPEN Usually you got some tissue in your hand ready to catch 
anything that 

ROSS It can get bad then? 

CRIPPEN It can get bad, yes. 

NELSON The crew compartment stays clean. There's no odor or 
anything like that. 

CRIPPEN That is some of the things basically that unit, you 
have a curtain around and everything so itls more or less 
isolated from the rest of the system, but at least in that 
particular area its not what you would like to be operating with 
sometimes and we're working trying to correct that. 

PAO Paul Recer. WeIll take one more question here after this, 
and then go to NASA Headquarters in Washington. 

RECER For the space walkers, what you were attempting to do is 
perhaps most dexterously demanding task done yet in a space 
walk. After you returned Rnd took off your space suits were your 
fingers, as some of the astronauts reported in previous mission, 
are they sore, bruised, bloody, or what? 

VAN HOFTEN Mine weren't sore at all, but what we had done was 
spend a lot of time previous to this in the water tank doing this 
over and over and over again like we had said and I was happy to 
have oh, I think a week before the flight we did two or three 
runs in the water tank and the more they get numb. It's like 
hftting yourself on the finger with a hammer and pretty soon it 
doesn't hurt anymore. 

CRIPPEN That's why you don't feel it anymore. 

NELSON My fingers we're pretty beat up going into the mission 
and I think they just kept healing. I didn't have any problems 
with my hands at all during 

VAN HOFTEN It's easier to work in the suit in zero gravity than 
it is in the water tank. 
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NELSON Zero-g is very nice to work in. 

RECER So it doesn't hurt your hands as much as it did in the 
wa ter tank? 

VAN HOFTEN No. Plus the adrenalin is running pretty good and 
that was the least of my worries. 

PAO Okay, after the question from Carlos Byars we'll go to 
NASA Headquarters in Washington. 

CARI.OS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Wanted to ask during your 
approach to the Solar Max, Crip, did you come up with something 
new in the way of making an approach? There's been, there's been 
some discussion to the fact that you pulled a new wrinkle out of 
the hat, and I wa s told, for e x amp Ie, t hat from now 0 nth i sis 
tho way we're going to it - more or less you invented it as you 
went. 

CRIPPEN That's not true. If anybody invented it there's a 
young man herc at the center who's name is Rick Bieb who has done 
most of the procedures devclopment for us, and Rick and I had 
done a lot of work together preflight. We knew various methods 
and things to save fuel if we needed them and one of the ones 
that he went away and over a period of time while we didn't come 
back in, he went and looked at all the fuel conserving methods 
that he felt might work, and not only Rick, but other people 
around the system, and they came up with using the vernier jets 
versus the normal jets when we were making the rendezvous 
itself. Some people had been afraid that that, that those might 
put too many perturbations into the Orbiter actually knowing 
where it was because they actually put some thrust into the 
system instead of being cross coupled. I guess the one probably 
significant thing that we did different is normally what we do is 
maneuver the Orbiter up within 800 feet of the target and thon 
stop it inertially and hold the target in the same spot in the 
window and that allows us to wait and fly up in front of the 
target at about 800 feet and get on what we refer to as the 
velocity vector and that's a very stable point to be in orbit and 
it's very comfortable to move in from that point. Rick suggested 
that we might just keep coming in until we got in very close and 
that would cause us to use less forward Res which is where we 
were critical on propellant and we elected to use that 
technique. We cnded up in that manner being on the velocity 
vector at about 350 Ceet. Subsequent to that time, I think we 
all agreed to everything being nominal, that's probably a better 
way to make an approach than the other we used. Although the 
other one is much better if you run into dispersions so you have 
to deal with the situation that we have, but nominally you would 
expect not to have these dispersions so you probably ought to do 
it the way it's most fuel conservative so you can use it iC you 
need it • 
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SCOBEE Carlos, he's right about the help we got from the 
ground, but also it took some superb flying on Crip's part to get 
us where we were and I think the whole crow knows that and the 
rest of the world ought to know that too because 

CRIPPEN ... we just did slowly, moved slowly. 

HART We thought he was manfacturing fuol on tho way in thore. 

PAO While we configure for questions from NASA Headquarters 
lot me read from this. It's a response to query intiated by NASA 
Headquarters in Washington for those of you here who haven't seen 
it or at the other centers and not (garble) for the crew. It says 
a Level 2 Space Shuttle change request has been forwarded to NASA 
Headquarters by the Johnson Space Center, Houston. The request 
is to baseline Edwards Air Force Base as a nominal end of mission 
landing site for flights 41-D through 51-B. Fortyone delta, 
through fiftyone Bravo. Tho change request sites several factors 
that remain unresolved rogarding Kennedy Space Center landings. 
They are 1} demonstrated cross wind landing capability to allow 
end of mission capability, 2} correct nose wheel steering 
deficiencies, 3) domonstrate autoland capability to allow 
recovery from a bad weather call and low visibility approach 
condition and 4) upgrade weath~r forecast capabilities. The 
change request has not been acted upon by NASA Headquarters and 
there are copies of this out thore in the news center for you if 
you want to see that. And now to tho NASA Headquarters for 
questions there. 

PAO (HQ) This is NASA Headquarters. 

COVAULT This is Craig Covault with Aviation Week for a real 
important question for Ox and Pinky. I know your real crew patch 
there is black cat branded with a green 13 and I was wondering if 
you stuck one of tho&e on Solar Max? 

VAN HOFTEN No. 

COVAULT Why not? 

NELSON That's another story. 

VAN HOFTEN No we didn't do that, Craig. 

JULES BERGMAN (ABC) For Crip, Dick Soobee, and possibly the 
two space walkers. Assuming the comsat recovery mission does get 
official approval, what advice would you give the crew selected 
to do it? 

CRIPPEN Jules, I'm not sure that we could give them anymore 
&dvice than what we've talked about of our experiences. I'm not 
sure how they're going to acoomplish it so everything we do, we 
can tell them that might not be directly related. I can tell 
them tnat the Orbiter is a fine rendezvous machine and I don't 



t h ink t hey' II have any pro b I em wi t h t h H t but t hey I 1 I a 1 so s h 0 u I d 
come up with every method they can to conserve propellant 
primarily out of the forward RCS because that where thc Orbitcr 
ends up being critical And thc other bit of recommmendation that 
I would have is to go ahead and make sure you know what you're 
going to do well ahead of time rather than having to define 
t h i n g s 1 a t 13 • 

BERCNAN Alright, and for Pinky. If you had a chance to do it 
again, what would you do differently? 

NELSON I don't think I could have done anything differently. I 
think the one thing we talked about was that maybe a manual 
release on the T-pad would have been effective, but that's not 
even clear that we could have gotten enough of a bite onto the 
trunnion pin to engage the threads on the expander bolt so 1'm 
not sure there's anything t could have done differently. 

PAO (HQ) 11 cad qua r t e r s has no f u I' the r que s t ion s • 

PAO (JSC) Now to Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, 
Alabama. 

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsvi lIe Times) For Pinky, do you know if 
anyone has gone back to look at tho engineering photos prelaunch 
of Solar Max to see If that pin can be spotted in any of the 
photographs and whether there was a comparable pin on the 
opposite trunnion pin? 

NELSON That's how they, Hfter the docking attempts they went 
back and looked at the photographs and found a pin. It turns out 
there's one in tIle same place on the other side too. 

DOOLING Either way you wouldn't have been able to do it? 

NELSON That's true. 

DOOLING Okay, for you and for Ox. In doinjj the main 
electronics changeout for the chronograph was there any part of 
the procedures that proved to be more difficult or awkward than 
you had thought or was there any part of it that was a lot easier 
than had it been anticipated. We'd been primed for the last 
fifteen years about having special tools for everything for doing 
repairs in space and you made it look so easy while you were up 
there. 

VAN HOPTEN I think the main thing we did is that we came up 
with the power tool to use which took probably an hour off the 
total time and again we can't stress enough that we did this over 
over and over again to a point to where we nceded no paper work 
to help us. Again, it was like changing a tire. I don't thInk 
it was exceedingly difficult in any respect. We absolutely had 
no problem in any part of it. 
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TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV) For Crip, since this was the highest 
altitude the Orbiter has function and looking down the road to 
future missions, what would you say in terms of performance would 
be a standard maximum serd~e altitude that you would set? 

CRIPPEN We've got some g~ys over here in an outfit that we call 
MPAD that tell us all that going away and looking at 
performance. Certainly we had no problems getting the altitude 
we did and we were carring a pretty good size payload along with 
us in the LDEF, so obviously we could go higher. We also had 
quite a bit of propellant in the Orbiter maneuvering systmn that 
we did use to effect the rendezvous that could be used to put you 
up in a higher orbi t. I think we advert ised sornsewhere around 
300 miles as normal. What we're talking about is around a max. 

KNIGHT ADd secondly, Crip. You have another mission cmning up 
in August. ~n terms of yourself and training and the teams that 
help you prepure for the training, you feel that two missions 8 
year is about the optimum? 

CRIPPEN It s(· happens that the mission is now scheduled for 
October which gives me a little bit Inore breathing room. 
Somewhere around two I previously told people is what I feel to 
be reasonable. It's probably possible to do three if they were 
all very similar to one another 

JIM ADM1S0N (Channel 31) For Pinky and Ox, just a comment in 
for the local folks here, if you could give us an idea of what it 
was like during the actual repair on Solar ~ax compared to the 
mockups Ctat were made here in Huntsville. 

NELSON The rnockups were excellent that we worked with both in 
the water tank there in Huntsville and the WETF facility here at 
JSC. We both commented to each other probably too many times 
during the second EVA that it was very much like doing a water 
tank run except for the view. 

VAN HaPTEN Tho fidelity was outstanding on all those. Tho only 
thing better working on the satellite is everything was brand new 
and the stuff in the water we'd pretty well beat up after a year 
working on it. 

DOOLING For Crip, after listening to the description's you 
gave, you and the others gave of the out-the-window photographs 
and the photos that we've seen from past missions, do you have 
any thought as to possibly having a series of geologists coming 
along, or meteorologist comin~ along as payload specialist just 
to look out the window and handle all the photography. 

CRIPPEN Dave, I think that's a - certainly something that's 
viable to do. We're talking about payload specialists 
downstream, and we have a lot of those folks sit down with us to 
describe things to look for and I'm sure if you had somebody that 
was full time devoted to that that they could do a better job, 
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but meanwhile we have alot of fun doing it and enjoy it and think 
that we do bring back some valuable shots that those people can 
use. 

VAN HOFTEN Besides, there's not enough windows to go around. 

KNIGHT For Crip, if the decisIon is made to baseline Edwards 
Air Force Base, do you anticipate that that will severely impact 
scheduled flights for the year at all? 

CRIPPEN Well, people talk about delaying at Edwards impacting 
schedule, but 1 think the bottom line is seeing we actually ended 
up with very little impact. There's about a five-day turn around 
that the Cape and all those superb workers down there somehow 
have been managing to recover from. I think probably the most 
significant thing that needs to be considered with Edwards 
landings is we don't really have much of a facility for handling 
payloads out there and that probably becomes a point of primary 
consideration. 

PAO (MSFC) No more questions from Marshall. 

PAO Thank you. Anything back here in Houston? Yes, sir. 

DAVE JACKSON (Time Magazine) I wanted to ask Terry Hart if he 
could describe in a little more detail than we've heard how the 
successful grapple occurred. One thing that I was curious about 
in particular was whether there was any kind of a jolt when that 
satellite finally ground to a halt against the RMS and whether 
any postflight examination of the arm has shown any kind of wear 
and tear on that arm. 

HART I haven't heard of any postflight inspections, Dave, but 
we didn't anticipate any problem witt: the R!\1S. It's designed to 
do that very function - grapple something that's rotating not too 
fast and take the motion out of it. The arm goes through a 
series of automatic actuations in the end effector that rigidize 
tightly against the payload and as it's doing that all the joints 
go limp so it doesn't fight itself. Once it's rigid then the 
joints are driven by the electrical signals in them to take the 
rates out of the satellite and it all happens so fast we really 
didn't see much way of any kind of struggle going on out there. 

CRIPPEN Terry made it look easy though, It really did. 

PAO John Getter. 

GETTER We all know what we do when we get hom~ from trips. 
What did you do? 

VAN HOPTEN Had a beer. 

CRIPPEN First things first. 
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VAN HOFTEN Came home and we got in our trucks and drove home. 

GETTER Nothing special? 

VAN HOFTEN We had a big party over at our house and I think 
everybody had their own little neighborhood functions. 

SCOBEE Basically relaxed and took the weekend off because we 
had two days to relax after the mission. It was kind of nice. 

CRIPPEN It would be nice if these guys get a full weekend off. 

PAO Nothing further, then thank you very much for your time and 
attention. 

CRIPPEN Thank you. 
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PAD 
the series of 
with the lead 
and will walk 
flight. Jay. 

Good afternoon, thank you for coming. We start off 
background briefings on 41-charl ie this aftevnoon 
flight dir€ctor, Jay Greene who has some v~suals 
us through the objectives and the timeline of the 

JAY GREENE Okay, letls start off by putting up the first 
slide I brought with me. Next one, if you will. A little 
description is probably in order of where this mission is 
going. Solar Max Mission was launched by the Goddard Spaceflight 
Center on February 14th in 1980. It went up on a Delta launch 
vehicle and inserted into an orbit of around 310 nautical miles 
circular. Over the years, the orbit has decayed and they are 
currp.ntly in something on the order of a 270 by 265. The 
s~acecraft operated successfully for about 10 months and then had 
a series of failures which resulted in the spacecraft rolling 
about its major axis at about a rate of 1 degree per second and a 
wobble off that major axis of about 15 degrees with about a 90 
minute period. Since the satell ite's main task is solar 
observation, the attitude problems tend to compromise the solar 
observations because of the pointing inaccuracies introduced and 
as a result, four of the 7 experiments are inoperational for one 
reason or another. Three of the 7 are working correctly. If I 
can have the next slide. The particular phases of the flight that 
are related to the SMM activities are shown on this chart and 
we'll go into details as the afternoon progresses but initially 
we are talking about a rendezvous with a vehicle that is already 
on orbit. Once we achieve rendezvous and station keepi~g at a 
distance of about 200 foot where it will leave the bay with a 
MMU, we're going to fly over to the SMM, hard dock to the vehicle 
and stabilize the rates that we talked about on the last chart. 
Having stabilized the rates, the Orbiter is then going to move 
in, we're going to grapple the Solar Max spacecraft, undock the 
man on the MMU, fly the MMU back into the bay, take the SMM 
spacecraft and dock it on the Flight Support System. The model 
in the front of the room shows the conflguration that we wind up 
with. Having done that, the major task to be accomplished is a 
replacement of the attitude control system that is causing most 
of the pointing errors. That'll be accomplished, we'll do some 
minor other work on the XRP experiment and we'll begin work and 
eventually through the course of both EVA'S, change out the Main 
Electronics Box on the chronograph polarimeter experiment. 
Having done that, we're going to reload the spacecraft computers, 
check it out, maybe boost their orbit into a little bit higher 
orbit to provide additional lifetime and deploy them in the new 
orbit. So, with that as a background of the Solar Max part of 
the flight. on the next chart, some of the particulars, the 
launch date we're currently looking at is April the 6th. The 
times are shown and they're shown as approximate. And I'll show 
you some of the intricacies later on involved with rendezvous 
with an existing target. Inclination for the flight is 28.5, a 
familiar one to us and the predicted orbit that we've gone after 

r r- m tn ? 7 ; 7 755 
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is an al titude of 270 by 266. One more time, we're flying 
Challenger, 099. The crew, Bob Crippen i~ the commander, Dick 
Scobee is the pilot, Terry Hart is one of the MS's and his 
primary responsibilities include some of the rendezvous work and 
the RMS work. George Nelson is one of the EVA pilots and he will 
be doing the MMU translation to the SMM and Jim Van Hoften is the 
other MS and will be doing much of the work on the repair mission 
once we're inside the bay. The flight director~ for the flight, 
I am the lead flight director and I'll be doing the Orbit 1 shift 
which is generally keyed around the rendezvous responsibilities 
for the flight. Gary Coen, who did the ascent and entry on the 
last flight will be repeating itl the capacity 011 this flight. 
John Cox, who did the EVA work on flight eleven wi~l be heading 
up the Orbit 2 team, the responsibility of that team being 
primarily EVA and other shifts that take place in the same part 
of the day that the EVA tasks take place. Randy Stone will be 
doing our planning work on the third shift. Flight duration, 6 
days. The landing sites are shown. End of mission, we're 
shooting for KSC, weather alternate, Edwards. Our TAL site is 
Dakar. Something to note here, every flight we've flown so far 
it seems like the TAL site has been shakey at the last minute. 
So to counteract ~hat, we've provided a capability for providing 
a weather alternate to the TAL site. Rota, Spain is the site 
we're using for those purposes. AOA's are planned for 
Edward's. Okay on chart 5, our primary payload is the Long 
Duration Exposure Facility, you'll be getting a briefing on that 
later. Solar Max Flight Support Station is in the back of the 
bus and that is the support structure that we'll put the SMM on 
and provide services to the SMM while we're in the payload bay. 
Cinema 360 which flew on the last flight, will be flying again 
except this time, they will be only in the payload bay. In the 
cockpit, we will have IMAX, the people who bring you, "Hail 
Columbia", the large format big screen motion picture. Major 
objectives of the flight, the first priority we have is our LDEF 
deployment. lDEF, in case you haven't been acquainted with it, 
is about 30 feet long, 14 to 15 foot in diameter and weighs about 
20,000 pounds. Deployment of LDEF is done via the RMS and as a 
result with the RMS, we're going to be dealing with the largest 
volume payload and the heaviest weight payload that we have to 
date and we're stepping up to that in rather a big step from 
where we were with the SPAS. Second major objective is the one 
we talked about, the Solar Max and our first demonstration of 
inflight satellite servicing and you'll be hearing alot about 
that in the next couple of days. One thing to point out that 
Solar Max, it's n0t either fixed or not fixed, there are several 
steps you c~n take in accomplishing the repair. The primary goal 
we have is replacement of the attitude control system. If 
eve~ything goes well with the attitude control system, our 
secondary goal is the Main Electronics Box that we talked about 
and you'll see some details about and if you want to talk order 
of difficulty, I think you'd see that the Main Electronics Box 
replacement is in order of magnitude more difficult than the Max 
Module. And we can have a very successful repair whether or not 
we get into the Main Electronics Box. The option exists if we 
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have problems with either of the repairs to take Solar Max, blow 
the 2 solar panels, lay it down in the bay and return the 
spacecraft for repair on the ground. Next chart. Briefings of 
this sort, we usually talk about a firiority flight. Our 
objectives are pretty straight forwafd in the priority f1 ight and 
cur planning for it tends to be pretty straight forward up. Up 
until we do the LDEF deploy, the priority flight and the nominal 
flight are identical, the fact that welre p1annir.g a rendezvous 
from the ground up doesn't give you very much flexibility in the 
trajectory you fly. You either shoot for the rendezvous or you 
don't. And there's no break off points midway. Having deployed 
LDEF, the rendezvous sequence that follows it again will be 
nominal and the point of departure on the f)riority flight is that 
instead of 2 EVAs, welre going to knock it down to 1 EVA and 
weill pick up our priority objective which is replacement of the 
attitude control system. Weill then go into Solar Max release on 
f1 i ght dc.y 4 and prepare to enter on f1 i ght day 5. Several 
things are in the category of first for this flight. Weill talk 
about some of them later, some of them not so much. Direct 
ascent is a word you ' 1l be hearing and let me just leave it at 
the fact that this is the first direct ascent that welre going to 
be doing and I have a chart and weill talk about why and what a 
direct ascent is lJter. I told you the size of LDEF and this is 
the largest weight and volume payload that the RMS has been 
exposed to. It's the first shuttle rendezvous from a ground up 
sense and actually from a long distance sense, welve nad some 
Prox Ops works before, welve tested some of the navigation senses 
on the 11th fl ight. But this is the first time, welve put all 
t hat r end e z v 0 usb us i n e sst 0 get her i lion epa c k age. And 0 b vi 0 us 1 y , 
it's the first inflight satell ite repair task that we take on. 

The launch window for a rendezvous flight takes into 
consideration several different aspects. And let me break it 
down into the 3 that you see here. We have a plane window and 
what that means is, that the Solar Max is in an orbital plane and 
we cannot attempt to rendezvous until the KSC launch site rotates 
into the plane of the SMM plus or minus how much gas welre 
willing to spend to achieve that plane. From an allotment that 
we have made, we have about 36 minutes per day that we can 
achieve that plane if that was the only thing we were worried 
about. And we have a second objective in that we're doing the 
direct ascent. One of the fallouts of a direct ascent is that 
the external tank lands in the Pacific Ocean and somewheres ~n 
the ~roximity of Hawaii. We have an opportunity on this flight 
to verify the breakup model that welve used for the external tank 
in the past. So what weld like to do is weld like to be able to 
track the external tank as it reenters the atmosphe~~ and as it 
breaks up, to corroborate the data that we think we have on 
previous breakups. To satisfy that objective, we take the planar 
window and instead of using all 36 minutes, we use the last 13 
minutes which leaves us within about 250 miles of Hawaii and lets 
us get this tracking data. You have that 13 minute window, the 
next thing youlre worried about knowing that youlre able to 
achieve the plane is that the phasing conditions are right or the 
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displacement in the orbit for Solar Max such that the shuttle 
could effect a rendezvous. We have a range of about 144 degrees 
within which, we can achieve a rendezvous. And if you take that 
144 in the profile that's available to us, it gives us 40 minutes 
of plane window. No, I'm sorry, 40 minutes of phase window. The 
bottom line of all that is that the conjunction of the ET 
tracking window and the phase window gives you your aVdi1ab1e 
launch opportunity on any given day. You go to the next chart 
which is a little complicated but that's a depiction of what the 
launch window looks like. At -20 minutes, you see a vertical 
line and that corresponds to the 200 pounds of yaw steering 
that's available to us. The ET track window is the 13 minutes 
that shown on the right of the chart. And the phase panes all 
start on the diagonal line running from top left to lower 
right. On any given day then, th' pane window is the line that 
extends to the right of that. Using the constraints that we 
talked about, our window right now is about 4 minutes and that 
subject of subsequent tracking on April the 6th. If everything 
holds, the way tilings are going now, we w-lll have that window on 
April 6th and would probably opt to use it. If we get a whole 
bunch of solar activity and the decay rate on Solar Max changes 
from this 3D-day prediction we're currently making, we may have 
to readjust that. And if there is a trend, a change in the 
trend, it would tend to trend towards the left on the plot. So, 
the 6th is there, it's about 4 minutes, it may get smaller and be 
acceptable or it may totally go away and we have to reevaluate 
which day we shoot fJr. Right new, the 6th is our launch date. 

PRESS 

GREENE 

PRESS 

(garble) 

Yes. 

On the previous (garble). 

GREENE 13 minutes is the ET tracking as shown. The plane 
window and the phase window have to coincide. They have to 
overlap. On the launch day, we're talking about the overlap 
between those two windows is the 4 minutes I'm talking about. 
Okay, direct ascent. We talked about that a little bit before. 
Direct ascent is a way we have of reducing the need for orbiter 
OMS fuel. And what we do is, we fill the OMS tank full and we 
can't get any more fuel in, we resort to the main engines to 
provide additional performance. In the past, the Orbiter has 
gone to a 60-mile insertion altitude with an apogee altitude of 
about 80 miles or thereabouts and we1ve used 2 OMS maneuvers to 
get into our ultimate orbit, be that 130 or 160. For this 
flight, our intent is to do this direct ascent which still takes 
us to 60 miles but puts the apogee altitude at main engine 
shutdown at 250 miles. By doing that, the OMS-! maneuver is no 
longer required and that requirement for onorbit gas is no longer 
present and that frees up a whole bunch. And you can do t~at as 
long as you have the performance which we do. We then progress 
straight into an OMS-2 maneuver which will raise the other end of 
the orbit to something acceptable and what we raise it to is a 
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variable depending upon how our rendezvous situation comes out 
and it could range on flight day, depending upon where we lift 
off and how tracking is, anywheres from a 120 low up to a 250 
maximum. And that's something we'll have a good feel on in the 
next couple of weeks. And on flight day, we should have 
nailed. As a result of this, the ascent really doesn't look a 
hell of alot different than it has on past missions. All the 
abort modes stay the same, the burn time is about 3 seconds 
longer than it would be for a normal ascent with this spacecraft 
configuration. The difference on external impact point I told 
you, instead of going to the Indian Ocean where we have in the 
past, we're going i~ the Pacific somewhere south of the Hawaiian 
Islallds. 

Okay on chart 11, I've laid out our overview timeline. 11m 
going to leave that in a hand-out. It does show haw we're 
shifting in the MOCR and which team is supporting what phase of 
flight. Let's go on to chart 12 and discliss how the flight gets 
put together. Flight day 1, obviously ascent, get into a safe 
orbit and phase using the OMS-2 maneuver. We'll be checking out 
2 of the critical pieces of gear for LDEF and SMM. First one 
being the RMS and we'll be doing a checkout on it and going over 
and looking at the experiment initiation system on LDEF which is 
essentially the statu~ of whether LDEF is on or off and how it 
survived the launch environment. We'll also be cycling the 
mechanisms on the Flight Support Station and getting it ready for 
Solar Max which will be there in 2 days. And in addition to 
that, weill be doing the first of a series of r end e z v 0 u; but' n s in 
support of the ultimate rendezvous. The first burn is a phasing 
burn, itls called NCl, it's about lO-foot-a-second, itls smal1. 
The plane chan~e is also small, nominally it's O. What we do is 
we trim out any planar errors that we've picked up during the 
ascent phase. Flight day 2. Primary activity on flight day 2 is 
LDEF deploy. In setting up the deploy of lDEF, we'll be doing 2 
circularization burn~ to bring it up to an altitude on the order 
of 260 miles. These also are tifd to the rendezvous sequence. 
We plan for this orbit when we go into the launch and we can 
tweak it a little bit as part of the rendezvous sequence. LD£F 
deploy, including testing of the RMS will be accomplished on this 
day and on the same day, the EVA crew will be checking out the 
EMUs to be used for the EVA on the following days. As you can 
see, the last activity of flight day 2 is another phaSing burn 
and that sets us up for the activities on flight day 3. Flight 
day 3, we do the final 4 mJjor rendezvous maneuvers setting us up 
for the terminal phase activities and as we enter terminal phase, 
we are beginning our EVA preparation and as we finish rendezvous, 
we'll be starting to power up the ar~. We have a five-man crew 
that are going to be as busy as any cr~w we've ever launched at 
least in this 3- 4-hour period of time. Everybody has got a 
major task and everyone is working hard at their major task with 
not a hell of alot 'Jf free time. $0 EVA starts, we'll start with 
a MMU checkout, the flyover we talked about, capture and 
stabilization of SMM. We'll grapple it, bring it back into the 
payload bay, We'll hit up on the Max Module, get it replaced, the 
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propane vent is a minor task that can be accomplished with 
virtually no time on the timeline and we'll begin preparation of 
the tasks on the second EVA just to get a leg up if we have that 
time available during EVA-l. Having finished that EVA, we'll 
then turn the SMM over to the Goddard folks. They will begin 
reloading their computers for the new Max Module which we've 
installed and then chetking out their configuration having done 
that reload. ~light day 4, we hope will be a relatively easy 
day. We hope to complete the checkout of the SMM having finished 
the repair activity. We'" be doing some routine maintenance on 
the EMUs gettiny them ready for the next day's EVA and recovering 
from the day before and depending upon how the fu~l usage for the 
flight works out! we will be attempting a reboost of the SMM and 
taking it from its orbit of around 270 upwards to somewheres on 
the order of 285 nautical miles. Flight day 5 is the second 
EVA. We'll be doing the finishing work on the MEB replacement. 
We hope to unberth the SMM while the EVA crew is still out in the 
bay. We'll be deploying their high gain antenna which to date is 
still stowed. And we hope to schedule another MMU engineering 
evaluation flight. Flight day 6, getting ready for entry is some 
of the activity. We'll be servicing the EMUs again, releasing 
Solar Max. The release sequence is something, what we intend to 
do is release the Solar Max and stay around in the immediate 
proximity for maybe 2 hours or 50. Make sure that everything is 
accept~ble to the Goddard folks and then open a slow opening rdte 
such that we're within 10 miles to provide communications, 
Orbiter to SMM for a period of time of about 8 hours. We'll be 
doing some checkouts of systems on the Flight Support Station, w~ 
hadn1t used in flight, positioning it for landing, doing our 
normal Flight C~ntrol System checkout, stowing and cleaning up 
the cab i n i n pre par a t ion for f 1 I g h t day 7 \: her' ewe t urn 0 f f the 
F1 ight Support Station, do our deorbit preparations and prepare 
for entry and landing. And as I said before t landing, if 
everything goes right, winds up at KSC. I don't think I want to 
talk this chart. I've provided it in yol.,' hand~out. Based on 
the tracking data that went into the launch window predictions 
that I ta1ked to you before, this is a valid set of maneuvers to 
accomp1 ish that rendezvous and the times are consistent with the 
vector that they were generated from. A couple of things should 
be mentioned, as we vary from the the planned 11ft-off time or 
from the lift-off time that these numbers were generated on, the 
particular timing of these maneuvers will change absolutely. 
Their relative position to another should remain as thr.ylre shown 
here. The other thing that can be expected is that two of the 
maneuvers, the OMS-2 maneuver shown here Is 186 foot~per-s~cond 
and the NSR maneuver which )s shown as 196. The sum of those 
maneuvers is about what we're going to fly. But the individual 
magnitude of either of them varies with the launch window. But 
we have a big OMS-2, we're going to have a little NSR and vice 
versa. (1m going to leave these with you in your hand~out. As I 
said, the times are representative but not gospel. Terry. 

PAO Ready for questions? 
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GREENE Ready for questions. 

PAO Okay, please wait for the mike. Jules Bergman, 
ABC, up front. StanJ by there, Jules. 

JULES BERGMAN (ABC) Jay, you said blow the panels if all the 
repair work in the bay doesn't work. Is that a manually done job 
or what? 

GREENE No, if we have to jettison the Solar Array Panels, 
we will grapple the Solar Max, put the Solar Max at the end of 
the RMS, orient the panels so that they're well clear of the 
Orbiter and pointed in the acceptable directions. And then, our 
Goddard folks will command the jettison of the panels. 

BERGMAN 

GREENE 

They're explosive squibs, then? 

Yes. 

BERGMAN And a second question, after Pinky docks with the 
Solar Max, does he not bring it back? The shuttle as I 
understand from briefings, I've, and the books I've read. stands 
off 200 feet. 

GREENE The shuttle stands off 200 feet until Pinky has 
stabilized rates. 

BERGMAN And then it moves in to within 40 feet RMS range? 

GREENE The Orbiter moves in to within RMS range and then 
performs the grapple. 

BERGMM. 

GREENE 

BERGMAN 

GREENE 
task ... 

BERGMAN 

Thank you. 

Pinky's job is one of stopping the rates. 

And Van Hoften is not with him? 

No, he's in the bay getting ready for the repair 

Is he also MMU'd up in case Pinky gets in trouble? 

GREENE No, if an MMU gets in trouble, in the unlikely 
event that gets in trouble, the best course of action we have ~s 
take the Orbiter to the MMU and that's the path we will take. 

PAO Mark Kramer, CBS 

MARK KRAMER (CBS) I take it from what you're saying that you're 
going to fly both MMUs, one as a backup. 

GREENE Yes sir. 
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KRAMER And will Van Hoften do an engineering evalllation 
flight of that on the second EVA? 

GREENE That's right. That's the engineering evaluation 
we're doing at the end of the second day after we've completed 
the SMM activities. 

KRAMER The Solar Max is still in the payload bay at that 
point, is it not? 

GREENE At the point, the Solar Max will be on the RMS and 
it will be in what we call the parked position. 

KRAMER And what is that? 

GREENE It's a position above the Orbiter with its long 
axis ro~qhly parallel to the long axis of the Orbiter. 

KRAMER And what is the engineering evaluation consist 
of? Anything esoteric or pretty much what the .•• ? 

GREENE 

KRAMER 

Pretty much mundane as far a3 MMU flights. 

Ba~k and forth over the Orbiter. 

GREENE Back and forth pretty much within the confines of 
the bay and the objective is, we have the opportunity, we have 
the MMU, we have a chance to get a fourth pilot to give another 
~et of evaluations of a piece of flying gear and that's probably 
the prudent thing to do. 

KRAMER 
at the belly. 

Might he fly it undfrneath the spacecraft and look 
That's definitely out? 

GREENE The ground rule we work in is that when a man 1s 
flying the MMU, we like to keep him visible to the COR. (Garble) 
by that here. 

PAG 
here. 

Next row back and then we'll pick up Carlos up 

MIKE MEECHAM GANNETT NEWS SERVICE Let me give you a 
hypothetical, if you can't deploy the LDEF, pretending it's not 
an arm problem but something else makes it impossible to deploy 
the LDEF, can you go ahead with the Solar Max Repair. 

GREENE Ves, we've worked that pretty hard and there 
aren't many things that keep you from deploying LDEF but if you 
could, we're go for the repair tasks. About the only change to 
occur in procedures, currently we use the MFR. You've seen the 
MFR in flight II, the Manual Foot Restraint. If LDEF is in the 
bay, we will use portable foot restraints to do the repair 
tasks. That's mainly an RMS to LDEF clearance problem there. 
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PAO Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle. 

CARLOS BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE) Jay, what's the possibility of 
extending this if you just get into a position where you need 
more EVA time to get it al1 done? 

GREENE We think we have a timeline that we can work. The 
possibility exists that we start running behind and if we do run 
behind in real time, we'll be playing consumables rather than the 
POCC. If everything is looking well and the crew feels up to it, 
weill press on. 

BYARS You mean press on with a bad EVA or maybe bring 
people back in and say let's finish it up tomorrow. What? 

GREENE No, no, on the first EVA, we have some break 
points. The big break point is after you replace the attitude 
control system and the next break point is about where we're 
going on the MEB repair which is removing a whole bunch of screws 
and you'll see that layout later. If we fail to get the MEB work 
done on EVA-! and/elre running tight on consumables, weill stop 
with the Max replacement task. On EVA-2. I'll let John play that 
and it's the management of the consumables he has and how the 
crew is doing and whether there's, is a reasonable chance of 
solving the problems that got you behind in the timeline in the 
first place and that has to be played in realtime. But we are 
not limiting ourselves to the clock in six hours, per se. 

BYARS Sounds like you're going to wait until you get 
there and see how it goes. As far as, especially as far as EVA-2 
is concerned. (garble) 

GREENE 
do ne in 
we ha ve 
if time 
we have 

Welve done everything we could to get the t~sk 
six hours. We think we ~ave a very workable task and if 
problems and difficult1es, w~'ll have to evaluate ~o see 
will be a solution t (' that and 1 f time 1 s a sol u t 1,) n • do 
the consumables and is the crew up to it. 

BYARS If you have the consumables and everythingls going 
along. you would consider an EVA-3? 

GREENE No. 

BYARS No? 

GREENE No. 

BYARS No, you press on with 2. 

GREENE Two EVAs. 

BYARS Two t no mas. 

PAO Olive Talley, UP I. 
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OLIVE TALLEY (UPI) Jay, can you accomplish this if there's a 
problem with the arm and could you take it through several 
points, that is, if you get the arm out of the c.-adle and it's 
working fine and Pinky goes up and gets Solar Max and he'5 
holding it but for some reason the arm won't get, reach up and 
grab it. Is there a step there that you use the MMU or can Ox 
fly up and get it and then any other failures that might occur at 
any other point? 

GREENE Right now, the way we are set up, we have backups 
for virtually everything. The only thing that we don't have 
backup is the RMS. Taking that spacecraft and you can't see it 
from here but that spacecraft is in the very near proximity of 
the vertical stabilizer of the Orbiter. It's way in the back of 
the bus. You would like to place it in the bay ver~ carefully 
and very controlled. The only way we have at this time of doing 
that is with the RMS. Now we can take alot of degradation in the 
RMS operation. But if we totally lose the function to take the 
arm and have it move the spacecraft to that berthing platform, 
it's going to be a bad day. 

TALLEY Could you do a repair though if it's remaining 
outside the shuttle payload bay. Could you go up and take your 
instruments and do the repair? 

GREENE If we could, well, if we can get somewher~s Dn the 
arm in the near vicinity of the Flight Support Station, there are 
some possibilities to work at least the attitude control system 
part of the repair ~ffort. The MEB part is virtually wiped 
out. One of the things to remember, that's a tremendous piece of 
hardware. I'll let other people talk about it later. It is more 
than just a vice for holding the SMM. It provides a data path 
and power and that's a pretty crucial piece of gear to 
accomplishing the overall goals of the EVA. 

PAD Mark Kramer, CBS. 

KRAMER I have one question related to launch and then 
several for EVA. Where is Solar Max at the point, at the time of 
launch, is it directly overhead? I've heard '0' 

GREENE No, that's, the numbers were 53 degrees in front 
of the Orbiter up to anywheres as much as I believe 197 degrees. 

KRAMER Okay fine and going back to the EVA, can you show 
us where the Max is and where the MEB 

GREENE 

KRAMER 

I'll tell you what •• 0 

Want to wait 'til later? 

GREENE Right after I get done, Tom Woods is going to give 
a little pitch and he will give you more detail on that than you 
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ever wanted to know. 

KRANER Okay f1 ne. 

PAO Paul Recer, AP, up front, second row here, 

PAUL RECER (AP) What can consist of a successful repair? For 
instance, if you replace the attitude control ~ystem but you 
can't fix the box, are you still kick the spacecraft out? 

GREENE We replace just the attitude control system, 
that's worth a case of champa~ne. That's been an extremely good 
day and an extremely good mission. I think the MEB repair work, 
weld like to have it, but that's gravy from that point on. 

RECER Okay, how much capability would be lost if the 
Electronic Box 1s not repaired? 

GREENE The Electronics Box is associated with one 
experiment, the chronograph polarimetpr. That experiment would 
be lost. 

RECER 

GREENE 

PAO 

And everything else would work as designed? 

Yes sir. 

Right next to Paul there in the middle. 

Under what circumstances would you actually bring 
the thing back if you can't replace the attitude control system? 

GREENE If we couldn't replace, if after we replaced it, 
the new module didn't check out. If we couldn't load the 
computer. 

If you couldn't load the computers. 

GREENE The option exists to bring it back if for some 
reason, we can't go EVA. Welve worked plans along that set of 
contingencies and welre prepared to do that. So there are 
several scenarios that would bring you to need you to bringing it 
back. 

What if you say you can't go EVA, do you mean if 
you can't do the ••• ? 

GREENE If for some reason, we had some Orbiter problems 
that precluded an EVA either in the suit or in the Orbiter, 
itself. 

How would you get hold of it? 

GREENE We have practiced several alternate techniques 
where the Commander at his discretion would close to the 
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proximity of the Solar Max and attempt to grapple it while it's 
rotating. It's rotating at 1 degree a second. We have the 
option to take that rotation rate and lower it as much as half a 
degree a second. We're gOing to let the Pilot look at it at 1 
degree a second and begin this spin dO'n'n and when the Pilot feels 
he's ready to go and grab, we will try to It's not as clean 
or as simple a method as the MMU but it's ore of those tools, we 
keep in our tool kit just in case we need it. 

Okay, can you say again how you would slow it down, 
again? I mean, how do you actually do it? 

GREENE The rate that it's spinning is a controlled spin 
rate. It is being controlled to one degree a second and the 
reason you control it to that rate as opposed to a slower rate is 
as you slow down the rotation rate, this 90 minute wobble gets 
bigger and bigger. Those are solar panels sticking out the side 
and the power of the SMM is dp.pendent upon those panels getting 
sunlight. So if you let the rotation rate slow down and the 
wobble increases, you start getting less and less sun on the 
solar panel. The Goddard folks have a series of commands they 
can send to the vehicle and they can slow down the rotation rate 
to about half a degree. 

PAO Carlos Byars. 

BYARS What's the assessment of the risk to the RMS in 
such a situation? 

GREENE Minimal, as far as loading, we've done an 
evaluation of loads with this particular spacecraft up to a rate 
of 1 degree a second and we are well within any load limits on 
the RMS. 1 don't think we have any RMS wrist problems with this 
particular sequence. 

PAO Way in the back there, please identify yourself. 

DON KOBOS (KTRK) How important is this mission in the overall 
scope of the shuttle missions? 

GREENE I think it's got great importance not only in 
shuttle missions but in anything we as an agency have ever 
done. This opens up the whole realm, if I launch something and 
it doesn't work right, do I have to live with the loss of that 
piece of gear or can I go back and get it and get 2 men out in 
the bay and fix it and put it operational again. And if we can 
take this step and demonstrate to payload satellite builders that 
this capability exists, you can see it influencing how we deSign 
spacecraft from now on. One of the things that makes this whole 
mission possible, is the Goddard folks and the foresight they had 
when they deSigned the spacecraft in the first place. This 
spacecraft is built for onorbit reservicing. That's the function 
we're gOing to use and I think if the rest of the payload 
community sees this flight go well and what we can do. It's 
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going to influence design of all subsequent spacecraft and how we 
hdndle them on orbit. 

PAO Jules. Oh, you have a follow up, go ahead. 

KOBOS And does, in other words, if this were successful, 
there's a p0~sibility the other two satellites that we're 
launched in the last mission to be recovered or repaired? Or is 
that still in the making or .•. ? 

GREENE No, that's not in the ~aking. We have had no 
response from anybody or no requests from anybody to go get those 
two spacecraft. People have done some informal feasibilfty 
studies. Conceptually, there is a feasibility that's there, but 
I'm not ~WJre of any plans to go get those particular two 
spacpcra ft. 

PAO 

BERGMAN 

GREENE 

Jules. 

I'll pass on that one, Jay. 

Okay. 

BERG~AN Since I reported it yesterday. And you know as 
well ~s I do there are plans. I have two questions. What if 
LDEF ~annot be released? I didn't quite understand you there. 
Can tney still bring SMM bac~ to the cargo bay? 

GREE~E No, well yes. If LOEF c~n't be released and the 
only thir.g that would preclude releasing lOEF would be if one of 
the berthing latches that holds it in the ~ayload bay couldn't be 
opened. If LOEF couldn't bp released, we could operate the SMM 
1n the Flight Support Structure just the way you see it there. 
And we c~n conduct an entirely nominal repair with the exceptfon 
of the fact that we wouldn't use the manual foot restraint, the 
platform on the end of the RMS. In that case, we would resort to 
portablp. foot ~estra1nts. The crew practices with those. 
Everything that we're doing is do~able in that configuration. 
The only thing we couldn't do if LDEF were in the bay. the option 
to return SMM no longer exists. And that's mainly because we 
don't have enough room to fold SMM down into the bay, LDEF is 
taking up that volume. 

BERGMAN Okay, good, second question, if when Pinky dons his 
MMU, it's inoperative. Does he then t~ke the Ox's ~MU? 

GREENE He takes the other MMU. 

PAO John Petty, Houston Post. 

JOHN PETTY (HOUSTON POST) If you do return the satellite, 
what's likely to happen to it. Would it be cost effective to 
refurbish it and launch it again? 
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GREENE 1111 let you talk that, I think, 11m sure the 
answer to that question is yes and the Goddard folks will be up 
here later can probably give you a cost details on that. 

PAO And Doug Miller, KTRH radio. 

DOUG MILLER (KTRH) Talk about cost, how much, 11m trying to get 
an idea of how much of the cost of recovering the satellite will 
be compared to the cost of launching another one? Are we really 
saving money out of this? 

GREENE T~e answer to that is yes bllt I'll, again, that 
will be covered in the Goddard presentation. 

PAO Okay Mark Kramer and then letls go to Marshall 
after this one. 

KRAMER When Nelson does the transfer over to the 
spacecraft, is there a need to range on him with the Ku-band as 
much as there was last time and thus will it be out of pocket for 
television transmission or is there another scenario? 

GREENE 

KRAMER 

Yes and no. 

Which is yes and which 1s no? 

GREENE We have two ranging devices. We have the radar 
and we have the laser auto-focus device on the two aft payload 
bay cameras. As opposed to last flfght, instead of one target, 
we have two targets. And I know Crip wants to keep accurate 
range on both those targets. I bel feve his current plan is to 
keep their radar locked up on the radar mode on the SMM and use 
the TV camera to range on Pinky. The bottom line of all that is 
that during the MMU flight, they will not be realtime TV. It 
will be available for playback afterwards, though. 

KRAMER Where over the globe will that oc~ur? Is there a 
chance youlll be over the U.S., and you'd have STDN coverage? 

GREENE 

KRAMER 
TORS. 

Yes. 

So then you could have realtime TV but not via 

GREENE Possibly. Not only do you have to be over the 
States, you have to be over, you know, Goldstone, or Mila, or 
Hawaii and close, then we'll get part of it. 

KRAMER Okay and what does the timeline look like for the 
different segments? How long does it take for him to depart the 
pay loa d bay I get tot ~I e spa c e era f tim 0 ve i n I doc k ,St 0 P f t I wa i t 
for the Orbiter to come over and get it? Can you give us some 
idea? 
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GREENE Tom is going to show those numbers later on, I 
believe. 

PAD Yes, we've got a full blown EVA briefing. 

GREf.NE The number for the transverse though is about 20 
minutes, John? 

PAD Okay, let's switch to Marshall Space Flight Center 
for a few questions. 

~~VE DOOLING (HUNTSVILLE TIMES) Jay, how large is the external 
tark impact footprint south of Hawaii? 

GREENE How big is the external tank footprint? I believe 
it's on the order of thousands of miles. I don't have the exact 
numbers on that. I can get them for you but the entire external 
tank footprint lies clear of any land mass or any concern. The 
proximity to Hawaii Is normal to the long direction of the 
footprint and well clear of any Hawaiian Islands. 

DOOLING You're talking about thousands of miles on the line 
of flight but very narrow, perpendicular? 

GREENE I believe the the perpendicular size is on the 
order of 12 to 15 miles. 

DOOLING Okay and if a successful repair, start to finish, 
according to the plan you've got laid out here is completely 
successful, what impact would that have on the fate of Landsat-
4. There've been some preliminary talk about repairing it. Would 
you try to go for it, would you be cautious and just let it stay 
there? 

GREENE I've only indirectly been involved in any 
conversation about Landsat-4 and Landsat has a whole new 
different set of problems than Solar Max. Included in that would 
be orbital refuel ing which is something that's well down the road 
and the repair aspects are alot different. When Frank Cepollina 
gets up, that'll be a good question to let Frank talk about. 

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV) Jay, if for some reason, Pinky or Ox 
should be unable to participate in the EVA, are there plans to 
press one of the other crew members in the service? 

GREENE Well, if one of them, let me start by saying that 
we've got to have some form of 2 crewmen available to do any of 
the EVA activities and the 2 crewmen we're dealing with are Ox 
and Pinky. Weld be willing to do a I-man EVA if the other man, 
although not 100% available is available for any rescue 
activities that the single man out in the repair activity needs 
him for. One of the things that is possible is that we're not 
quite ready to do the EVA on the day that we planned to do it and 
should that contingency arise, we have the capability to take the 
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whole EVA block as well as the terminal phase of rendezvous and 
put it down on the timellne one more day. 

KNIGHT No plans of such (garble) 

(audio dropout) 

KNIGHT Jay, okay, r think we have it back now. Would 
there be any plans of substituting one of the other crewmembers, 
say for Ox or Pinky? 

GREENE The answer to that question is no. 

DOOLING Jay, I'm a little disappointed that your answer to 
my last question sounded somewhat faint of heart. What's being 
done on Solar Max is different from what's been done on previous 
EVAs, what was done on Skylab was different from previous EVAs. 
Are you saying that there's that great a difference between Solar 
Max and Landsat-4 that you apparently would be a bit timid about 
approaching it? 

GREENE Well, the differences between Solar Max and 
Landsat are not small. I didn't say that we wouldn't be willing 
to go after Landsat. I just said that it's a new order of 
magnitude problem. We've got some developmental work before we 
would ever consider it which is the orbital refueling capabil ity 
that we're talking about on subsequent flights. There's alot of 
work to be done. 

PAO 

PAO 
Washington. 

No further questions at Marshall. 

Okay, let's switch now to NASA Headquarters in 

SUE BUTLER (TIME AND SPACE WORLD) I don't believe we heard when 
landing is nominally planned to take place at KSC? 

GREENE landing at KSC, I don't have that number 
available. It's 143 hours elapsed time. We land on the 12th and 
if you want, I'm sure the PAO people can translate that into 
central standard time or whatever time zone you want. 

HOWARD BENEDICT (AP) As I understand it, the only reason you 
would blow the solar panels would be if you were going to bring 
it back to earth, is that right? 

GREENE 

PAO 

PAO-

Su re. 

No further questions from Headquarters. t~ank you. 

Okay, let's go to Kennedy Space Center, Fl~r1da. 

FRANK YOSENDA (TODAY) Jay, when you're at t'le Solar Max 
altitude, what will be your orbital period, will it still be 90 
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minutes or is it different? 

GREENE There at 93, thereabouts. 

niCK LEWIS I didn't catch all you said about the long duration 
facility deployment. If that should fail, are you saying that 
you cannot return the SMM? 

GREENE That's right. The problem we have is that you 
just can't fit them both in the ~ay at the same time. In the 
repair position, the SMM is perpendicular to the long axis of the 
Orbiter and when you want to bring it back. you got to lay it 
down into the payload bay and there just isn't enough clearance 
between where SMM is located and where LOEF is. 

PAD Is there any additional questions? Okay. no 
ldditional questions from KSC. 

PAO Okay, back. to Houston, Roy Neal, you've had your 
hand up for awhile. 

ROY NEAL Jay. this may be preliminary. This may be planned 
for part of our briefings a little later but do you have any fix 
on what television is expectable during the. most particularly 
during the EVAs? 

GREENE I think you'll have ••• I don't have the plan for 
the realtime TV and the transmissions thereof. but we should by 
the time we get done with the flight have playback or realtime TV 
of the entire operation. 

NEAL You are planning then playback in this case, not 
withheld as it was last time. If you remember, there were 
certain portions of the last EVA that we had to wait 'til the 
crew got back to see. 

GREENE I'm not really aware of that. 

NEAL Well. I guess what I'm really saying and Terry this 
might be for you. when do we get our hands on a TV plot? 

PAO B111 Robbins' crews were keeping that penned up in 
the word processor terminal. I guess they're on the third or 
fourth version of the TV plan. Bill Robbins tells me in my ear, 
we can expect one next week. 

NEAL 

PAO 

PAO 

Next week. 

Right. 

Okay, Oile row back. behind Roy there. 

LINDA COLFER (NATIONAL SPACE INSTITUTE DIAL-A-SHUTTLE) What 
would happen if you did have to bring back the LOEF or the Solar 
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Max? Would that affect the landing at KSC? 
heavy to land there and would you have to go 

Would it be too 
? 

III • .. I 

GREENE I believe right now, we're signed up to land at 
KSC with either of the two payloads. 

PAO Paul Recer, Associated Press. 

RECER In the event you had an MMU failure in the 
immediate vicinity or even while the astronaut was attached to a 
still spinning spacecraft, how would you affect rescue at that 
point, would you still move the shuttle or would you perhaps use 
the other MMU? 

GREENE We would, our plan is always to use the shuttle. 
The very fact that one of your 2 identical MMUs has had a failure 
has had a failure that disabled it would preclude using the MMU 
as your prudent rescue device? 

RECER Okay even though the Solar Max is still spinning, 
you would still approach it with the Orbiter and attempt to 
rescue? 

GREENE Yes, whereever possible, we'll do exactly what 
just told you. Now, one of tricks we have if we need it, if we 
have a real close tight proximity problem is to use the manual 
foot restraint on the end of the MFR and put the other crewman on 
the end of it to be able to grab the MMU crewman. So we do have 
some reach options with the RMS that are rather attractive if 
that's an area of events that take place. 

PAO Carlos Byars 

BYARS You mentioned a moment ago that the with great 
foresight, the Goddard fol~ had deSigned the Solar Max to be 
repairable and yet it's my understanding that the repair of this 
thing is going to i~volve a whole, remove of a whole lots of 
little screws and el~ctrical connectors and things are just not, 
don't appear to be designed for repair. What is the actual case? 

GREENE There are two parts to the repair problem. The 
part of the spacecraft that was built to be repairable is, if you 
will, the spacecraft as opposed to the payload, the bottom half 
of the total spacecraft. That is the part that is made to be 
repaired in space and one of those big boxes which ;s one of the 
modules that we're going in to replace is held on by two l~rge 
bolts. Take those two bolts and the whole module falls off. It 
ought to be a relatively straight forward task and when you see 
the hardware tomorrow, I'll think you'll agree with that. 

BYARS Is that the ACS? 

GREENE That is the ACS module. That's the repairable part 
of the spacecraft. Now the payload on top was not made to be 
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repairable in space. One of the thing$ we're demonstrating is 
that you don't have to go all the way towards the repairable 
spacecraft to have inflight repair capability and I think you'll 
see as Tom goes through his presentation that, yes, the MER 
repair is a rather involved piece of work and there are some 
rather small parts and intricate work. Especially when you 
consider a man in an EMU. 

BYARS Let me pursue this one more step. If they went to 
such care to design it to be repairable, how is that they have 
the attachment fixture in some place that ya'll are g01ng to find 
it so difficult to get to with an RMS that you got to fly a man 
out to get on it and install another one in affect. 

GREENE No, that's not the game plan, anymore. But we arc 
using their grapple fixture. 

BYARS So, youlre still ... stop it from spinning. 

GREENE The problem you have that in order to stop it from 
spinning and wobbling, you need one place to lock on and in order 
to grab it with the RMS, you need another place. They have one 
grapple fixture, they don't have two and you wouldn't expect 
anybody to put that in the design. 

PAO Okay, over here. 

How vital is the ET tracking? Is there any 
circumstances under which you might launch outside that four 
minute window? 

GREENE That is a possibility. The ET tracking is 
something that's very nice to have for subsequent mission 
planning, primarily because it allows you to determine where you 
can put the external tank as we start going into azimuths other 
than the ones we've already flown. 

$0 how many days would you need to wait b~fore you 
decided to go outside that 4 minutes? 

GREENE Hard to say. I'm going to let the program office 
people call that. You can best make that call when you're faced 
with the need to make it. Right now we have 4 minutes and plenty 
of other opportunities. We like that requirement and I think 
weill keep it in the program. 

PAD 

MAX RIZLEY 
before? I 
could have 
that. 

GREENE 

Max R1z1ey, Galveston Daily News 

Why have they not been able to track the ET 
thought we had soma rather sophisticated vessels that 
positioned themselves in the Indian Ocean to monitor 

I wouldn't doubt that we do but one of the 
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problems you run into is how many dol lars arc you going to spend 
to track the external tank and this is a nice cheap way of doing 
it. We get it as a virtual freebie. 

PAO Jules. 

BERGMAN Jay, about launch day, 4 minute window on Friday, 
April 6th, approx.? 

GREENE Yes sir. 

BERGMAN Okay, I have heard that as you started to say 
earlier think that the solar situation is changing, possibly a 
new solar storm might depress the SMM altitude or position, 
causing a slip of a couple of days. What is your absolute cut
off day on launch? Is it Monday, the 9th? 

GREENE No. 

BERGMAN When you're down to a one minute window and what 
you go to then? 

GREENE No, we can go out to the 11th or 12th and not run 
into any very serious difficulties. The window doesn't go away 
completp.ly, Jules, until the 13th, maybe the 14th. 

BERGMAN This may not be your decision, but, of course, what 
would, how small a window would NASA launch with? One minute. 
two minutes? 

GREENE would say if we had a two-minute window and 
we're facing a 5-day stand do~n if we didn't go on that day, a 
window on the order of 1 or 2 minutes would be acceptable and 
you're right, it's not my decision. 

PAO 
EVA briefing. 

Okay, why don't we change cast now and go to the 
Jay, thank you very much. 
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41-C PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE 3/9/84 

PAO Okay, good morning everybody and welcome back. One 
of the nice parts of my job is the frequency with which I get to 
introduce Robert Crippen, this time as commander of mi~sion 41-
C. Crip. 

CRIPPEN Thank you very much John, I'd like to thank all of 
you for j 0 i n i n gus t his m 0 rrli n g • We doh a v e w hat 1 con sid era 
very exciting and challenging mission, with, going up to do 
another deploy of a satell lte, this one's similiar to what we did 
back on flight 7, by turning one loose with a, with our Remote 
Manipulator System. The long duration exposure is (garble) this 
time. Which will be picked up sometime next year and then to 
extend the operating tapabilities of the space shuttle to 
actually service thesf satellites with the repair of the Solar 
Maximum satellite. As I said, that's a very challenging mission 
and I have an outstanding crew with which to go up a~d do it. 
I'd like to introduce them at this time. To my immediate right 
is Terry Hart, Mission Special ist who will be doing the Remote 
Manipulator work onboard. Pilot Dick Scobee, a~d he's my right 
hand man that keeps the, that helps us get up there and get back 
down and keeps the Orbiter operating. To his right, George 
Nel son, who wi 11 be do; ng the MMU f1 i ght uver to rescue the Sol ar 
Max and to his right, Jim Van Hoften, who will be doing the, most 
of the satel1 ite repair with the, with George Nelson helping 
out. And with th~t what lid like to do is have each of the gents 
tell you a little bit about the particular phase of the mission 
that they're associated with and we'll start out with Dick and he 
w ill tel 1 yo u s om e, sam e 0 f the t h i n 9 s we' r (! d 0 i n 9 wit h reg a r d to 
ascent and entry. 

SCOBEE Well, my little piece of the, piece of the mission 
to talk about is ascent and entry and there's not a whole lot 
unique about, about this mission over t;le other shuttle missions 
other than its the first time that we're going to do a direct 
insertion to orbit on ascent and from your standpoint, it 
probably doesn't mean a lot to you. From our procedure~ 
standpoint and everything, it does, because we're not going to 
do, the way the trajectory is designed, we don't do the orbital 
maneuvering system burn right after main engine cutoff like we 
have in the past. And this ~eans that our ascent trajectory, the 
initial part, everything you see wi)) all look the same, the 
latter part of the trajectory is a little bit different and our 
cutoff velocity is a lot, is a fair amount righer. When we go 
into a 200, about a 245 by 32 mile orbit right off the pad 
without a, without an orbital maneuvering system burn. And as I 
sai~ the trajectory and everything looks the same, but we end JP 
in a lot higher orbit and our external tank impacts in the ocean 
about 200 miles south of Hawaii which is quite a bit further down 
range than previously done on other missions. So the basic 
profile looks the same but the end of it is a fair amount 
different. We do do the second orbital maneuvering system burn, 
the second burn will- vary in size to phase us with the satellite 
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that we're going to repair so that, that part of the mission 
rem a ins abo u t the sam e • The e n t t' Y par tis ali ttl e bit d iff j~ r e n t 
because we're in a much higher or~it. This will be highest orbit 
for a shuttle so far. It will be essentially about 290 n~utical 
miles when it finishes up because they're going to reboost the 
satellite at the end. One of t~e other guys will talk about that 
a little bit and so the entry burn to get us back to a nominal 
ent(y interface is about, almost two tfmes as long as a normal 
entry burn, so we'll start back from about 290 nautical miles and 
the burn will take about, a little over 4 minutes, to get us back 
down to our normal entry, entry interface which is about 400,000 
feet and then on down the mission looks basically the same as 
other shuttle missions. We have the same program test inputs to 
look at the aerodynamics through the hypersonic region right down 
to subsonic and back to normal landing at KSC. 

CRIPPEN Okay, and Terry's officer in charge of deploying 
the LOEF of the Long Duration Exposure Facility and ~'ll let him 
chat with you a bit about that. 

HART The LDEF is somewhat unique among all the payloads 
that we've taken on the shuttle to date. I think its somewhat 
typical of what weill be ~eeing more of in the future. First of 
all its the largest payload welve taken in the shuttle both in 
v 0 llJ m e and in weight. I tis 14 feet in diameter, and 3 ° feet 
long. Excuse me. So it fills about half of the shuttle's bay 
and it weighs 22,000 pounds, so it's roughly half of the 
shuttle's 11ft capacity in the one payload. It's also the first 
of what we think we'll be many leave and ret .. ieve missions. We'll 
be deploying the LOEF in about a 260 nautical mile orbit. We'll 
be leaving it there for aproximately 1 year to be retrieved by 
flight 51 delta, 51-0, in February of '85. They'll be a lot, lot 
more missions of this nature coming along. LDEF itself will refly 
and we also have the large Space Telescope which is another 
typical leave and retrieve satellite that does a very nice job of 
using the shuttle's capacity both in lift and volume in the 
operational flexibility of the shuttle to repair inflight 
satellites. I think most importantly for the scientific 
community, LOEF represents a, a new factor in the amount of 
science per dollar that we're able to get out of, out of a 
satellite. It's relatively inexpensive, has 43 experiments 
onboard, they'ra located in 86 different trays, each tray about 2 
by 3 feet. The total number of scientists numbers 136 from 9 
different countries, that have put together all of these 
experiments, and they tend to break down into two basic groups 
of, one being material science, and the other space physics. The 
material science experiments, I'll just give you one as an 
example, we have some solar cells onboard and one of the problems 
with solar cells in space is they tend to, to degrade after a 
period of time, so with a variety of different solar cells on the 
same panel, the scientists are able to analyze them when LOEF is 
retrieved and hopefully come up with better compositions for 
future satellites to use. There are quite a variety of space 
physics. It includes interstellar gas and micrometeorite 
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experiments that are going, over the period of the year that LDEF 
i s up there, a c cum u 1 ate a lot of m i c rom e teo I'; t e impacts and 
sampling of interstellar gas which will be of interest to the 
scientists when LDEF is retrieved. !)o all in all, we're looking 
forward to taking LDEF up next month and we think its an 
excellent use the shuttle's capacity. 

CRI~PEN After we deploy the LDEF, we'll drop the cabin 
pressure down to 10.2 psi which will set us up for the EVA. A~d 
then we'll go ahead and initiate a complete randezvous actually, 
1 ike Dick said a while ago, we start the rendevous with, with 
the, actually with lift-off and it's a series of maneuvers that 
the ground sets up for us and puts us in a good position where we 
can take over with the orbiter sensors, the startracker and the 
radar to complete a rendezvous. We'll fly it in manually and get 
u~ in front of it, close in to about 200 feet and Jim Van Hoften 
and George Nelson will go outside and set themselves up, check 
out the MMU and George will go ahead and start the f1yover and 
I'll let him tell you about that operation. 

NELSON Well, we start out the first EVA in essentially the 
same way that it was done on the last flight. We'll be 
prebreathing for 12 hours once the cabin has been, the cabin 
pressure has been lowered to 10.2 psi. We'll don the suits 
during the time that the rendezvous is going on and after a 
further prebreath in the suit of about 45 minutes, we depress the 
airlock and go outside, then we've got essentially an hour of 
very busy time at the front end of the EVA. I come out the hatch 
1nd head over to the MMU, while Ox heads down to the back of the 
bus and picks up a number of tools and apparati that we'll be 
needing to rendevous and do the docking with the satellite. So 
I'll spend, along with Dick Scobee's help, about 40 minutes 
prepping the Manned Maneuvering Unit and donning it, getting 
ready to fly, while Jim will come back and install the T-PAD 
which. an acroymn that stands for Trunion Pin Attachment Device. 
It's the same device they used on the last mission to dock with 
the pin in the bay and that's what we'll be attaching to the 
satellite with. Once we're completely configured and ready to 
go, I'll be coming OJt of the foot restraints and out of the 
bracket that holds the MMU into the bay doing a short freeflight 
in the bay to check out the maneuvering unit to make sure it's 
functioning properly. Then essentially going back to the foot 
restraints and waiting for sunrise. At orbital sunrise, we'll, 
Crip will position us about 200 feet from the satellite. We'll 
be in the same orbit as the satellite in front of it with the 
tail of the orbiter pointing at the, at the Earth. going along 
the same direction like this. At that point I'll come back out 
of the foot restraints, maneuver myself to be pointed at the 
satellite and do a very slow flyover. At 200 feet J'll be flying 
about .6 or .8 feet per second during that time. I'll fly up to 
the satellite, and then initiate a dock. The satellite as I'm 
sure you learned yp.sterday is rotating very slowing, about 6 
minutes to do one revolution. I'll fly around up to the 
satellite with the maneuvering unit, match the rotation rate of 
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the satellite, come in between the two solar arrays, where the 
docking pin is located and using the T-PAD, then do a docK with 
the satellite. Once 1'm docked then I can us~ the T-PAD to 
attach myself~ what we call a hard dock, actually has some screw 
threads that you can attached yourself to the trunion pin with. 
Once a hard dock is acccmplished, then the Manned Maneuvering 
Unit has a mode which Jllows it to stabil~ze the satellite. I'll 
configure the maneuvering unit to that mode and then just hang on 
the satellite spinning around until I get ~ call from Terry that 
the satellite is in the correct position for' a grappling with the 
RMS. At that point he'll give me the GO and 1'11 stop the 
satellite f~om rotating and hold it there until the shuttle 
approaches, makes the grapple with the RMS. Once the RMS has the 
satellite grappled and ready to put into the bay, I'll release 
with the maneuvering unit, fly it back into the bay, put it, put 
1t away and close it out during the time that Terry and Ox are 
putting the, the satell fte into the flight support structure. 
And then once the maneuvering unit is put away I'll transl~te 
down to the bay and assist Jim with the satellite repair. 

CRIPPEN Okay~ with that, Jim Van Hoften and George Nelson 
wno we know as Pinky, referring to him as Ox, so you'll hear a 
lot of Ox and Pinky out in ••• so Ox, why don't you tell us a 
little bit about the repair. 

VAN HOfTEN Okay, primarily purpose of this mission, or the 
primarily part of the Solar Max mission is to repair the 
satellite and as you heard yesterday, the satellite had a failure 
in the attitude control system which is what keeps it pointing 
and spinning at the right, not spinning but pointing and fine 
tuning itself to point at portions of the Sun that they want 
analyzed. This system has failed and what our beginning part of 
our EVA, EVA 1 is after Pinky brings it back in, we get a 
position on the platform, it's rotated around and put in a proper 
position to service. I'll go out and mount up on the end of the, 
of the remote manipulator onto the manipulator foot restraint. 
the foot platform or cherry picker that you saw on the last 
mission. We'll be using this primarily to position ourselves and 
to keep restrained. In zero gravity it's somewhat difficult to 
work unless you have you feet restrained in some manner. We use 
this as a platform. Weill pick a variety of tools that we 
developed for this particular mission and begin the repair effort 
which is the first part is to remove the attitude control system. 
It's a 4-foot by four-foot by about one-and-a-half-foot box that 
sits on the bottom of the satellite. This thing was made to b~ 
serviced in space. It's a fairly simple task of using these tools 
that we have. We'll remove this big box. It weighs about 500 
pounds, and we go through a process of just removing the one we 
have, mounting it back on the structure. taking a replacement 
unit. that we're carrying up with us and putting it back on. 
With that completed, weill then proceed into the second part of 
the mission which is, second part of the repair effort. which is 
to, we have one other little task. to put a, a cover onto a vent 
that has been causing some problems, and then we'll go into the 
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beginning of the test to replace and repair the main electronics 
box on the Coronograph/Polarimeter. it's one of their major 
experiments. We will begin this towards the end of EVA I, and' 
complete it on the second EVA. We'll have two 6 hour EVA periods 
on day 3 and day 5. On the second EVA, we'll go out and complete 
this which envolves a, removing some 20 hex-head connectors on a 
panel, actually disassembling the satellite, taking off a, this 
main ell' tronics box which is built on the back of a door. Weill 
actual'., just pull off this whole door, d\sconnect some 11 of 
these subminiature connectors so we have to use £ome of our power 
tools, unscrew screws on it. pullout these connectcrs that have 
some 78 little pins on them and then 1'11 put this door off and 
Pinky will bring up the replacement box and .... ·e'll put a back 
on. Once we buttoned the satellite back up, weill spin it back 
around, get it, get it ready for deployment, pick it up with the 
remote manipulator and place it in a p05ition where it's pointing 
at the Sun again, where they want it to be, they can then power 
it back up using the solar arrays or it and ,le spend"the night 
with Goddard checking it out, making sure that all the repairs 
have been made and then the next day we deplol it. 

CRIPPEN And if all that goes like we just discribed it, 
we '11 bern i y h t Y hap p y f 01 k s w hen we get b a c ;: • Wit h t hat w tl y 
don't we turn it over for questions. 

PAO Okay, let's do it, here in Houston. first, John 
Getter. Right here, please. 

GETTER A question for the EVAers. ueorge Nelson first, 
please. One Jf the most spectactular things any of us has ever 
seen are the pictures that we saw of the last flight. lid 1 ike to 
know what's gone through your mind other than procedures, 
checklists and so on as you realize that you are suddenly going 
to bet h 0 s e pic t u " e s ? 

NELSON Not much. We're so, we're so busy doing procedures, 
checklists, and practice that we don't have much time to 10 all 
that. 

VAN HOFTEN 

PAO 

GETTER 

Concur. 

J u 1 e s Be r g man. Let nl e. 1 e tine, goa he a d J 0 h n . 

There's two of them. 

VAN HOFTEN We spent, we spend an incredible amount of time 
practicing all ~f thi3 and I guess it really hadn't sunk in yet, 
I think on the day that we go out and that's what the last guy 
said that when you finally leave the hatch and you look down, 
there's the Earth spinning by. then, then it probably will hit 
us, until then I don't think welve had time to really let it hit 
home. 

CRIPPEN ... ke"ep them too busy for that, John. 
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PAO Jules Bergman. 

BERGMAN Ox, [ saw yesterday some of the very small screws, 
some of the 72 you were just ta1king about, do you really think 
you're going to be able to replace those without any trouble? 

VAN HOtTEN Well the screws he's talking about, there's, 
there's 22 1 ittle number 10 I guess it is, screws that we have to 
remove. I think removing them is fairly Simple, we devised a 
procedure to replace these connectors without using the~e screws 
so ['11 assume we'll probably lose some of them. They are, 
they're retained or they're self-retaining screws. Once they're 
unscrewed they have a tendency to back out. When w~ repair the 
unit, what we do is just sl ip these connectors back into a little 
self retaining block and that should, that should keep it from 
having to put these screws back in. 

BERGMAN 

VAN HOFTEN 
it'll work. 

BERGMAN 

CRIPPEN 
it right. 

PAO 

But this, while wearing a pressurized glove? 

It's kinda like work~ng with boxing gloves but its, 
We've done it in the water a number of times. 

ltd i d n 't 1 0 0 k v e rye a s y to r,1 e, 0 x • 

We made him practice it lots of times so he'd get 

Roy Neal from NBC. 

NEAL Nothing is easy for you, Jules. (laughter) [ think 
that's an III got you. 1I I have two questions, if 1 may. The first 
is a very Simple one. I'm confused, Terry, by what you said about 
43 experiments when yesterday we were told by Bill Kinard, there 
were 57 exeriments •.• 

HART I know I shouldn't have done that. Is 57 the right 
number Bill? There are 86 trays onboard Roy, and they're quite a 
variation of combinations of scientists per tray and experiments 
per trdY but, but the point I want to make is that there is a 
tremondous international effort to put all this on the LDEF and. 
and we're reaping a lot of science for, for relativp.ly 
inexpensive payload and the point t was making is I think that's 
the trend of the future with the shuttle operations. 

NEAL 

CRIPPEN 

All depends who's counting and which way. 

And how you count. 

NEAL All right, now, essentially my main question is 
this. we. all of us shared with the guys, 41-B, a dress rehersai 
for your mission. Out of that, what routines, what technology was 
changed, what did you do to change your Situation, if any. based 
on that flight? In 'other words, what did you learn from the last 
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one that applies to what you're trying to do this time? Crip, I 
guess that starts with you. 

CRIPPEN Okay. Essentially we are not mak~ng any changes to 
the basic way we're doing business. Everything they did 
reaffirmed to us that what we'd set out was correct. The, I 
think the maneuvering unit proved that it was a very stable 
device and the right way to go about trying to stabilize the 
satellite and I would turn it over to Ox and Pinky to comment on 
the EVA as to whether they saw anything in there that changed our 
way of doing business, I think it just made us feel better. 

VAN HOFTEN Yes, I don't think we changed anything from 
watching 41-B's flight, but it did reconfirm the fact that we 
think we're going about training in the right way. 

NEAL Did McCandless or Stewart, either one~ have any 
good tips for you, any good suggestions, things that you might 
benefit by their experi~nce? 

VAN HOFTEN Well, we sat down and talked to them for quite 
awhile after they got back and we learned a few things, nothing 
that comes right to mind. 

PAO Chris Peterson. 

PETERSON For T.J. Any concerns about the RMS, since we had 
a problem last time and I think they changed it out for your 
flight. 

HART It's brand new and shiny, what can go wrong. 

PETERSON What can go wrong? Famous last words. Seriously, 
do you have any concerns at all, is there anything that you guys 
are looking at as a result of the last flight? 

HART Well, LDEF's considered a major payload, anytime we 
fly a major payload that requires the RMS, we go through more 
intensive training, using the backup modes, of which there are a 
couple for the RMS. The failure that occurred in the last 
mission, it was clear whether the backup modes were available. 
They chose not to try them sinc~ they c~ulu cradle the arm 
without them. But for the vast majority of failures, there's at 
least one backup mode available which we're prepared to u~e, both 
for LOEF and Solar Max. 

PAO Any questions here? Kelly Beatty from Sky and 
Telescope, and following this question weill go to the other 
centers beginning with Marshall. 

BEATTY Mr. Hart, another followup on the arm. If, since 
the RMS is so critical to the success of the repair, was it ever 
considered to install a second a~m? Was one evailable and was 
that rejected? . 

" _ .. _::. '; _ ;.0::."" I.-L,. 
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HART There was some discussion right after 41-8 landed 
and I think within the time constraints that we're working, it 
just wasn't feasible. 

CRIPPEN And I guess that the redundancy that the arm has in 
itself we think is adequate rather than trying another arm. 

PAO We're going to go to the other centers and take 
their questiQns now and then we'll come back here to Houston and 
take your remaining questions. First to Marshall, Huntsville, 
Alabama. 

PAO We have several questions from Marshall I first is 
Dave Dooiing, The Huntsville Times. 

DOOlING F~rst for Bob Crippen and then for Ox and Pinky. 
Bob, how much of the STS-7 prox ops experience is go'ng to apply 
to what you'll be doing in picking up Solar Max? 

CRIPPEN Hi Dave. Essentially, all of it. The approach 
that we end up using ends ~p being very similar to what we did 
with the, with the SPAS. The radar will bring us in on a 
rendevous that will cause U~ to pass beneath the, the Solar Max, 
several thousand feet and I don't know if you remember but our 
departure, our initial departure from the SPAS, we started out 
flying beneath it and then walking out in front of it and we 
ended up about a thousand feet out and that's approximately the 
distance we'll be stabilizing our~elf and then moving up to 
exactly in front of it, what we c~ll on the velocity vector, or 
V-bar, and then making the approach from that and that is exactly 
the same in)tial approach that we used on the SPAS, so all that 
expecia11y in tile training phase since that time, I've felt very 
comfo~table. And say your second question. 

DOOLING Okay, for, for both Ox and Pinky, could you tell us 
a little bit about the underwater training you've had with the 
Solar Max, excuse me, Solar Max mockup. How valuable it's been 
and in that training. have you developed any particular 
preference for the hand held or power tools, one over the other? 

NELSON I can start that, the underwater training is very 
valuable. It's really the only place that we can perform the 
tasks we'll be doing on orhit. We can do essentially the 
complete satellite repair both EVA's under the water tank and 
we've done, done them both a number of times. As far as a 
perference over tools, I'm not sure what you mean really. We have 
a power screwdriver which we use to remove screws and bolts for 
the MEB changeout task and we also have this very large bolt 
remover called the MST, which stands for the Module Servi~ing 
Tool, that we use to change out the ACS module on this 
satellite. And so there's really not any preference of one over 
the other, we need them both. 
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JIM ADAMS (CHANNEL 31) I, just out of curiousity, r just wanted 
to doublecheck, when LDEF is deployed and is retrieved next year, 
will the same type of technique be used to bring it back into the 
payload bay that you're using with Solar Max this time? 

NELSON The, the technique, Jim, is the same in that we're 
using the RMS. The berthing of LOEF is quite a bit more difficult 
than the Solar Max because of its size and it's also very 
difficult to line LDEF up a! it come in b~cause you really can't 
see anything except the front end of it. so we have to rely on 
the cam e \' a sin the pay loa d bay qui tea bit for the L 0 E F be r t h f n g 
task which we plan to practice very quickly by the way on our 
flight as part of the deployment sequence, but the Solar Max on 
the other hand is considerably easier since it's right in front 
of you in clear view but cameras really are not even required to 
berth it plus Ox is out there, kind of helping me bring it down 
a~d can make small corrections. 

TIM KNIGHT (WAFF TV) For Crip, if you reach the situation with 
this mission, similiar to Hhat happen with 41-C with the RMS, if 
there was a situation that would develop where you might h~ve to 
jettison the arm as opposed to haveing to bring the Solar Max 
back, which would take priority o~ that? 

CRIPPEN I'm not sure that we could get exactly in that 
sequence. The, we can help, always get the arm back down when we 
got, got guys EVA's so they can always bring it down and with 
regard to deploying, there's room in the bay for both of them, so 
you could bring both of them back, I'm not sure what kind of 
failure you're relating to, but we don't think we could run into 
that kind of situation. 

DOOLING Dave Dooling with the Huntsville Times. A follo'i'up 
for Pinky, I was referring to the mushroom head screwdriver tlat 
Essex developed, which I know you at least use in the underwafer 
sim here and 11m sure you've used it down there. I was wondering 
if there'S any preference to actually having, having your han( 
do; n g the d r ; v i n g and b a c kin g u p the s c r e w S 0 r if. i f you Ire 11 0 r e 
comfortable with the power screwdriver? 

NELSON Much more comfortable with the power screwdrive'. 
Itls like taking out those screws is comparable to using a hard 
saw to cut a 4 by 12 compared to using a power saw. About that 
fatiguing. So given, we can do it manually, and, and it's fairly 
straight forward but its very fatiguing to do the motion to 
unscrew and screw in bolts by hand in a suit. 

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF) Crip, following up or that last question, 
there was some discussion as to on 41-C that if they went ahead 
with a, with a particular another maneuver with th~ RMS last 
time, that it might lock into position where it would not be able 
to be brought back down and thatls what I was referring to. 

CRIPPEN And we're in a little bit different situation then 
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they were because the, we wi1l have somebody outside dt ai 1 the 
times that we're doing all the arm operatio~s and they might or 
might not have had that situation, but there's always the 
possibility that we could pull it in by hand and they could have 
always elected to have used that option, too. 

KATHLEEN BAKER (Western Kentucky University College garble) 
was wondering how Pinky got his nickname? 

NELSON 

PAO 

PAO 

PAO 

r got it when I was born. 

Those are all the questions from Marshall. 

Now NASA Headquarters in Washington. 

We have a few questions from NASA Headquarters. 

HOW A ROB £ N £ 0 leT (A s soc i ate d Pre s s ) Let s g i v e 0 x e q u"a 1 tim e and 
~sk him where he got his. 

VAN HOFTEN didn't get it when I was born. I got mine in the 
Navy when I was a, everybody had nicknames, I'm afraid mine 
stuck. 

B £ NED I C T 0 kay, a s e ri 0 U s que s t ion the n. C rip, 0 n a 1 nlO s tall 
of the shuttle landings, there have been brake problems. Has 
anything been done to change the brakes on this, for this flight, 
and does it bother you? 

CRIPPEN We have had some difficulity with the brakes on 
every landing, they have nevp.r affected the stopping of the 
Orbiter. the problem with the brakes does bother us and we've got 
lots of people looking at ft to try to come up with a system that 
doe s ;10 t h a vet h 0 s e kin d s 0 f fa i 1 u res • The rna i n pro b 1 em i s 
reusability right now and we hale never had a problem with as 
I've said stopping the thing, we're, we have a new set of brakes, 
but there just like the one's that we've been using in th~ past 
and I guess there always a little nagging concern there. We'd 
like to see that improved, however, I feel, I have no problem 
with going into launching and landing with them now, just as we 
didn't have on 7. 

HARRY ROSENTHAL (AP) For either Pinky or Ox. For us, for 
those of us who are handymen, could you go into some detail on 
how you use the power screwdriver? How does it grip the screws 
for instance? 

VAN HOFTEN Well, the power screwdriver is similar to an off-
the-shelf screwdriver. It's a kind of a geared-down drill and 
it's basically, it's been modified and sent through pressure 
chambers, vacuum chambers and thermal vacuum to ensure that it 
won't 0 u t gas and i t w ill w 0 r k pro per 1 y and we' ve had i tin va c -.i u ,n 
chambers ourselves and operated it and it, normally we have two 
bits that work on this. One of them an Allenhead or just a 
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straight bit that fits into the Allenhead screws and the other 
ones just a regular slotted screw bit, allJ it has a shrouded 
cover on it. And they, the one with the Allenheads has a 
retaining device that grips the screws when they come out. These 
screws on the panel are non-, they're not, they're not captured, 
so we have to pull them out and stick them in a little 
trashbag. It's just like working on, changing your tire at home 
only its little bit more involved. 

BILL H IN E S (C h i c ago Sun Tim e s ) I g u e sst his i s for C r' i p pen. 
Taking into account the brake problem that has been persi~ting 
since the start and the limited length of the runway at the Cape, 
when the time comes to retrieve 51-0 and bring it back, I mean to 
retrieve the satellite and bring it back on 51-~ and you have 
22,000 pounds of extra weight, is the plan to land at the Cape or 
to go back to the dese?t and land there? 

CRIPPEN Well, I really ~on't know the answer to that. So 
I canjt answer. We, in general have, for our AOA's or abort once 
around w~ere we arp. heavy, have elect~d to try for the lakebed 
for those options just as we are on this flight and so for heavy 
weight vehicles, our current plans does put us on the lakebed at 
Edwards. 

WARREN CORBETT (American Business Network) for IIc1son or Van 
H 0 ft e ~. W ; t h " e 9 .H' d tot he S M 1'1 rep d i r i s the rea nyu n r. e r t a i nit y 
in that? Is there a point where you would get up there ~nd 
actually ~ycball the sP3cecraft r the SMM and decide we cannot dq 
this and, if so, what is that point? 

NELSON Well, ti,ere are a number of points. It's the same 
as when you're working on any pIece of machinery. There is a 
possibility that a problem, some bolts not coming out or tools 
not fun c t ion i n 9 pro per 1 y. Wet h in;' we h a vee no ugh b a c k ups to 
handle any of those situations but. but there is always the 
possibility of something unforesee~ that could keep us from doing 
the repair, but I think welre, welre at least three layers deep 
on tools to do any, anyone of the tasks, so 1 have a pretty high 
con f ide nee t hat weill, weill get the j CJ b don e 0 I) t hat • 

HOWARD BENEDICT AP Following up Bill Hines' question, Crip what 
is your plan if for some reason you can't deploy the LDEF and 
have to bring it back, would you still, are you planning to land 
it back at the Cape? 

CRIPPEN The current plan would still be to bring it back to 
the Cape, and in that case weld be ~round 220 thousand pounds and 
would probably be considered exceptable to take it in to KSC. I'm 
sure that they would have some discussions about it as we do for 
all landings but that is the current baseline. 

HARRY ROSENTHAL AP I'd like to go through the arm failure 
question, just once more. If the arm for some reason doesn't 
work right from day 1, the first maneuver you do with ft doesn't 
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work, do you then come home with your load, without doing 
anything? 

CRIPPEN If the arm is completely inoperative, which I have 
a hard time imagining that to be the case, we do have the option, 
and tile current p 1 an i s t J deploy the Long Duration Exposure 
Fac;l ity by si~ply opening up the latches that retain it in the 
bay a~d backing the orbiter away from it. That does not allow us 
to activate what we call an experiment and initiation system that 
we normally do with the arm, consequently all the experi~ents 
onboard would not function properly, however, the majority of 
them would so we would go ahead and deploy it. We would also 
continue with our rendevou3 so we could go ahead and make sure 
that we understand how to do rendevous and come up and park near 
the Solar Max but we really have no way of putting it down in the 
bay and doillg the repair without the RMS so we would be unable to 
complete that portion, however, I would like to emphasize that we 
believe the redundancy on the, on the arm and all th~ backup 
features that are available to it do dot hlake that a plausible 
senerio. 

HQ PAO Thank you, there are no further questions from 
Headquarters. 

JSC PAO Thank you, no~ welve come to space center Florida. 

FRANK YOSENDA (Today) I have three questions, the first, its 
for the two pilots. On the direct insertion, do you have any 
particular concerns or problems or dangers with that and the 
other thing is with that method of insertion is there any kind of 
transatlrntic landing site? 

SCOBEE Well no, we don't have any particular problems with 
that way of ~oing business. In fact, from our standpoint Itls a 
simplier way of doing business and a more direct way of doing 
business than our previous flights because it cuts out the 
complication of the first burn when everything goes correct1y and 
we still do have a transatlantic abort capability, as I said, the 
profile is relatively the same as the profile on previous 
missions, so there is a time when we can still do transatlantic 
aborts, so we also don't have any problems ~long those lines. It 
puts us in a position of being able to do abort to orbits and 
things like that much earlier because we're higher in energy at 
main engine cutoff. 

YOSENOA Okay, thank you, this is Frank Yosenda again. Yow 
much of. this, I guess, will be for the mission specialists, how 
much of your support in locating the SMM is going to come from 
the ground and how much 1s going to be purely from onboard radar 
and visual sighting? 

HART Well. we cannot do the rendevous without the ground 
starting us off. That begins, as Crip mentioned earlier, right at 
11ft-off. Our launch' window 1s determined by position of Solar 
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Max. Once welre within about 100 miles of the Solar Max, we 
begin to process onboard sensor data which is in two forms. 
First, the star trackers detect the Solar Max when the light 
conditions are correct and then a little later, we start to pick 
up rendevous radar contacts on the Solar Max and all that data 
goes into the onboard computers which help us do the final six or 
sev~n burns to sort of tweak up the approach, but it's very 
important that the ground get us within parameters about 100 
miles out. 

YOSENDA Okay, thank yo" The last question is also for 
Terry. Considering the fact ~·.at thet'e's been no definitive 
answer for why the RMS failed on the ~ast mission, does that give 
you some pause to, to worry a~out whether its going to happen 
again on this one? 

HART Well, as you said, the failure is not understood. 
It would seem unlikely that we would have the same failure 
reoccur, but again, as we said several times, there is a lot of 
rendundacy in the arm, and people don't give it credit for all 
thase backup modes which welve never had to use before and they, 
they very well were available on the last mission. We just choose 
not to use them and we are prepared to work with the arm in any 
degraded mode. 

JAMES FISHER (Orlando Sentinel) For Ox and Pinky, the tepair on 
this satell)te, how long have you been trained for that, how 
extensive has it been and what types of contingencies have you 
trained for? 

NELSON Well welve been training for, I guess, 10 or 11 
months for the changeout. The training's very extensive, welre, 
1 ike I mentioned before, we're, I think at least three layers 
deep on ~ontingencies. Not only can we, do we have a number of 
tools to work on the satellite, but we can also perform a number 
of contingency operations on the flight support structure itself, 
the big structure that the satellite will be mounted on, so that 
if it should malfunction, we can manually pivot it, the structure 
up, run latches and connect umbilic~ls to make sure we have power 
to the satellite, that sort of thing, so I think with a year's 
worth of training, I think both Ox and I are pretty much ready to 
go out there and do it. 

CRIPPEN 

VAN HOFTEN 

KSC PAO 

They are ready. 

I think we are. 

That's all from Kennedy. 

PAO Thank you, now back here in Houston, and Jules 
Bergman again, please. 

BERGMAN Yes, Jules Bergman ABC News. Crip, and I guess in 
a way this is for most of you. Assume the following sequence of 
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events takes place, you deploy LDEF and then the arm fails, what 
happens then and is there anyway of Pinky or Ox manually 
repairing the attitude control system, because I assume there is 
no way of getting the Solar Max back in the spacecraft? 

CRIPPEN Again, you're assuming a failure where the arm is 
completly inoperative, that you can't do anything with it, with 
such failure, we cannot repair the satellite, and we will not 
even initiate a fly over to go over and grapple it with the MMU 
at this time. We need the RMS to be able to repair the satellite 
and, but again we feel that the senerio that you ju~t put forth 
is a not realistic one. 

BERGMAN Okay, would you then with the arm failed, go up and 
rendevous with 1t, take a look at it? 

CRIPPEN Yes. We would do the rcndevous because 
that's also an important mission objective independint of the 
satellite repair itsel f to do a rendevous complete and make sure 
that we understand how all that works. 

BERGMAN 

CRIPPEN 

BERGMAN 

CR!PPEN 

PAO 

And get a look 

And get a look 

Take pictures. 

Take pictures, 

Okay, and tell 

at it. 

at it as we 11 • 

we I 11 ta ke a lot of pictures. 

me your name and affiliation please? 

PRESS (garble) from Baylor University. The question 
toward Nelson and Van Hoften. If the MMU fails, what are your 
chances of being rescued? 

NELSON If the MMU fails, which 1s, which is unlikely, it 
has two separate systems to fly with, if they both give out, 
we've got Mr. Crippen and Mr. Scobee in the bay to fly the 
orbiter up and pick us up. 

CRIPPEN And that's a very reasonable senerio, its easier 
to fly over and pick them up then it is to fly OV2r and stabilize 
next to the Solar Max, that, I think that Vance Brand 
demonstrated how easy it was to go out and get that foot 
restraint that floated free last time, so that's not a difficult 
ta s k. 

PAO Kelly Beatty from Sky and Telescope. 

BEATTY I have two questions, both for Pinky if I may. 
The first one is can you sum up your feelings as you wait for the 
mission, are you nervous, excited, what does it mean to you, 

NELSON Bu sy •. 
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BEATTY Not what you're doing, what do you feel? 

NELSON Well, I'm glad to be a part of this thing, it's a 
good mission and ready to go out and do it. 

BEATTY And can you say what the significance of the 
mission is, can you sum up the significance of this mission? 

NELSON Well, I think that's what we've been doing here for 
the whole conference. 

BEATTY But I mean, from your own point of view, how 
significant is this mission compared with the others? 

NELSON Well, from my own point of view, it's very 
significant, because I'm on it. As far as, I'm not sure what 
you're looking for, one thing is... ~ 

BEATTY Well, what I'm trying to look for is fOt' you to 
say how important this mission is, I mean it's obviously very 
important, but I want you to say it. 

NELSON It's very important. I mean, one thing, one thing 
for me that's nice about this mission is I did some work in solar 
phYSics and so its nice to get a chance to make, make some 
contribution to s~lar phYSics, not in a science way but by going 
out and actually helping repair a satellite is providing very 
valuable scientific data. So that's, that's one extra motivation 
I have to effect the repair. 

PAO Carlos Byars. 

BYARS r hate to pick up on Bergman's rather speculative 
idea that the RMS breaks off and drifts away or whatever happens 
to it, the Bergman senerio, but under this sort of a situation 
w 0 u 1 d you goa he a dan d 1 e t Mr. N e 1 son do td s E V A, fly 0 v era n d do 
nothing but photograph? 

CRIPPEN At this time that is not in the plan Carlos, as 
there is really no reason we see to do that. We think that if 
anybody's interested in photography, well) \'lith our 70 mm cameras 
we have inside the cabin, we would, we would be able to initiate 
that. But I feel very confident that both Ox and Pinky are gOing 
to get to do their EVA. 

BYARS 

CRIPPEN 

PAO 

One of them has to hold the arm together. 

If they have to hold it together. 

Mike Meecham from Gannett. 

MEECHAM Two questions, first for George. While you're 
hanging around out there waiting for, you have some time out 

." i",ij..:::§ 
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there when you'r~ attached but you have not, I believe you said 
you wouldn't have stabilized the satellite, right? 

NELS ON That's correct. 

MEECHAM Will you be taking pictures. will that be a lot of 
time, are you at all, are you carrying a camera on the MMU? 

NELSON No, I'm not planning on even carrying a camera on 
the MMU ••• 

MEECHAM You're not. 

NELSON .•• for my flyover and when 11m attached to the 
satellite, I'm this far away from it, so I'm just staring at the 
wall. essentially. 

MEECHAM 

NELSON 

MEECHAM 

NELSON 

Looking over, trying to look over your ~houlder. 

Ye s • can see off to the side. 

Okay. 

I won't have any view. 

MEECHAM This second question for either you or Ox is, can 
you rate the difficulity from, I think, most of us focus on the 
EVA part of the activity, because its a more spectacular part of 
it, but is it actually of the jobs you have to do up there, is it 
actually more difficult. the repair WOt!:. than, than the flyover? 
HoW, can you talk about the degree of difficulity of the two of 
them? 

NELSON Well, let me make one other comment, first Terry 
just reminded me that we will have. both Ox and I will have small 
television cameras mounted on our helmets and so you'll get some 
views from those, if the television is available and on the other 
question of difficulities, hard to say. I guess weill tell you 
when we get back. it seems to me like the repair I think has a 
lot more overhead and a lot more detail work involved with it, so 
I think I would rank it as the more difficult. I don't know, Ox? 

VAN HOFTEN We b~th trained on the flyover and if the MMU flys 
as well as it appears to I think it's a rather straight forward 
ta s k. 

PAO Mark Kramer, CBS. 

KRAMER For Bob Crippen, I have a couple of questions. 
First, the mundane but interesting perhaps question. Who sits up 
on the flight deck with you and Mr. Scobee and specifically who 
is the would be flight engineer and is it the same person for 
both ascent and landing? 
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CRIPPEN Yes, Mark, that's Ox. He is our so-called flight 
engineer both going up and coming down and we had the option of 
doing different, changing out, but I believe from a training 
standpoint that made more sense for our mission. During ascent, 
Terry will be sitting to his right and during entry Pinky will be 
sitting to his right. 

KRAMER Okay and the other issue goes to television. I 
recall hearing that Mr. McNair cautioned, I guess you or your 
whole crew, not to try to get too involved in television 
photographs or documentation during the exciting parts of the EVA 
because you'd be so busy and I wonder how this has worked out in 
your integrated simulations? 00 you wind up just saying to the 
ground do you •••• 

(AUDIO DROPOUT) 

CRIPPEN ••• in the payload bay are necessary ~ools to do 
the task that we're doing, consequently, we'll have to continue 
to run those but not necessarily from a documentation standpoint, 
but to help us do our job. As far as switching between cameras, 
the ground will do that to pick which camera they want to bring 
down and to be able to show publicly. 

KRAMER Someone expressed the bel fef yesterday that you 
would be using the TV laser range finding to track Mr. Nelson, 
Dr. Nelson, and the Ku for the satellite. Is that what you plan 
to do and that would I assume leave us with good pictures if 
we're in contact? 

CRIPPEN Yes, we, we do plan to use on using the laser range 
finder to track Pinky on his flyover. Hopefully, at that s~me 
time, we will have the, the Ku-band radar unit locked on to the 
satellite. We have two of the laser range finders on both of our 
aft cameras and there will be, I can guarentee you there will be 
a camera on him, not necessary to give you pictures but for data 
for us and as to whether that will be able to get down to the 
gro~nd or not, if timing works out right, as it's currently set 
up, we have some good passes coming over Hawaii and across the 
States just about the time of the flyover that, hopefully, will 
coincide so that we can give you some of the pictures of that. 

PAD Paul Recer, Associated Press. 

RECER In the unhappy event that you're unable to change 
out the ACM and consequently your repair mission is a failure and 
you have to bring the satellite back and you have to blow the 
solar panels, where will ya'll be at the time that occurs? Will 
you still be out or, or what? 

VAN HOFTEN 

HART 

Pass that to Terry. Terry's our ••• 

Pass that to Crip. 
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CRIPPEN The current plan would, would be to ungrapp1e or 
undock the Solar M~i\ from the flight support structure and we 
have, that is the main thing that we're keeping the guys outside 
for. Once we've done that, they really have no backup function 
that wouldn't be necessary to keep them out so the plan would be 
to go ahead and bring them back inside and it would probably be 
on a subsequent day that we would go ahead and deploy the solar 
arrays. But again tho~e kinds of things get worked lots, and 
there's no reason that we couldn't go ahead and go through that 
whole operation while they were, just to make sure that we got it 
back into the bay, and tucked down because there are some backup 
operations that are associated with the flight support structure 
on the reberthing that, that might, it might be preferable to 
have them out there. 

RECER What is the mechanism of separation for the solar 
panels? Springs, or what? 

CRIPPEN Yes, there pyrotechnic springs. Terry, you want 
to comment on that. 

HART It's a spring that, that is compressed right now 
and it is being retained by bolt that pyrotechnically is fired by 
Goddard Space Flight Center command. And when it comes off, it 
comes off spinning and translating at about 3/4 of a foot per 
second so we, all we need to do is put the RMS in the right 
configuration and the orbiter in the right configuration, 
attitude wise, the panel will come off, retrograde and clear the 
shuttle and then we'll do the second one. 

R E C E R 0 kay, soy 0 u ' vel 0 s t the pan e '. san d the sat ell i t e ' s 
at the end of the arm, you still have to recr3ddle it, will they 
have to go back out to make sure that's done? 

CRIPPEN That is not necessary, unless we ran into a problem 
with some of our latching mechanisms and that would be the only 
reason then, that would have to be a backup kind of a thing and 
would feel perfectly comfortable today in putting it back into 
the bay and bringing it back down without them being outside. 

PAO John Getter, again please. 

GETTER For Terry Hart, I understand this lDEF is 
essentially kind of a inert big satellite up there, it doesn't 
have any attitude control systems or anything else, would you go 
through the type of fine tuning that you have to do to 
essentially make sure everything's in the right place before you 
let go of that thing and hope it stays there for a year and a 
ha 1 f? 

HART As you might have guessed John, we do quite a bit 
of that prefl ight, so we know exactly where the arm will be and 
what attitude the orbiter will be and what time we plan on 
releasing LDEF. So ~11 of that's worked out so that lDEF will be 
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in what we call a LVLH attitude. One end of it will be pointing 
towards the Earth and the other end towards space and it will be 
rotating once every rev, 1n other words , it will continue to 
point toward the Earth. What we need to do is make sure that 
when we do release it, that it, in fact, has no other rates on 
it, are relative to the orbiter at the time of release and if by 
no rates I mean something smaller than .025 degrees per second, 
that's our specification. Having done that. a11 the analysis 
from Langley shows that we'll stay in that attitude for the 
e n t ire d U I' a t ion 0 f the m iss ion, the 12m 0 nth 5 and for t hat 
matter, quite a bit longer. Ff we were to exceed those rates for 
whatever reason, we wOl'ld regrapple and attempt to do it again. 

GETTER It, it sounds very, very like a very heavy 
precision job to do when you're talking about two big chunks of 
mass flying along at 4 or 5 miles per second. Is it difficult, is 
it a tough task for you to address or is it pretty straight 
forward, you just get it where it's supppose to be ahd push a 
button? 

HART It's straight forward, if everything goes right. 
The size of the LOEF, the weight of it is an adv~ntage. It's 
inertia is such that you'd have to bump it pretty hard to get it 
spinning so we feel that the current RMS design is such that a 
nominal release would be well within those rates. 

PAO Another question phoned in from Rob Navious UPI 
Radio for Pinky asking, 'As an astronomer, is your concept of 
spa~e and the heavens changed because of what you've watched on 
previous spaceflights and having had the opportunity to talk to 
fellow astrounauts who've flown? 

NELSON No, not really. looking forward to getting up there 
and looking around for myself though. 

PAO Final question of the day from Jules Bergman here 
please. And just as a, to respond to the earlier question from 
Headquarters, current baseline shows 51-0 landing at Kennedy. 
Jules. 

BERGMAN This for Pinky. You said you fly in between both 
solar arrays. Is there adequate clearance distance, does that 
concern you at all? 

NELSON No, we, actually when we're docked [ think I, I've 
got about 3 feet clearance on my right side and just a matter of 
2 or 3 inches on the left side ••• 

BERGMAN What I'm getting at, Pinky, is as you come in to 
dock, are you concern about the, looking at this book. it looks 
fairly tight quarters to me. 

NELSON It's pretty tight, the MMU as you saw on the last 
flight 1s very cont~olable and so far in all our simulations, 
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flying between the solar arrays hasn't really been a big problem. 

PAD That concludes the pro9r~m this morning, thank you 
very much for your time and attention. 
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PAO Okay, good afternoon and welcome back to thi~ the 
third in our series of prefl ight press conferences, background 
briefing~ for Flight 41-C. This afternoon, we'll be discussing 
i~ this briefing the Solar Maximum repair with to my right Frank 
Cepollina, the Solar Max Repair Project Manager from the Goddard 
Space Flight Center in Maryland and to his right Dr. David 
Bohlin t the Solar Maximum Mission Program Scientist from NASA 
Headquarters, and Mr. Cepol1ina will talk to you in some detail 
about the repair of the satellite and the project in general and 
then Dr. Boh1 in will be speaking about the science, the solar 
science that they hope to be back in business to, to getting 
after the repair. And! '11 go ahead and turn it over to Mr. 
Cepollina. 

CEPOLLINA I would like to start with asking everybody to make 
sure they got copies of the two brochures, one on the science 
aspects of the missio~ and the other is a senerio rundown of the 
mission sequence themselves. 

PAO We have some out in the newsroom and those are 
available and out there. 

CEPOlLINA No. We, no it is not necessary that you have it, 
you'll be able to see from the films the exact sequences, 
however, I would like you to read them tonight, we'll going to 
have a test in the morning before we show you the hardware, so, 
tomorrow morning I understand you'll have an opportunity to see a 
lot of the training and test hardware which is very 
representative of the hardware that we're going to be working 
with in spaceflight. I'd like to thank our host, Johnson Space 
Flight Center and also as well, Kennedy, who are working 
feverishly right now to prepare our hardware for the April 6th 
flight. I'd like to come at this part of the presentation from a 
customer point of view which we have been and dealing with the, 
with the thing that we see coming out of this system, the overall 
what Tor, what does this mission overall buy us from a agency 
standpoint, from a science standpoint, from a Goddard Spaceflight 
C~nter standpoint, and hopefully perhaps from a total 
industrial ization of space point of view, so I'd like to start by 
again going back and giving you a summary of the mission for 15 
minutes in a video tape we've put together which is available to 
any of the networks or studios that want to borrow it, so I'd 
like to start off with rolling the, this senerio, motion picture 
senerio of the Solar Max repair mission. If we can have that. 

(film) 

One of the most awesome spectacles of the universe, 
solar flares. These violent eruptions from the surface of the 
Sun can cause serious problems on Earth. Power disruptions, 
radio blackouts, and even corrosion in pipelines. For reasons 
unknown, these flares peak in frequency and intensity every 11 
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same location. This 11th flight of the Space Shuttle will carry 
a five~man crew. Commander Robert Crippen will fly and maneuver 
the shuttle. Pilot Dick Scobee will assist Crippen, operate the 
flight support system and coordinate the repair. The orbiter's 
mechanical arm will be operated by Mission Specialist Terry 
Hart. Dr. George Nelson and Dr. James Van Hoften will jointly 
conduct the extraveh.cular activities asso~iated with the 
repair. The sh~ttle will carry two separate payloads in its bay. 
In the front will be the Long Duration Exposure Facility known as 
LDEF. This satellite will be deployed by the Orbiter's 
mechanical arm at an altitude of 260 nautical miles on flight day 
number 2. The rear of the bay will hold a structure called the 
flight support system, an item essential to the repair of Solar 
Max. Frank Cepollina is Goddard's manager for the mission. 

This repair mission is going to take place over a 
period of seven Jays. Starting with the third day of orbiter 
flight, the orbiter will rendezvous with the Solar Max spacecraft 
which is circling the Earth at an altitude of approximately 270 
miles. During that rendezvous maneuver, the orbiter will park 
some 300 feet away from the Solar Max. Then an American 
astronaut will leave the vicinity of the orbiter and carry out 
one of the most challenging and exciting endeavors ever before 
conducted in the history of spaceflight. 

Protected from the environment of space by a 
pressurized unit, Astronaut George Nelson will leave the 
Orbiter's payload bay, and fly through space without a life 1 ine, 
to capture and stabilize Solar Max. This unprecedented flight 
will be achieved by the use of a manned maneuvering unit, 
propelled ~y jet thrusters. This unit will be latched to the 
back of Nelson's spacesuit, allowing an approached to Solar Max 
at a speed of about one-half-mile per hour. In front of Nelson, 
between the two hand controller arms of the manned maneuvering 
unit will be a trunion pin attachment device or TPAD which Nelson 
will use to capture and stabilize Solar Max. A television camera 
on his helmet will allow live transmission of the retrieval. 
Upon reaching Solar Max, Nelson will attached the TPAO to a 
trunnion pin located above the faulty module and activate the 
manned maneuving unit thrusters to stabil ize the satell ite. Next 
the orbiter will move in to approximately 30 feet from Solar 
Max. At this distance, using a hand controller and a computer to 
remotely move the orbiter's mechanical arm, Terry Hart, located 
in the cabin's aft flight deck will maneuver the arm to lock on 
the satellite's grapple fixture. After successful attachment, 
Nelson will detach the TPAD from the satell ite and join Van 
Hoften in the bay. His entire journey from the time he leaves 
the orbiter to the time he returns will take less than an hour. 
The arm will then place Solar Max on the berthing ring of the 
flight support system. Three berthing latches will lock around 
three berthing pins on Solar Max. The satellite will then be 
tilted 25 degrees forward so its svlar arrays will clear the 
Orbiter tail as it is rotated. This will allow ready assess to 
the faulty module. Once Solar Max is secure, Nelson will remove 
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and stow his manned mJneuving unit in a flight support station at 
the front of the bay. Then Nelson and Van Hoften will position 
themselves to begin replacement of the faulty modu1e. To keep 
from floating away, VQn Hoften will secure his feet on a platform 
called a manipulator foot restraint attached to the end of the 
orbiter's mechanical arm. At the controls inside the aft flight 
deck, Terry Hart will reposition Van Hoften in front of the 
module. Nelson, secure~ below on a portable foot restraint, will 
assist Van Hoften. Van Hoften will begin the replacement by 
covering the modules two star trackers with cloth caps, tliese 
shields will protect them from direct sun damage when the module 
is stowed after replacement. Then using a device called a module 
service tool, he will remove the module by unscrewing two 
retention bolts, whi~h hold it to the satellite. Van Hoft~~n will 
replace the faulty module with the new module by reversing the 
removal process, it is estimated that the entire module exchange 
will take approximately 45 minutes. Next, Van Hoften will secure 
a cover over the gas vent of the X-ray polychrometer. Then the 
more difficult task of exchanging the main electronics box on the 
Coronagraph/Polarimeter will beg~n. This box and its panel form 
a removable assembly. Because spacesuit gloves are bJlky, the 
exchange which requires dealing with scissors and small screws 
will be a challenging undertaking. Preparation for the actual 
exchange will take place on mission day number three with Terry 
Hart remotely repositioning Van Hoften over to the new site, 
whil~ Nelson positions himself to assist. Then Van Hoften will 
remove the thermal covering on the panel and install a hinge so 
the panel can open like a door, he wil I conclude preparations by 
removing all but four screws which hold the panel closed and 
t e m p 0 J' a r 11 y tap e the the r mal co v e r 0 v e r the pan e 1. F 0 1 low i n g 
these activities, Solar Max power will be turned back on and 
personnel at Goddard's payload operation control ~enter will 
begin a module checkout. All operations and decisions related to 
the Solar Max s~tellite originate from this control center. On 
the fourth day of the mission, the Orbiter will fire its main 
engines to boost to an altitude of approximately 285 nautical 
miles. This hlgher altitude will add two additional years to 
Solar Max's operational life, once it is released. On flight day 
number 5, replacement of the main electronics box will 
continue. It is estimated that this activity will take three to 
four hours at the most. After taping back the protective thermal 
insulation, Van Hoften will remove the remaining screws on the 
panel, open it and install a support bracket to hold the door 
open. Inside he will remove the screws holding the electrical 
connectors and unplug the cable~ from the e1ectrollics box, this 
is allow him to replace the faulty box with a new one. Once the 
new box is installed the connectors will be reffiated with clips. 
The door closed and secured and the protective insulation 
reattached. After this exchange, Solar Max ~~ll be deberthed and 
positioned above the payload bay for an ove:'night checkout of the 
scientific instruments. Part of the checkout entails suc~ssful1y 
extending and operating a high gain antenna which has been stowed 
under the satellite since launch. This will allow Solar Max to 
receive and send communications through NASA's newly implemented 
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Tracking and Data R~lay Satellite System. If the checkout is not 
sucessful, Solar Max, itls arrays jettisoned, will be reberthed, 
tilted down and locked into a horizontal position in the flight 
support system for return to Earth. If the checkout is 
successful 1 the arm will release Solar Max, the Orbiter will then 
slowly separate from the satellite and monitor Solar Maxis 
performance before returning to Earth the next day, after the 
Orb i t e r 1 and s, ali rep ail' m; s s ion h cl r d war e wi 1 1 be ret urn edt 0 
Goddard for analysis of long-term effects in space and possible 
refurbishment. A 30-day operations checkout from Goddard will 
prepare Solar Max for use with the Tracking And Data Relay 
Satellite System. The checkout will also activate Solar Maxis 
scientific ;n~truments allowing at lea~t two more years of solar 
observations. 

(end of film) 

CEPOlLINA Well 11m hopeful that that film answered all of 
your questions, so my job is made a little bit easier. lid like 
to though, recap now from an overview the significance of the 
mission, of this particular missior., not just to Solar Max but to 
the future of where welre going from here and why we feel that it 
is the correct way to go. First of all, we tal~ed about handling 
a very sophisticated, 5,OOO-pound spacecraft that has the 
precision of pointing within a few arc seconds of anywhere in the 
inertial space, very powerful device, a very powerful system. 
The dollar value of that system today is well over 200 million 
d01lars if we had to duplicate it. Seven scientific instruments, 
very powerful instruments, built allover the world, delivered, 
integrated, launched, you se~ it here, launched on top of a delta 
launch vehicle in Valentines day of 1980. Some people have 
referred to that as the Valentines day massacre. But none the 
less, that particular system as it W3S pointed out, we did design 
that system way back in 1972, that is, we began the concept of 
providing or building a spacecraft which had the capability of 
comin~ apart in orbit and we did that knowing full well that the 
shuttle development was preceeding 1n parallel with us and that 
we would probably launch well ahead of thp. shuttle and as fate 
would have it, the capability was required for repair and here we 
are within 30 days of that repair mission. There is tile attitude 
control module and as you can see each of the sub~ystems down at 
the bottom do come ap~rt. Now there, there is always a question 
in pioneering, there is always a creditability question of 
whether or not a pfo~eer is taking the right trail, whether hels 
going for the right goal and during the early 70 1s, we did not 
have t~e same foresight up in the instrument area. I should a1so 
add that our technology in the instrument area hadnlt progressed 
as well as our technology in the spacecraft area, so we knew how 
to build subsystems in which we could simplify interfaces from 
discipline to discipline, from attitude control to power. We 
could, we had that so to speak, that sophistication in technology 
and we decided to apply it in parallel with shutt1e development, 
having lots of faith, that that shuttle would some day come along 
and be able to utilize these kinds of capabilities that were 
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provided in our spacecraft. And that's almost a twist from, frorr 
the way folks here at Johnson put it, they, they, of course, havt 
the same faith that us spacecraft builders will turn around and 
build systems that can utilize all the shuttle capahilities, s(\ 
there is a mutual trust that took place here from about 1972 on 
to the present time. This is the attitude control module. This i~ 
a module shelf that gets folded down and everything, all of the 
works inside the attitude control discipline function within this 
module. There are the reaction wheels. The electronics which 
have failed that drives these reaction wheels is located over 
here in this corner. And there are the two bolts. There is one 
at this end and there is another bolt here at this end, and then 
there is the one electrical blind mate connector that's 
automatically made and broken when the two subsystems are 
engaged. Again that module is 550 pounds, very sophisticated. 
Now here is the electronics box and again you've seen this 
before, I have some ten, some number four screws. If you can see 
that s~rew, that's Q number four screw and I am fully confident 
that with all of th~ training that's taken place and you can pass 
this back down, that with all the training that's taking place, 
the astronauts will ~p. able to carry out this job, although it is 
much more of a chal1eQging task. The manned maneuvering unit, 
which came about not because of this mission, but came abo~t 
because we had a tile problem, has now ~Jen put into action to 
brake or to stop the motion of this 5,000 pound spacecraft and 
h old i t fix e d • A n ext rem ely imp 0 r t d r. t cap a b i 1 i t y. It' sin m y 
opinion a very important demonstation of the flexibility of the 
manned system being able to work on a unmanned spacecraft. This 
is the flight support system which we built at Goddard and here 
is the attitude control mooule that will be going up and along 
with that over in this side is the storage locker that carries 
some 400 pounds worth of tools and equipment and to a large 
degree, there's two of everything. The main electronics box which 
is going up and which has to be heated is carried up here in this 
location, but again I come back to this point about flexibility, 
about taking a can-do attitude. When we started this project, 
there was no such thing as a tool storage module and Johnson got 
with us and said we need a tool stowage locker. W~lve got a lot 
of equipment to store, let's go build one and we delivered a 
piece of this locker and Johnson took, grabbed the ball and went 
ahead and built the final product chat you see here. Again super 
cooperation between the customer and the service. The payload 
positioning platform that you see here can rotate up and down, 
can rotate the spacecraft plus or minus 180 degrees. Here it 1s 
rotated at 25 degrees. It gives the spacecraft the capability of 
being, of keeping our critical instruments and critical thermal 
surfaces out of deleterious sun-pointing locations. Should we get 
into a mode, we can rotate the spacecraft around and protect ~ur 
instruments, protect our thermal surfaces. Lots of capabil ity, 
lots of flexibility, here it is again, rotated. By the way, I 
should add that this flight support system weighs somewhere in 
the order of 10,000 pounds and it's been designed for more than 
just one payload. Space Telescope will be using a portion for 
its maintanence and repair functions. Landsat can use it for its 
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repair activities, Upper Atmosph~ric Research Satellite, when it 
comes about, will also be able to use it. Johnson, again to the 
credit of both Goddard engineers and Johnson engineers, several 
electric screwdrivers to fac;l itate and to ~peed up the EVA 
activity were developed, and again here I'm trying to emphasize 
flexibility and, of course, last but not least, is the RMS which 
is as was pointed out, we're absolutely dependent on in terms of 
being able to capture the spacecraft and berth it. Another very 
interesting facet about the RMS and the orbiter and the orbiter 
pointing and maneuvering routine is that as we progress through 
this mission, time and time again, we ran into various types of 
problems, ther~al problems, problems of being able to 
communicate, antenna pointing problems, communicate with the 
ground, communicate with the Orbiter. And time after time, this 
manned system was able to come up with solutions that said well 
let's do it this way instead of that way, and we basically in a 
since broke each barrier with super cooperation from, from this 
incredible machine which we call toe, the Shuttle. And here we 
have another very important facet that I think is another very, 
another thing that should be pointed out is that in this 
configuration we can aim and point that spacecraft and do 
everthing but release it, in a checkout mode that assures us that 
just prior to release we are in the good operating state and 
again that is another valuable characteristic towards doing 
m a i n ten a nee 0 " ~ r 0 uti neb a sis . Now I' v e had t his que s t ; 0 n b ~ i n 9 
asked all thrGugh the day, "Is it economically viable to do?", 
and I think engineers are a very conservative lot, and we would 
have never done this mission if in fact, it didn't pencil out, if 
it wasn't economically viable to do, and we have in fact, a 
spacecraft that in '84 dollars is weil over 216 million dollars 
in net worth, its going to cost us, 40 to 48 million dollars to 
carry out this mission, and I think you can see that it pencils 
out that there's Q 176 million dollars worth of savings alone to 
the taxpayer by keeping this Solar Max observatory in orbit. One 
can ask, "Well, why do we want to stay in orbit", and I think the 
answer to that is very, will come up in the next presenter's, in 
Dr. Bohlin's presentation. But even more important than Solar 
Max is the thing I call the ultimate payoff. The ultimate payoff 
in my own perspective is how do the taxpayers benefit? Now we 
have many new scientific observatories at Goddard that are coming 
down the pike, Landsat, which we think well be a repairable 
system, dlthough we're beginning to study that now, is a ty~ical 
one. That spacecraft is worth 345 million dollars and we think 
that's r~pairable. New spacecrafts coming down the pike, ST 
(Space Telescope), of course is, is in that category and we ijse 
some of this hardware and some of these techniques on Spate 
Telescope. Another system that's coming a little bit further 
down is the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite, the Gamma Ray 
Observatory which is already in development again, all of these 
systems, multimillion dollar systems, are, in fact, repairable 
through very much the same techniques, the same hardware. And in 
the commercial world, which again benefits our investors or our 
taxpayers, we now have, with the success of this mission, will 
h a II e the car a b f 1 i t Y 0 f de m 0 n s t rat i n g t hat wee a n go up, 
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rendezvous with the spacecraft, capture that ~pacecraft, exchange 
anywhere from 500 to 5,000 pounds worth of equipment. Solar Max, 
we're exchanging approximately 600 pounds of ~quipment. That 
equipment can be a new machine with a manufactoring plant, it can 
be raw material. The raw material can be r~moved, excuse me, the 
raw, the finished product can be removed and stored, the raw 
material can be added and the factory can continue on in 
operation. And I think it runs on the same economic principle 
and premise that you saw here with the Solar Max chart. If you 
build a factory, you want to have the capability of leaving your 
factory in orbit, you want to have the capability of repairing 
your factory periodically, and you want to have the capability of 
removing your finished product, bringing it home, and bringing 
your raw material up and you'd like to do that all on the same 
fliyht. Solar Max is the first demonstration of that capability 
and I really firmly believe that that's why this mi~sion is as 
important as it is and I believe that that's fundamentally why 
you're all here toJay. 

I now wou10 like to just show you a couple of the biomedical 
thought processes that are, and studies that are underway~ not 
funded by the go~ernment, but funded by individual corporations 
in the area of space manufacturing. I'm sure in the past you've 
neard about the McDonnell Douglas/Johnson and Johnson separation 
system and this is one that's flown on several shuttle flights 
already, is a, is a machine checkout and process test. And later 
on you'll want to fly these systems on free-flying spacecraft in 
order to get your manufacturing process flowing. McDonnell 
Douglas has already identified sever~l different, 12 different 
processes, pharmaceutical processes in which they can purify 
medicines in space to bring bock to the ground. Most of these 
medicines have not, are not possible to manufacture on the grou~fd 
because of the gravity effects. So again, concluding with this 
vi~wgraph, I'd like to say that the future IS very bright, we are 
goiny to be succe3sful. There is a tremondous amount of 
engineering talent that has gone among all the centers that will 
make this mission a success and I'm very confident of that and I 
think that this mission truly is a pathfinder and will open the 
doors to future space ~anufacturing and to the benefit of our 
taxpayers. 

PAO Thank you, Mr. Cepolina. We'll go ahead and have 
Dr. Bohlin now talk about some of the science involved with the 
Solar Maximum satellite and after that presentation, weill go to 
questions. 

BOHLIN Okay, while they're getting my slides ready, I'll, 
I'll do Frank one better, he wanted a test tomorrow morning, 
we're going to have a pop quiz right after my tal k, so have a 
clean sheet of paper ready. If we can have the first slide, I 
think we'll be ready to go. Perhaps as a counterpart to the very 
advanced technology that has been shown, I'd like to start with a 
little historical perspective and for solar physics and solar 
astronomy that m~ans going back 1 iterally to the invention of the 
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telescope about, between 1605 and 1610 by Gal ileo. And one of the 
very first things that he did with the telescope was discover 
that sun spots existed on the sun, that these occasional reports 
they had of naked eye dark objects on the sun were true. The sun 
was not a perfect celestial being. And that was at once a point 
of loss of innocence for the scientific world and perhaps mankind 
in general and the beginning of indeed some solar physics and 
indeed even from a drawing like this which is made in 1616, you 
can see that they, our forefathers did a pretty good job in 
recording sunspots and in fact, you can even determine to a 
fairly good degree of accuracy, the rotation rate of the sun from 
those drawings right there. You can easily measure those and 
find the sun rotates about once every 27 days. Well, let's move 
on to a more modern picture, here, a picture taken just within 
the last decade of what we call the white 1 ight sun. In other 
words, no special wave length here. And you can see very easily, 
a very large sunspot group. In fact, that sunspot group is of 
sufficient size that if you had proper shielding for your eyes or 
a sufficiently thick smoke haze so you didn't hurt your eyes, you 
could see that with the naked eye. And, indeed, there are 
reports fi'om the Chinese literature that go back thousands of 
years of large sunspot groups, 

Well, what we know then, today, is that the sun ;s certainly 
is far from perfect. I don't know if we can cut the lights down, 
perhaps we can see this a little bit better. What we have here 
is an attempt to show in cut away form. Could we kill the 
lights, pledse? 

PAO 
do that. 

BOHLIN 

PAO 
monitors. 

We'll lose the television to the other centers, if we 

Well, I don't know which is preferable. 

think they can see it pretty well on their 

BOHLIN Okay, perhaps, maybe you can see it better than 
can then. That the core of the sun is where the energy is 
generated by thermonuclear reactions and it trickles outward 
through what we call a radiation zone. It finally gets out to an 
outer layer of the sun, where the, actually the gas itself 
moves. Up to that point, the radiation is flowing thr~ugh the 
gas and th~ gas is basically stationary or plasma, really. 
Finally, yo~ reach a point where the plasma itself moves in large 
circulation patterns. And it is a combination then of this 
convection zone, where the gas is physically in motion from 
inside to the outside of the sun, combined with the rotation of 
the sun that produces, or what we think produces, the very 
powerful magnetic fields then that leads to what we call, in 
general, solar activity. Now, that term covers a great many 
things and some of them I tried to be illustrated here. We have, 
for instance, prominences. These are large clouds of gas which 
hang in the sun's corona. 
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They're actually very cool. The equivalent counter'piece to this 
would be, think of an ice cube sitting in a red hot over, and not 
just for a few minutes but literally for weeks and even months. 
And how a prominence manages to do that is still one ~f the 
biggpr mysteries of solar physics. These prominences can 
occasionally erupt as shown here. This large arch rising and 
you'll see an example of that in a few moments in a film clip. 
And, of course, the so-called magnetic arches down here that 
arise in the flare itself. The flare phenomenon being what we 
tbink of in terms of the most dramatic example of solar 
activity. I don't want to dwell, the time is slightly short on 
this. let me just press on, really, to the next slide here and 
try to show you an example of the time sequence development of a 
flare. This is taken from the ground and illustrates from the 
(garble) Observatory in California and i1lustrates over a period 
of about 10 minutes, this rapid brightening. You see it here, a 
little bit. By the way you're looking at about a tenth of the 
surface of the Sun and the Sun is about 110 times the s~ze of the 
Earth. So you can imagine about 10 earths lined up side by side 
across that picture. Roughly, to give you an idea of the scale 
of this thing. And this rapid brightening here which indicates a 
tremendous release of energy. You can see i~ here and here. And 
it's actually, this dark streak in here, actually repres~nts a 
surge of material being jetted outwards from the Sun. And this, 
then. is what we had known for ~ctual1y, many years, from ground
based observations as the solar flare. 

However, one of the other manifestations of flares, wnich we 
discovered during the Skylab period and now have been intensively 
studying during Solar Maximum, is the so-called Coron-Transient 
Phenomenon. Now. these observations are made with a type of 
instrument called the coronograph. This is the instrument that 
will be repaired. or we'll attempt to repair its electronic 
box. And it's a very unique instrument. It creates within a 
telescope, it essentially creates an artificial eclipse. So what 
your're seeing here is this white circle, which is really an 
artifact, which has been added to the photograph. That is the 
size of the Sun, if the telescope did not have an occulting disc 
out front. It has a steel disc out front. which acts like an 
artificial moon, that's this darker shadow around it. And then 
sticking out from that you can see the corona, and this is the 
same corona that you see at a natural solar eclipse. And every 
so often, about once a day, on a long term average, we see that 
the corona is violently disrupted, as you can see here, this huge 
magnetic arch of material moving outward, literally blowing 
outward. On the average, you're looking at approximately one 
billion tons of material moving at one mi11ion miles an hour. 
Rarely does Mother Nature provide us with such nice round 
numbers, but in this case, she did. And finally, if we look in 
the X-ray region, and again I hope this shows up, I think we 
really probably can see a little bit. Intensity scale, kind of a 
general intensity scale, is a function of time and minutes. And 
you can see the impulsive phase of the hard X-rays in the red 
curve, here. And you see that rises very rapidly and then 
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following that slightly is what we call the soft X-ray or thermal 
phase of the flare. And this is a well-known, two-part, emission 
of energy from a solar flare. The hard X-rays indicating, 
apparently, the initial immediate release of energy, which occurs 
in just a few minutes of time and then after that a softer or 
less energetic thermal phase, which apparently is the plasma, the 
hot cloud of gas that has been heated by the flare, essentially 
then cool.ng off. At this point, then, I w(\uld like to run a, 
it's about a nine-minute video tape, that was made by Dr. Jim 
lonson at the Goddard Space Flight Center. In this tape~ he 
interdisperses some simple laboratory experiments with other 
sequences of flare and SMM data. In an effort to try to give you 
a physical feeling, a littlp. bit, for some of the physics that's 
going on inside of a flare. And in doing this, the kinds of 
things that we have been able to infer so far from the SMM 
observations. So, if we could have the video tape, please. 

VIDEO TAPE Despite the 93 million mile separation between 
Houston and the Sun, we now strongly suspect that many important 
terrestrial phenomena, ranging from the Northern Lights to 
perhaps even critical climatic changes, can be traced back to 
solar magnetic activity. The Sun's magnetic fields are forged 
deep within what we call the solar convection zone, a churning 
ocean of gases that's over 50,000 miles defp and driven into a 
constant state of turmoil by the central nuclear furnace. This 
type of convective activity, which includes gaseous tidal waves 
over 50 miles in height, is capable of generating incredibly 
strong magnetic fields, which eventually make their way up to the 
Sun's surface. The magnetic energy is so great that it actually 
decreases the Sun's local surface emission within regions that 
are known as sun spots. One of the many scientific goals of the 
Solar Maximum Mission or SMM is to understand how these magnetic 
fields are consolidated into sun spots, since these dark regions 
have actually decreased the Sun's overall brightness. We're 
intensely interested in this important discovery, since subtle 
changes in the Sun's luminosity could very well alter the Earth's 
sensitive climatic balance. The role played by magnetic fields 
is even more spectacular if one looks above sun spots into what 
we call the corona. Magnetic fields tend to cling to matter, 
~uch like this magnet attracts that piece of metal and solar 
coronal loops behave pretty much the same way. For the Sun, 
radiating gas tends to trace out what we generally feel is a 
loop-like shape of the solar magnetic field. One of the key 
questions that we're trying to answer is how the contained 
coronal gas can reach temperatures of over 1 mill ion degrees when 
the distance to the Sun's central nuclear furnace is close to 1 
million miles. 
Okay this is a very difficult question to answer in detail, but 
we do have a basic idea of what's going on. Magnets, and their 
associated magnetic fields don't hp.at matter very efficiently. 
Unlike their electrical counterpart, which does. We strongly 
suspect that solar corona loops have this natural ability to 
convert magnetic field energy into electrical energy - energy 
that is very efficient at heating the contained coronal plasma. 
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The basic principle invoked by the Sun, in this electro-ma9neti~ 
conversion process is kllown as the natural law of electro
magnetic conduction. Now, this law simply states that if you 
force a magnetic field to change in time, electrical fields are 
induced. The more rapid the changes in the magnetic field, the 
larger the electrical fields. 

Solar convection is wiggling the solar coronal magnetic loops. 
And we know that this generates electrical forces which are felt 
by the contained gas. Now this device artificially generates and 
wiggles a magnetic field and this ring can be thought of as a 
piece of electrically condur.ting coronal gas. The point here is 
that if the gas is confined to the region of magnetic 
variability, then very efficient heating can occur. As is the 
case for gas confined by a solar magnetic leak. Occasionally 
these quiescent coronal loops undergo a catastrophic transition 
to an extreme state of violent solar flaring. Loosely speaking, 
these loops e~plode in a way that's totally different from the 
explosion of any type of manmade chemical or nuclear bomb. In 
fact, a solar flare is the observational manisfestation of a 
purely electromagnetic explosion. What ~any of my colleagues and 
I feel is happening is that under certain conditions, for 
example, when newly emerging magnetic flux crashes into pre
existing coronal loops, the electromagnetic forces that are 
always present become large enough to actually rip apart the 
magnetic topology. This naturally r~su1ts in a catastrophic 
change in the magnetic fields and, of r.ourse, through the process 
of electromagnetic induction generates extremely powerful 
electrical fields. Now these so-called 0lectromagnetic tearing 
instabilities ultimately generate devastatingly large electrical 
fields which heat and accelerate the solar plasma to very high 
energies within only seconds. To convince you of the tremendous 
power that is released when magnetic fields are torn apart (audio 
drop out) decrease the Sun's overall brightness, the emergence of 
magnetic loops into the solar corona, the heating of gas 
contained by these loops through the physical process of 
electromagnetic induction, the triggering of electromagnetic 
tearing instabilities as these magnetic loops crash into one 
~nother, the impulsive generation of unexpectedly powerful 
particle beams crashing into the solar surface and stripping 
apart atomic nuclei into gamma ray-producing neutrons and 
antimatter. The subsequent acceleration of electrons and ions to 
near the speed of light by shock waves and the ejection of the 
equivalent of Washington, D.C. through the now leaky coronal 
loops at the fantastic speed of about 1 million miles an hour. 
The Sun is one of nature's most fantastic machines, controlling 
the Earth's past, present, and future. Unlike laboratory 
machines, we can't change its mode of operation, but we can and, 
in fact, are unraveling the secrets of its operation. 
Fortunately, the repair of the SMM observatory will allow us to 
continue with this ever so important mission. 

BOHLIN First of all there is a script of this tape 
available, of course, the tape is available as well, but the 
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script i~ available if any of you would like to ask for it 
afterwards and secondly, a number of the sl ides that 1 have shown 
and also illustrations that were in this tape arc available in a 
handout. looks like this, jJst a brown unmarked paper envelope 
which will be available outside the door following the talk. 
Well, let me now, if I can go back to my slides and just try to 
set th~ stage a little bit more in terms of when Solar Maximum 
was launched and where we're at in terms of the so~ar cycle. 
This is the sunspot cycle since 1944. It's approximately an 11-
year cycle. I think many of you are perhaps familiar with that, 
the i ise and fall of sunspot number. The sunspot number by the 
way is not a true count of sunspots. it is derived by counting 
sunspots but it is actually a number that re1ates to the area 
covered on the sun by sunspots, so it has more physical meaning 
than just simply a count of sunspots. So when you see the 
sunspot count of 200 that doesn't really mean there were 200 
spots, there was probably more 1 ike about 50 assembled into a 
variety of sunspot groups. Now the planning for the Solar 
Maximum Mission started down here just about 1974. 1975. This 
was the Skylab period. by the way, when we last had a good solar 
observatory - excellent results. And we started planning for the 
Solar Maximum Mission right at the minimum period. And it was 
launched in February of 1980 right here a. the maximum, we did 
very very well. By the way, you'll notice the fine scale fuzz on 
top of the darker line is the monthly average, the sunspot number 
monthly average can go up and down by as much as 50 points on 
this scale. And the heavy 1 ine that we normally see plotted is a 
thirteen-month running mean, which smooths out all the noise. 
Well, let me give you an enlargement of the last cycle. What we 
have here are, first of all, the solid line is the mean of the 
cycles 8 through 20 •• So this gives you an idea of what an 
average cycle looks like. It reaches a maximum value of a 1 itt1e 
bit over 100. This last cycle, in fact, was much, much stronger 
than that. It was the second strongest cycle we've ever 
recorded. And what you're seeing are two sets of things. The 
solid bullets are the actual monthly mean or the 13-month running 
mean and the circles, the open circles, are a predicted number 
which is done on the statistical basis. And 1t is well known 
among solar astronomers that predicting solar activity is a very 
chancy thing. About the best we can do is make up these 
statistical models. And we're attempting to repair, then, here 
in just ab~ut at this point, 1984, and you can see the predicted 
number is somewhere right about 60. Now, in fact, the sunspot 
count for just the last couple of months up to January was even 
less than 60, it was about 50, but in January it jumped up to 
over 100. ~nd this is just characteristic of how much it can 
vary at thi~ time of the solar cycle. So even though we're down 
at this point from where we were, I draw your a!tention to the 
fect that in terms of an average cycle, in fact, we're only about 
halfway down a typical curve. And based or. a statistical 
analysis of previous cycles, we would expect to observe something 
like 50, roughly between 50 to 60 medium-sized to large solar 
flares in the coming two years of operation of SMM, assuming that 
it'~ repaired properly. And that's a rather good number of 
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flares, if we can observe that number. In the first nine months, 
we observed something in excess of 100. Well, you've seen 
several pictures of SMM and what I want to draw your attention to 
here, now, is getting to the payload complement and that's the 
apertures up here in the end. That's the ho~es, 1 iterally, the 
holes in the shield, through which the instruments could look. 
And a breakout of the payload, that's rather busy, I know. I 
just want to draw your attention again to the fact that there 
were a variety of instruments. There were five instruments which 
covered all the wave bands from the gamma rays which are the very 
highest energy photons. These ~re the kinds of things released 
;n thermonuclear reactions, literally. When you start to tear 
atoms apart, you get gamma rays, up into the ultraviolet. And 
plus the coronograph, which ;s the long, thin, well, let's see 
the coronograph, I believe is here, do I have that right. And 
the instrument I want to talk about is called an acrom. There 
were several comments in Dr. Ionson's film about the luminosity 
of Sun and variations in it. And this was really one of thp. 
spectacular findings of SMM. It didn't really have anything to 
do with flares and got back to a very old question with regards 
to solar physics and that is does the luminosity of the Sun in 
fact change with time. There have been attempts to measure this 
for many decades on the ground, but as you might guess because of 
problems of atmospheric transpare~cy and weather, we couldn't 
r~ally do much better than a few percent in a statistical 
basis. And at that level, the sun was constant and therefore the 
luminosity level was simply called the so'ar constant. We now 
have in orbit, an instrument that measure with t~e precision of 
one part in 10,000, in other words, it measures to ~~ accuracy of 
the order of a few thousandths of ~ percent in accurac1. And at 
that level, indeed, the Sun's luminosity changes and that is what 
is shown in this graph. These points here are the daily 
measurement of the Sun's luminosity, the solid I ine is sort of a~ 
average, as a function of time. And this i~ a day scale down 
here. You can see this very large dip, well, it's large in the 
scale, it in fact amounts to from up the peak up here down to 
here about two tenths of a percent. And this coincided with the 
(garble) passage of this very large sunspot group. And so we 
finally had the first really unambiguous evidence that a sunspot 
group literally blocks the emergence of radiation from the Sun. 
Now we keep using the word, the Sun, r could have just as easily 
said "a common star" because that's what the Sun is. And if you 
stop and think about it, just a moment, even if you aren't 
trained in science, this is an amazing result. We all think if 
it's raining outside, you can put a bucket out and you can 
capture some of the water and you can use it later, but how do 
you store sunlight? How do you store photons? I can't put a 
bucket here and capture some of the light coming from that 
floodlight. Yet, somehow the Sun is storing that radiant energy 
inside. We don't think it's just squirting out the backside. 
The Sun does silly things, but not that silly to us. So somehow 
the energy ;s being stored here within the Sun and it leaks out 
sometime later. Well, as if this wasn't enough of a puzzle, when 
you look at a long term trend of these measurements. And now 
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we're looking dt the same (garble) measurements, but from a 
period of time starting when it was launched in 1980 up to the 
present time, well: whenever the data here has been last analyzed 
and out which was late 1983. And you can see the trend is 
definitely down. In fact, it has dropped approximately 87 
thousandths of a percent in something like three years. Well, 
now this is not going to precipitate an ice age and please don't 
print that it is, but it does show that the Sun is dropping in 
its luminosity. And, again, how does this happen? Why does it 
happen? How long does this trend go on before it apparently 
starts to reverse again? These are questions really that are 
absolutely fundamental to the question, not just to the Sun, but 
of stellar astronomy in general. Okay, that essentially 
concludes the science part in a sense. My last two slides and 
again I have copies of this, if anyone wants it, tries to 
illustrate just briefly the kinds of things we're going after in 
the last phase of the mission. We want to continue to study 
solar flares, in particular, preflare studies of how energy is 
stored and released. What happens in the main phase of the 
flare? Questions about the solar corona in particular, how it 
changes late in the solar cycle. And finally then questions of 
the luminosity of the Sun, which I have just refp.rred to and 
shown you some examples. We are pretty sure that this trend is 
going to reverse, we don't know when. And finally a whole group 
of quiet Sun phenomena that literally could go off the bottom of 
the screen because there are so many things that astronomers 
would like to do with the instruments that are onboard this 
remarkable satellite. Okay, I think I'll conclude my remarks at 
that point. 

PAO Okay, we'll go now to questions. I'll ask you to 
keep your questions fairly brief and we only have a fairly short 
period of time remaining. Carlos Byars. 

BYARS Could you discuss for us the reasons for the 
failures of the instruments on here, particularly, those the ACS, 
that sort of thing. 

CEPOLLINA Well, Carlos, the attitude control subsystem, had a 
generic design problem in the way the two boards, two of the 
electronic circuits were coupled together and over a function of 
time, the ambient gas that was incapsulated within the fuses, 
within three fuses, leaked out. That ambient gas was providing a 
coolant for the fuse, once the gas was gone, the fuses blew and 
our ability to command the wheels to speed up or slow down was 
lost. The main electonics box, we really have a little bit more 
indirect handle on that. We don't have as direct a handle on 
what went wrong there but we feel that we had a degradation in 
some of the SEMAs circuitry that's within that box. And over a 
period of time, that circuitry continued to degrade, probably due 
to some parts contaminetion and ultimately after about seven 
months failed. 

PAO The man in the yellow shirt back here. 
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VANZANT Yes, Peter VanZant with CBS News. Frank, I noticed 
you had two different figures in terms of cost on this project. 
I wanted to clarify it. On your tape it showed the costs to 
replace the satellite would be about 200 million and on the sl ide 
I think it said 216. 

C£POLLINA Well, the tape said over 200 mill ion. In FY 84 
dollars, it's about 230, 240 million and our sl ide was in FY 83 
dollars. There was a little footnote in the corner. Rut the 
bottom line is, 50 million to repair, over 200 millioil to 
replace. And it's analogous to this $14,000 automobile I bought 
last summer, drove it 150 miles and had the ~omputer fail, that 
controls the emission and the car stops. Obviollsly, you don't 
throw the car away because the computer failed and it's almost 
the same analogy here in space flight. 

VANZANT The almost 50 million dollars on the repairs, is 
that based on all your developmental costs, or is this a cost of 
from launch to touchdown. 

C£POLLINA That's all the aspects of getting ready for this 
mission, that we spent over 2 1/2 years doing. Plus the 
refurbish~ent of that module that comes back, because that module 
flies again after it gets fixed, refurbished, it gets put back on 
the shelf, as a flight attitude control subsystem. So, it 
includes that as well. 

BERGMAN 

CEPOLLINA 

Frank? 

Yes, Jules. 

BERGMAN Jules Bergman, ABC News. Frank, I assume the 50 
million dollars does not include any portion of the Shuttle 
launch cost. 

CEPOLLINA It does not include Shuttle launch cost and the 
reason for that is if you are comparing apples and apples, if 
you're going to put a new one up, you've got transportation costj 
if you're going to fix thi5 one, you got a transportation cost. 
However, a rough idea of what the transportation cost is on this, 
if you scale it on a commercial tarif formula, it's about 10 
million dollars based on our weight and length ;n that cargo bay, 

BERGMAN Were there indeed plans to replace Solar Max before 
the Shuttle rescue mission ~ame along? Approved plans? 

CEPOLLINA There were at that stage, there were discussions 
going on as to what exactly we would do when we came up with the 
idea, well let's go fix it. No, there were no approved plans. 
There were discussions going on as to what will our replacement 
strategy be. But there were no approved plans. 

BERGMAN And thirdly, and fourthly, who made Solar Max to 
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begin with, I gather it was in house. 

CEPOLLINA Well, to say the first thing, the taxpayers made 
Solar Max. It was a scientific observatory made up of a 
consortium of U.S. instrument builders and European instrument 
builders. The spacecraft was made ~y four different contractors 
and assembled, integrated, and tested at Goddard and then checked 
out at the Cape before it was 1aunchec. 

BERGMAN 
to last? 

How long were the control box and the MEB, supposed 

CEPOlLINA The design for the control, attitude control 
subsystem, was two years. It didn't go two years. The MEB was 
to ~e at least a year. It didn't go a year. And complicated 
systems, no matter what spacecraft or automobile you put them in, 
one of the things we've lear~ed the hard way, I've personally 
learned the hardway ..• is you'd better be prepared to maintain and 
fix. And now with this new transportation system capability, we 
can do that. 

BERGMAN Yeh, but your automobile wasn't 200 miles up in 
orbit and you really had to get it to it to the dealer and argue 
about warranties. 

CEPOLLINA Well, you, the analogy is what I'm trying to draw 
on and whether it's in orbit, if you can reach it with an 
investment we've already made in the transportation system, I 
feel that from an economic dollars and sense point of view we 
ought to utilize that investment. 

BERGMAN 

PAO 

(garble) I agree. 

Paul Recer. 

RECER Two quick ones. Finishing up your explanation 
regarding generic failure, I assume that that failure has been 
repaired in the new ACM and ••. 

CEPOlLINA As a matter of fact Paul, all of the MMS systems 
that fly on Landsat are the same attitude control subsystems and 
yes, they're up there and they're working fine on Landsat, 
they've been on one Landsat for like almost two years. Another 
one we just launched iast week is working well. 

RECER Okay and the second question is, what do you expect 
with the enhanced orbit, provided they can do it, will be the 
orbital lifetime of this bird and will that, in fact, match the 
hardware lifetime, the expected hardware lifetime? 

CEPOLLINA With the altitude that we will hope to reboost, we 
will be in orbit until 1989, 1990, relative to an orbit decay 
point of view. Relative to a hardware point of view, our 
expected life for this new subsystem we've put on, is a least 
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another two years. And don't forget that we have the option, as 
we progress from here through 1990 to refurbish ~nd replenish and 
that's what this mission opens up for us. And this is an easy 
access orbit, this is an easy access orbit, which is another very 
important facet, here. We can get to it rather easily. Yes. 

PAO 

MILLER 

Doug Miller, do you still have your ... 

Yes. 

PAO We're going to take about three more here and then 
we're going to make the loop to the other centers after that, 
then we'll come back and finish up at JSC, so we'll get to you. 

PRESS Want to get back to the cost thing, want to get the 
figures cleared up. If you include the transportation costs, in 
other words, the cost of the launch, what would it cost you to 
launch another satellite on a Delta as o~posed to what it's 
costing, to in effect, devote a Space Shuttle mission to this. 

CEPOLLINA Well, we're not devoting a Space Shuttle mission to 
this. We're launching a 22,000 pound LOEF spacecraft along with 
us, plus several other experiments along with this particul~r 
flight. And we're in weight, we're a little less than 10,000 
pounds. So we're somewhere in the order of one third to one 
fourth the total payload. And our cost associated with that is 
approximate1y $10 million, in the conventional tariff formula. 

KRAMER Mark Kramer, CBS. How do you achieve attitude 
control on this spacecraft. Is it control moment gyros, or gas, 
or both? 

CEPOLL I NA It's rlei ther. It's a momentum inert i a wheel 
system, where the star trackers look out and see the stars, 
compare the stars they should be looking at versus the stars they 
are looking at, compute, there is a computer onboard, computes 
the errors and says, "Ah, this spacecraft is looking here and it 
should be looking there." It sends out commands to those 
reaction wheels, which spin up or slow down. And in the process, 
they impart momentum or take away momentum. And the spacecraft 
is basically rotated over and steered and held precisely on the 
target that it's supposed to be on. 

KRAMER To go back to something we talked about earlier 
before your briefing, for Goddard to slow that spacecraft's 
rotation down further, down say half a degree per second, what do 
they do? 00 they slow down those wheels or stop those wheels? 

CEPOLLINA The wheels are, the spacecraft has a backup control 
system, that instead of using wheels, uses torque bars. The 
wheels are ;n fact are dead, they're inactive. We don't have the 
ability to control the wheels anymore. That was the fai~ure. 
But we have a backup control system which uses torque bars. The 
torque bars lock on the Earth's magnetic field and p~ogressively, 
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as we go through the orbit, we apply current to those torque hars 
and they torque against the Earth's magnetic field to allow us to 
point the spacecraft. And in the concept of slowing the 
spacecraft down, it continues the operation is what we're 
speaking to now. We literally command, send commands up, to 
progressively torque those torque bars around the Earth's 
magnetic field to brake the spacecraft's rotation rate. And, as 
was mentioned, we can slow that spacecraft down considerably. We 
would rather not do that because the risks go up when you ... 

KRI\MER Is that an unique means of attitude control? 00 
that on other satell ites? 

CEPOLLINA It's standard on all our multi-mission modular 
spacecrafts like Landsat, GRO. gamma ray observatory, UARS. This 
is a sophisticated precision-type control system that's used on 
m 0 5 t pre c ; s ; 0 n poi n ted, any pre cis i c " poi n ted . . 

PAO We need to keep moving. We'll take one from the 
gentleman in the tan vest then we'll make the rounds to the other 
centers and come back. 

RENSHAW Clarence Renshaw with NBC News. I'm assuming that 
the satellite is owned by the United States and the U.S. 
taxpayers paid to put it up there. It's going to cost you 
approxil1'ately 50 million 40 to 48 million to repair it. 

CEPOLl.INA That's correct. 

RENSHAW The data is being used by international 
scientists. Are there any other contributors to the maintenance, 
the repair, or is it strictly a U.S. project? 

CEPOLLINA 

PAO 
Center. 

It's strictly a U.S. project. 

Take questions now from Marshall Space Flight 

DOOLING Dave Dooling, the Huntsville Times. Frank, earlier 
it was mentioned that the haro X-ray imaging spectrometer had 
failed and therefore, the filter replacement on that had been 
dropped. Why can't HXIS be failed. fixed, excuse me. What kind 
of problem does it have? 

CEPOLLINA The problem, there's a two-fold problem, there's a 
degradation on the baffle of HXIS, which in various studies that 
HXIS has come up with has found that it really only effects the 
temperature, the operating temperature of the instrument, and 1n 
fact, they could live with a higher operating temperature. We 
would prefer not to work in the area of the front end of Solar 
Max observatory for the fear of clouding the rest of the 
instrument apertures. So we elected not to pursue that. Now, 
HXIS has had an anomaly but they feel that they can work around 
their anomaly once we can restore the Solar Max to its 
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operational state. And once we do that within the 30-day 
checkout period, post repair, we will attempt to override the 
HXIS anomaly. 

DOOLING Okay, the cost of repairing Solar Max versus 
replacing is quite impressive. What would be the comparison 
between the cost of repairing it and simply having better parts 
control and dccountability, a modest increase in what you do now 
so th~t substandard fuses wouldn't slip through the system so 
that power cables on Landsat would be marked properly before you 
.:.~c;emble it. 

C[POLLINA Uh, we1l r don't know what either of those two 
examples had to do with the failure. Neither one, it was really 
a generic design failure. However, you must remember that no one 
has yet built a perfect machine and no one has yet built a 
perfect spacecraft and r think we'r~ a long way off from 
attempting to do that. And the wiser individual would design the 
systems so that they can be more easily repaired, than he would 
be putting millions of dollars trying to chase this -- what I 
almost feel -- this invisible perfect machine. 

DOOLING Frank, I'm aware of the problems of trying ... the 
cost of building a perfect machine, it's not possible. What 
was talking about was just a modest increase in the parts 
monitoring that you have now might have caught some of these 
problems before they went through. 

C[POl.LINA None of the problems, Dave, had anything to do with 
parts monitoring per se, relative to the attitude control 
subsystem. Perhaps they did, we'll know better when we bring 
that hardware back to the ground, open it up and examine it and 
then we can perhaps be more accurate in whatev~r did happen to 
the main electronics box. 

MSFC No further questions from Mar~ha~ 1. 

PAO We'll go now to Kennedy Space Center, or excuse me, 
the national headquarters. Take questions from headquarters. 

BUTLER This is Sue Butler, Times and Space World. You 
me~tioned tnat the repair on orbit might cost around $50 million 
in 184 dollars. If you find it necessary to bring the spacecraft 
back to Earth by jettisoning the panels, solar panels, to fix the 
main electronic box of the coronagraph, what would be the cost of 
then having to take the Solar Max back on the next mission, 
another mission, what would be the total repair cost, if you have 
to bring it back to Earth? 

CEPOLLINA Well, we've only looked at that very briefly, but 
itls our estimate that it would be about another 25 percent of 
the cost, of the $50 million cost, to repair, refurbish, and 
relaunch. Which means that it's still economically worthwhile 
bringing it home, even if we have to repair it at home and 
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relaunch it. 

BENEDICT 
goes well. 
you put it 
sate11 ite? 

Howard Benedict, AP. Two questions. If everything 
how many of the seven instruments will be working when 
back in space and what was the original cost of the 

CEPOLLINA The original cost of the Solar Max system including 
the European collaboration, in which. that we have three 
instruments, they were either collaborated in terms of parts 
being built by the Europeans is in the order of $100 million 
dollars in FY 76 dollars. 

NASA HQ Okay, we have no further questions from NASA 
Headquarters, wait. I'm sorry, what did you say, Howard? 

BENEDICT 

PAO 

CEPOLLINA 
least six and 
was operating 

The number of experiments 

The number of experiments 

The number of experiments 
possibly seven, which is 
when we launched it. 

thr'lt will be operating. 

that will be operating. 

tha t will be operating 
the fu 11 complement that 

NASA HQ Okay, that's all questions from NASA 
headquarters. 

at 

PAO Okay, if we have questions froM KSC, we'll stand by 
for those. 

YOSENDA This is Frank Yosenda from Today. Two questions. 
First of all, if the MEB replacement is listed as the secondary 
objective what is the consequence if that is not carried out? 
And the second question is, are you adding any grapple points at 
all during the mission that aren't already there? 

CEPOLLINA First of all, we are not adding any additional 
grapple points. We feel we've got three up around the periphery 
and we have an existing RMS grapple down in the lower area 
between two subsystems, so we are not adding any additional 
points. We will have, if we are not able to fix the coronagraph 
polarimeter main electronics box, we will have at least five 
instruments up and operating. Very powerful instruments, we will 
be able to achieve good science from those five instruments. 

LIPMAN Jerry Lipman, free lance. On at least two 
different, two previous missions here, we have had data from NASA 
to the effect that the original cost of Solar Max was $79 
million. Could you clarify the difference between that and the 
figure you gave, sir? 

CEPOLLINA Yes, the $79 million did not include the European 
collaboration, the value of the European instruments that are 
onboard. 
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No further questions from Kennedy. KSFC 

PAO Okay, we'll come back for a few here, Otis Imboden. 

IMBODEN (National Geographic) You've identified that 
manipulator arm as qu~te critical to this mission. On the 
previous mission, we had some difficulty with the wrist. Could 
you identify what that trouble was and what's been done to 
correct it? 

C[POLLINA I r~il1y should pass that question back to Jay, but 
there were wrist control problems with the primary system, when 
the, because of the mission ground rule that says when you have a 
primary element go out on you, you don't go to the backup 
element, if it's only a training mission. The arm was stored, 
there was a lot of belief that the secondary system did in fact, 
was in fact, working. We can carry out our mission on the 
secondary backup system of the RMS. And, keep in mind, it was 
the wrist yaw joint only that failed, not any of the other 
joints. The decision was made to replace the arm with a brand 
new arm. The arm has been fully check out through various 
acceptance test programs. We have all the confidence that that 
arm will do the job. 

PAO Mike Meecham, you had one. We're going to have 
close after that, I'm afraid. 

MEECHAM Can you use instruments that you bring back on 
other satellites? That's not clear to me. Could you repair the 
MES and the ACS and all that and are they useful for some other 
purposes. 

BOHLIN Yes, the plan for the attitude control system is to 
refurbish that subsystem and put it back on the shelf as a piece 
of flight hardware. As a matter of fact, that flight hardware 
will be used to fly the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite 
should that mission come up. If it doesn't come up, the next 
mission that we'll use it will be our next spacecraft that's 
already in orbit, that will need a repair or maintenance 
operation performed on it two, three, or four years after launch, 
to keep these systems, these multi-million dollar systems working 
in orbit. And one of the other points, just to stay on this 
orange crate, is that the systems that we're launching today are 
no longer $100 million systems, they're $350 million Landsat 
systems, they'r~ $3 and $400 million Gamma Ray Observatory 
systems. They're very expensive. You want to ksep them up there 
and operating for as long as you can. You want to get as much 
data for the buck as you possibly can do it. The answer to do 
doing that is right here, with the Space Transportation System 
and at Goddard with wisdom and foresight, to provide within those 
observatories, the capability of removing instruments, the 
capability of removing subsystems, to keep that multi-million 
dollar investment up and operating. 
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PAO Okay, thank you very much and our next briefing 
will be the Long Duration Exposure Facility, coming up in just a 
few minutes. 
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KSC Good afternoon and welcome to the Prelaunch Press 
Briefing for one of the most exciting Shuttle missions, 4l-C, and 
with us today is f,t. General James A. Abrahamson who is Associate 
Administrator tor Space f'litjht at NASA Headquarters, Glenn S. 
I,unney who is Program Managec for the National Space 
'rransportation System from the Johnson Space Center, Robert Sieck 
who is the l,aunch Director for the Kennedy Space Center, Charles 
Pellerin who is oirector of Hl\SA Astrophysics Program OffiCI? at 
NASA Iloadquarters, and Major Donald J. Green, the Weather Officer 
and bearer of good tidings always from the U. S. Air Force. 
Weill begin with General Abrahamuon. 

GENBRAL AURAHAMSON First of all I guens I'd like to ma~e a 
little ground rule and that is that I'm here still as the 
Associate Administrator, I intend to be through the end of the 
flight and I'd like to discUBS that part of the - or the flight 
and NASA and our program here. And it's not until the lSth of 
ApriJ. that I take my new job and I'll be happy to talk to you 
;ibout that one too but. not hero, not toclay. I'd like to wait 
until after the 15th of April when I can talk about in a 
responsible position. I guess the only thing that I would like 
to say about that is, and I'm sure that all of you con appreciate 
what I'm saying, is that it's with very mixed feelings that I 
leave NASA. Certainly I'm going to, I think, a c~allenge that's 
ir.port'lnt to the country and I wouldn't even be interested in 
going if it weren't for that, but I have sOJne feelings of real 
sadness because, first of all, I think the Shuttle Program is so 
significant to the country. Second, ills been such a great 
privilege for me from the outside to come and work with all these 
wonderful people at NASA and the contractors that make this 
program work and thirdly, I've enjoyed and r have learned working 
with all of you and I'll comment on more about that later 
periups. 

KSC Thank you. Mr. Lunney. 

GLENN LUNNEY Well, today is the culmination of, or tomorrow 
will be the culmination of a long time of planning. A lot of 
people have worked a long time to get ready for tb i s f Ugh t and 
as we prepare for it now we find that the hardware is ready, the 
people here at the Cape are ready, the people all aroun~ the 
world that are going to support this flight are ready. A little 
cooperation with the weather which we've been getting every time, 
and we will tomorrow. We're loo~ing forward to a great fli9~t. 

KSC 'l'llank you. 130b Sieck. 

ROUERT SIEC~ On our launch count, we're presently in our built-
in hold and that will last until approximately 8 o'clock this 
evening. We'll pick up the clock, retract the service structure, 
and get ready to load the external tank with the cryogenics. 
'l'hat should start - shortly after midnight that would stort and 

= . __ .-. .--.- .... - F [ 
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be finished by 4 o'clock in the morning, at which time we prepare 
the cabin for the crew. We expect to see the crew out there by 
approximately 7 o'clock in the morning. The only nonstan~arn 
work we've had to contend with this launch count is the changeout 
of one of our avionics packages. That's presently in work and is 
not expected to impact any of the activities. 'rhe test team has 
handled that very well as they have all the activities associated 
with this mission ever since the Challenger landed here back on 
February 11th. It's a credit to the new processing team that we 
are where we are today and we're looking forward to an on-time 
launch at 8:58 in the morning. 

KSC Thank you. Mr. Pellerin. 

I..:HARLES PI:.:LLERIN 1 think the status of where ~/e are with this 
mission right now has been pretty well explained. I'd like to 
comment a minute or so about the perspective of the science 
community and what this particular flight means to th~ programs 
we are building for the future there. The STS 41-C is a little 
bit like STS-l for demonstrating a technology, namely Spacecraft 
servicing, that is pivotal to a whole lot of our future. The 
scientific benefits and r~turns from restoring SolAr Max are 
going to be very important and significant. We have d whole 
series of new projects where this is a critical point of 
strategy. The Space Telescope which will launch in '86 is 
planned not only for on-orbit servicing but instrument upgrade 
and serVicing in the very complete sense. The GRO for Gamma Ray 
Astronomy will follow right after with refueling capability ann I 
think this is an emerging technology arid this is a significant 
moment to watch this evolve. Thank you. 

KSC Thank you. Major Green. 

MAJOR GREEN The weather tomorrow for the launch should be 
super. We'll be under the dominance of a high pressure system 
and have mostly clear skies, good visibilities with winds out of 
the northwest about 5 to 10 knots. The official forecast we gave 
the launch team this morning was 25,000 scattered, visibility 7 
miles or greater ~ith winds of 310 degrees at 7 knots. The only 
concern locally is the upper air winds. We had 60 knots around 
15,000 feet thid morning. We will be monitoring the upper air 
winds this afternoon and tonight with 14 upper air balloons so 
that JSC can make an assessment on the ascent and on the RTLS 
phase. The other area of concern is the transatlantic abort 
landing site and the abort-once-around site. Dakar, Senegal had 
aOO-foot ceilings this morning. The forecast for tomorrow in 
1,000 broken, visibility is 5 and 1/2 miles in haze and dust. At 
~dwards, they're feeling the effeces of an upper air trough. 
They'll have layered clouds, they'll have a deck at 4,000 feet, a 
ceiling at 10,000 feet and another deck of 20,000 feet 
overcast. Visibility should be 30 miles at Edwards but there 
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will be some light rain showers in the vicinity. White Sands 
Spaco Harbor is looking good for tomorrm" morning but as tl1at 
system that will be affecting Edwards moves towards the east, "Ie 
expect middle clouds to be moving into White Sands, the winds 
will be picking up, and they could have some reduced visibility 
due to ~lowing sand and blowing dust. In summary, the launch 
weather [or tomor rm" is look i ng real good. He'll have par t 1 Y 
cloudy skies, good visibilities, winds out of the northwest S to 
10 knots and a temperature at launch time near 57 degrees. 

Kse Thank you. We're ready for questions now. Weill 
begin here at KSC and than go to the other centers. Please 
cemember to wait for the mike an6 if I donlt calIon you by name, 
please give your nalOe and affiliation. Weill start over here 
with George Diller from National Public Radio. 

GEORGE DILLER (National Public Radio) 
Just in listening to the weather there 
really didn't Jound all that favorable 
summarize your feelings on that? 

For General Ahrahamson. 
on the abort sites, it 
in collection. Could you 

GBN. ABRAIIM1S0N I should have mentioned, this is r-1ajor Grp.en's 
last mission as well and you all know that we hold him ho~tage 
here for the good weather and he's done a great job so far. Hels 
still a Major if you'll notice ano I expect for him to come 
through with just a little bit more of that good luck. It is 
questionable, there's no - and in fact some of the winds do give 
us some concerns about, we always go throu9h a series of 
calculations very ~arofully to ensure that some of the wind 
shears that we get as you go up through the initial trajectory 
are such that we won't exceed any of th~ margins of safety on the 
wingR or on the Spacecraft. And in a couple of those with the 
wind shears today, it's a little close, but we think it will be 
better tomorrow. So t~ere are some questions but we're hoping 
that we'll be lucky. 

KSC Are ~here any additional questions here? Down here 
in the first row. 

LEONDARD DAVID (NFL Space t'lorld Magazine) Abe, as your last 
mi ssion, do you have any, let me ask, ~'1ha t do you t h i nk is the 
strongest contribution you've made to the Shuttle program. 

ABRAHAMSON Well, let's see. Frankly I'm not prepared to 
answer that. I'd like to answer it another way. The Shuttle has 
clearly come in the space of time from our second launch, which 
is when I came onboard, to now to a point where I think we are 
very solidly embarked on a good operational system and we're 
beginning to exploit that. This mission is obviously a perfect 
example. The significance is not merely the repair of the Solar 
Maximum Satellite. The significance of this mission is, I 
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believe, one where we will help convince designers aroun~ the 
world to change the way they think about the way satellites 
,ihould be designed in the future and as a result, the cost 
benefits and, in fact, the implications for the future go well 
beyond the Solar Max. It c~n be a huge amount of dolla"s that 
wetre talking about, and new capabilitien that we're taLkinq 
about. And the fact that the Shuttle has arrived at this point 
in time during the period that I've boen here, is very gratifving 
to me but it's not something that I can take credit for. It's 
the team that's done that. I've tried to say time after time 
that technology depends on people and it's this team of people 
with determination and with confidence in themselves and in our 
mission here, what the Shuttle can mean for the future of 
America, that's really causing me to be happy that we've coxe 
this point, or come this fae in this point in time. That's not 
my personal contribution. It's been my privilegE" to be part of 
that. 

KSC Jay Barbary from NRC News. 

JAY BARBARY (NBC News) I have a couple of questions for all of 
you, I suppose, General Ab:fthamson and Glenn Lunney. COllld you 
bring us up to date on the PAM stage and the IUS stage, how far 
along you are on resolving those problems. And more 
significantly, will you fly, June 19 I believe is your latest 
dssessm~nt date with 41-D, will you fly without the PAM staqe or 
is the jury still out on that? 

ABRAHAMSON Let me answer part of it and then, Glenn:, I'm C)oinq 
to ask you to talk a little bit about some of th~ miosions 
downstream. I wish that I could report that we had clearly 
identified not only what happened but why it happened in the 
PAM. I believe that we have very solid evidence that we know 
what happ~ned and the what is that the carbon-carbon liner on the 
PAM stage, for a reason that we can't put toyether y~t quite, dio 
in fact come apart and came apart at a point where it allowerl the 
plume of the PAM to come hack around to cause the titanium 
support structure to come apart, and th~n the whole nozzle carne 
out. And when that happened, of course, it went out. Now it 
happened very eetly, it happened about 15 seconds into the 
flight. The carbon-carbon material is such that it is very 
subject to minor changes in tne production process itself and 
it's very hard to figure out exactly whether or noc you've got a 
good stage. So what I have been trying to r,ay both in the 
Congress and in other places is that this problem transcends just 
the PAf.j now and just the IUS. What it points out to all of us is 
that we have to go back and reexamine the way in which we're 
designing carbon or these composite materials, the way in which 
we're testing them, and the way in which we're manufacturing 
them. And we are starting, in what I consider to be a national 
initiative, to solve that problem. That's a longer term solution 

-i' ... ~-
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than tho PI\.iw1 itself. Now it's a little longer answer than I 
should have but I wanted to put that in perspective. \'le're in a 
sensa a victim of our many successes in this process. We've 
tried to extrD.polate t.hE' performance a little too far in my 
judgement. Okay, now let me answer specifically. We are 
continuing to plan the June flight. It is not clear yet that the 
customer has fully decided, and I think that he should wait jU!3t 
at least another coupJ.e of weeks, to make a final ju~gement about 
whether or not he wishes to fly the TEf.F.SAT now which requires 
the PM,!. 'l'he other communication satellite on that flight doe5 
not U5e the PM1 and it can go. And we Clre prepared as an agency 
to go ahead and fly because we have, in Clddition to that, we have 
other important experiments. We have a load factor of about .7 
and we think that's a useful load factor even without the PAM or 
the 'rELgSA'l' commun ica t ion sate 11 i te. However, the unknowns do 
reflect, and we would hope that there would he a way in which we 
could discriminate between many of the nozzles that have alrea~y 
been built, and we're continuing to work on that just as hard as 
we can. And when I 5ay we, it's led by the commercial 
enterprise, McDonnell Douglas, but the country is supporting 
this, the Government, both the Air Force and the NASA as well as 
many of the contractors. So we don't have that answer yet. Rut 
I'd like to say that even though this is a potential for an 
D.bcnation in our schedule, it's a tp.mporary one. On the first 
of March, McDonnell Douglas with Thiokol p.ffibarked on a new design 
for the liner itself, one of carbon phynolic material, one that's 
more forgiving. That should be ready by the end of the year. So 
while we have another tough little phase to get throuqh this 
year, it is not a long term significant problem for the 
program. It's a temporary one that's vital to certain 
customers. Now, wOlild you like to comment on the other flights 
Glenn just a little bit? 

LUNNEY On the IUS program, I don't follow that in detail 
every day but they do have a series of firings scheduled this 
year which are designed to test what everybody seems to now 
believe is a good theory and a good rationale, scenario I should 
call it, for what may have happened to the early IUS. Assuming 
that that successfull1 turns out the way everybody hopes that it 
will, we would expect to start flying IUS with the TORS probably, 
oh, at about the first quarter of next year. Our planning has 
had to take on a new dimennion. You kn0w, we used to just try to 
block these things out and if they all tit, we laid it out. 
Well, ~e're trying to introduce a kin~ of a, zone defense I guess 
youtd call it, for some of these things in the future so that as 
deve10rments happen, or things slip, or the things that chrnge 
more than we might have expected, that we can fall back in the 
manifest sense ~ut still sQrvic~ everybody on time. So, we're 
right in the middle of that process now and it turns out to be 
quite interesting because there are an awful lot of variables and 
a lot of possibilities. But we do want to get ourselves in thp. 
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position where we have the maximum ability to fly next year that 
we can have so that if a number of flights, PAM flights, payloans 
I should Ray, slip over into next year, as tho TORS flight is 
doing, that we would have the capability to sweep them up in the 
cargo bay and get them flown when they're rcady to fly. And 
that's what we see as our challenge and that's what we're wor~inq 
on. 

KSC Are you going to follow up? 

BARBARY Yes, may I, Hugh. Genet'al, am I to understi'lnd that 
the considerCltion being given now as to whether or not to use 
some existing PAMs that you feel that are a little more 
unforgiving than the batch where the two camo from that failed, 
and that you might decide to go ahead and use those while you 
still go through this remodeling process till the end of the 
yoar? If that decision is made then you'll go ahead and fly it, 
but if you don't, then will the missions depending on PAM, like 
IUS, slip into next year? 

I\fH~AHAMSON Yes, yes it's close, Jay. 'rhe investigation team 
is continuing to use just as many techniquos as they can to try 
and characterize the reliability of the nozzlos that are huilt, 
and there are a numbor that are built already, and if we can find 
discriminators amongst those. We've gone to CAT scans that we've 
used hospital equipment and now some additional equipment and 
we're beginning to see little discriminators here and there. And 
whether or not that works out so that we can say with confidence, 
yes, this is a good one and that's not, then we could take the 
existing ones and fly. And as soon as we were able to make that 
decision, for example, if we could make that decision in the next 
two weeks we could show that to TELESAT and if they were haopy, 
thon wold fly them. And we'd fly them June as well. 

KSC :.lorton Dean. 

ABRAHAMSON Yes. 

KSC Morton Dean, CBS. 

MORTON DEA~ (CBS) A couple of simple questions. One, what 
happens tomorrow morning if it's raining at Edwards and two, if 
for SOlOe reason you have to hr ing the Solar rlax hack in the 
Shuttle, do you plan to come into Kennedy or would you go into 
8d\'lards? 

LUNNEY Let's see. I think we could put ourselves in the 
position where we would have a number of options on Edwards, 
which is used in two ways, tomorrow. It's planned for as ahort
once-around site, an AOA site. We have another landing field at 
Northrup and the other possibility we have is to extend the time 
at which we could go to Dakar and avoid the use of that a~ an 
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alternative. So thore are some ways to wock around it on the 
as~umption that tho weather will cooperate at one or another of 
these sites. In addition to that, gdwards is used as a 
contingency site on the third revolution in case we didn't get 
the doors open or something like that. We've looked into that 
and concluded that if both Edwards and Northrup were had, we 
could use a rev 2 kind of a GO/NO GO and come back here to 
Kennedy. And that would be able to be worke~ into the plans, a 
little bit out of the norm, but it would be a workable plan to 
get around the weather at Edwards. Let's see, the other part of 
the question was if we bring the Solar Max back we land here at 
Kennedy. Frankly, I don't know the exact answer to that, Mort. 
I don't k~ow what our plans for that. I don't know whether we'd 
bring it back here or not. I'd like to hope that we woul~. Is 
it here? 

KSC John Wilford, New York Times. 

JOHN WILFORD (New York Times) Abe, a couple of questions. 
Fir~t, I don't suppooe you could tell us when you'll be holding 
lour fiest prelaunch press conference in your new job, could you? 

ABRAHt\MSON As soon as possible, John. 

\~ILFORD Second, assuming the Solar Max Repair goes okay, 
what would be some of the ether things down the line that you 
intend to do to develop this capability for inflight servicing? 

AnRAHAMSON Wall, an important next step is a flight that is 
schoduled early this fall and this is where we'll do an orbital 
refueling demonstratio~. A really fine team down at Johnson has 
developed a set of tools that allow us to refuel a satellite that 
was never designed to be refueled using the ground hydrazin~ 
hookups, and that will be tested in orbit this fall. So that's 
another demonstration of our capability in this area. That all 
could be used although the judgement has not been made yet, that 
or else a retrieval mission could be applied once we get 
Vandenberg on line 90 we can do a polar orbit on the LANDSAT 
spacecraft. We have, of course, looked into the technical 
feasibility of doing it on the two lost communication satellites 
but there are other than technical questions so far. Rut we 
think that's doable. So there are several near-term 
applications, 

KSC Okay, we'll take two more questions before going to 
the Johnson Space Center. The first one is Sue nutler !lanifan. 

SUE BU'rLER IIANIFAN I'd like to follow up Jay Barbary's question 
either with Abe or with Glenn on the UTC motor in the 1US. You 
said you have a good scenario of what happened but would you tell 
us wha t you th i nk happened, :. .')w you propose to f 1 x it, w~en you 
will have your first IUS flight with the new design before you 
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attempt to launch it with TDRS. 

ABRAHANSON 'rhe I US motor has a spec i a1 k i n(l of a seal eha t 
allows it to move back and forth. It's different than in other 
motors. It's called a tech-roll seal and that is the area that 
we all believe failed in terms of the failure scenario itself. 
We think that it was overstressed thermally and that that thermal 
stress happene~ primarily because of some thermal leak pass 
througll another seal in the nozzle construction. That's all been 
quite ~e11 understood and through the firings that have been load0 
by the Air Force down at Te1ehoma, we have a very good thermal 
characterization of exactly what happens throu~hout that entire 
cegion. As a result of this thermal characterization, we have 
confid~nce that we know how to fix it. NOW, we do need another 
test firing in order to ~atisfy ourselves that it's really 
fixed. That will occur in the fall. There will he another one 
in between, which \,ill give us some additional information that 
we want to instrument, and we believe that it could be ready aR 
early as the end of the year but it will be somewhere around the 
end of the year to the first quarter that Glenn mentioned that !tIC 

might be in a position to fire an IUS. 

KSC Doug Detter. 

DOUG D~TT~R General Abrahamson, last February you were quite 
profuse in welcoming Lockheed to the Shuttle team. Why did NASA 
feel it was necessary to spend about 25 million dollars Eor a new 
work contract by Rockwell, and the secopd part of that question 
with another one to follow is, does the same hold true for USPI 
on the solid motors, work now being under contract to 'rhioKol? 

ABHA!lAHSON I think that the important thing is that perhaps 
maybe we didn't stress to everybody what the overall plan was 
when we put out the request for proposal on th~ Shuttle 
processing contract. Right from the very beginning, the plan 
recognized that there is an engineering capability that must be 
maintained by the people who are the designers and the developers 
of the system. That's there for two reasons. One in order to 
ensure that we have good solid continuity of experience for the 
team of people that are doing the processing but in addition to 
that, we are holding those contractors responsible for the 
performance of their equipment - Rockwell for the Orbiter, Martin 
for t~e tank, etc. So it was always planned that we would have a 
small support contract and, by the way, that was the basis on 
which the Lockheed team and the other team prepared their 
proposals. So this is not something new nor does it represent 
eithor a lack of confidence or a failure in initial performance 
of any of the people. 

KSC Okay, we're ready to go to the Johnson Space Center 
for questions. 

- : --r--p r 
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JSC Jules Bergman, ABC News. 

JULES BERG~lAN (ABC News) Abe, congratulations first of a1.l in 
getting out of a tough position and welcome to an even tougher 
position. What you haven't answered though is, before you leave, 
is NASA and TELESAT can agree to yank their COMSAT from the next 
flight after this but the flight after that has 2 PAM launches 
and then if you skip down to the flight after that, to the next 
flight after the next one, there's again a TELESAT launch by 
PAM. My question is simple. Are all those PAM launc~es out if 
the answer isn't found? 

ABRAHAMSON Not out, delayed. I think the important thing is 
that each week as we go through this, Jules, we are getting more 
infoemation and frankly, we have to be optimists, I think, and 
that's that we are hoping that we will indeeo -1:ino the kinds of 
discriminators that will allow us to make a judgment. The first 
launch up is, of course, the one in June with that initial 
TELESAT. This year, prior to the time that a new design can be 
fully implemented, there are five satellites, as you indicate, 
that are at least in the area of where they have some jeopardy of 
being delayed, and that's truly unfortunate. The decision on 
whether or not they will be delayed will certainly depend on our 
confidence in understanding the problem and whether or not we, as 
I indicated, can discriminate between good and bad nozzles. And 
that final decision, of course, will he the customer's and 
they'll get a lot of good help. nut I think out is the wrong 
word. I think itls much better to say they have t'1e rotential of 
b.:!ing delayed. 

BERGMAN Let me follow up on that briefly, Abe. The flight 
after this, the flight after that, the August fliqht of 
Discovery, has two PAM~ launching an S~S-D and a TELESTAR. Would 
you delay that flight or just pull them off and would the 
customers elect to go ahead if the PAM mystery is not solved? 

ABRAHAMS0l1 Well, the customers have not made that judgment yet 
and it's too early to make that judgment. Whether or not we 
would go ahead and fly the flight is another question and, 
frankly, that will come up later on. Itls just too early to have 
to face that particular problem. That will be somebody 
downstream, Glenn, the rest of the team here. 

JSC Craig Covault, Aviation Week. 

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) live got two questions, one for 
Abe and tllen one for Glenn. Abe, as you knO'.oI the underwr iter s 
and PALAPA and Hughes have been negotiating for the last two 
weeks or so in detail. What is your outlook this week on the 
chances of following through wi th the PALAPA res(mo'" 

Ai3RAt1AMSON Craig, you'll just, I'm sorry. Youlll really have 
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to get that informat,ion from the owners of the satell i te, the 
Indonesians, because it is their final decision and their final 
judgment and I wouldn't want to conjecture. 

COVAULT And for Glenn, relative to tomorrow morning, what 
time of the day either tonight or early to~orrow ~orning will you 
have to make your final decision on the upper wind situation and 
in line with the upper wind situation, I believe flying a direct 
insertion trajectory reduces your margin to fairly minimal, about 
1,500 pounds or so of extra propellant. Do you have tighter 
upper atmospheric wind margins for tomorrow morning than you do 
for a normal Shuttle launch? 

LUNNEY Well, let me see in reverse order, I don't think 
it's any tighter than it has been in previous launches because of 
the direct insertion. It's true we're down to a thousand Dounds 
margin but we've been close to that number in the past before. 
We are going to launch a number of balloons. We've scheduled at 
least one, one at midday here that r haven't seen the results 
yet, and if the winds continue to be stronger than we would like, 
we'll probably launch a few extra ones between now and tomorrow 
morning. The last report that I get is that about 45 minutes in 
the countdown that would be the result of a balloon that was 
released sometime before that, I can't recall exactly how much 
earlier, maybe an hour and a half or so or 2 before that where we 
would get a look at the upper winds. The forecast is that the 
winds that have been giving us the trouble, r think, on the loads 
are forecast to decline so what we'll do is just what we've done 
in all these other counts, watch the weather, watch the upper 
winds, run them th(ough the computers, and look at the loads that 
those winds would int(oduce into the ship and carry that on down 
with the trend until we get close to launch. And then we'll make 
a judgment that it's still okay and I think that's where we'll be 
tomorrow. It will be okay. 

FRANK GREENVOLT (Daily News of Los Angeles) If you cannot 
launch tomorrow, would you launch, try for Saturday or would you 
have to delay further? 

ABRAHAMSON As we look at what our turnaround potential here, 
we'd probably really like to just taxe a relaxed potential and 
plan for the 48 hour turnaround for Sunday. 

JSC ROy Neal, NBC. 

HOY NEAL (NBC) I guess this is a perennial for Abe and for 
Glenn. How much of a success is successful really? In this case 
I'm looking at how much do you hope to accomplish. How 
optimistic are you going in of total and complete success hoth 
with LDEF and, more importantly of course, with Solar Max? 
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A8RAIlAf.1S0N 
Max. 

I think that you'd like to comment on th~ Solnr 

PELLERIN Confident of success from the standpoint of the 
payload and what I've seen of the preparatory work from the S?S 
side I'm very confident. r think this looks like something 
that's been vecy thoroughly worken and thoroughly understoo~. 
There are risk factors like we still have in operating satellites 
which we're not able to control. However, it's been in stahle 
condition for a period of years now. I see no reason, no 
indication to think it's going to deteriorate further and I'm 
very optimistic. I think it's all going to work. 

ABRAHAMSON I think LDEF is a breeze. 

NEAL Let me follow that up just a bit. Let's assume for 
the sake of assumption that you regain attitu~e control but 
that's all that yvu regain in terms of operational 
characteristics with Solar Max. Does that make it a big success, 
a partial success, or no success? 

PELLERIN From the scientific standpoint I think it remains a 
tremendous success for t' .... o reasons. rrhe first is that the - I'm 
assuming we have solved the problem with the plasma outgassing, 
that's very straightforward. But if the MEn electronics, and we 
don't regain the full operation of the chronograph polarimeter, 
we still have a very, very fruitful and important scientific 
mission and I think we will have demonstrated the key aspect, 
Inainly that when we think ahead and anticipate and plan for 
satellite repair and servicing a scientific instrument, that it 
can be accomplished. We've always regarded the repair of the 
main electronics box as gravy. It was not designed to be 
accommodated when the spacecraft was designed and I think it's 
through a lot of ingenious efforts, again mostly involving people 
at Houston, but certainly the whole agency and people at Go~dard, 
in coming up with some very creative thoughts to take something 
apart and disassemble it and fix it that was never anticipated to 
be done. So r feel that, to summarize, if we fix the satellite, 
get the ACS working, redeploy, test all these other critical 
features, we will have proven this technology and I think can 
declare a complete success. 

JSC Gentleman from CBS here. 

PBTER VANSANT (CBS) A question for Glenn. What is the breakoff 
point in terms of those upper level winds tOMorrow morning? It 
I,.,as mentioned earlier that at the 60 mile per hour level now the 
mission would be, or the launch, would be questionable. Is there 
a breakoff speed? 

LUNNEY It is difficult to answer that question in terms in 
of the speed of tho wind. What we really do is take the wind 
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prof i 1e and put it through a compu ter pro<] elm who r'~ we ~il"'~ 
modeled a lot of the ~iffecent parts of the vehicle. An~ hy 
putting it through this p~ogram, ',ve got ·1n i'lea of what t!1e load 
factor would be in those piaces. It's difficult to ta1~ ~bout 
any part~cular number. Som~t\mes the thi:\q t~)at givl~s us tr0uhlo 
is a sharp shear in the winds. tn other words, we're going along 
in a mild wind and then we pick up a high wind foe a short ran1 0 
of altitude and then it comes back. That in effect ruts an 
instantaneous angle 0f attack on the ship and that is w~at ca~ 
cause a set of loads beyond the normal design which, if that 
occurred and we exceeded our red linns, we would hi1'1e to hold 
for. So we have designed and tailored this trajectory for th~ 
seasonal or expected winds that we would expect to ~aV0 tllis time 
of year, and if the wind is blowing subGtantially different t~an 
that, or if we have one of these sharp sneaes that I havo 
described, we could exceed a load condition somewhere in the ship 
and have to pause. But that's a very integrated ~naly9is ~nrl it 
doesn't lend itself to just having one velocity number that you 
can hang your hat on. 

VANSANT 
condition? 

Are you experiencing at the moment this shear 
Are your instruments telling you that? 

LUNNEY Well, itls been diminishin~ and we look at thiB 
every once in awhile with different balloon releases, ~hich are 
tracked from the area down here, and I hav~nlt fleen the last one 
which - the results of it which was scheduled to go up ahout 
noon. But the one yesterday compared to the one this morning, 
the one this morning was better than the one yosterday with 
respect to both shear, not everywhere, hut with respect to some 
of the shea r s that I'le were see i ng, .11 though in r,orne cases the 
wing was loaded higher than it was in the winds yesterday. So 
it's a kind of a complicated situation and all \"e can rio is hope 
that the winds get a little closer to nominal, although we have a 
fair operating margin on that, and give us enou1h room to qat it 
launched tomorrow. 

JSC Craig Covault, Av Week. 

COVAULT ~nother launch question. Rota ~ad been in the plan 
as a weather alternate transatlantic abort site. What occurred 
that prevented you from working out ~n agreement with Spain? 

A13HAHAf.1S0N 'rhat was kind of a last minute - ~/e had tall<ed 
about it for sometime but it was kind of a last minute thought 
that it might be nice to have that weather alternative 
capability. We opened those discussions, those kinds of 
discussions always take a little time and we finally decided that 
we really didn't need it for this mission. But in the long run, 
we would like to get a more permanent site and there iR a better 
site than Rota, thatls Maroni. And so what we really did is we 
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sniitcd over and we o~ened discussions of the feasibility of 
having a long term sile instead. 

JSC Jules Rergmoln. 

88KG~AN I have two questions, Abc. First one about the 
launch is would you launch tomorrow with Dakar below limits or at 
marginal VFR, the way it apparently is? 

.I\3HI\HA~·1S0N \vcll, one of things we always do is we have one of 
our experienced pilots over there, and this time we have Rud 
Reames over t.here. Hels been over there in t~e past and he is 
the one last time who - we had a let of winds, if you recall. 
They were low level winds and they were blowing dust and there 
was restricted visibility, and it was Bud's experienced judgment 
that allowed us to make a decision with confidence that it w~s 
safe and we could go in there. So in the end, weill certainly 
look at the formal forecast very, very carefully. Rut we will 
have Oud Reames in the air just before launch time and our final 
rlecision will be based a great deal on w~at Dud is saying about 
the visibility and how it looks in the approach. 

BERGMAN And the second qUQstion is somewhat more 
philosophical. You said earlier, in a sense, this is referring to 
PAM and IUS, in a sensp. we're a victim of our own many 
successes, we've tried to extrapolate teo much. I think that was 
an accurate quote. Are there any other rv~~et~ that applies to 
at this point and have we pushed, has engin~ering extrapolated 
too much in lighter weight materials? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, itls the application that I'm referring to, 
Jules. All of these rocket motors, the solid rocket motors, 
started in the ballistic missile business and in those designB 
there was a cost tradeoff that was made and people would ~ccept a 
95 or a 96 percent type of probability of success. And, 
fortunately, as we gained experience, each of these motors qot -
thel were better and better and better. And we would extrapolate 
them and put booster segments on Titanls and booster segments on 
Thors, etc., and we got very used to just relying on all of these 
capabilities. But that reliance docs depend on what is more a 
manufacturing art than a manufacturing science. And as you get 
success, and then go a little further and say well let's ma~e it 
a little lighter and a little lighter, then pretty soon you reach 
a point where we have exceeded our capability to know with 
confidence that we have a safe design or a repeatable design at 
the confidence level that we now need and want for these space 
missions, and that's ~ k~y point. So thatls what I mean by the 
fdct that I feel that welve extrapolated a little too far and 
that we need to go back and tighten up all aspects of the design 
and test proceas and manufacturing process. 

BERG~lAN Isnlt that in reality whatls happened right now and 
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shouldn't MacOac or one of tho companies or NASA itaelf hRve 
taken a hard look at that before letting a PAM engine, for 
example, be lightened up? 

ABRAIIAr-1S0N It was looked at. And some of the early failures 
t!la.t they found on the ground, people looked at. t~at and felt 
that it was a processing problem and in each case they went back 
and tried to clean up and improve t ~li'l. t process i n9 prob l~m and 
people thought, indeed, that they were successful. For example, 
the PAM itself, the STAR 48, had 18 successes prior to these two 
failures. Now that's, you know, that would give everybody a 
feeling of confidence and, in fact, if you look at the family of 
carbon-carbon exit cones that I mentioned that are the problem 
here, if I recall the numbers right, it's something like - if you 
add up all of the flights on the STAR 30, t~e STAR 37, and the 
STAR 48 and some other small related missiles and all of the 
ground tests, the percentage was something like 84 out of 92 in 
terms of its success rate. So that's pretty good and t~at's what 
helped generate some of thin confidence. Out remember, the costs 
of failure are now getting to be quite high as the insurance 
companies now know. Therefore, it's time to reassess. 

JSC Thank you that's all the questions from JSC. 

KSC 
from there. 

O~ay, we're going to Marshall now for questions 

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times) I have two quick ones for 
Gen3ral Abrahamson and then a couple for Charley Pellerin. Aha, 
do you include tile STS-8 booster problem in this generic carbon
carbon problem that needs to be resolved nationally? 

J\I3HAHAMSON ~'le did. \'le think that that's another indication of 
the kind of an issue, but we were ahle to solve that quite - with 
a lot of discrimination very quickly and, in fact, we do think 
that it is solved. But remember, this is one of tho things that 
we have done in the Shuttle program. We've designed everything, 
because of the manned flight aSgect, with a much larger lO11rgin of 
Gafety. 

DOOLING Okay, and on the IUS TDRS problem. In looking back 
on the IUS flight on the Titlln III the year before, was there any 
hint of the same ~roblem in the second stage motor? 

ABRHM1S0N No we did not have any hints of that, Dave. 

DOOLING For Pellerin, a lot of the serviceable satellites 
we'vo heard discussed over the last few days, the Space 
Telescope, AX AF, GRO, Charley, do you see the astrophysics 
community as driving the technology for satellite servicing? 

PELLERIN Dave, I see the astrophysics missions as being the 
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~ost influential scientific, but certainly the NASA co~munity an~ 
engineers and contractors are the ones that are out in the 
forefront of the servicing technology. ~ut I think the servicing 
has been very naturally a part of &strophysics since the missions 
and the easily accessible Shuttle orbits, 28.5 d~grees, were very 
prolific and there's a major need for large space systems to 
advance in astronomy. So these two together make it a very 
natural thing, and within astrophysics, the key strategy is to 
build large observatories, keep them on orbit for extended 
periods of time, and in this scenario, the Space Shuttle becomes 
analogous to the jeep that goes up the si~e of major ground haso~ 
obsorvatory mountains and so forth. But the ~ervicing technology 
itself, no I tllink the engineers and contractors involved with 
designing and building these actual hardware devices have heen 
toe drivers. 

DOOLING Okay, and I've heard a good deal over the last 
couple of years on trying to set standards and practice~ and 
design guides for making satellites serviceable in the futur~. 
Wouldn't a success in repairing the main electronics hox in th~ 
chronograph kind of go against that? If you had sa~eone who 
could repair sometlling that was not designed for on-orbit repair, 
would this, in effect, be telling the users anything goes if you 
can get you hands on it on the ground it can be fixed in space? 

PELLERIN I don't think it goes against the ide~ of having 
standard practices. It goes very much in favor of them. It just 
gives you a lot more information about a set of trades you have 
to make all the time, namely how much are you /)oing - how Car are 
you're going to go to build confidence that you can rcpair 
something, to what extent are you going to rely on untested 
elements and further, how, to what extent are you going to rely 
on just guidelines like accessability for components you don't 
anticpate to fail. I think there's a whole gradation of 
parameters to apply to any system or subsystem depending on what 
you set this reliability at, and that's based on historical 
data. So I think Solar Max is going - and we've learne~ a lot 
already, once it's successful, it'll be just another piece of 
important data in this whole new area. 

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV Huntsville) For Abe, the last mission w~en 
the Challenger was Ina king its approach for lan(H ng, the re was one 
aircraft that got a bit too close, several that were in the 
vicirlitj which created a bit of concern both on the side of ~ASA 
and also the FAA. Arc any extra precautions being taken on this 
Iniss Ion? 

ABRAHAMSON l'TO delighted you asked that question. Yes, I've 
really been worried about this. I think it represents a hreach 
in airmanship for these pilots to, in fact, fly outside of the 
safe zone. And we've been very concerned about it, so we have 
gone through with a series of actions to try to minimize the 
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problem. First of all we have had people that have gone out to 
~ll of our fixed base operations and talked to toe fixed hase 
operators and try to put notices out and to get across the 
~essage so that people do understand that once the bird leaves 
the tower here, that's the time we need to keep the airspace 
clear just in case we have to make an RTLS back here. So we've 
tried a program of education. We've tried also to ensure that 
people do fully understand exactly where that air, the safe air
space is, and, as near as we can tell, we've had, on our last 
several launches, many airplanes in the area, not imposing - we 
had four that came into the restricted airspace last time. But 
we had well over 100 and some who were flying around trying to 
get good looks at the launch. So it is a major problem. I think 
it's a uanger to the pilots themselves being that - into the 
flight zone. And, finally, we have asked the FAA to be 
aggressive in prosecuting any violators. My judgment is that any 
pilot who doesn't have the professionallsm to stay within his -
out of the restricted airspace for something as expensive and as 
important and as critical as the Shuttle deserves to have his 
ticket pulled. 

KN IGll'r Followup to tha t very qu ickly, Abe. Back on our 
first nigtlt landing I asked, I don't know whether it was you or 
one of the other panelists, that due to the possibility of 
aircraft straying into the area, if lights might be considered 
for the Orbiter in the future and we, the answer back on that 
date was that aircraft are told and restrictad out of the zone. 
Now that we're seaing aircraf~ starting to slip in are there any, 
have there been any other thoughts toward any type of lighting 
device on che Orbiter? 

ABRAHAr-tSON I f I promise that I don't get quoted on this, you 
know I usually don't like to go off the record. This time I'll 
ask you. I've thought about putting lasers down here. No, but 
we do, It m not. su re I heard the ent i co quest ion. ~-Je (10 hav~ .FAA 
patrol planes in the area and we are instructing people to do our 
very best to get the numbers of any fliqhts that do intrude and, 
as lind ica ted, we intend to have agg ress i ve FAA act ion I'or 
adlninistrative prosecution here for any kind of a problem. Oh, 
lights on the Orbiter. No that isn't ~0ing to help, I don't 
think. It all happens too fast. 

KNIGHT Okay, and very quickly one second question. ~hc 
turnaround tilne for preparation for this launch I understand was 
like 30 perce'lt over the quickest time before. Is it a fact that 
we were very lucky on this turnaround or is it just t~e system 
becoming that smooth? 

ABRAIIAt-tSON I'm glad you asked that as well and I wan t to - and 
it does. This is a r~markable flight but it's also a remarkable 
processing acheivement and I'm going to ask Bob if you wouldn't 
just higtllight a few of the real events associated with this. 
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SIECK Well it, of course going back to the landing ~ere 
at Kennedy on February 11, which of course has been a goal for 
the program for some time. A and we were very happy to see that 
ha~pen because that certainly opened the door for this challengo 
to do our shortest turnaround yet, and it has b~en that way. It 
also has been a challenge for the new processing team with our 
Shuttle processing contractor to 91 va them this opportunity to 
show their stuff and they certainly have done that. Our OPF 
operations were the shortest to date, our VAn turnaround of 4 
days is the best we have ever done also. It certainly met what 
we had done in the past, and the operations at the launch nad 
also have been the shortest to date and we have had probably the 
same number, maybe fewer, contingencies to handle in the past but 
we are handling them better. I would not classify the operation 
as routine yet because processing a vehicle and the amount of 
work it does and the amount of human involvement, there's enough 
emoticn that you could not categorize that as totally routine, 
but we're certainly getting better. The procedures are havinq 
fewer changes, there are fewer anomalies, and there's fewer 
contingencies to have to deal with. And again it's a credit to 
the new processing team even though most of t~e work force are 
the same people that have been doing the job in the past, the 
hands-on hardware people and the test team that operates in the 
firing room. But it's a credit to their ability to pick up this 
new challenge and get to where we are today and we're very happy 
\dth that. 

MARSHALL No more quest ions from ~larshall. 

KSC ••• Space Center and we have time for jUut a couple 
questions and we'll taKe this gentleman first. 

MITCH DAVIS (ABC News) You told us piecemeal about the weather 
situation around the world and then the Shuttle over its history 
has been rather weather sensitive. Talk in the larger scale, if 
you will about, right now you have wind shear here, you have low 
ceilings in the TAL site, you have triple cloud cover at Edwards 
Air Force Base, and weather moving in at White Sands. At what 
point do you just say we're too close in too many places? 

LUNNEY Let me try to answer that for you. One of the 
things that happens in my experience is that when everything with 
the flight vehicle is working very, very well, people don't have 
anything to talk about and what they end up talking about is the 
weather. And we ourselves are guilty of that and we do it 
regularly and we entertain you with discussions of it, but, look, 
things are going well and we have a few here and a few there and 
we're going to watch them and it's not unusual or out of the 
ordinary. And it's actually a tribute to the work that's going 
on out - the stage of the hardware that you see out there on the 
PAD. That's why we talk about it as much as we do. 
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KSC Mark Kramer, CRS. 

MARK KRAMER (CBS) General Abrahamson, you said earlier that in 
the event of slip, that is an inability to launch on Fri~ay, you 
would take the relaxed position of waiting until sunday. Can you 
and ;'1r. Siecl< comment on '",hy you've done that :In(l !tlOuld not ta l<0 

the obvious opportunity to go Saturday. 

/I.i3HAHM1S0N In terms of our planning, and, ~30b, I'd li'<e to 
have you amplify this a little bit please, but you recall when we 
had the very difficult night with all the weather that we were 
scrambling through here and finally we llad this Don Green arrange 
for the clouds to open up at exactly the right time and we went 
through the cloud or between the clouds and went safely. At that 
time, it became very clear to all of us really just how close 
some of our processing timelines are in order to turn around in a 
24-hour period and, therefore, we til ink that it would be a better 
plan in terms of the overall plan just to set up a very workable 
plan and one that gives us time to deal with problems. Roh, 
would you like to comment on that just a little? 

SIE~K Well, and to carry that a little further, if we qo 
very late into the launch count and then have to (10 our scrub, 
there's il massive, a lot of data th<lt we '",ould like to revie'>! in 
detail before we pick up our processing activities to the next 
launch. And the comfortable way to no this is to give the te~t 
team a rest after the initial attempt, as it were, bring them in, 
review that data, and go for 40 hours. 

KRAMER To follow that up just briefly, does that mean that 
the old tjuideline of yes, '",e can turn <1rotmd in 24 hours is f)ut 
the window except in cases of extreme urgency? 

SIECK ~o, the capability is there in the Shuttle system 
and the team to do it. It's a force, but the capabil.ity is still 
there. I'Ve ',..,ould just like not to exercise it unless 'Ne really 
have a launch window or mission that that next day is the 
critical GO/NO GO from a mission scrub standpoint. 

KSC O~ay, we have just one more question here. 

Ali1Cr icans are going to be qoing from total arHlthy 
really all the way to total exuberance, but the middle of 
America, I do believe, excuse the trite expr~ssion, are 10ing to 
look for the beef. Lt. General Abrahamson, for this particular 
launch, this 11th launch of the S~uttle, what - do you feel the 
spinoffs are going to be less than, more than, or about the same 
as the other Shuttles? 

ABRAHAMSON We have considered each of our launches to be truly 
i~20rtant and each of them have represented different kinds of 
advances in terms of moving towards operations or making an 
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overall contribution to oue space infrastructure and what sr~ce 
contributes to all of us hQre on earth. This one, I think 
b~caune of the [Joint that I made earlier that it can demonstrate 
a - it can be a step in moving toward something that I've tried 
to call the space revolution now for a very, very long time. And 
tlla t step is one of ga in i ng con f idence in people and, the refore, 
I think it is a very, very signific~nt mission and I would hope 
that you all appreciate the significance of it. Jess would you 
come do~n hera please. 

KSC Okay, that's the end of the questions for this 
prelaunch briefing but General Abrahamson, I believe, wants to 
sat something. 

ABHA!lAt>lSON '1'his isn't the last press conference, so I think 
I'll see ~ost of you again but some of you! might not in the 
near future. And I just do want to let you know something that 
I've learned in my 2-1/2 years now at N~SA. I've lea~nen a gr~at 
deal fro~ NASA itself, from the people in NASA, but I've also 
learned from you and perhaps it can best come home in a little 
radio show that I was doing with Kens out on the west coast this 
last week. A qentleman called in and he sai~ that he was, he 
just didn't know some of the things that we h~d b~en talking 
about and therefore he wanted to know ,,,,hy don't YOLI send out a 
newsletter or sometning like that for all of us. And that kind 
of caught me taken aback a little bit and I told him that if we 
wanted to toll the American people what it is we're doing we 
~ould have to send out newsletters or some ~ind of information to 
over 200 million people in the United States and we'd have a 
great deal of difficulty deciding ~hich should go - the science 
people, who are they, and who should they, you know, what should 
we send them and 'fJ:l(\t '..,ould they be interested in. l\nd \",ho 
silould we send the people vlho are really thinking about the 
future in space or what medicines mean to them, all of t~at sort 
of thing. that that's an impossible job for a government agency. 
And, oh, by the 'Nay, we have a very fine institution t rl<'1t does 
that and that institution is all of you. And it's been a real 
privil~gc for ~e to see you in action as nrofessionals and to see 
you as objectiv~ people, sometimes taking us to task, but always 
trying to get the story of what NASA is doing, what space is, and 
what the futuce of space is to America and to get it across 
well. And as an Americarl, I'm very gratified to see that in 
action so I've appreciated your, first of all the way you do your 
jobs, but I've also appreciated your friendship and I look 
forward to a chanca to have that continue. I hope BO. Now as I 
leave the responsibilty, Mr. Jess Moore, my deputy, has been 
named as the Acting Associate Administrator and I'd like to 
reco~nend him to you. I can tell you that he has been working on 
the program, relieving a lot of the real work from my shoulders 
for a long period of time. lie's been providing tr.ue leadership 
to tne program and I think that you will find that there won't be 
any chango at all in teems of his access to all of you or his 
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willingness to answer your questions just as best he can. An~ 
for those - I know many of you know him already, but for those of 
you \vho donlt, lid like to introduce Jess ann to rCCO!TlffiCmn to 
you. 

JESS MORE Thank you. ~ell, 1111 make this very quick since I 
hope to be here for our flight in June and si~ply Bay that rlurinq 
my past year or so in working with General Abrahamson and the 
entire Shuttle team, itls been certainly my honor to have heen 
associated and be associated with this team. General Abrahamson 
is certainly a hard act to follow and I recognize the challenges 
thdt the program has in front of it. And welre all going to do 
our best and, as Abe indi.cates, make this as s;nooth a tt:'ansition 
as we possibly can and keep this program going fo['. ... ard. It I S 

cortainly accomplished a lot during its past 30rios of flights 
and as we look downstream our challenges continue to look very 
big and the roturns arc very - the expected returns from these 
flights are very big so 11m delighted to be part of the program 
and look forward to interacting with you in the future and thank 
you very much. 

KSC Okay, thank you. We have just one local 
announcement and that is for any of you who would like to go to 
the press briefing at Astrotech, there is a bus in the parking 
lot, Seymour bus, leaving almost immediately. 

END OL" 'rAPE 
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PAO Good ~orning and good afternoon everyone at 
Kennedy. Welcome to the first change of shift briefing for 
mission 41-C and here with that briefing is the Flight Director 
for the Ascent Team, Gary Coen. 

COEN Well, we h~d a very beautiful launch today. We are 
all, of course, real pleased to get started off and get started 
on time and get our plans and our work in gear. The orbiter and 
the countdown work went just by the clock today. There were 
absoloutely no problems in any of those areas. Probably the only 
thing that I have to talk about that is significant are some 
p~oblems that we had in the mission operations computer in the 
control center. We had some intermittent tracking that began 
occurring right at lift off and the tracking was intermittent all 
through the launch phase. The ultimate source of that problem 
has not as yet been discovered. The folks in the control center 
are still working to try to determine whatls happening exactly 
with the mission computers. We did have enough data 
intermittently to confirm that the onboard navigation system was 
working properly and were thus able to confirm the trajectory 
parameters. I can give those to you now. The Orbiter right now 
is at an apogee of 252 miles by perigee 115. Those are precisely 
the preflight nominal. As you probably know, we had a detailed 
test objective to track the extp.rnal tank. That has been 
accomplished. We also got a report back from the KSC area that 
the SRBls, the frustums and the shoots were all afloat out there 
in the wa~er so those have a good potential to be recoverJd. 
~ngine performance, since things went pretty much by the timeline 
we would conclude that having just an initial look anyway that 
the main engines performed quite well. Plans for the rendezvous, 
the folks in the control center are using both the mission 
computers and some off-line computers to start their work to 
compute the upcoming rendezvous maneuvers. So that is underway 
and gOing smoothly. We do have - in case we donlt resolve the 
trajectory processing problems in the mission ops computers 
early, we do have off-line processors that welre using as a 
backup means. So we will havp. solutions for todayls maneuver. 
There are some minor things on the vehicle. I can go through 
those. We have an IMU that has some scale factor errors, the 
ercors were not big enough to cause the onboard redundancy 
management to deselect the IMU, itls in IMU 2. Fuel cell 3 has 2 
transducers that are very sl ightly out of spec. t~e have a 
transdu(:er problem in one of the APU IS, it happens to be an 
exhaust gas temperature. That is the extent of it. Welre, of 
course, very pleased that the Orbiter is doing so well and that 
W~ are off to the start that we have on flight 41-C. Itll take 
questions. 

PAO Start in the back with Doug Miller, please. 
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MILLER I've heard some mention on the loop about the 
star tracker problems, could you run that down for us? What is 
the problem? Is that linked in with the I~U? 

COEN No. The startrackers have a self fail routine that 
you can initiate and do a little self test on the startrackers. 
If you start that routine a little too early before the 
st~rtrackers are totally warmed up, sometimes you will fail the 
test. That happened today. The crew immediately repp.ated the 
test with no problems so the test was - on both startrackers 
failed at first attempt and it was redone and the startracker is 
okay. It ~~ssed the second test. That is a fairly normal thing, 
1ike I say, b~~ause the trackers were probably not up to 
temperature. 

MILLER All right, and the intermittent tracking problem, 
could you explain - you go into some detail about it for those of 
us who arentt fluid? What do you mean by intermittent 
tracking? What is it? 

COEN We didn't have continuous tracking during the 
ascent phase of the flight in terms of our missions operations 
computers being able to compute the trajectory. Of course, we 
use radars to track the vehicle and that radar data is set into 
the mission ops computers which then go through some processing 
to tell where the vehicle is and how fast it's going. 

MILf .. ER In plain English what does this mean? 

COEN By intermittent, means sometimes it worked and 
sometimes it didn't. 

MILLER In plain English, what does this mean in terms of 
impact on the mission? What could this - if you can't conquer 
this what might it mean to the mission? 

COEN It wontt have - if we never, ever solve this 
problem it still won't have impact on the flight because we have 
off-line processors that we can use for the computation. It 
won't be quite as handy for the operators but we do expect to get 
the problem solved. In fact, they are making some headway in 
understanding the actual cause of the problem. There are some 
time sharing routines in the mis6ion ops computer that use buffer 
areas. These routines go in and take data - shift data in and 
out of these areas while we are getting buffer overloads. So, 
the people know which direction to start working in and they are 
working in that area. 

PAO ~our name and affiliation, please, right here. 

MARSH (Aviation Week) On the external tank, did they get 
photographs of it? What did they see? Where did it impact? 
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eOEN I don't know. I just know that it was tracked and 
I don't have any detail. 

PAO Jules Bergman, please. 

BERGMAN Gary, two points. You said pretty much, preflight 
nominals on the trajectory yet the document I'm reading from here 
says the perigee should be 137. (garble) 115. And also, what 
was meant by the callout during SRO burn of low performance. 

COEN Okay. I'll start with the second question. I 
don't know how far back you are gOing with your data. We have 
been tracking the SMM and the perigee we adjust to match the 
rende~vous that we are going to get. So the 115 in a computation 
that we do prelaunch based on where the SMM is and for today's 
launch and for the location of the SMM, 115 is what we wanted. X 
months ago we may have computed something else. 

BERGMAN (Garble) 

eOEN Oh, that might be, for all I know, that's done in 
statute miles instead of nautical. 

BERGMEN 

eOEN 

BERGMAN 

COEN 

It has 252 for example 

That sounds about right. 

But by 137. 

No, that's not correct. 

PAO Well those numbers nre constantly being tweaked. 
I've got a document (garble) that shows 131. 

DERGMAN 
perigee? 

eOEN 

BERGMAN 

So you are on the money. You're not low on 

Oh, no. 

Now what about the low performance on the SRR? 

eOEN Okay. We have a call that we make based on the 
amount that the main engine throttles back and what we do there 
is take the SRB - and we want to try to isolate - if there is any 
low performancde, the fact that it is either the SRB or the main 
engine, because of course, if you suspect the main engines then 
you have to live with that problem the rest of th~ ascent 
phase. So we make an evaluation in the control center to see if 
the SRB is maybe low performance or high performance and then 
decide if the problem is going to be with us the rest of the 
ascent. I don't have a figure on how low performance we were 
measuring the SRB this morning. What happens is, that we think 

&7 7 7 
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what is going on there is that the SRB is really performing a 
little too high early which causes the main engines to throttle 
back possibly a little too much. You know, we have to throttle 
back to keep from going too far past some dynamics con~traints. 
So we think what is probably happening is that the SRB's are 
performing too high early. The main engines are throttling back 
a little too much and thus you end up with a net low 
performance. Like I say, what the number is, I don't know. 
You'll have to wait until they do some very accurate analysis. 

BERGMAN 

COEN 

tlERGMAN 

COEN 

1'1\0 

But you have no major problems as of now. 

No. 

Every flight should be like this. 

I hope so. 

Paul Recer. 

RECER On the SRB low performance, did the separation 
come at an altitude or at a time different than nominal? 

COEN 2 seconds late. 

RECER Sep~ration was 2 seconds late? Is that a factor 
that is controlled by the amount of thrust that's being receiven 
at that particular moment or something? 

COEN Yes it is. It's controlled by the chamber 
pressure of the SRB's with some delay times and some voting. But 
yes the time is a function of the chamber pressure coming down 
and - in the 2 SRB's. We have transducers there to measure 
that. So what we're trying to do, obviously, Is to qet rid of 
the SRB's while there's still a little thrust on them. 
Otherwise, they would be dead weight hanging on the Orbiter's 
main engines. What we want to do is get rid of them about the 
time that they are supporting themselves. So we separate while 
there's still thrust on the SRB's. 

RBCER Okay. But there is no indication that the SRB'S 
functioned off nominally, as you would say? 

COEN No. Except for possibly the factor that they may 
have been too high a thrust early. They may have been hot early 
is the only thing so far that we know about. 

RECER And you have no numbers on that? 

COEN No. 

*** 
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PAO 
Kennedy. 

Take one more question here in Houston, then go to 
Craig Kovalt, please. 

~OVALT A few things, Gary, on the ascent, the thrust 
bucket went to 67 today, as opposed to 70, due to the hot SRB. 

eOEN Right. 

KOVALT FOllowing on that, on up the trajectory, your two
engine TAL was, by my scorecard, fairly late. I showed it about 
2:47 and weren't you looking at about 2 for it. Or did I take an 
incorrect number there. 

COEN I had two engine TAL right on time. Two minutes. 

KOVALT And one last thing. 

COEN That number sounds like the one for RODA. 

KOVALT Maybe I missed. I may have misread. 

P.'\O We didn't work any RODA this morning anyway. 

COEN Dut the RODA calls were a little bit, 30 seconds or 
so later, than Dakar. 

KOVALT And one last thing, on the velocity at MECO, did 
you hit it right on the money? 

eOEN I brought the number, I think. Yes, we did. We're 
thinking that the number you copied from the air-to-ground. 
possibly Crip mistook a five for a two. I think he read out 2-6-
0-50 and we think it was more like 2-6-0-20. We didn't check 
with him on that, by the way, because it didn't mean anything. 
We were certainly happy with the allitude that we had. 

KOVALT All of your charts in the MOCR were showing 20-1)'.20 
as the appropriate one. 

COEN Right. 

KOVALT And one last thing here on the mission ops 
compute(s, have you done any extra off-line processing of the 
data to get your burn solutions, before making those burns as a 
double check against your computers that showed a little funny 
this morning? 

COEN That is being done, I dOIl't know how far that work 
has progressed. When I left the control cente.:, though, the plan 
was to start the computations off-line a3 w~ll as in the mission 
OPS. 
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PAO Okay, now to Kennedy Space Center, Florida, then 
we'll come back to Houston to take your remaining questions. 
1<SC. 

YUCINOA (Today) Question. Are your tracking problems, and what 
appeared to be some video proLlems, i~ any way associated with 
TORS and how is TORS performing so far? 

COEN TORS is transmitting the information back and 
forth, both the voice comm and the telemetry data, j~st fine. 
And, no, there's no relationship. The data that we use in the 
tracking system ate from ground-based radars that don't interface 
with TORS. 

YUCINOA Follow-up question. The video problems that seemed 
to be evident early in the live video, what seemed to be the 
source of that? 

COEN I'm not aware of any, sorry. 

PAO Okay, I'm advised that that was in the color 
processor, here at JSC, and not in the TORS. 

ROSENTHAL (Associated Press) Just before we carne in here and, 
probably after you left the MOCR, the camera ~eemed to be pa7inq 
a lot of attention to the end effector on the arm and I'm 
wondering was there any problem with it? 

COEN Not to my knowl~dge. Out, I really shouldn't 
comment on that, because I was, had already gone off shift. And, 
no I don't know. 

ANNAULT (Irish Television) Any word on pictures of the external 
tank coming down? Where did it corne down? And - -

COEN As I am told, it came down about where it was 
expected to come down, but no I don't know of any details on what 
the tracking - I know that it was tracked but I don't have 
details on how it was tracked or what is available. 

WILFORD (New York Times) I want to get this &traight about the 
procescing problem in your computers. That problem is strictly 
in your computers at Mission Control. It's not related to 
communications with the spacecraft or any problem on the 
spacecraft. Is that correct? 

COEN Yes, that is correct. These computers are located 
in Building 30, here at Johnson Space Center. 

WIL~'ORD Does this mean that you were in, one ser.se, flying 
blir.d for a time during the ascent, today. 
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COEN No, we had intermittent track and it was 
intermittently processing. Also, you know, the onboard has its 
o~n, totally independent navigation system. 

So were you getting readouts from that? 

COEN We have telemetry data that comes down from that 
system and we can get the results of the onboard navigation 
computations and a pretty good view into the onboard sensors 
themselves that are used to feed into the Orbiter's navigation 
computation. But, in a nutshell, yes, sir, we can compare the 
onboard's trajectory information with our own. That's why, for 
us, it was helpful to be able to make that comparison before the 
main engines cutoff. 

ROSENTHAL If the problem was in your onboard computer during 
the ascent, I'm sorry, in the Mission Control computer during the 
ascent, is the problem still there, now that you're on orbit? 

eOEN That's correct. The problems have not been 
reSOlved. We have been able to process trajectory data, but the 
basic source of the problem, the problem that we're having with 
the buffer that's using, is still there. We are processing 
trajectory data in the Mission Control computers, however. While 
it's on orbit like this, the load on those computers are less, 
and there is less competition for this buffer area. So, that 
enables us to do some computations. 

PAO Okay, I understand no more questions from Kennedy 
and no questions from Goddard. The TV downlink that concentrated 
on the end effector was a product of normal end effector checkout 
procedures and the crew was focused on that instrument, just 
during their checkout, and doesn't represent any concern over the 
end effector. Any more questions here in nouston, Carlos Byars? 

BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Gary, the transducer problem on the 
APU, is that a transducer problem or is it an indication, 
perhaps, of an overheat on the APU? 

eOEN That's definitely a transducer problem there are 
two - You're talking about the exhaust gas temperature on APU 
3. There are two transducers measuring that temperature and the 
other one is norma11 so, we've concluded that's just a problem 
with the instrument itself. 

BYARS Same thing with the other item you had mentioned, 
had tran3ducer problems? 

PAO FlIel cell? 

BYARS Pucl cell. 

h t _. J.-----i'riiIiI ~-"-'" ---..... - ._--_.,...-.. ........... > -"" -.- •• " _ •• , 
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COEN That's correct, in fact, there are two parameters 
on the fuel cell 3 and these - they're just thinqs that the 
operators observed. They're not really being carried as 
problems. One of the voltage transducers is biased low by about 
three tenths of a volt. And one of the flow transducers on fuel 
cell 3 is biased, also low, by half a pound an hour. The values 
are such that the problems are really insignificant, but people 
like to keep track of such things so they can make fine tuned 
calls. 

BYARS One last thing, how's your OMS propellant situation 
after today. 

COEN Good shape. It's right where we expect it to be. 
The maneuvers, of course, we've only done one maneuver, so far, 
OMS 2, and that was right on schedule and the Delta V that we 
wanted. So, we're in good shape with OMS. 

COWEN (Christian Science Monitor) What finally was the length 
of the launch window, this morning? 

PAO 

COEN 

COWEN 
adjustment? 

7: 45. 

'l'hatts correct. 

Seven minutes, 45 sec. And, how was your plane 
Are you in plane now, or did you have a dispersion? 

COEN One of the things that we have to do is take a lot 
of data in to get the out-of-plane correction. We hav~ not taken 
a lot of dat8 1~. yet. It takes several revs of computations to 
get the out-of-plane. So, we think, though, that we're going to 
have a plane change on the order of roughly 10 ft/sec. But, that 
number will be refined, so it's pretty much normal. 

WILLIAMSON (KJOJ) 
chance? 

Do you have a launch time for us, by any 

COEN Yes, Central Time, that's 7:58:00.003. 

*** 

n :=m ;WiS .. _----
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VAN ZANT (CBS) I have a question re1at~d to the launch. I 
understand, that despite the warnings yesterday, you had some 
aircraft that had drifted into restricted air space again. I was 
wondering if you were made aware of it at the time? 

GARY COEN 
aware. 

No, I was not. I did not copy and was not made 

PAO We'll direct that question to Kennedy and see if 
they're aware of anything like it. Anybody have any further 
questions here in Houston? Okay. Thank you very much for your 
time and attention. 

***END OF TAPE 
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PAO Good evening. Thanks for coming. Wetll go through 
the usual run down of the past shift of 41-C with the fliqht 
director's log. John. 

COX It wasn't us~al. This was a good day. 

PAO Yeah. I t was a super day. 

COX This afternoon was a good start to a hopefully what 
will be a fantastic flight. I think, if you heard the evening 
status report with the crew, everything went well. ~ll the 
mechanisms were checked out today that we're going to be using 
for the rendezvous and for the, not totally for the rendezvous, 
but for the berthing, the EVA activities, the RMS worked well, 
the flight support station, all the mechanisms worked, all the 
motors worked exactly like they were suppose to. The tDEF, we 
did a check on that to make sure that the systems haven't 
inadvertently activated from the launch phase and they all worked 
beautifully and we're all set now to activitate the LDEF tomorrow 
and do that deploy. The crew was very nice today. They offered 
us a bunch of extra unscheduled TV and we got a good look, it 
lOOked like the kids in the back of the station wagon when you're 
going on your vacation. Pinky and Ox lre having a great time, 
looked like taking a lot of pictures and lookinq out the winnows 
and gave us a little demonstration of the effect you have when 
you do an OMS burn. In the trim burn today, and you could see 
them moving back there. The Goddard folks and the Langley folks 
are very pleased with the results today and feel like we're off 
to a great start. As far as the anomalies of the day went, as we 
reported about the only thing we have is a small hand full of 
transducer errors that showed up. There aren't any systems 
problems that anybodies working or chasing. Tomorrow's flight 
plan will be right on the money. Th~ consummables that we have 
is right on the money. So, I think with that I will go ahead and 
take questions. 

PAO Okay. Please wait for the microphone, and identify 
yourself, if I don't. Anyone here in Houston? Craig Covault, 
Aviation Week. 

COVAULT John, could you take a minute on both burns, both 
the later 2 burns of the day and review the delta V and the 
altitudes involved and their relationship to the overall 
rendezvous. 

COX Okay. Now cleverly, I didn't write the HAHP down 
and didn't bring the pads with me, but the first one is basically 
a phasing burn that we do NC 1. Nominally about 10 feet per 
second. And, it turned out to be a little over 11 feet per 
second. I think it was 11.3. And that burn went fine. All the 
residuals were less than the 2/10ths into the burn, and we did 
that single OMS engine, the right engine. The second burn is 
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a plane change correction device to make the tweak to set up the 
rendezvous day right. During the rendezvous day you do rlo som~ 
more vp.~y small plane change corrections, but this one kind of, 
from this far out, itls a little tweak on the launch. And that 
one was a little less than 10 feet, it was about 9 feet per 
second, 9 point something, I donlt recall. And, all the 
residuals on it I think were at l/lOth foot per ~econd or less 
which is well within the exceptable margins. So, both of those 
burns went very well. That was on the left OMS engine. The 
system performed nominally and the burns. 

COVAULT Did you use just one engine because the energy you 
needed, velocity change, two engines was just overpowerinq and 
one engine was 

COX There's kind of a little scheme that we use. If 
he burns are going to be below 6 feet per second you use RCS 

engines because you can control the residuals a little better. 
When you get up to crossing the threshold, then you can go ahead 
and use the OMS and to make our residuals come out the smallest 
on the tail off the burn. We can better do this range with a 
single OMS engine. Now, if we need a bigger burn, then weld qo 
ahead and I think the break over point is about 12 or 13 feet per 
second, then you go ahead and use both engines. 

COVAULT Not to belabor it, but on the NC1, when one says a 
phasing burn, one means what in relation to setting up Challenger 
against solar max. 

COX Okay. To get a picture of what welre doing, welre 
in a lower orbit with a smaller period, and the solar max is 
about 1/2 an Earth ahead of us on the other side, and welre 
racing around trying to catch it. So, by going around below it, 
faster, welre eventually going to catch up with it, and in the 
process, welre going to keep raising the orbit altitude and 
slowing ourselves down so that we finally nail it on rendezvous 
time. And, therels a series of burns that correct for out of 
planeness and then we go through some shaping burns which make 
our orbit and the solar max orbit co-elliptic and those'll be 
done on rendezvous day. Well, actually, we set that all up 
tomorrow. The end of tomorrow weill be set up in a motion like 
that, and then weill make another step up to the altitude that 
solar max is at, but still with a perigee thatls lower so t~at 
our period is still smaller, so welre still closing in distance 
wise. And, as you finally finish the rendezvous upward, you get 
into the terminal phase, you match your orbit with the final burn 
to coming down on station. 

PAO Mel Heinze, Chicago Sun Times. 

; .. ; :wis; _MM'" 1 t 7 iffii=ihfu· tn, 7 
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HEINZE Yeah, what is the latest you have on the orbital. 
characteristics of the solar max? In otherwords, the tarqet that 
you're going for on Sunday. 

COX It's in the nominal orbit. I mean, it hasn't been 
any place different. It turned out right on the money that gavo 
us the good launch today. 

HEINZE So whatever is in the book is still correct? 

cox Those in the book are still correct. 

PAO Johnathon Ebberhart, Science News. 

EBBERflAR'f You said you tested T.DEF to the extent of it, I 
guess activating it's switch to see that 

COX No, we didn't activate the switch. What we did 
was looked at it today to see whether it got t;.rough the launch 
phase all right. 

EBBERHART So you didn't try anything to see whether the 
active components in it like the experiments with power supplies, 
they didn't get turned on briefly and off again. 

COX That's what we were checking. The switch would 
have shown that. This little 6 ball switch would have shown that 
something had of tripped and at least that's a theory, and by 
looking at it, it said, no, I stayed the same as I was pre
launch. 

PAO Jeff Levinworth, Time. 

Levinworth Can you give us an update on the computer problems 
at Mission Control? 

cox 'rhere was apparently some sort of a buffer feeling 
problem where as different applications, people request 
processing what not, they're serviced through a temporary buffer 
area, and it experienced some sort of an overload that was not 
quite understood. There's some semi-permanent way that you can 
eat up part of that buffer and then there's some live way that 
you can interact with it, and then it's clear again. So during 
the launch phase today, some people were able to get some of the 
processors done just as they requested them, because they 
happened to hit a clear moment, other people were being bumped 
out because the buffer happened to be full at that time. It, if 
folks don't have a real clean handle on what caused that problem 
originally, but they now have an excellent scheme in place to see 
the problem growing. It isn't something that hit you as a step 
function as they went back and looked at the data. So, now we 
have a scheme in place just to go ahead and recycle one of the 
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processors, clears the buffer out, and you just pick a quite time 
to do that. If you see the problem beginning to grow again, you 
just cycle it out and pick up. So, today, after they pick~d, 
figured that that was what was causing the difficulty earlier 
today, we went ahead and implemented that and it's worked fine 
all day. 

LEVI NWORTH Did you hear any more about where the oxternal 
tank came down? 

COX It came down in the footprint area by Hawaii, I 
think don't hold me to the numbers right on the money, but there 
were six radars looking for it, I think five of them picked up 
debris pieces as expected. I suppose we hit just about where we 
wanted to in the footprint, but I don't have a picture of where 
that was. 

PAO Any further questions here? Let's switch now to 
Kennedy Space Center. No questions at KSC, it turns out. Okay, 
back to Houston. Thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay good morning and welcome to the change-of-
shift press ~onference with the off-going flight director, Jay 
Greene. We lose the satellite, here, in about 20 min so we're 
going to have to keep this fairly short, if we can, anrl r'll just 
go ahead and turn it over to Jay. 

GREENE There's really not much to say. We woke up this 
morning. Everything is extremely nominal onboard. I think we've 
broken our record. We passed a total of five flight notes to the 
crew since launch and that's got to be some sort of recorn. The 
other thing is usually when the crew wakes up in the morning we 
provide them with a failure summary and for the first time the 
failure summary for the flight said, "none." Bven the trivial 
failures have not been worthy of note. 

HEDIA 
shot or 

Docs that go all the way back to the first Mercury 

GREENE No, I'm talking the Shuttle program, when we were 
doing all of this. What we accomplished today, we did the aft 
station controller checkout, which is in preparation for 
tomorrow's rendezvous. We did two maneuvers, a height adjust, 
and a co-elliptic maneuver, what we call NSA, that estahlis~ed us 
in an orbit, 10 miles below the Solar Max spacecraft, or about 
258 by 255, in round numbers. We ungr~pplerl the RMS. When I 
left the control center, all the berthing latches were open and I 
assume, by this time, the LDEF is unberthed. And all that 
activity, as far as I know, is going ~erfectly nominally. 
Tomorrow's rendezvous is nominal. propellant margins are 
nominal. Everything is looking vecy good and there's no reason 
to have any, any concerns. The only thing worthy of note that 
happened to~ay, happened during the attempt to set up the 10.2 
cabin, and I guess most of you heard that on the air/ground 
loop. Preparatory to taking the cabin pressure down to 10.2, the 
crew goos through a prebreathe routine, where the two EVA crewmen 
prebreath( pure oxygen for a period of approximately 45 
minutes. In doing that there's a whole big cabin reconfiguration 
list that thei qo through and it appears that two of the switches 
that wero a part Qf that list, and they compromised six letters 
in the cl1.'~cklist, \t nays VLV OP. And that's two valves that go 
open. Those two switches were not thrown and as a result, it 
appears that instead of prebreathing the pure oxygen environment, 
the crew breathed cabin atmoaphere through the launch and entry 
helmet. We evaluated several options we had and we decided to go 
back to our ba~ell.ne, which has been tested. And we did that, 
contingent on the fact, that we had sufficient consummables to do 
that. 
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We bumped the cabin back up to 14.7, that's where it is right 
now. We'll stay there for about an hour, which is about, at this 
time, do the prebreathe one nlore time, verifying that we have the 
oxygen flow we require. And then go back down to the 10.2 and b~ 
set up for tomorrow. Timeline impact should be minimal. In 
summary, that's where we are. 

PAO Okay, we'll go to questions, here. Craig, wait for 
the mike. No, Craig Kovalt, up here in the front. 

KOVALT Is there a change on the HUT use for the Recond RVA 
as a result of this? 

GREENg 
margin. 

No, no changes at all. Where we dealt purely with 

KOVALT Relative, the compromise letters, Jay, did you mean 
that the checklist had an incorrect printinq of - -

GRgENE No, I didn't say compromised, comprised of. 

KOVAL'I' Oh, comprised of. 

GREENE Okay, it's a connector, it's called the LEH 02 
connector and it's verified that the connector is made, and then 
the LEII 02 is not repeated on the second lin~. You imply that by 
the placement of the letters "VLV II

• So, it's TJtm 02 VIJV and OP 
for open. It's a very small item in the checklist and one that 
was important for this particular activity. 

KOVALT Okay, so they missplaced or they did not follow 
through onboard with the correct placement of the- -

GREl!:NE 

KOVALT 

GREENE 

PAO 
done. 

It was an •• there was an oversight - -

An oversight. 

- - that caused that inconvenience at this point. 

Okay, Mark Kramer. I'm Borry, ~raig, are you not 

KOVA[,T I'm not !.;ure I quite ul\derstand whether this is the 
lines into the helmet at one point out of the Orbiter, or - -

GRE~NE The lines were made, there are two valves, one of 
them is always open, it's a supply valve, the other - and there 
w~s the verify that the connector is made and the valve is 
open. The other one was the line, the valve into the helmet 
itself, and that line was closed. The valve was never opened. 
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KOVAr/I' Okay, this occurred on both helmets, or just one. 

GREENE [loth helmets. 

KOVALT 30th helmets. So both crewmen missed - -

GREENE It's the Game line item, I'm sure it was either not 
called out by one person or not per - it's a one-person task. It 
was either one of the EVA crewmen or the IV crewman. 

KOVAL'r Okay. 

PAO Okay, Mark Kramer. Keep your hand up there, Mark. 

KRAMER I don't know how the LEU works, but if you don't 
give them oxygen through that line, how do they breathe cabin 
air? Do they suck it through a crack in the thing. 

GREENE You're not alone. It took awhile for us to fiqurn 
that out. It turns out that the face plote seal to the helmet is 
made by the positive pressure from the 02 flow into the helmet. 
tf you don't have 02 flow, the seal between the face plate and 
the helmet, itself, is open to cabin airflow and you can breathe 
it normally. 

KRAMER And you said the impact on the EVA would he 
minimal. Is it nill or is it minimal? 

GRE~NE None. 

KRAMER Okay, and the final question, not really related to 
this, could you explain what the initials for all the rendezvouR 
maneuvers mean? What is NSR? What is CSI? Does anyone know? 

GREENE Yes. 

KRAMER Please tell us. 

GREENE Ue'2 not here, though. 

(Laughter) 

GREENE The "N" in all of the maneuvers is a historical 
leading letter that goes with maneuver line numbers. It means 
nothing. So, then you play with the initials that come after 
it. If the initial, well - -

~1EDIA "Nil means quote nothing. 

GREENE In the old days, when we used to do rendezvous, we 
used to do rendezvous on something we called the maneuver 1ino. 
It was a semi-imaginary line that was set up inertially in apace 

.1. .. · ••• ti-"i·~i·i-.. ·-.7.--a~ .. -.· ....... · .• -·.s.i.·-.i.--.··.·-.···.·rriiii.zj·i-as .. -.tr.··ii .. 7.7 ...... ~ii·i·i··· ... ifgji--.·-.··-.7? .. lIlIirllllllllll 
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and we'd count crossings of that maneuver line and we'd designate 
th~ location of a maneuver as a N-line crossing which was given ~ 
n\)~1Lber "N". As a result, all maneuvers, if you notice, all the 
rendezvous maneuvers we have prior to TPI start with the letter 
N. Then you key off the second letter. If it's an IIH" it's 
oDvious it's a height adjust. If it's a "C", it's not so 
obvious, it's a phasing maneuver. If it's a "CC", it's what we 
call a corrective co~bination, which'll do both height and 
phase. And if it's an "SR", it stands for "slow rate," or in 
other words, you get to a small altitude differential between the 
Orbiter and the target and you establish a slow rate of catch-up 
~etween the Orbiter and the target. After that you have "TI" 
with no "N" in front of it. That's terminal phase, well, 
actually, it's "transfer initiate". And then we have midcourses, 
which are midcourse one, two, three and four. 

PAO Okay, Bill Heinz, right here in the front. 

HEINZ Yes, with this, wi th the Orbiter 10 mi les below the 
Solar !-Iax now, ho· .... much is it catching up. 

GREgNE I believe the catch-up rate is ahout 60 mph. 

HEINZ 60 mph. And about ho. far behind is it now. 

GIH';ENE 1,000 to 1,200. Somewheres in that ":-<'lnge. 

HEINZ And that'll pretty much remain the same until you 
make your terminal phase initiation? 

GREENE 'l'hat I S right. 

PAO Okay, John Eberhardt. Right here next to you. 

EBERHARDT I could be a whole shift out-of-phase wi.th this, 
but was it determined that a few bees died? 

GREENE 

E13ERHARDT 

PAO 

MEICHEM 
go out? 

GREENg 

The report I heard, that they were mostly alive. 

Unquote. 

Okay, Mike Meachem. 

Can you tell us exactly when Nelson's supposed to 
Is it exactly the time that waIve been given hefore? 

Nothing has changed. 

PAO We want to take two more here and we'll qo to the 
other centers for questions, then we'll come back here. Okay, I 
understand we have no questions from the other centers, go ahead 
Craig. 
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KOVALT Okay, again bac~ to the helmut issue. If you had 
not of caught that error, could you have set yourself for a bends 
problem on post-EVA? 

GREENE That's probably subjective. And there are probably 
a lot people who have a lot of different opinions on it. The 
important thing is that we had a protocol that's been teste~ in 
the pressure chambers. We know this one works and that's what we 
went back to. We had about three other options, that in all 
probability wece just as good, but were not tested and we opted 
to go to familiar ground and stop talking about it. 

HEINZ Let me follow up on that. I didn't get it, if you 
explained it before. But how did you find out about this in the 
first instance. 

GREENE The crew said, "We didn't do it." 

HEINZ Oh. 

PAO Okay, right here in the green sweatshirt, there. 

CLARK (CNN) Jay, we saw a lot of video people standing in the 
back of mission control, playing with a helmet, looking over the 
helmet, was that probably what that was - they were wor~ing on 
the helmet problem? 

GREENE Yes, the helmets are relatively new into the 
program and you can look at a schemati0 of a helmet and not tell 
a helluva lot, so as soon as the conversation came up and the 
question that was asked came up of "how do you breathe, if you 
don't have any oxygen," welve got a heimet over at the MCC, and 
we found out. 

PAO 
Kramer. 

KRAMER 

GREBNE 

Okay, any other questions, here at JSC, okay Mark 

Can I ask you an EVA question? 

If it's easy. 

KRAMER The timeline shows, I think, 10 minutes for the 
flyover, what's the realistic amount of timo? Isn't is far less 
than that? 

GREENE If I remember, it's closer to 20 or 40 that's 
totally allowod. It's probably 10 minutes to do the physical 
flyover and in addition to that we have to set up the rate match, 
(garble) stabilize, so 40 minutes probably for the whole task. 

*** 
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KRAMER The flyover itself you're covering 200 feet, isn't 
that really far less than 10 minutes to translate that distance. 

GREENE All according to how slow you go. 

KRAMER What are the simulations show if anyone's been able 
to simulate? 

GREENE I think 10 minutes is close to what they've been 
doing. 

KRAMER Really. 

PAO Okay. Any other questions at JSC. Okay, right 
over here. 

QUERY It was the crew that actually discovered the 
problems with the prebreathing? 

GREENE Yes. 

QUERY And this was strictly a switch configuration 
problem and you're assured that there's no mechanical problem. 

GREENE The way the problem was discovered, they went to 
tuen off the switch and found out it was already off. 

Q\JERY Okay, thank you. 

PAO Okay, I understand we have a question at KSC if 
they're ready. 

NEG TURNELL (nBC) Can you tell a little bit more about the 
unnerthing. I think I'm probably not up to dnte on this. You 
say that by now LDEF has been unberthed. Can you tell us please 
what goes on next when it actually leaves, when it actually the 
Shuttle and whether we're likely to see this operation live on 
'rv? 

GREENE I'm not sure what the TV is. Maybe you can help me 
out on that but the unberthing sequence - we start by t~kinq it 
out of the bay and then we go throl.igh about 2 and 1/2 to 3 hours 
of RMS checkout which involves taking the LDEF on the end of the 
arm and putting it through a sequence of rather slow maneuvers 
that are similar to maneuvers that we've done on past payloads. 
And the reason we keep the same sequence from payload to payload 
is so you can calibrate how the mass and volume of a given 
payload affects how the arm interacts with that payload. The 
final separation sequence, I believe, is ahout 2 hours from now 
or something very close to that. 

TURNELL Thank you. 
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PAO Anything else. 

rrURNELL That's all from the Cape. 

PAO All from the Cape. Okay, any further questions 
here in Houston. Okay, 

QUERY 
deviations? 

GREBNE 

QUEHY 

GREENE 

PAO 

BI3BERIJAR'f 

GReENE 

PAO 
coming over. 

Have there been ~ny other anomalies or concerns or 

Nothing. It was an amazingly quiet morning. 

And that includes the waste managment system? 

As far as we know, yes. 

Okay. Any further questions. Yes, John F.bberhart. 

Howls everybody's health onboard? 

As far as we know, fine. 

Okay, I guess we'll call that a day. Thanks for 

END OF TAPE 

in s-, -- orr 2 
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PAO Thank you for coming again. We'll have our usual 
change-oE-shift briefing with off-going Fliq~t Oirector John Cox 
going over his notes and then go to questions an~ answers her~ 
and at the Cape. 

cox 'fhank you. It's nice to knO'..,. it's another U811Zt t. 
The usual is the good news. We had another fantastic rlay again 
tOday. Everything is no~inat. I think th~ stage is snt for a 
lot of activity to:norrm.... '1'0 give '/OU a brief summar'! of the 
way the day went today - We currently arc in a ~5q hy 25~, waive 
established a closing rate on the Solar Max s~tellite of 
30me ..... here on the order of 54 mi les an hour ann W0' 11 ~;tay thflt 
way throuCJh the night, before the final '3tagos of tho r·:)nOf>7.VOIIS 
:3equence is set up to:norro ...... vIe ha(l a very sIlccensfu1 Lrmf" 
deploy today. Everything that YOLl could ask for ahout ttJro dcph>'I 
was very nominal. \ve did a tweak for the attitll(le, ll~)in'l the 
actual joint angles the way this arm is mounted. T nave those to 
the crew, the cre'N (lid the deploy, and it appears that 'II!) ~it. th0 
critical directions well within just a couple tent',s of il df)qre0 
and probably with a degroe plus in the yaw direction. As far ~~ 
the accuracy is concerned that was all suoposerl to ~e in n p1uR 
or minus 5 dC\jrces. Bo, it loo'«(d li~o 'N(~ hit th~ LOEP d0n1o'l 
right on the money. It wa:> done on tim~ ann trackLn'1 ann tIle: .n" 
of it afterwards 100'<;.od as thouqh it "'li.HI verv RtLl~lo. \'1(> c1i(l qet 
a little bit ot a start during the day, whon just prior to that 
deploy we had a rendezvou~:> r ada r se 1 f tos t f.:1 i 1 on two " t tomnt s; 
but we later trac~cd that down as some sort of intorferonc(> t~at 
having the IJDEF in the closo vicinity of the antonni'l ~"as c.'tu3in'1 
that and we did Ll radar self test later: .'lnd it Hocked like il 

champ. Ive tracked from quite a W,lYS out ... :ith thr:! L[)1·:f.' an(1 it all 
periorr.led nominally. \'l(~ completed the COt\S CAi,s yesterday and 
'dent ahead and loo'<cd at th~t d<1ta. It 1ool<s vcr'! '1ood. '1'11(> 
C;OAS CA[J is a. littlo tighter thin ti.me than it W,l!; lnst fli.,ht. 
\'ie don't bav(! any ex!:>lllnal:ion for that. No ano;ntlli.(~B. \'10 did 
oue first water Jump of the (light tO~llY. It wn~ a nice lonq 
one. It was probably the lonqcBt dump of the program. It ill1 
went 'Noll. ~"e u3ed the updated procedures v/~1erc vIe rio the !)i1'<~ 
out both before and "fter on tho nozzle !lCaton~ and .:l11 B~(>rwrl to 
have gone very 'Nell with thilt. vlc'11 do t1 nma11 dumn to;norroltl 
morning and thl~n rest of the day \",i l1 b,~ a 11 spr1nt wi th 
renJezvoul3 and dat,'i c'1cquisitiofl. ~'1ith t!-}t1t, I'll bf! ~1.,:my to 
answer any of your questions. 

PAO Please 'Ndit for the mlke. Lynn Sherr, A'v,::. 

SHERI< John, could you nxpl.1in 'lIh:lt tho clo5inq rate f)( SI1 
miles an hour is and al~io b(~twt~cn no'l'I and ""h~n th(> ~.()l;H r,,.,x 
repair mission - that part of it ~;t;HtS? \'Ihnt ex,1ctly if! '1oinq 
to be IW9penin,)? 1Iow would you dO!H.:ribc ho'l'I it's qoinq to q~t 
clo!3er to Golar IllrlX'? [n other words, wlMt ,)[0 the lwer:'1iqht 
dctivities? 
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COX The whole flight has been a gradual thing where 
we've been climbing in elevation and then slowing down the 
closing rate. We made a very small burn today of a foot and a 
half per second towards the end of the day. We're sitting in an 
orbit that's exactly the same shape as but 10 miles lower than 
the solar max right now. But because we're lower we have a 
shorter period so we're still closing the distance. So, it's 
critical to go ah~ad and set that closing rate to be somewhat 
accurate so that we start tomorrow with the major burns - We have 
a place to start fro~n so that we're always workinq in a posiqraile 
sense so that you don't have to flip around and be going 
oac~wards and then forwards and backwards and forwards on the 
final burn sequences that come very close together. So, it was 
I<ind of ilnportant to get it set up that way. What we're doinq 
tonight now, is just continuing to close on that - staying at the 
same altitude. Then tomorrow we'll begin to go up to the 
altitude that solar max is and just keep bumpinq in steps all the 
\</a1 on in. 

SHERH What tim"! does it start - does it - in th~ - qoinq 
up part of it otart? 

COX We 11, le tIs see. vie move in to the Renclezvous nos 
oook and I don't have that. It looks like the firlit burn is 
probably about 4 hours and 15 minutes after crew wakeup. 
So:nc· .... hcre in that ball park. 

4 hourn and 58 rninut~3 - -

cox 15. 

~jllr~HH 4:15 aftnr wakeup. 'Phnt means thf?Y would ~:;tart 
climbin(] up for th(~ - -

Hight. 

SIILHH 'l'h<lnK you. 

t>AO Craiq Kovalt, Aviation Week. 

i<0VAl;1' John, 'l/oulJ you charactp.cize some of the :nore 
intercGtinf] arm activi.ties you did \vhile you \.,er.l~ still (loc~e(l to 
tile LDl-:!<"( Be iefly rnvi(>w Bome of thi1 auto ~)equences and H'lere 
you pu t the L[);~l-'. 

COXl'he ba,;ic thing we dio today \oJith tIlt,! [,f)EF vJas -
since thin was the tw')vieot payloao 'l/e1ve eVi1C handled with the 
arm, we ran through a Umelille tilolt first 1001(e(1 - 'rho ficot 
tniny we did was activated the experiment system, an~ that all 
v'ent vary \."e11. ',';c jUfit tug on a shaft on the qrtmple fixture, 
it triygers a ~witch and off she runs. The talkbacks came back 
uiJ properly, so tlwn we moved on to the grtlDple fixture th'lt we 
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use for the deploy, we picked the LOEF up, and it's a very slow 
operation, you do this all very gently, big payload and a big 
Orbiter. You try to keep them apart. And then reberL!l them and 
that's basically an operation just to take a 100'-< at hm'l that 
process goes. And then we unberthed them again. You might also 
try to visualize this - There's not much aid thnt you can get 
with your eyeballs with watching latches and whatnot. It's all 
done with the camera. So you are pretty much a slave to the 
threading technique that you've developed for this activiy. And 
the auto sequences we went through were a series of exercises 
that aren't too much unlike w~at we've done with previous 
payloads, except that we didn't do some of th~ heavy dynamics 
things we've done, because they are not something you would ever 
attempt with a payload this size. But we did go ahead and fly 
autotrajectories going from a point where the LDEF was parallel 
to the Orbiter above the bay. We raised it UP and then we tiltod 
it and so it was upright and we did a couple more elevation 
positions. Then that series of event was over, we then 
maneuvered it to the deploy position, whicll is a position where 
you put the Earth-end of the LOEF facing the center of the Rart~ 
and you line up the set of trunnions on one side so they're lined 
Ui> with the velocity vector, and thBn we pet the Orbiter - once 
you set the LDEF in the right place - you put the Orbiter in suc~ 
that we can look down at 2 pins on one sid~ and that's what ~erry 
was us i ng for rate de term ina t ion. \1e have an ove r lay tha t you 
use there and you look at 2 pins lined up and you watch the 
clOSing rates, you time it so that the 2 pins don't converge or. 
~eparate by more than a certain amount that's on his overlay. 
And that assures us to the fact that we qat the .025 degrees per 
second. After that we just put arm up and stowed it oos normal. 

KOVALT And a quick follow. Were any of the auto sequences 
or other docked activities, the LOEF specifically oriented to 
getting data relative to a space telescope deploy? 

COX I don't know that you would have to point so much 
at space telescope. It was that r,ize of a payload - space 
telescope is on the order of that size. What you do is, you want 
to make sure you can grab it, put it down, take it back out. 
It's just as good for the LDEF, we have to go pick it up again 
too. 

PAO B i 11 If i nes, Ch icago Sun 'P imes. 

HINES Yes. It's been about 6 houro, John, since the 
deploy of the LDEF and I have about 3 questions to ask you about 
that. What is the present relative positions of the Challenger 
and the LDEF? 

COX Okay. The Orbiter is above and behind the LOR~ -
let me think. 
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PAO 34 1 000 was the last radar, I think. 

cox I was thinking about 34,000 feet and stili opening. 

UINES At about what rate? 

PAO 5 feet per second. 

cox Yes. Somewhere between 4 and 5 feet per second. 

HINES 5 feet per second. And what is the - what are the 
About 7 miles - 5 to 6 miles orbital parameters of LDEP now? 

higher: than - -

cox No. It's very close to that 259 by 256 that - -

III NBS They are both the same? 

cox I mean, within how much - the difference you mig~t 
want to track on a given day. 

HINES And so then the next altitude change of Challenger 
will start really separating them? 

cox High t. 

HINES Otherwise from now until the first change tomorrow. 
you're just going to drift? 

cox We're just a big phasing difference apart. Wp'lre 
just slowly 

UINES 5 feet a second? 

cox Right. 

HINES 'rhank you. 

PAO John<1thon Eberhar t, Sc i ence News. 

EI3ERIIAR'r Follow i n9 up Craig' s question a hit. \~hen YOll ~.cl 
LDEF hang i ng on trte It'1S for tha t ex tended per iod of t i]"r,~, were 
there any things in that checkout phase that were done to further 
evaluate the strength an1 rigidity of the arm? Bounce it a 
little with all that masu on it, that kind of stuff? 

*** 

~- -,- ----------.-_ ..... _'._-_._- ~ ....... -
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COX We did not try to give it a stress test today. We 
tried to just see how it performs during normal sequences. We 
did bring it through several different positions and several 
different sequences but the idea wasnlt to give it a biq stress 
test. As a matter of fact, the arm that we carried is an 
operational arm, doesn't have all the strain gages and whatnot on 
it that you would even be able to take that type of measurement 
with. However, we ~id have turned on the very delicate 
accelerometer data and gyros that we have on the Orbiter for 
entry data taking primarily and we bring that stuff up and rp.corcl 
it with it to see the feedback into the Orbiter to see if there 
w~s any Orbiter motions. It was not easily, we couldn't see 
any til i ng 5 i ':1II if icant on the Or bi ter s ide of the house accept when 
we did first pull the LDEF out, bring it up to its first position 
we did begin to build up a little bit of Orbitor rate so the crew 
went ahead and trimmed that rate out. From there on the auto 
sequences ran without disturbing the Orbiter. 

Was that an oscillation of some sort? 

cox No, just a body rate. 

B13E RlfA [{'l' Not a rocking in some axis, for instance? 

COX No. Mo&t of that activity was done in a free drift 
so you wouldn't have had any reason to foed back. 

PAO Okay, back over here. Paul Recer, AP. 

RECER (AP) I just want to make sure I understood. You said 
that the distance is opening between LDEF and Challenger at the 
rate of 4 or 5 feet per second? 

COX Somewhere close to that. I, you know, you'd have 
to go back over and take a look at some of the trajectory data. 
I wasn't - what we were mostly concerned with is the rate still 
gcowing, or is the separation still growing, nice and clean. The 
only reason we even picked that data up was we went ahead and 
aSked for an extra radar test, becausn of the funnies we'o seen 
earlier, so we went ahead and locked on it again. 

RECER Four or five feet pet second and the last r~adinq 
you had was 34,000 feet? 

COX Yes, but that was quite some time ago. 11m sure 
the separation ia much further than that by now. 

PAO Okay, let's go back to the third floo( on this 
side. Please identify yourself. 

COOK, Boston Globe 
marsupials? 

What was the joke today about the 
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COX Marsupials. The payload folks, ~ost of the 
aifferent positions in th~re come from different organization~ at 
this center, and in the springtime we generally have a chili 
cook-off. And each of the organizations has a different team. 
Tho payload people feoling like they can take care of whatever 
tho cargo is that they carry have adopted the symbol of a 
kangaroo. And it's always a qame to see if they can surprise 
somebody in the control roo~ with a kangaroo, or have a kangaroo 
on their console or something. There was some co~ment by T.J. 
today that they thought they had seen a marsupial onboard. So, 
we were guessing that possibly the payload folks may have put 
something someplace that the crew saw. We haven't figured out 
what is there and the payload folks won't fess up to anything. 

PAO 
Koval t. 

Craig, did you have another question. Craig 

KOVAL'l' I believe Goddard started commanding some Solar :1ax 
deactivation, today, were you in conversation with the Go~dard 
POCC and do you have some milestones you can discuss on that 
s~utdO'lm'( 

COX They began some of the experiment powerdown, 
payload officers were and I was listening to some of their 
conversation, but I can't give you the specifics. I am sure we 
can go ahead and give you that, if you want to call over there. 
i~asically, it's an experiment powerdown nnd then YOll begin to 
powerdown some of the Solar Max gear and then finally the last 
thing we'll Jo is turn off the ranging on the satellite, so we 
can then go on over and pick it up after the attitude control is 
(garble) . 

PAO Dave 0001 ing, lIuntsvi lIe 'rimes. 

DOOLING Two questions, John, first off the reentry pnckage 
you said that was used during the LDEF/RMS test. Was that the 
ASEP? 

COX 'ies. 

DOOLING And the second question, how much time was the crew 
able to get in with the IMAX camera today, if any? 

COX They said they did the nominal. IMAX and Cinema 
360 coverage today, they claim they were not able to all of the 
scenes because they had some sun problems right at LOBF deploy 
time. So they felt like they made it up with some other scenes 
that they took. 

PAO Lynn Sherr, ABC. 

S'I'S-41-C C!Il'\~Gf':-()F-SrHJ:''l' rmIEFIN\, '">5ic 4/8/84 12:30 (1,''1, Pi\r,(·~ 2 
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Sl{ERH John, is there any i nd ica t ion, other than 'Ilrtat we' ve 
heard, about Pinky and Ox's health and have there heen any 
private medical conferences? 

COX Very good topic. Th~ crew has not commented and T 
have not asked a~d will not speculate. They've been doing 
everything fine. 

PAO Any other questions, here. 
no questions at the other locations. So 
thank you. 

END Or' 'rl\PE 

I understand there are 
let's R~ut it down, 
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PAO Good afternoon and '",elcomc to thin s11if.t briC!finq 
;)e{o ~tn(l vIe have Fligllt Director aay Gre~no, \'1 1)0 , .... ill bC' goinq 
OVIH ,1 litt18 hit of th,~ events hero and ".,.I)nt ':he current olltlo()\: 
is. Jav. 

GIH:i':,-'::; Okay. 1 (JLl0SS viall knm·) ~)ar;icully \.J~lZlt hannl:'n 
tod.W. h'e 11cJc1 a rendezvous that was picturr:! :)crfcct. !letter 
than any of us had i.1nticipat~d. EVA \ ... <1S stl.ll:t~d ;1erfectly o(>r: 
the ti:neline. Th~ crew w.)s over t'le se.."l riqht on t'le 
ti,neline. Pinky was at the spaceccaft ;It t:l(~ rig~t time'. \'JL1itf?cl 
about one revolution of the solar lluX to line u~ t1w thf? M'S 
,'10dule, moved in, .Jpparently tried to captuco the trunni.on oin 
with tlw 'l'PAD. God(lard, ·tlhich \'Iar; :nonitorin(l the sP<"lcecrnfts for 
rates, noticed the contact betw(!en the! 'rPA[) and th0 trunnion oin 
';jut ap?ari~ntly Pinky had no luck in lnilKin<J the trunnion pin self 
c~ptuce device jaws ~rab on to the trunnion pin. As hest we 
could tell there wore about 3 or 4 attempts ~t this herore pinky 
finally backed off. In the cOllrse of flying the ~1\1:J {lclainst t,e 
t run n ion pin i nor dec to l.la!<. e ,,\ C il r t 1I r e \v i t \1 the '1' P A [) , t' r\ t e S 'i! (> r e 
inducen on thp. !;p':H.:ccraft, Pinky tried to .l((cst the ratF'.!;' by 
grabbing onto the solar :)anelfi and using t,c T·m. 'r'1at loo'<er; 
successeul foe a \.,.11i le and then the rates sl:nrtcd hui lclinq and 
cros!Jcouplin<J. At that point 'IOU ntart ...,on(l~ri"q ',<1~ct:lC'r - if 
you tack 1c a conti nua t i on of th0 task n t h,tnd, you \'If! n t to (10 it 
with an f.l:·lU that is now rwlf deplcted or it's prudent to st(~O 
bac~ and reassess ttH~ situation and if you're qoing to qo in '10 

in with a fresh ~MU. At that point the ~ecision was mad0 that 
Pinky could do best by qettinq in the spacecr<tft. 'rlwt's th(> 
first f)art of the EVA f;ccnario ,"mcl as Pinky (jot !),lC~ in the 
payload bay, 2 options \'/ere availabV~. Option 1 \·:.'\s to S\·!itC'1 
r·'1~1U's, ta.k~ a fresh i"P,IU, go out and try the scennrio Elqain. '1'lv~ 
other optif.Jn was for Crip to rio som~thinq that v1(~ ~HHl in out h,q 
oft ric k s \v h i c h L, k n mm a s a rot a t i '1 i'J gr., p pie. I rl e a 11 y \<1 hen \" ~ 
oet up for a rotating graprle we have a spacecraft that in 
spinni.ng accJund the single axis. We 1 V0 pr.actic(~(l t l1at tcc,ni r1l1e 
with rates up to the degree per seconrl that the spacecraft wns, 
originally rotating that ann felt that we woul~ he rather 
nuccef.H::.(ul if that .... /.)5 the only problem that we \'lere facing. 
with the other Oi)tion, as I said, was another r-1~m fliqht and 
oalancing all those things was our P.:lCcGcttcr consurrtClhll"!, th~ 
forward ReS. In order to commit to an ~1\1TJ flight ,~'C n0e,1 a 
catncr lauJ0 amount of forward Ref) propellant so ~v(? nrotect for (l 

rescue. So, given all those options, Cri? deci(l(~(l the prudent 
thing 'Nas to (Jo ahead 'flith th'~ rotatinq qrupple and evaluatp. it 
.)s h~ ',vent to see ~'/hat the probability of ~)lJcces:·; ',YQulrl be. 'f':,e 
tirst report we got from Crip 'lidS that th(~y \'10rc close hut n() 
cigar. 1"rOI,1 ",]hat I can gather from the parts of the loops thi'lt I 
~'/as listening to, things uppeared to pcrha;)s have qotten \vorsp. 
.)nd that - 'rho problem t!1tlt YOll clenl \vl th 'dhen '/0\.1 go for t l 1C' 

rotating 'Jrappln is, you've got Ul(. S:·!~ to ','lOrry "1~)Ollt, VOll '.JV(~ 
to ','IOcry about gettinC] the ::;pacecraft in the right orip.ntation 
,viti) rC3[)ect to the spin axis an(1 tlwn l1loving the Rr·1~ in against 



a (otat ing v~h icl~ vii thout dar"lag ing eil:.hf'!r t 11C: lUIS or the SI'P"l. 
','Ie continued to [>lay the rot:lting grapple and fro:n -."hat von 8[1'.", 

IOU lJad about all the daLl He had, it's rcally haul unle~,>s you 
arc the m')n on the scene to :nake the evaluat ion of \·,hother vou'rC"! 
,l1akinC) mone'! by stl.lying ilround or .... 'hetlwr it's best Lo bClC:<·off 
and try another plan if you have one. '1'he path we opted for 'Na.s 
to stot> the grapple attempt, . t Cri~'s discretion, ' .... hilc '.ole haa 
enough gas to back off, open overniq!lt, rcrendzevous tomorrow ~nrl 
(JO in tor a rotatinq grilpple. All that bil.~~N1 on the assumpt.ion 
that Goddard could do so:ne (Jood using t)v~ir magnetic torquers to 
e:5 t b 1 ish a r 0 a son':-l b 1 e set 0 t r.:l t e s for un. So, 'N e 10 EtC r i. ~ to 
l:1111l that over ilnd SOi"'lC"!wlwre!. bctwccn, I guoss it I'las '1'ORS, 
Yarragardec, Guam, he decid~d thilt hccaune of the sP.t of ratc~. ' .. .'e 
;lad, <.lnd that \~'as ~;omett1ing in excess of a (le9r('p. a second i'1 
probably in pi tell and yaH and sOT!1e·..,rhere8 arouno (j t0nths of '1 

d c q r eo in rolL The po s sib i 1. i t Y 0 f do i n J t h 0 rot a tin CJ q r n f> P 1 e 
I-Jith to{lay's set of eiccu!ostanccs \lIas not the r>!u(lent n",th. 1t1e 
Jave [1im a ~ack out plan, he exercised that awl at tl)f:> CllrrC'nt 
ti:nc i';f~ .:lrc openirlCJ. A1,}O at the current tim~ Gooclaro is 
eOim,landinq their spucecraft ,~md they acC"! attemptinq, lIsinq their 
maqnetic torqucrs to 'let into a Sun-positive attitude and to qet 
clOv/l1 to a single axiB of spin and if we had oue druthers we'd 
t.:ll<e that single .:lxi::; of spin, r,1Cl!<C it the roll ilXis Cln(l '>:>rinq 
t:wt roll axi::; down to half a deqrce a second, so:ne~"h.;rr~s in 
there. On0 of t!lC problf~ms thouqh is t:1at bC(~ClllS(! of the 
co:ub i n') t ion of it t ti tudes thCl t HC' r e tae i ng, i"e cunnot kc<'!p Sll n 
t)()sitive. So ''lIe hil'/(! a r.1C0. going. \Je'rD on b2ltteries nm", "'H~ 
(1av::! prohably .::.tbollt G hours of battc!ry life time. In that (; 
ilOUrfJ 'NC c.)n achieve a !wt of. 2lttitude rates that are rrobably 
,':HL:~qU<lt0 tor a rotating gruPl>lc. IE in the COllrGIC! of 
c.stabli~1hing those rates ioJe cun r,1clke the spac0~ri1ft Sun rositive, 
'de get ',vheltcver 'NC \"ant. Over the lVJxt hour: or 2 hours therp. 
\"ill JC several delta takc~rj. Goddard lookin() flt S:'1~l ;'lnrl it's 
(Join<] from data tuke to clata take SCpiH.ltccl ;)y time that they 
0valuate the effectivity of their. loafjnetie torquers (111(1 arrestinq 
the ratc~j, So, I/herc do ',ve (Jo f:t:o:n thert'~. ASGllminq th.1t C;orldard 
is slIccessful, the path t:lat 'd(~ ll<we chosen f\no the only :?Clth 
that we see practical ut this point is to qo with t~a rotating 
and grapple lIsint] whatever raton Goddarcl can deliver for us. ~'J~ 
plan to re-rervJezvQu!1 - Hell, lnt mc st<lrt even bcfor~ that. 
~e're o~Qtling now and anticipato prior to startinq the renrl"~vollG 
to open to a distan~e of a.bout 30 rnilcG. IIFlving done th,"It, 1"0 

· .... ill then initiate il rc-rendf!ZvOll!>, w(!'ll ta~<c two l"0'lolution<:1 to 
']0 gack to the '1'I point. We're talking ahout .stnrtinq r~Ome\"~1erE"8 
;jrou~ld 1:30 in the :norning local time, weir!) t1hollt anprOXiP1Cltel.y 
17:45 with tlw rist maneuver. 'r'il,lt vloulcl he ? days 17 hOllO, 45 
minutes 't/ith a 'n time approx~matcly 2 hours after that - 3 l-'lOUC; 

,) ftc r tlt.:l t, I' m so r r y • i<J(> pul 1 a 1 1. t hat 0 f f, \'II~ ',oJ i 11 the n 
,)ppro<tch and so~e'Hhcrc ubout arl hOllr inter ".tJt! \.;ill ~)f! setting UD 

for tlV2 9capple. I\ssuming thnt is SllCCl:3Sful we wi 11 nttcmpt the 
berthlneJ of t;1C spi\c~cr3.ft tomorrow'lnd in addition to t'le 
ocrthin'j to;norrovl wt!'ll b(~ (iedicatcd to recharging th~ Er-.trJ's in 
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QUERY Can YOU, another point on that. Did vou - have vou 
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pc(~~)aC<ition foe 3Ll~;:.iegllent EVI\ activities. Obviously, fro:'.l ~1er.:~ 
on yOU h.1Vl.! to ~~s~)tlm(~ ~)UCC(~,>S tomor rO'rI ;v"!cau!1e to:nor rO'" is our 
.Jay to :;;ucceE.'rJ or not ,succeed. f\sf3umin,) SllCCf~ns on 'l'uc·;c1,1.Y (18 
our EVA dllY \10 rind ourselvcs in a ~osition that if to;norro',." 
'dorks '(Iclre a le'J up on the nominoll l~Vt\ tirneline occ.'Ill!'lC \.,,~ (~()n't 
hllV~ to do ttlt) ~1~llJ flight, 'dC don't h,'lvp. to do the Qraprlc ani! 
thc bcrthinlj .'mel ull thoSQ other activities. '['1r1t heinf"J t~le 
CL~GC, we will start right in on the attitude l::ontrol SY~ltCiO 
chanCjcout. If evcrytllings 'laes · ... ell ',o/e shoulCl havr~ ,~l1ffici(>nt 
tiI.1C '::ind \"0 1 11 be making GO/NO GO in real time and plf1yinq t'le 
WilOlc tWA reill time. Anc1 it is very rosf:;ihle if t:vcr'lthing is 
':Joinq well thilt \.,re can also do the m,lin 01ectronics ~)OX 
(~plaCel{leot on. 'i'uesclay. ~'le 'Nould th~n pliln to stay bc·rthed in 
the (light SLlppoct station <lnd there's no r(,<l~30n not to hasc(l on. 
oi,)eration of t:-'e l<ltches as '~lelve tested the:n:;0 filr. h'e'cl allo'.'l 
Goddard, \-/:1110. we arc berth0d, to use th,~ Orhiter CO'fFO;U1r1 syst0m, 
reload tneir computers. On i-Icdnc!';clay VIe '."ould ':\)<::'0 pldn for .Ill 

Ht·1S dc?lo'l, do entry prep and a landing on 'Phursday. 

*** 
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Gl{i~ENE ~'Ihore else do I \ ... ant to go - statior1~,e(1ni:1<J. \';e 
talked to you before th':lt \oJ0. vwre <Joing to release ,1:1d maint,-:lin 
tne option foe ~:;tati,)nkc0.ping. '!'h.:1t'~) onc of t'le r;;lsu::l.ltlo:, so 
far:. v-Je jus t don't have the prope lliln t to '-10 t ha t so '.·le 1 11 
raleasc thew and then oiJen <.l slow soparatin'j r~te anrl c.')ll it a 
dilY. \le h~we the option right no'.V, ..... e're ovaluatinr; I·,hat h'C ~1av'~ 
to i.)(ywcr cio' .... 11 to tJuy ,-m extr<l r,ay if t.hat ~("co,nc.s n0.Ce~l'1(Hy later 
in th0 fli~r;1t and it oU9nt t() \)0 very minor (lrljllstments t() the 
t)o· .. wr l~vel~;Ne're runninCJ at right now to achieve that. If ',oJ~ 
:1.:1'12 to, \,'e'd consider scrubbing the "win el.:ctronics hox to <)ct 
a il1L.siol1 and that was ~l. qoin<J in ~)osition \V'~ ha(l, But '.Vi'>. '.vant 
to try our be~3t to ·Jet Ul'3 attitud0 control S,!st0111. \-Jhat r'm 
tellinJ lOU L; d~)Ollt ovccything r k!1o'l'. \'1e'\10 ')c.en , . .,orl.:inf'j on 
'.{:l~re we ()O tro:n ~)ece ruther than doing ;l pOf)t-~n()rtl):11 on vlhat 
rl<l~.)p(!nC'd. I 1[;) .::>ure 'Ne'll fi!hl out a:)r)ut that in th"~ next: (1(1V or 
so. 

PAD O~ilY, we'll take questions. ,Tu l.~s. 

.]ul,ES fli.;J{Gt,I/\N (tdC) .J~lY as I told you out in tllC halhla'l, w:10.n 
"/e taii<ed briefly, docs NJ\:;l\'!3 optblisnl ahout t~)I~ ~uCC(?SS of thir; 
:ub;sio:l not ~:h~(~m a little anticipatory. One of the Go"(:ard 
L)eOI)le ,lt the Cape, I i)(~lielJe, put out tf-Je qll()':(~ "th.':! era of 
thro .... d',I(lY sp<1cecraEt is over!!. 

'i'hat's your line, that's 'lot nine. 

It -..,as his line. 

GHI~i~N~ Up until w{~ got rate ;!1atc\1'~d and mi'\d,~ first cont,let 
'tJitt) t;w trunnion j)in this haG :)(~r~n iH~ I)OOr1 an effort ('\'-, '.-I,?: htlV0. 

ever ~ut out. ~e ~aven'L ~iven u~ on it yet anJ I don't see any 
reason to. I don't thLnk t 1lat WtlS u I:larl olltl()ok flnd I <1r)n't 
think our outlook has ChiH)CJ(~d ri(Jl)t now, Jule:>. 

:';o;n'?~IO\'l YOll .s(~Oli1 u little l('s~) oDtimintic thou'1h. 

Obviously. 

I3i~RG~1l\r~ If 'Iou \oJcr(~ nutting odds on it, I (lon't kno',' if 
t:lis is a (air qllo~>tinn, but if 'lOll ','lere .:Juttin<J 0(1<1[; on :t \.,l w t 
is tho chance of success? 

GRE[~Nl-: Chuncc of SUCCC!3;3 is a function 0f 'dhitt k in'1 of job 
Goddard C.:ln get done with t!1e car>?lhility they hLlve in arreBting 
ratas. If they can arrest the rates an~ if we can ?ut together a 
rendezvous plan that lninimizes our forward RCR which I Ray is ou~ 
pace-se t t i 11<J conrjumu~)le, the chanccs of success nrc C]OO(l. 

nfmm11\N And il fi nal qllcBtion, ':/:IY (10C'3 th('? Shuttlr> have to 
i?ull so far awny fr:o;n the S~1, tho Solar 'Tax? 
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:,'ihy dON3 it, r don't follO'...J t:l'~ qU0;;tion. 

dl~RGAl\N Does it just clri f.t apll.rt th(~ 30 mi 1~:)? 

uHEEl"lE ~\'G jU~3t 'tJant to o:-F!n il rilow sen.lrn.tion. CominC] 
Duck in, the tcan,ilation bac~ to thQ TI, th'~ t~rminal l')\1i1r;~~ 
initiclte point, is not a bothcr"():ne t~)inr.l to \lS, He !l{'IV~ a lot 
of aft HCS and O:·IS propellant. ;lelre ~loinC] to o~en Ur) a 
co.nfor t~lblr.! s.~qu~ncc over {I i'Jn::.md ',/e I re qoin<) to try ':1n(~ (let 
;)aci<. on a rendezvous profile that's vc~ry ::;inilc)r 1:0 t\v~ oni~ we 
flew today. It's a ~c)ttor of choice. 

Pi\O Hoy No.} 1, ~mc. 

~-<OY ~rr~AL (:mC) Ol<..)y. '~'his is actuClll'( a C!lw,'ltion in ? ~)i'lrI:S. 

Part 1 dealinf) ','lith why no ~'l"HJ or prr!8Llm;-t 1)ly not oven ),'~\fA 
to:norrOfJ? Ii3 t;1at c) rocharying iitatte( or ~'I;-li:t? "\~1d ,<";,'c0:)(1l?, 
'.ll1at can you tell liS about tclevi!;ion tir:l'~s Wid W')tlt ',ve '11i 11 h0 
,1ble to :;haeQ ,:lnd sc!e in ?art of thi:> ()p~r,1.tion, :rny, ~rl\)ldn<1 
that thr.:! 'l'DHS in nol'/ out bccuuse th,') Ku-band1nt0.:1na I,..,i 11 be 
0~viously in lH30. ~):lall 'II(! ')0 ~dtl1 qrotlnd :itation trar.1.:i..nl) tb10? 

GH1~1~N8 No, we ll-:tVO riot q0ttC:1 r,h;lt (ar .1,G far:' (l,:; pl;lnnin'l 
Zintc;1na c0vcril rJc and whcrc ',,'8 I rc~ 'Join'3 to ~)e foe t!H! 
rendezvous. If it wo(k,'~ out \'h~'cn ov.~r ~iw f;taten VOl1 l ll '~(>"-
excel13nt coverage. '!'he fir,<,t qu~~;tion ,-

:\jf~!\L first qll'~stion really doals "li':~1 arc "inll '1oinq to 
:1aVi) t:h8 a,'Jtconaub, olltside the Sn')C~:C':i!rt? 

,3HEt::i-Ji:: 
(juC!3t ion ':.,a;; 

:~o . 

:lot at all? 

','i'e're 
dCO \'/e 

(Joi n(] to '.)v,~ 
,) t) i .VJ to h a v (! 

tiv:!m Olltsi,l(>. 
':Hl 'I\~m f 1 i(lh t • 

:h~AL 'de 11 i I: dcw 1 t \d ttl ;)Ot'l. 1\r.C~ YOl! qoi W) to ~ilve tlll') 

tl~.)trO:hlllts outsid·~ to:noet:"r)\e If ~;O, ~llnt \vill :h.>v 1)0. (loin,))'),] 
no N'1U, vi!) i not? 

:Jo "rNA to;"OC row. 

~~o 1!..VA at all. 

UHr~!~Nr; i\nd th<.lt's a !Oi)tter of ch()icf~. :::0 can do t:-t~ 
eotat ing grapple 'IIi thout an nxtcr ior C(C"H'fl.:1n. '10 '1'111 fl iql)t ~:) is 
flight bec~use we don't have the forward Res to A~tis[y our 
r:OSClle cedlincB. 

O.lv\~ Doolinq, rlunt;,vlll(~ 'i.·ir;)~s. 
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\ 

lOll .ld I/v I)n t ,Ii 1. u r,~ ''; it 11 '[")1\,) in·. 'i" .) ·c; t;: '\ '1': .. '('q;,d 1 ", 'p >',1 it)')'! 

'.id~; Nel~30il 0.1 top \)f t.hE) I:CtJ;\l1inn :d!1, ti.n(· ~:il1 \1" 1,('(1:'1'.,1 1'1<1 

t L10 til l : 1'. ~ ,l.,~ ': i ti " i I t () : Ide " () f r ? 

Gi{i;";:JL'; IJU,l't ~no ..... 1\'; r :;,.1;1, [',-.':1'; \~dt(;:'lin'l "',h,~ '~d,11" 

t!.':m:);ni:H;ioll lOll ,:.'(:;:r. 'lilt! .illCin'l ':.ll'} CI"')II(';" ")!)\'-·n~.;; 1 i'", !Ill!. 

tn.: r)C!3t tnin'J to t:u i!; lf~t Uv.' :'hl» 'In IlL. -joh HI"; 'lot intn(,I)')': 
:)i;n, .\n.1 ·.~'e didn1t :1:1,) ''-/.) eli 111't .1~>'~ 'l'd1'1 '!I--··:tinq:~ \,,1 ·~ .. r. 
l~tV·.~'11 t b) d,ltf~ ;1', t,lr L\;~ kn,)".\', '~h,\<'. · ... '··nt ;·!("):1';. I don" ";I)(",J 

. .\;1..1 r 1 i:1 :H)t .;\lr(~ In!')i)'!? ·l()f~~;, i':H'((!' 'le' ')"''l 'j() '1(: '~:)(lCII~.-II:i()n 

at;,)ut ttll~ Tl)AD 'J0ttinq cold. r (j()j)lt '~n()\'I, ""10' n.'let: n~' ',IF' 

Gtl,)CY, t:il,_}\J(Jh, i'j t:'1.1t L'l(~ 'I'P\D rli'111t 1\ \V(~ ~)'!'-'11 I '~()("(""-:1 '". ():!" 

tim(', I think :Ilu:;t of th.lt cnrv.;nrn "J)'; '111'~vi1t:1":J 1)1) t-h{~ 1','1(", 

L.\'lt it 1I0CK0d fLI',/l.(!::;:,l.! nn till' l'l';t 1'1 i;11t, 

CHI\IG \~0'/J\Ur/r (twL:!t:ioo .~(~0";) ,Ja'/, 
t :If~ :l t tr:W)t t,:) :~ t;llli li 'I.,~ hYI ~ ,1:)/,1 ,"It) 
option that " .. a:, ,;i:;C;ll:l~;(~d? 

tllO (:'1(",: t i ()n;~, 
'-'It! ',Olilr. a::-(.IY 

l' i r '; t, ..... ' ':1 ~; 

~)"'('f' 'l\-;t 

~':tJV [IU L'[' 
t 'ID t .'llhL~ 

;;0 it ..... ,'\'; not 
CI [ t i.~ r t : If) i n 1. t i ,.d. 

":0V:\!ji/l' )f;,l'!. ',";(:,):)<11:.' 

'J.I)~)(oaG;)in·j t:r'l'~ qll(~.;ti0n fcc' 
'J \) 1.1 'J t l l ~ \ d ''/ ',~ ~:,) J 0 i II () ( ..... i , 

to '10 ~'O 

lit:1 ri';~ ~",) ~L r'~"":'ltinl.l (Ir~~!t)!)l(', 

·;t'lllrl;),)lnt, r !)"li':V'> '/(')\11[., 

in i') :l()(.l~ll ~? 

C0Vt\Ul/I' ;)(lscrib\~ t:'IC Cif,k~, ill illol"dil'1 1".Jd'l ~.')" SnttCPC(dft: 
i:l ,10CII1.:1 1 >~ 1:.1 .)') )o:-;.·d t: l ) 10' . ." ~. 

G!n:I';I\Il~ Okaj, nnr:oal :~ is tl)f"! l'lode w", U' 'Join'l in tn:;IOCUl' . .J 

~)(~CdU::;:J no(.w J 'I. i:; ,) Ch"':li)0r 1 • .,,(\'1 I)f rloi nq »'I!;i '\n';!~ "s')"ci ,)1 1 'I 
· .... :h~n you'c(~ ',.;orrie.i ,1;)()Ut tl1>.~ forl";l(d nes, n]o·.-Jing J'.""l,/ if; /Hi 

JV(~(st,)t,(1Qnt. PLlillU i;.l')irvJ';:lr~nt i::;.l r"l ,::,ob 1 I".! '11 ,nd i'1fI11(~(?tl r:l~('~; 
iD ~:;o~nethinrJ tnat'::; boilFJ (!valuatcd now, ·,·!t~'VI' lno:<r>d .1.t it: 
.30:lI~'dt)dt in t:)C :)<1Bt ,'lnd <ion't :'1il1'<; ":\).1t it'~; ;In nV(lr··!t1n1~l')iq(1 

problem and t)arl of t~l"~ iHlS':ler to .111 trnt ic; qoin1 to ~)(' \."h;'lt 
rate.:> "H<~ .... Ie c~illli 'loioq to be f,v-:i:vJ to:1ocro'", "nd r 'lon ' ~ l{no"; 
t ilC an8W(~ r to tha t no\.", 

Pi\O 

moo m: m 77 F 



nSih 

. ).) L' ',iIi';"),!j) (.i"\/ '(\)(t; l'i I\f~~}} 
,jOl·H' 'l.lX olinilt..~d in tiw.: .1(1<1 

If (;o,t(l,lrd L'i U'1(1111," t:o \j"t t1lir • 
tll<.' ;)[ltt/!rip.'; ·Hc) ,;()I>~~ t\),-lt 1')(::11) 

.';U!<.1l' ,d'>( ,Ii.",;'? 

.;I:I'::;r,;·; ~i\l, ill), T:1(~ thin~J \ ....... '[f, :11.:1'1irHj ·,Ii.tl) tiv' llfeti:T\0 
!.;;UC i:' il(·t'·\i~C t·)'~'Ilr.l 'Jl.Ji:1q to ~l() (l:d(~ t.o 'Jr>t ;,'111 'loGii:ivr~ :u)(1 
JU .tIL til-.: ·"',1Y.) t.) tho: attitu,l.; ',-It.' 'i/ant. If yo'.! take six \)(HI"'') 

('h: ;H~,;~Ji::dlic ;)r' 'dicli·)n ()f \"h,'lt t'):,t 'IJtt0r'/ 1 i"~ti:'1(, is, [1:'; t 
'ui(;, til'~'1 i>.lf1 'j'lt to'ln1~~Ct·otilh10 Jttitu,je for il~; t:,o '1r.;j!'j01 r l 

L 1",:1, Ii" _~'lnJrd.)ple, "pt t\l"~n ,)1} t'l(> :"~l·thi·,q nl;d:fOC!1. ":r> 
t,h~n ')lVU t'H! Cd:)lI~)i iity \;+,) r'!(::W[()0 t\)r>ir h:lttf~rif'>~; ClOd S')('jlJld 

,I,Ll' ,"1 j()'hl .;tL)(~'~C::;l1.t. 

,'If Ll··U.{i) i\.ld ;tl.olO 'd\H!:1 !()1I hav,~ Ly! rot,ltinq ct~'~o:)l inq 
,.<,'lU1'(",\.,', li}','" ,\1l)1 ti.tl!),> '.'111 F)U .It:t'~r,nt t"):lt-' ·''\).It. is 'l0l1(' 

I~j",:~·;:~': It·.~ /It) tlCCf)((li:)(J. ,"1,)0' ~)itJ \l\)'('iz,l)l(~ is \-\()'~.y mllc\l 

tu(.,o/,\C(j j{':~:'; ',I'!' rl~ 'Juit}\J to 'J:,e due i,I)(J th f: tI.!cnin.ll l)\V1:1(>~1 of the 
C'.'·)<l'.~.~·J'YI:~ ':..);:),)rl·O ..... )'ld /1)1.1 "F1V0 !)() ·~\loL;(~. Y0U (lot to qr>t 
l.· . .!ll,i,.!:tV()Uj.2d ,Uhi !".~)(~!l ,/,HI do til'.! ,':I<): .• t '.:itl) "'~'lt you 'lot. 

'''\ d : \ ) r: t \) 11 It,' d n, r i ,! j 1 t : 1 r, :- {~ r) " >< t t () tJ i rl • 
:l.'~xt lo, \:.iler',' Vi',! (V>. 

to n,lj{'\'l).'J I); :i\U (~:I\,'») 

;d,-~C',)i.~"i ()~ ,101: t,) 
'::I'~ ;;ll~;:;i(}n in ,]:1 

t 0:110 r r O'H I~; 0\1 '( (I fl 'I 

~<1r>i'ln '1()U 'YHlld 'lOt: 

'!f)~J ,} t t r:-:11'1t 0(1 to rlo 
(10 '< t ':'! :,)(1 
t()r'i "lV? 

l init,~ d.'l0tI.1t O[ (1)(tl.lCd w;;;. 
,).!.,: Ad',I' of '-.;'Ie '/-!cy ['leI: tl)lt 

U~j(: (', t'l,: ;)r i rni'l r'l iJse r 0 f tJ1r.~ 

l;;n't1n in~ue. r:.'{~IV(> '1()~;J 

You (Je:-. n'lt~ ()rpottuni.t~/ to q~V~ 
IOU ')0 in ."1(~ C,"'H1(! ')!It is a hi'l 
tor \-n rd f<C~~. 

!j::"\i~ .hlt ',I')Llle! /l):J 'J iv'~' niV!:)f' t 1 r.J :'1 i ~; r; i n q ~'l O'I'1f' t 1 i rHJ 

;m ~?xt(j'\ :hy to · ... ock on ,1':(IJ, uut ''-/ould you qiv,~ l~odd.)rd 
,;O!1tt·,)ll.i'l l j ':'H~ t"clt,,?S ,1'1d - -

no i n t 

it 

,iHJ-:I,:tli,; (~i'J\1t nO'II, if th(~y c(J,n g(~t pa:-lt tho: (,110ll( 
th~~l';:\..! tellii'l'J '.1.'1 r:;H~y t;lil ':1i1'1~ t~lC (.'ltcs r;0',m to "'1er(~ 
tn,!;n :J/ tti"~ tiillC lv',: 1110Vd in (or thr) (end(~zvouS to·norro' . .;. 
'';,In't (jc·t t'10 cates dO'.oJ(l hy the (j r1011( tine, ti f ,1e 1.8 not 
~'h!lp. 

',Ie \1f1nt 
If they 

'10ing to 

Thank you. 

O!<ilY, Carlo~ Byars. 
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CMHA)S !~,{t\I{S (:{oU[3ton Chronicle) Jc"IY, lp.t's talk nbout t'1e 
oattery ~)ituation ugain. I've been left confused. If YOLI ')0 () 
:Iours Hithout and the batterios giV0 out:md ,(Oll .. 10 not l1av.~ ;l 
'jr(lpple ut tilat stalJ';), you Rtill have C\ free flying Solar ""a,x, is 
thut f~tal to Solar Max? 

No. 

*** 
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IWAHS Ww t--

JREEN~ At tha dnd of six hours, well it's fatal to Solar 
'l"x if JOU don't pick tiH?iil up, ohviollsly. 

h'e11, that'f> what 1'111 saying, if ?OU - -

Glml.~Nl~ At thn end of six hours, :,,~y \';111 ~~stahli,c;h" 
of ratos and there is nothing that \'Ii 11 change tllO~(> rat('!:>. 
l)uyht not <jet better or (Jet "10(Se. 'rhey have a c10Llc] sy~l!:e;n, 
i1ave constraints \-.'ith th.)rmal problems that could hasten the 
def,lir.;e of :,-J:latever's left, if \0,10 doni t ~m1e in .l:\d f)et t1nl'l 
sO:l1eti!lle after tlH~ir batteries giv0 out. 

,WI\HS ,\CtC( t;1e batterie:3 <)ivG out al')c1 YOll donlt get 
thcm, it I S deed bi rd. 

set 
rrhey 
tlh~V 

GH81'!NE If lie donlt (jGt them 'ditllin the timefrarn0 t:,'),lt I 
lr1id out to JOU, 'IJi th our p1.,n. Cl'h(~ rliln ',0;0 1(lV(! • .... as (1iscun~;""(l 
with Goddard and if we can impleMent this plan iln~ nuccne~ at it, 
0von if Uw batteries go dea(l, 'Ne can rechacge them \,Jit~)OlIt ;'lny 
tlhH;l\al dIJ<juHlation to the vehicle. 

l.IYA1'S HO'. ... critical is ,/ollr HCS pcoblem? 

GHEi~Ni~ '1'11e RCS problem is critical for thf) Solar ~'ax 
qcapple. ;\nd th(~ nu:nbers 'Nelre (12aling \/Jith in !1co')(lhly 
30il\e't/he rei s around 25 pc rc~n t [on ... a rei Res rN~a in i ng a t the 
~llrU)nt timl~. :\n astil1Ut~d lIS<1CJC of SOf,\(~~.,r1cre':) on the order of 
15 percIJnt throllfJh tiw rendc2vo1l3:mc1 thf"! bottoln 1 in0 after 'lOll 

add lip all the <Ibout!) that I save lOU U; nO!ip· .... r1Cre's het"lc!':'n 5 
and 10 percent to be used for the rotatiocJ qUl.!?r:>le: w!1ich im;:>l ie~-) 
that there aren't many chances. It's tiq~t. Get me junt noint 
out the final thinq, the forvar~ RCS is not a necessary SYRto~ 
for gr~ttinCJ the Orbitcr v(,~:1iclc safely on tll<:~ rJrounc1. ''ie 'Jot 
plc~nti' of R:::S control using the aft thrllstec1. 

Okay, Lynn S~0er. 

~-;mmH 1\ cOLlple of quic:-< ones first, ~l(ly. '1'h0. rCM30n tl,on 
fOll arc not doing an !>~\1U att(~:lpt (lCFtin is ~)C~CFtllf;r~ of the :~(;S fll(!l 
foe il reSCLlfJ, i s th~l t cor rect? 

l;HEK~E 

today. 
Yes, ',ve made that tra(h~ off c<Hly in tht) day 

~de dec ided to go 'N i til the rota t ing (J (.)11:) l~. 

SHEHR ?olhv . .,ring up on Carlos, no''l. Pirst of all, v/h~n is 
the six nauru over? \<.Ihan (lid it begin? 

GHCt';Nl~ vlcll, I · .... as givrm six to ei(Jht, sorilewl,orels on tIle 
order of an hour ago. 



So 

SflEHR \vh)- in it all of a surlden, six to ',iCJht 11011CS, [lnr1 
it · .... a:.,n· t y(!sterrla.'1 or t\IC day before, c1 id t~v~ (ot,lt ion (~'lan(lC' 
it.s orientation i.lUCl) that itls not C)etting tlH~ Sun? 

GjU:~l~iH: Yeh, "le no., have .'l:1c1 t~H~ :1U!1lbern T '1ad ·It ono 
..,Joint. Roll, we "oJer!~ clealing oriqinally with (\ r;ingle-axis spin 
of ,1i)out Gl de f]C0C .:l second ancl a ',oJobble of a;)out Ie; dcqu'!cs Hit!) 

a 90-minute period; ~elre now tal~ing ~bout n throe-axis nroblem 
Itlith h'tls say, roll Cibout a ocgcc:e .1!1cl a "lalf, !)itc~ (it ·l"Ol1t a 
de'J ceo and a hal [, ,md a yaw of E,boll tal itt lo lr'!H1 than 0ne 
Ch.!gC0C pee :,econd. 

SdERI{ Ann that KI)epS the solar nalleU, '1 no '.1 ()'!'l 1'HiW [ro:n 
th~ :3tHl that 

GHE!~Nr; 1\s it goes into til i s r <Indo;:) rota t ion, it I i> sn~nrH nq 
consid~rable i)criocl;. of tilflC not !)0i.n~1 Sun-')o[dtive. 

':>fli~lW 

be G :{(lC t 1 '/ 
OkilY. 

the :3':\lne 
;vhen you get the cates l)acl< rk)IHt1, 'oli 11 t~(~y 

u.s t~le rt\t~s '''':l,~n t!II~V ·tl0nt i.n t'1is :r)ocninQ? 

If lOU C:ln. 

GRE~Nl:': If 'de can get them all tho \.Jil.Y dOHn, 'VC Gtln <l0t 
them :3inallcr thtl.n t!ley \.,rcre tilL, lHo'::'ning and ',J(~ ' .. lou1.-1 t\Fln aot 
for <l rute SO:1w',.,,;wre' s around. 5 to .75 dcgrC('?H !Jer ~'C:!con(1. 

GHEENi': I 8aid I ~onlt know went wrong. 

s;vmH You donlt I<now ·..J(.?rlt h'rong. Is thern - ',Ioulve nO~J 
ha.d;} t<.lie number of hours, i~3 there a reaSO!l ' . ."hy noborly has 
attc:npt0d to d0brief Pi.nl<y? Is t:ll;re a mcssago co:ni",) (:o'm? 

UREEN~ Well, yes. First of all in the scheme of thinqs, 
'N~1r)t Hunt \luong is not I)oing to nffnct ~ ... hat '/IC (10 tomar ro·"". 
II/eire co;nmitteJ to :l rotating gr.:lPI)le and (~veryho(l,! ··,ho 'Houl(1 he 
interested in debriefing pinky, wc were using quito n few oeoole 
on ~utting to~'cther a plan for 'Nhere c]o 'de q:::> from ~lcrc. ,'\nd tl)f~ 
time for dcbri~fing will come, especially since it's non
productive to the rest of th~ mi~sion planning effort. 
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PAO In the far hilCk, hcrn, in the :nElro()n Ct)i'lt. "1(>' (e> 

'j,)in<) to tclkc that one dlH1 one nor\! ilnd wo'll go ':() the ot!)2r 
c}nter:3, then .<lc'll c()O;)e ~i\ck Eor q\lc~)tions \)C~rc flt ,1~~(". 

~HJ\IG SHI'r;1 (KRIV'IV) In the lon(J U~rr.l significance of tile 

progruH1, ' .... hie!) is th0 biqqer lln(lnSV/erecl '1l1c8tion for t'1'~ SoLu 
:·l~lX fnU3sion, ' .... hr::trF!C you cOlild send r1 In(1n tn in an W,1ij to mllte 
_<lith t~lC :3(ltl}llito or '''\1Ct:l(~r 'lot] can re:)ilir t'lC thing onc~ ',IOU 
'Jet it into thc cat"CJo ~)ay? 

GRE1':N!: \'110 biC]gcGt significant thing in that \<lC \ICrc~ ah1c 
to z:'c.::ndUl'lOUS and no'n' ',/0 have to figur0 out '''''nt's th(> ~0:-lt .... ',,'/ 

to 'J·~t Uw object VIC rendezvous '<lith ')(lck in the :)ayload buy. I 
Cl0n't ~H~C ;-In/thing wrong \oJith t1r~ >·1:·10, if you I"fltdl th(~ rpv, pinkv 
· .... a3 (h~liv~rcd ri']ht on target to thp. TP/\f). 

C;[{i~t~m; 'l'h,,~ r(mclr>zV()UH ' .... us a .significant (lr>n1onstr.1.tion of 
~he cdpabi 1 i ty of tile S1utt l€~ v(~hiclc t,'1Clt is :V?C('C,f),HV to 
subuQque~t operations, yQS. 

?AO O~ay, LQG Dambar~t. Then weill go to the ot~p.r 
centers tor que:~tio!1s .:lnd ' .... e'11 CO.l1e h'IG~ here. 

I,; ... :t.; m~~mAH()'J' (Los Angele:", 'rimes) If Y011 (:on't sllccessfully 
-)('lpple to:norro','l, \ ... i 11 '/Oll t:)(~n blltton up t:10 ~,n,lc .. ~craft ann G()f1C 
:lO~ne ? 

I would assuaw, noon. .JlI::; t bOG.:\usn - -

~horten the mi~sion? 

'.i:<i::I~:m ','le'vQ done ev.:!rythinq *'! nl<lnnr>cJ to do · .... it'1 tIle 
'~xcc~)tion of t:l r..' :~olar "~tl:<. 

?AO Okay, we' 11 qo :lOW to qllGG t ions f r.o;n th{l ~~,) r ~ha 11 
S?HCC t.'li IJl1t Ccnlnr, !lu'1tsvilla, AL1~).'lrnil. 

PAO 'r'llly don't l'le qo llh(~ac1 and see if \<le can - \oI<?' 11. 00 
to GoJd a ((1 now [or 'luo:, t i OIH;. 

GODDAfW Can YOll read LlS lIollston, this is r.o(ll1~rrl. 

GODDARD o~ay, we have 50~Q qu~ntions, her~. ~oulrl vou 
pL!a:w id8nti fy yout'f;~lf and YOllr nffi 1 L1ti.on, pl{l,lS(>, 

SUSAN CLARK (In~cpendQnt Network News) I wOllln just li~Q a 
clnrific~ltion, if (or ,':lny re.)s('m, t~~ graoplo is lI!1::;IICCN;sful 
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to:,\orrow, dOf!S t1lat liH~,ln Solar··1ax is (lead. 'i'her~ is no Wily to 
go after it on subsequent missions? 

GI{[::i·;tH~ ;-.Jo, [don't thin:, i.t i:Tipli'~s tl)r1t. \)'e'((~ still 
hoping ror to;nocco'f' and tlV~t'f5 ..... hat ' ... l0.'rf! \'lOcv.inq on ri<]ht no'.'!. 

MEW C:L\I·:;,a·~N U;,~i .'Wo '1'01c~,cop(!) (',30 V()t1 (lp~)cr ih(~ '."ll;lt ld:vls of 
~otions th~ Orhiter is capable of in a rotatin~ qrnp~l0? Is th0 
ic1ei.l to just hilve ,11Oti':)ns ,tbout the (011 r}xi~ or c::m it do.:1 
1 i t tl c bit 0 f act u a 1 t r () n s 1 a t ion .n 0 u n d .1 sit f oil O'tJ san r.1 r) 1 so 
can ,!ou ~,c\y so;netiti.ng about ::~p. :na:<i.mll;:) rat,:!s IOU coul,l I:'.ole~,]te 
to do the rota t i n9 q r apple'? 

GREt:Nr·; '1'ne Orbi ter doesn't do :i.ny :wt ivp. m,ln.~lIver in<) 
c1urinCj ttw rotation ljrapple. Idp.ally, vc.\J 1,,/,'\nt :0 fin<l ,'H1 

orientation approxilnately pet"!)'~ndicular to th~ ~min1xis of 
'dhCltl~ver 'Iou' r{~ 90in«) to <)(,)pple :tnc1 fi:1"1:10 ori(>nt:ttiol1 ..... I1CU~ 
you can '.J~~t the acn in ;,md out · .... ithout hittinrJ any <V)l)0.nch rjes on 
th0 v0hicle, like the solar ranels. ,\8 (Zit" as t:l(! ~>'~cond 
ql .. H~Stioil, ':li13t'G the :l1ax rates, \·w've betH} plflnninrJ on :1 r1c<]rec 
oc 10s8, ;)ut there hav.~ been ttudip.s unocoC'.'lay th,:'!t say ·"'t~ c::w 10 
siCjoificdntly <)((~ater than ttlat and '11v0.n f~nouCJh time to practice 
~e voe'! SllcGI~ssful and i<nO'.<Jin(J t"wt '1' ... 1. 11<1'3 \10IV~ SO!':1~ of: t~·nt 
practice, prob<1bly ~)llcceed on thh; Ltig~t.. '111t, I thi.nk the ~0,! 
to :juccr,J[JS i;, 90in9 to be ...,het'lfH 0": not ','10. Ciln con\:ain '."hClt·:lIcr 
we ~ave primarily to Cl single axis. 

J Iii r,f,.'\Df; p,lutual ~~roadcastinq) A GOllplc of t I1i.:l'lS 110r.C, C'1n 

you tell II1C :10\-/ LllICh pO'tH~r is bcdrlCJ ,jrawn down on tIle hattt~r.ies 

on the Solar 'lax at this .~(nont tt!1d ·tl~a.t qU:lntiti(~s '."Qr~ ur;,:cl 
ducin,] the course of th~ fli.ght of the !-r.1U? 

GJ{~:::,'~~ 'l'he last qllestio:1 - '!ou're talkinq a~)o\lt nitroq~n, 
if r rel:1CL1bec :)C "'lent out ... lith 2400 on {,uch :>ic1c, or ;:;o110thinCJ 
clo::h': to t l1at ,'}n(1 'd'wn t~h~Y ·)!)or t..::n 1. t, 1. t "'I"IS r.lor;(~ to './00 :)0.r 
~, 1 ell: • 

S [sAD;': 
;'51-1 ? 

(;f<Et:.~r; I didn't I<nml \lhat t'1(~Y (lrp'" ori(Jin.'lll,!, hllt (m~ of 
t:w Eir~,t :hL1'JS they did · .... ,IS s~art (.lo' . .,rnri'1C) dn'.m t~lI:dr. 
S~).:tcl~cr;lft and the,!' rc runninl) at :niniwlJ!!1 ro~.,cr levels C1t t~i.f; 
t Lac. 

*** 
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GODDARD 
question. 

Do we have any other questions? Ne have another 

SELSTEAD (Baltimore Sun) 
this kind of maneuver? 

What is the roll of the Eoward RCS in 

GREENE In order to translate, we have a ground rule in 
order to go in close proximity to another vehicle, you have to be 
able to translate the Orbiter in each direction of the vehicle, 
in other words forwards, backwards, right, left, up, down. And 
without the foward RCS about the only translation you can do is 
the foward. So that is the primary grabber we have, that we're 
facing here. 

GODDARD Ok, that appears to be all the questions we have 
from Goddard. 

PAO All right, we'll take questions now from Kennedy 
Space Center. 

BRIBERRY (NBC) Jay, if you should fail in your efforts 
tomorrow, how quickly will you come home, will you come home 
Tuesday morning for landing here at Kennedy, or will it be 
Wednesday morning? 

GREENE You tell me what day today is first. We really 
haven't worked that. I would estimate Tuesday, Wednesday, there 
is no immediate rush to come home, and there is no immediate need 
to stay on orbit, and we'll work that when we find out what the 
situation is. 

QUERY Two or 3 quick ones. Can you tell me was Nelson on 
his own during the period of attempting to stabilize Solar Max. 
He seemed to be, didn't seem to be in communication with you at 
all, and then as far as I could tell, he attempted to stabilize 
it by grabbing the solar wing without any consultation at all. 
Is that right. 

GREENE No that's not right. UP was in communication with 
Bob Crippen all the time he was out there, as a matter oe fact at 
one time they did a communicaitons check from the back side of 
the Solar Max, and it was successful. We don't talk to him 
because he's the man on the scene, he has his hands on the 
controls and has the best view of what's going on. That was by 
design, and as I said before grabbing the wing of the Solar Max 
is a possible means of stabilization, was discussed with the crew 
before launch. 

QUERY As it turned out it proved to be somewhat 
disastrous, didn't it? 

GREENE Less then optimum. 
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QUERY Can you, another point on that. Did you - have you 
had no TV at a],l of the grappling attempt? 

GREENE I'm sorry repeat that? 

QUERY There seems to have been no TV to help you observe 
Crip's attempts to grapple Solar Max with the - -

GREENE Oh, of the rotating grapple. That's right, but, 
that's right. 

QUERY There was just no opportunity for it. 

GREENE No we did not. 

QUERY Right, and can you tell us on a minor point why 
communications have been so difficult today? It's been almost 
imposible to follow here what was going on. 

GREENE I don't know whether that was a local problem, 
air/ground communications were fine all day, 

QUERY 

KSC 

Thank you. 

Gentleman over here, please. 

BILL BROAD (New York Times) Two questions. Who manufactures 
the TPAD, and in the press kit there is a picture of the MMU and 
the TPAD, ~nd there is something called a Secondary TPAD, whet is 
that Hnd why, could it have been tried? 

GREENE 11m sorry, I didn't catch your list. 

BROAD There is some thing on page 26 of the Mission Press 
Kit labeled a Secondary TPAD, on the MMU, could that have been 
used in an attempt with, at docking? 

GREENE Ok, TPAD is a device that was made particularly for 
this mission in an attempt to do 2 things. The first thing it 
was suppose to do was to grapple a trunnion pin on the spacecraft 
that was never meant to be grappled, and the second thing it was 
meant to do was to leave off a grapple fixture of the same kind 
as is already on the vehicle. Once we bit the bullet and decided 
that the TPAD, I'm sorry, the grapple fixture we wanted to use 
was the existing grapple fixture, we no longer needed the part of 
the TPAD that carries the grapple fixture with it. So as it 
turns out the TPAD we were using today is called the Secondary 
TPAD, because it doesn't have the grapple fixture, and the 
primary TPAD just wasn't carried out on the EVA. 

BROAD Just a follow up to clarify. C0uld each of the 
TPAD's have a grappling function rather than to put on the other 
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grapple hook. I mean could you have tried with o~e, and then 
witched to another in mid flight if there had been a failure? 
I'm wondering is there, was there a possibly for a redundancy? 

GREENE Time permitting that was an option. And one of the 
options as I said at the beginning of this session was going back 
into the payload bay getting another MMU and probably switching 
TPAD's just because we had another one available. The trouble 
with that is preparation of the MMU would have taken about half 
an hour and that half an hour meant stationkeeping with SMM and 
while we're stationkeeping we're using forward RCS. So the man 
on the scene has to make a decision how he can best get the job 
done, Crip thought he could do a rotating grapple, and proceeded 
to go that way. 

BROAD And who is that manufactured the TPAD? 

GREENE TPAD, I believe was made by NASA. 

PAO No, it's not. 

QUERY ILC. 

GREENE I'm sorry. 

FRANK HUCENDA (Cocoa Today) A couple of more questions to do 
with the TPAD. Is the actual grabbing motion, is that entirely 
automatic or is it controlled by Pinky at all? And second of 
all, at one point it appeared that he had stopped the motion. 
Was there any way of getting a partial grabbing that he might 
have been able to hold on with? 

GREENE I'm not sure what happened. The answer to the 
first part of the question is, yes the TPAD does have a soft dock 
feature so that when you drive the TPAD against the trunnion pin 
it will automatically soft dock, i.e., close the jaws around the 
trunnion pin. That is the feature that never actiVated on 
today's attempt. The second part of the question, the rates were 
affected by the closure but it doesn't appear that there was 
anyway for Pinky to perform the grapple function. 

KSC Dick Lewis of the Chicago Sun Times. 

LEWIS (CU Press) I must correct that identification I'm with CU 
Press this mission. My question is, trying to get a summary, a 
situation summary here and the question is if you're going for 
broke tomorrow it appears from all of this conversation, if you 
fail to grapple tomorrow that part of the mission not only has 
failed but you've lost the Solar Max Satellite for good. Is that 
correct? 
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GREENE If we initiate the rendezvous that's right. I'm 
sure the opportunity exists to put the rendezvous off for awhile 
but by doing that you're using more propellant and if we're going 
to go do it tomorrow is the day to do it. 

LEWIS Well what I'm getting at is, that the spacecraft is 
in a tumbling position or in an attitude where the solar panels 
are not recha~ging the batteries. That's correct is it not? 

GREENE Now what I said was Goddard is commanding the 
spacecraft, the attitude is being modified. They think they can, 
they have a chance of getting sun on the arrays. If they get sun 
on the arrays they reestablish control and they keep power 
positive. In that case - -

LEWIS 
satellite. 

GREENE 

Oh, in that case then you would not lose the 

Right. 

LEWIS If they do not succeed in doing that and you do not 
succeed in retrieving the satellite then it's gone, is that 
correct? 

GREENE It's gone for at least this flight, yes. 

LEWIS All right, thank you. 

KSC Gentleman from Voice of America over here. 

PAUL FRANCHUCK (VOA) 
nautical? 

First of all that 30 miles, are those 

GREENE Yes sir. 

FRANCHUCK Okay, and second regarding Goddard's work in trying 
to stabilize Solar Max and get those panels back, can you give 
sort of a shorthand definition of how the satellite is able to do 
this, what is on board that allows it to correct itself? 

GREENE 
torquers. 

FRANCHUCK 

GREENE 

FRANCHUCK 

What is on board are something called magnetic 

Can you put that in even in lay terms. 

No. 

The magnetic torquers will do what? 

G~EENB Somehow or other they use the magnetic field of the 
earth to slow down the rotation of the spacecraft. 
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Okay. 

There are no further questions from KSC. 

*** 
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PAO Okay, I believe we're ready to take questions from 
Marshall now. 

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV) For Jay I have several questions. You 
said if you were unable to accomplish the grappling tomorrow that 
the Solar Max, if they were unable to recharge the batteries, the 
Solar Max would be gone at least for this flight. If the 
batteries are down and you're unable to pick it up and bring it 
into the cargo bay and repair it, on a future mission if Goddard 
had no control over the satellite would it then almost be an 
impossibility to change any rotations it might have to permit a 
hookup? 

GREENE Well, it would be impossible under that set of 
circumstances to change a rotation but by the same token, the 
rotation rate that Goddard establishes determines the amount of 
energy in the spacecraft and the rotation rate they establish 
won't change. So if they can get a grappleable rotation whether 
we succeed or fail tomorrow, we ought to have the opportunity to 
go back at a subsequent time. 

KNIGHT So there would be no change in that rotation 
between now and whenever that would be attempted again? 

GREENE The total energy wouldn't change, that's right. 

KNIGHT But there would be no way of Goddard c~ming back 
and making any change in its rotation in the future? 

GREENE The spacecraft dies. No. 

KNIGHT Okay. Secondly tomorrow when the RMS will be used 
again, are there any possibilities of load limits PAtending 
stress factors above what the RMS is designed to ~1andle? 

GREENE Say that again. 

KNIGHT During, tomorrow during the attempt to hook up with 
the Solar Max with the RMS with the rotation are there any, is 
there any potentials that the load factor against the RMS would 
exceed its boundaries? 

GREENE NO, especially not at the rates that we talked 
about before. 

KNIGHT And finally there was some discussion earlier about 
the WCS. What is the status on that? 

GREF.NE As far as I know it's working fine. 

5, 
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KNIGHT Crip put a call in that there was a problem and you 
requested some special TV to see the dump ports. What was 
determined on that? 

GREENE No, that had nothing to do with the waste water, 
with the WCS. We've been experiencing an ice build up around the 
waste water dumps on the vehicle. We were going to do one waste 
water dump this flight and we were going to do it at about this 
time during this flight and we were going to go look at the 
nozzle where the waste water gets dumped to see if our new 
procedures can eliminate the ice build up problem. That is not a 
WCS problem though. 

KNIGHT 

GREENE 

KNIGHT 

MARSHALL 

But you did have ice on the ports? 

I didn't get to see the films. 

All right, thank you. 

No further questions from Marshall. 

PAO Okay Paul Recer. We'll come bock and do a few 
questions here and then we'll wrap it up. 

PAUL RECER (AP) 
trunnion pin? 

00 you know with what force Pinky impacted the 

GREENE No. 

RECER Are the indications that it was sufficient to 
activate the TPAD as designed? 

GREENE Well, Pinky's got probably as much time with the 
TPAD as anybody and I would assume that if he didn't think he was 
giving it sufficient force he would have increased it. 

RECER Okay, the force that he placed on the trunnion pin 
apparently contributed to the 2, the additional 2 axis of motion 
in the spacecraft. Was this amount of motion unexpected? 

GREENE Well, assuming that the jaws cocked the point 
becomes moot because he would have activated the MMU and 
stabilized any rates he had. I have never seen any data 
indicating that we would expect the rates that built up the way 
they were today but the trunnion pin and the CG of the Solar Max 
are not at the same level so you can expect some rates. 

RECER Okay, and one other question. There was some 
discussion regarding RCS crossover valves. I assume it's at the 
back of the spacecraft and there was a, they switched to a backup 
system. Do you know what that difficulty is? 
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GREENE RCS, no. There was an OMS cross feed valves - -

RECER OMS, OMS I mean. 

GREENE - - and I believe it's the right OMS, I believe 
it's the A fuel valve w~s stuck open. That's not a big 
problem. We established the crossfeed by closing off that part 
of the line using another set of valve~. 

RECER 
activities? 

PAO 

Okay, and that wi 11 not b~ a felctor in tomor row's 

Okay, Bob Bazelle. 

BOB BAZELLE Since the clock is ticking on your 6 to 8 hOULS of 
battery power, are there going to be any decisions tonight on 
whether Goddard has succeeded to the extent that you wanted them 
to? 

GREENE No I don't think so. I think we're just going to, 
obviously weill be tracking it all night. Obviously we're going 
to be planning for a set of activities that, don't know what 
tonight is. Somewhere on the order of 1-1:30 i~ the morning 
local time we're going to start a rendezvous unless some data 
comes to light that says that what we're about to attempt is a 
bad plan. 

BAZELLE To go over that again, you did that once but there 
was a little confusion and you were talking mission elapsed 
time. About how many hours after crew wakeup approximately can 
we expect the attempt to grapple? 

GREENE They moved crew wakeup up by 1 hour by what's in 
the CAP and we're saying the first maneuver will take place at 
about, you want central time or mission elapsed? 

BAZELLE Central. 

GREENE 1:30 in the morning. 

BAZELLE 1:30 is wake up. 

GREENE No. No. 

DAZELLE 12, oh excuse me, l2's the wakeup. 

GREENE Don't confuse me. 1:30 in the morning is the 
approximate time of the first maneuver. 

BAZELLE And the first maneuver and when will be, when will 
that lead to the first attempt to grapple if everything's 
working. 
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GREENE Somewhere's around close to 6. I'm just playing 
with some rough numbers. I haven't seen anything. 

BAZEr...LE 

PAO 

Okay, that's what we want to know. Thank you. 

Okay, Bill Hines. 

BILL HINES (Chicago Sun Times) Two questions. Number 1, is 
there anything impeding the full operation of the RMS or is it in 
perfrectly good shape? 

GREENE perfectly good. 

HINES And the other just for the record, was there 
anytime during the time that Nelson was over at or in the 
vicinity of the Solar Max that he was in any personal danger? 

GREENE No. 

PAO Okay, Chris Peterson right here. 

CHRIS PETERSON Okay, hypothetical, I'm not sure I understand 
this. I understood you to say that if we got it in the payload 
bay, okay. We would go ahead and try to take care of the 
control, the attitude control system and then if you had time 
deal with the MEB. Is there a consumable problem or anything 
preventing you from going EVA again maybe on Wednesday to finish 
that MEB because that's an important - -

GRE&NE Yes, that's a basic ground rule. We said we were 
going to do 2 EVAs and we keep a third in our hip pocket for 
contingency. We may have some more time because we cut this one 
short. In the scheme of things the MEB is one out of 10 
experiments. If I do the ACS I do 90%, maybe it's time to say 
that's a nice place to stop and let's not expose ourselves to 
anothar EVA unnecessarily. 

PETERSON What impact will not dealing with the MEB have in 
terms of the Solar Max folks. Will they be happy getting away 
without have that changed out? 

GREENE Yes, yes. I think everybody has agreed that the 
primary task of this flight is to fix the attitude control 
system. That's 9 experim~nts working as opposed to - -

PAO Okay, right there. 

PETER VANSANT (CaS) If you are unable to get the rates that you 
want in the next 6 to 8 hours then won't the crew tomorrow be 
facing the same tumbling satellite that they could not grapple 
today? 
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GREENE Yes. 

VANSANT So aren't the next 6 to 8 hours the most 
critical? You said tomorrow's the most critical day but if you 
can't get these rates - -

GREENE I'm going to go to sleep so tomorrow's my most 
critical day. Obviously, if we can't get the rates down below 
where we were today we won't do tomorrow. 

VANSANT So you, this is following up a question earlier. 
Then in the next 6 to 8 hours will we have some indication 
whether or not you're achieved those rates? 

GREENE 

PAO 
then we'll, 
Kramer with 
him. 

Yes. 

Okay, Mark Kramer. Just take a few more here and 
no Mark is in the back right there. I'm sorry. Mark 
CBS with his hand up in the back. Somebody reach 

MARK KRAMER (CBS) Jay, this seems to be one of those 
extraordinarily or extraordinary cases when NASA had a backup and 
for reasons that I don't understand, perhaps you can explain, 
chose not to use it. You had a TPAD system with a primary and a 
backup and I understand it worked well on the last mission. Did 
you exercise both of them on the last mission and even if you 
had, what in the world is the rationale for not having them carry 
out the extra hardware just to be safe? 

GREENE Because we anticipated we could always go back to 
the 0ibiter and get the other TPAD if the one we had wasn't 
working. 

KRAMER But did you save something by nDt having him take 
it out there initially. Was the additional mass difficult? 

GREENE Timeline. Mounting the TPADs an the MMU is a time 
user. Time during an EVA is as valuable a commodity as anything 
else we have. 

KRAMER Aren't those, don't those 2 units come out of the 
box assembled? 

GREENE No. 

KRAHER So you choose one or the other. 

GREENE As a matter of fact probably the biggest problem 
we've been having with the TPAD is getting them out of the box. 
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KRAMER Until today that was the biggest problem. And one 
final thing. Going back to those times, it sounded like you said 
4:30 am central time was TI and set for grapple 1 hour after 

GREENE Yes. Somewhere around there. 

KRAMER So at 5:30 am - -

GREENE I said 6. Don't show up an hour early. 

*** 
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PAO The gentlemen we almost got here a minute ago. 

GREENE But the PAO guys, once the plan is finalized, they 
can make you a copy of it. 

PAO Right here next to ROY. 

TONY CLARK, CNN Jay following up on Peter's question, if 
in six or eight hours, Goddard gives you information that they 
can't slow down the rotation significantly. At that point, do 
you simply plan, start planning your return to Earth. Not do the 
rendezvous, just - -

GREENE When I last left the building, we were playing with 
two options - the pessimistic option and the optimistic option. 
The pessimistic option seemed workable if we can get there with 
enough forward RCS, you want me to take is a step more, we 
haven't done that yet. 

PAO Okay, Roy, I think you had one while we're here. 

NEAL I have a couple, innocuous. Are there any 
conditions at all under which you would go EVA tomorrow? 

GREENE None that I could foresee although, no. 

NEAL And since this rotating grapple seems to do an 
efficient, I kind of wonder why the MMU and use of it was 
contemplated in the first place, why not go for the rotating 
grapple right at the outset and eliminate all that nonsense? 

GREENE Nonsense. I'm not sure that's the right word. 

NEAL I'm sure it's not. 

GREENE Part of the program is development of techniques 
and the MMU is one of the techniques that we're developing. The 
MMU, as you can see, was not the culprit here. We got delivered 
to the trunnion pin perfectly. Rotating grapple though that's a 
two-man coordination job. It takes somebody to keep the Shuttle 
in the right place and another man to operate the RMS. We 
discussed which ought to be primary and it was the considered 
opinion that the safest and most practical approach was the MMU. 

PAO Okay, Jules Bergman, right here. 

BERGMAN Jay, if the magnetic torque device doesn't work to 
stop the rates today, will you start planning the return to 
Earth, tonight? Or will you tty it again, tomorrow? 

GREENE Crew's going to go to bed and we'll put the story 
together when we know it. 
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BERGMAN No, that isn't my question. My question is will 
NASA give up today on retrieving the Solar Max? 

GREENE You're dealing with a - you1re extrapolating the 
conditions that I know at this time and I don't want to do that, 
Jules. We're in no rush to corne home, right now, everyone is 
geared up to seeing what we can do to get the task dono tomorrow 
as we understand the initial conditions today. 

BERGMAN I wasn't extrapolating anything, by the way, I was 
looking for guidance. I, too, look up there occasionally, yes. 

PAO Okay, final question from Mike Meechem ana then we 
need to close off and let Jay go get some sloep. Mike is ~!~ht 
here with his hand up. 

MEECH EM Can you tell me who will be doing what. During the 
maneuvers, obviously Hart is on the arm, is Scobee handling the 
positioning of the spacecraft, and Crippen making distance calls 
kind of stuff. 

GREENE No, I would expect Terry to be operating the RMS, 
Crip to be flying the spacecraft, and Scobee to be doing the 
normal PLT tasks which includes helping with the nav aides. 

PAO Okay, that's it for today and thank you very mu~h. 

END OF TAPE 
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FAO Okay, Here we are again with orbit 2 team Flight 
Director John Cox reviewing today's rendezvous sequence, the EVA, 
and the no joy on solar max capture and the outlook for tomorrow. 

COX Okay. I'll try to run down a little bit of the 
plans and the information we picked up this evening before the 
crew went to bed about how things went and what the situation 
is. Just to give you a - how fun thing, the Goddard folks are in 
some critical moments in their activities and I think t",.: t they 
will be willing to come and talk to you in a little bit dS soon 
as they get over the hump and I'll e~plain those things to you. 
In the mean time I'll tty and field some of their questions. I 
think you all saw the rendezvous we did tod~y which all worked 
real well. It's largely because of the con~idence of how well 
the rendezvous worked today that we feel we have a pretty good 
plan, in fact, I don't think anybody has any doubts that the plan 
will work to get back in to the satellite tomorrow. We've also 
worked in with - up ways to minimize the fo~ward end fuel 
consumption. We are also very pleased with the EMU's performed 
and we think they won't be a problem if we do get the satellite 
on board to begin aome work on that. But, currently we're 
planning the EVA to be on the subsequent day not tomorrow. The 
arm worked real well too. You know, this was a new arm so we 
were pleased at how well it worked. The MMU seemed to perform 
well. The culprit seems to be the TPAD and we talked quite a bit 
with Pinky about that this evening in the evening status. It 
appears that the - to understand the way the TPAD works. It's a 
system where you - pocks and jaws and then you have to trip some 
little probes on the inside of the collar to get it to fire. It 
does not have a manual fire capability. That was checked before 
he took off, he did three docking attempts on the trunnion pin. 
He said the first one he was misaligned by about 5 degrees but 
well within the tolerance of capture which was well demonstrated 
last flight. And then he did another one right down the axis he 
said he couldn't see any misalignment on it. He bounced back off 
again, went right back in and hit it again. Each time he 
increased his closing velocity on it, that was something we 
picked up from flight 11 that if a TPAD doesn't fire on the first 
time to go back in and just hit it harder. He was using the 
appropriate rates for that. I think that's - as far as can be 
seen in the resulting satellite motion. He did do everything you 
are duppose to do with the TPAD. What might have happened? It's 
not clear. We probably won't know until we take that version and 
stick it back in the thermal vacuum chamber and try to m~ke it 
work again. But we're guessing that it was probably a thermal 
effect, why didn't we see that thermal last flight? We don't 
have any real good answer for that other than the fact that the 
last flight was a - the TPAD dockings were largely done in the 
immediate vicinity of the payload bay which tends to be warmer 
than when you're out totally on your own and this is just 
speculation. You do see more of deep space so you have a 
tendency to get colder. There may have been some affect there. 
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The crew did not use the primary TPAD so we do not havo a 
valuation of how well that worked. And we have thought about 
different other approach attempts that we might try and whatnot 
depending on how the rates stabilize. But at the moment, we do 
not have and not projected to have enough propellant to do an MMU 
rescue. So there - the rework is largely, is headed toward a 
rotating grapple attempt. preflight we felt the MMU had the 
capability to handle rates in the order of 5 degrees per 
second. That's kind of the rates that the crew normally works 
with. The arm has been advertised to be able to handle rates on 
the other 2 tenths or 3 tenths of a degree per seond. We did do 
some specific training for this flight so see whether we could 
handle the half of degree up to a degree per second and we had 
some degree of confidence, however, that's with a satellite 
that's rotating with the same plane. So that's what is making 
the job very difficult, is the multi-axis affect. The work that 
Goddard is doing right now is to power down - or is to - they did 
power down the satellite to the lowest level they could possibly 
get it, to stretch the battery time. Their battery charging is 
obviously a function of the solar exp0sure and then the tumble 
they are in they are seeing the Sun about once out of every 4 
minutes. That's not enough to keep the batteries completely 
charged and they are still discharging. The way the progress has 
gone on the satellite so far is they tried using the attitude 
capability that they had onboard loaded in their software. 
However, they had two axes where the gyros were saturated and 
were unable - when they hav~ saturated commands to affect 
attitude control they affectively don't have an input and so for 
about 3 hours, and I don't know the exact timing on all this, 
they were unable to do anything, howev~r, they were hoping that 
they were helping the situation. They did a computer dump later 
when they had good coverage at one of the sites and were able to 
determine from that they weren't able to affectively control the 
attitude. And that, in fact, reading the digital data that was 
available to th~m out of that dump, they had a roll rate of on 
the order of 1.4 degrees per second, a pitch rate of 1.2, and a 
yaw rate of 1.2. This does not stay the same in all axes. The 
momentum stays about the same but you may at one time or another 
incrp.ase the rate of anyone given rotation axis and decrease the 
others. The total affect is about the same. We did also look at 
the data today and evaluated the rotating grapple attempts that 
Crippen and Terry Hart wer~ able to do. They made ~ attempts, it 
appears in ~he data, where it was high prop consumption to get 
the first attempt started. That was probably to get the Orbiter 
in a position where you had a shot at a grapple. That used about 
13 percent of the forwards RCS. From there on the fuel 
consumption on the forward enn was a whole lot better, only used 
a few more percent. Few, 3, 4, 5, 6 percent over quite a long 
period of time, relatively it may be a half hour or so because 
they tried the other attempts. That leads us to believe that if 
we can sneak back in there and save enough forward RCS and if can 
do any good in technique development work at the sil~ulaters and 
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there are crews in there doing it now, we may have another shot 
at it. And, indeed, if the battery life last long enough we may 
get some retorquaing effect with the new control mode. Now, what 
has happened and the reason the Goddard people ar~nlt here to 
talk right now is they have spent the time over the last co~ple 
of hours reloading their software. They've had to replace 2/3 of 
the memory in the computer to go into what they call B-dot 
control mode. That B-dot control mode uses the mag torquer 
outputs as opposed to the gyro outputs to come up with a 
stabilization logarythmn. As I left the control center they 
still had a couple more sites to complete the loading of that. 
At that time, they were ~ when they do finish the loading they 
were going to go ahead and not verify the loading but just go 
ahead and enabl~ it as quick as they can and see if they can 
begin arresting some of these rates. They estimated over a 
couple of hours it may be able to take a couple tenths a degree 
per second per axis out. Something on that order of magnitude. 
The ~eason they were using a couple of hours is that is about the 
life time they felt they had left on the batteries. There may be 
an hour's worth of conservatism in those numbers but unless they 
can get the satellite that is solar favorable, a couple of hours 
is what they are looking at. So what we have, is folks in the 
simulators looking at rates reduced by a couple of tenths and see 
what they can do. 

*** 
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COX The other thing, since we did lift off, with the 
capability to also return the satellite. One of the things that 
can be done is they can jettison the solar arrays on the 
satellite - that gives it a - that makes the satellite a smaller 
target to grapple. We did offer that as a suggestion to the crew 
before they went to sleep tonight, they didn't think it would 
help a lot to do that. One of the things that does help though 
is the direction in which they go off, does help in the rotation 
of the momentum effect that they do have. So you could get a 
couple of tenths off with the torquers and you might be able to 
get another tenth or two off on these rates by Qlowing the 
panels. As far as the concerns on the Solar Max and the 
experiments that are onboard, it is not a power concern, if we do 
power all the way off, and then are able to get them back onboard 
and then repower the experiments and the Solar Max, we feel that 
all the systems will come back to life. The concern really is 
thermal, the heaters have all been turned off onboard and there 
are some of the experiments, I don't know which ones they are, 
have or will exceed their tested thermal limits, does not mean 
that you don't intentionally take all those expensive experiments 
and test them until the point that you break them. You test them 
to a reasonable temperature. So, we're hoping that there'S 
enough margin in that, that when we turn them back on they'll be 
able to function. As far as the plan for tomorrow is concerned, 
we're looking at d crew wake up and then do the first burn - the 
first burn would occur around 1:26 in the morning Central 
Standard Time. It would be a phasing burn or an ~C burn. The 
basic technique that we're using, is what we've had as our 
nominal 24-hour delay. If there was some reason that we had to 
delay the rendezvous today, we would've come into the TI point, 
performed the maneuver, do a stand-off separation rate, and then 
come back in, using this same approach. So the crew is familiar 
with this and we've simulated it, so, and it is also reasonably 
cost effective propellant-wise. So, that first burn would be at 
1:26 and Itll give you MET times for the rest of it. You can add 
the Deltas. It, that would be about a 6.9 or 7 foot per second 
burn. The next one would an NH or an altitude adjustment burn 
and that would be on the order of .7, .8 ft/sec, that's what it 
looks like right now. Well, there's an opportunity to do a 
corrective combinatio~ maneuver, but we typically assign a zero 
value of those and we take care of any dispersions we have at 
that time. And then the TI burn would be about 5.8 to 6 ft/sec 
is what we're looking at, the TI would come at 2038 roughtly MET 
about - -

QUERY 
adjustment. 

COX 

QUERY 

You never gave us the second, the altitude 

Oh, the NH value? 

Mission elapsed time. 
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COX 

QUERY 

The time for the NH is 18:16. 

What's the MET for the (garble.) 

COX 17:29. Just to give you a pictorial of what we're 
doing, we're currently separating out same rate, it's about 3 or 
4 miles an hour goin9 on out. And then we're going to begin the 
approach and if you have your little cards that shows you what 
the rendezvou looked like, these burns are very similar to the 
final burns that we did in the rendezvous sequence. And I'll 
leave this with anybody if they'd like to have a copy of it. The 
other concern that we're working on is the propellant cost of 
this activity. We're trying to do everything we can to save 
forward RCS. So, to do that we'll do all those burns through TI 
using the aft prop~ we use tail-only attitude controls so that 
we're not spinning any off the forward and that's the way we 
currently are sleeping tonight. When we get into that final 
orbit, from TI on in, it's a little bit foolish to do a lot of 
attitude maneuvers and put a lot of errors in your trajectory by 
doing these attitude maneuvers only off the tail end, you don't 
get good coupled rotations. And we can induce as much error as 
we're taking out with the small corrections. So, the only intent 
there will be, we'll use tail-only if we happen to be lined up 
and pretty close to the right attitude and it's a small maneuver 
to get to it. Otherwise, we'll probably have to use the forward 
and the final stages, to help in those corrections. The other 
changes that we're looking at, is instead of coming up to the V 
bar 800 to 1,000 feet out, we will, and the folks have looked at 
this in the simulator and the crew has seen this before, it 
should not be anything significantly different, we'll allow them 
to come right on in and do the braking maneuver and match the 
satellite at the satellite as opposed to coming out forward on 
the V bar. That should save a little more gas. Hopefully, we'll 
have sufficient propellant to be able to spin an Orbiter more of 
a rotating grapple attempts and what the folks are looking at now 
is trying to get a handle on the rotation signature that the 
satellite currently is in and if we do change it, what that is to 
see if there's any periodic motion to it and is there an 
advantageous point and if you know that if you have enough 
patience and wait, sooner or later that will come around to that 
attitude so that you can reach in and grapple it. In the 
attempts that were done in the simulator this afternoon by using 
characteristics rates somewhat similar to these, probably a 
little bit less but not too far off, did not have a whole lot of 
success but you were doing most of the work, just totally 
investigatively right there on the spot. So, we're hoping to see 
if there's some better technique to work on that and that's 
what's going on tonight. As far as the master plan is concerned, 
if we do manage to get those solar arrays with Sun on them, at 
least to the point that we can continue operating the ~atellite, 
we would probably wave off the rendezvous and extend ~ day and 
let the Goddard folks do all they can to go ahead and stabilize 
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the satellite and get it back into as stable a mode as we can do 
go ahead and effect this approach. If the batteries do die, and 
the satellite is left with just the rates that were on it when 
the batteries ceased, then we'll press ahead with this plan that 
we're currently working with and we should know all of that over 
the next few hours, certainly by the time the crew wakes up in 
the morning. We would then press in and do the best we could 
with the attitudes and the rates that we currently have. I 
believe that probably covers all of the planning that I know 
of. I'd be happy to discuss anything more. 

PAO Craig Covault, Aviation Week. 

COVAULT John, have you totally rejected now a manned 
maneuvering unit solution or is there still some advocacy for 
that and the lines I'm thinking along are bending perhaps your 
redlines on the rescue and flying an MMU trip that may be only 50 
or 60 feet instead of 300 to 300 feet? 

COX Okay, all those discussions were worked pretty much 
today. Everybody came up with another idea. We have looked at 
those in the past and we looked at them again today and we also 
talked those over with Crip as you probably heard on the air-to
ground. We will be coming in there with very low propellant 
quantities on the forward end, to effect an MMU rescue, Orbiter
operated, we will have no where near the propellant that we 
conservatively estimate that you ought to have. I might also 
point out, that for the three-body problem, it's even, you almost 
have to double the rates that we would normally have to do an MMU 
rescue with. You have to pay attention to the fact that the 
other vehicles is near by and in this case very close by. So you 
have to effectively fly around him. That's a very dangerous 
situation and we would not jump into that one likely. The 
discussion also came up that we might use the other MMU as a 
rescue vehicle to help the first case. We talked about that and 
looked at it. That was the only one that begin to show any 
promise at all but again that has some of the same affects as the 
first one. If you do have an MMU rescue case that is required 
you're going to leave rates on the MMU that's in trouble and 
presumably the fellow doesn't have attitude control and coming up 
with another MMU that is the same mass that he is is not going to 
be very helpful in arresting those rates and bringing him back 
in. We've also talked in terms of putting a crewman on the MFR 
on the RMS and see if that would do any good. It certainly won't 
do any good with a satellite because you're too close to - you've 
got to real recontact with the Orbiter and the RMS and the 
crewman on the MFR for a tumbling satellite. That does not make 
a lot of sense to do that. And, since that is exactly where 
you'd want to be able to grapple from if you ever did get the 
rates down you'd have the arm configured in the wrong 
configuration. So we really think - the only thing that the crew 
has trained along these lines and the only thing we've prudently 
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feel is the safe way to go in is with the rotating grapple. Now 
if some other idea comes up in the middle of the night that gives 
us some more information, fine, but that is where we currently 
stand. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Lynn Sherr, you had a question. 

SHERR John, we have really not gotten any information on 
the grapple attempts. I didn't know ch~re were 4, that's the 
first I've heard of it. We only heard about 2, with the arm. 
Could you tell us something about what happened, and I guess what 
I'm really driving at also, is did the arm knock into the 
satellite and make it spin any faster than what Pinky did to it? 

COX It doesn't appear that the arm contacted the 
satellite at any point, what we did see in the data was that, and 
we didn't spend a lot of time talking this one over, we're more 
curious about the TPAD problems, because at that time we were 
working this idea, possibly using another MMU. What we did see 
in the data was there were 4 attempts where reach limits where 
reached with the arm, which meant that you tried to extend to 
some point and you just couldn't push it any further, you got out 
to that point which would be indicative of trying to make a 
capture. You had timed some motion, and then you went in for it 
to get it, and that's typically the way you do that. There were 
4 of those spaced out that did appear that that was what the crew 
tried to do. From what you're able to probably watch and listen 
and see, and most of all this was done without any tv coverage, 
so we didn't see any more than you did. A great deal of 
propellant was spent maneuvering the Orbiter into a postion that 
would be favorable for the rotations that were on the satellite 
at that time. Once the Orbiter got to that position, then those 
attempts where made and the propellant did slow down quite a bit, 
but Crip was able to see that he was not making a whole lot of 
hay with it, but he was close, and that was very helpful 
information to us, close but no cigar. It meant that he thought 
it was reasonably worth trying some more. But at that time we 
felt that the satellite could be stabilized, we gave him a kick
out number that said if we do save this much prop, we know we can 
get back and do some more on this tomorrow. The folks worked up 
the numbers on that, did a good job of coming up wiLh some 
numbers in a very short amount of time, and when Crip went ahead 
and elected to exercise that. 

SHERR Just one follow up if I may. With all the 
simulations and the rehersals and the practices for this, how 
could he get into a position where he couldn't reach it? I mean 
I realize you can't be that precise, but it seems very strange, 
in other words, he was literally reaching out and couldn't get 
close enough to it, couldn't maneuver close enough to it? 

COX When you have a nice flat spinning s~tellite, with 
those solar panels going around like this, the technique that you 
use, is you fly the Orbiter underneath and then you reach up when 
the solar panels aren't corning around all the time. Then you 
just hit the grapple fixture, you time it to corne through. In 
the tumble, which you can't match the tumble because it 
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doesn't stay about the same fixed axis, you can't put the Orbiter 
in a comparable rate with it, you're stuck with the fact that 
right now here comes this solar panel, so you have the arm back 
here, and then you try to race on in and grab it, as well as you 
move the Orbiter in with it. Well, Crippen was obviously not 
trying to put the Orbiter right up against the solar panel, so as 
you reach and dart back, ~nd you reach and dart back, you 
sometimes have a solar pallel there, and sometimes you don't. He 
didn't have the Orbiter close enough to make the grab, but it 
probably was coming awful close to those solar arrays. 

PAO Dave Dooling, Huntsville Times. 

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times) Two questions John, first off, 
why was this even done with this TPAD device, why wasn't Nelson 
equipped with something similar to the RMS end effector, which we 
know from previous flights works. And secondly, won't the people 
at Goddard have to make a decision in the next couple of hours, 
if they are going to blow the solar panels, won't they have do 
that before battery depletion? 

COX The answer to the second part is yer, and what 
we're also trying to help them with is people in:\ simulator 
working on - with the solar panels off, is it easi~r to get, does 
that significantly help the problem? The answer to the first 
part is that the TPAD structure was designed and checked out last 
flight and worked flawlessly. We did find out last flight that 
you'd have to push it a little bit hard, but a little bit harder 
than a soft dock, but we had a great deal of confidence in the 
TPAD. I don't think we'll understand what the problem was until 
we bring it back, and this was the same TPAD that wa used and it 
worked. 

PAO Jules Bergman, ABC 

JULES BERGMAN (ABC) John, I have 2 questions. What is the 
attitude of the Challenger in the rotating grapple maneuver? Is 
it loop up under it as you said? 

COX It tries to stay still, basically. We looked at 
lots of techniques before the flight to see whether rate matching 
or what not would help, but since the Orbiter's rotate about its 
e.g., the crew is way up on the end of the tail, so they're stuck 
way out on the big motor arm, so the Orbiter is not a good 
vehicle to rotate with a satellite and try to match rate. So 
what it does is it tr ies to get in the most fav()rable at t i tude 
with respect of the way the satellite is rotating. That's where 
Crippen spent most of the gas was getting into that attitude 
today. That's what the folks are looking at now, to see if there 
is some periodisity to the rotation so that if you just got close 
to it, and had enough patience it may coma around to an attitude 
that would be favorable for you, and if it had something like a 
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15 or 20 minute period or something like that, you'd just have to 
have enough patience to wait for it to come by that way. 

BERGMAN And I assume, since we only heard about 2 of the 
rotating grapple maneuvers, that Crippen had Mission Control 
concurrence in attempting all this. 

cox Oh yes, we've trained to that, we've done that in 
simulations and everything, however, none of those had this 
tumbling satellite. 

BERGMAN And my final question, how much forward RCS fuel is 
left? 

cox I think it was on the order of 21 to 22 percent, 
the bail-out 

BERGMAN Twenty-one or two percent? 

COX Percent of total quantity. We use a great deal of 
that when we do the rendezvous, that's where a great deal of that 
RCS is spent, the bail-out number that we use, which the crew had 
on board, was 3 percent. He could have kept on going clear down 
to 3 percent. We may spend half to 2/3 of that getting back 
again to only sp~nd the remaining few percent. aut hopefully we 
can pull all the information together to make that last shot at 
least a good on~. Or tune it for the situation that we have. 

PAO Mike Meecham, Gannette News. 

MIKE MEECHAM (Gannette New~) I just want to check, just 
before we start the questions here, do I understand correctly 
that you're looking at 2 options. If they can stabilize the 
satellite, so th~t you can get good sun on the rays, that you'll 
let it sit for a day? 

cox We'll let it sit until they can get good attitude 
stabilized, and at the rate which ~hey do that, they probably 
wouldn't be there by crew wake-up. 

MEECHAM So that would in effect mean that vou would just 
off-set every thing a day. 

cox We'd just put it off a day, and we have done a 
power down of 900 watts by turning one of the GPC's off and 
turning off an avionics bay fan, so we have, that was all, we 
need to average about 500 watt saving to manufacture a third day 
on orbit, a third extension day, nnd we have done that now. 

MEECHAM Ok, and if you can't, the batteries go down, then 
you'll just simply press ahead, and hope that you can grab __ 
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COX The rates will stay the same as they are, so there 
probably won't be a whole lot to be made by waiting any longer. 
If somebody thinks that there is a lot that could be made by 
understanding the motion, that's still the option and not do the 
rendezvous and stand off a day, and see if we can understand it 
better. At the moment, that's the curr.ent plan is to go on in. 

MEECHAM Ok, the other question is why wasn't, why didn't 
someone direct Nelson to fly around to the other side and try the 
other trunnion pin? Isn't it possible that one trunnion pin 
might have worked? Why did they decide to go to the arrays out 
there? 

*** 
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COX Well I don't, you don't need to direct him to do 
that. That's always his option. It was not the trunnion pin 
that was causing the problem. At least it sure didn't appear 
it. He reported he was able to slide the TPAD power all the way 
on, he went all the down and seated and didn't fire the 
latches. Now both trunnion pins are identical. There was no 
reason to believe that taking the extra p~opellant, going all the 
way around to the other side and then trying it agai~ there was 
going to be of any help. So he made thr~e good attempts on the 
one, on the one trunnion pin without any luck. 

PAO Robert Bazelle, NBC. 

ROBERT BAZELLE (NBC) This is just a fOllow up on what you said 
to make this clear. If Goddard fails totally tonight and the 
rotation remains just as it is now you will still try tomorrow. 

COX Right. Folks, that's the tendency at this time. 
We have the plan in place and that's what will be sent to the 
crew. We are trying to understand the motion. That's the 
biggest thing that's going on right now that - to see if there's 
something periodic about this motion, some favorable way you can 
approach it and improve your chances for a rotating capture~ If 
we make some hay along those lines then need to spend several 
hours trying out the recommended techniques in the simulators, 
we'll then work that. We still have the option to wave the 
rendezvous off. 

PAO Right next to Bazelle there. 

TONY CLARK (CNN) John, then if you do that, if in the next 45 
minutes or so Goddard says we're not going to be able to 
significantly reduce the rotation any, and you go in tomorrow and 
try. Any idea how mue:} fuel, how ma~y tries that you can have to 
try and catch the Solar Max? 

COX I don't think there's any good way to get a handle 
on that. What we would hope to do is just to have a way we can 
stand close by and watch the motion and then come in close e .. ough 
to make a couple of periodic moves to go on in. We would hope 
that maybe you could stay there half an orbit to an orbit and 
maybe every 15 or 20 minutes you get an opportunity. So it's 
just very difficult to tell without understanding that motion any 
better. 

CLARK And then if you can't, then you start the plan to 
come home, right? 

COX Well, at least we do the standoff and then we'll go 
ahead and, based on the standard things, the weather conditions 
and whatnot we'll be going ahead and working out a plan along 
those lines. At the moment though we're currently headed towards 
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a plan that assumes success, assumes we can get this and that's 
where the eff.ort's being spent. 

PAO John Wilford, New York ~lmes. 

JOHN WILFORD (NEW YORK TIMES) It seems that so many of your 
contingencies or your options were eliminated because of this 
limitation of the RCS, forwnrd ReS fuel. Did you, did the crew 
use more of this fuel during the rendezvous than had been 
expected? 

COX No, as a matter of fact the numbers coming into the 
final phase of the rendezvous indicated we were probably on the 
order of 30 or 40 pounds less consumption. 

WILFORD Well than where did things start g01.1g wrong? 

COX When Crippen made the move to go in for the 
rotating grapple we, and we knew this from simulations, when you 
make that attempt to try to match rates or do an inertial 
flyaround - and we practiced this on flight 7 and he knows that 
quite well - you spend an awful lot of gas in all your areas. 
It's n?t so much that you're spending it in all the different 
areas, it's that the forward end was the one that was short. 

WILFORD According to the transcript, they were already 
talking about no, we can't do another MMU because we don't have 
enough fonlard RCS fuel for a rescue. And so you were already 
eliminating options before you did the grapple. 

COX That's true and that's the way, that's the way we 
play that. There's a priority where when you do this approach 
that if as you're coming in you find out that you've spent too 
much gas on the rendezvous we would have - we have to give the 
crew a go on the MMU flight, baaed upon the amount of propellant 
that we carry. And we did give them that go because at that 
point we had plenty of propellant. As we came in close and Pinky 
was having trouble getting on and we spent more time, more time, 
more time without effecting a stabilized situation, then the 
propellant levels just kept going down. So Pinky came to the 
point that he had to come back to the Orbiter to refuel the 
MMU. He had reached I think somowhere around 1200 pounds - 1200 
psi. Where we like to see you back in the chalks at the flight 
support station for the MMU is 800 psi and the number he 
r.emembered was about 1000 was what he had when he finally got 
back to the - berthing the foot restraints. So he knew what it 
took him to fly back, he knew the right amount, and terminated 
and came back on in. His only hope of spending any more attempts 
doing the MMU part of it was to get more nitrogen. In the 
meantime, Crippen knowing it takes an awful lot of gas to stand 
right there close by, you're going to be just using forward end 
aft gas at a pretty significant rate, knew that he was just 
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watching his attempts go by. It was very soon after that as 
Pinky was coming back on in that we crossed the threshold that 
says no more MMU flight time but we still had plenty - the MMU 
flight limit was somewhere around 28% or 26%, somewhere around 
there to safely do an MMU rescue. To be able to just do a 
breakout maneuver and get away from the satellite itself, that 
limit is d)ne at 3% so he had a long ways to go before he got 
that. What we were working on was if we had to do a re
rendezvous how much of that forward did we still have to keep in 
the bank and hope that the Goddard folks would be able to 
stabilize the satellite again for us. So, we worked those 
numbers up and gave Crip the option that if he thought he was 
making some hay with the rotating grapple to press on. 
Otherwise, there was a good breakout point. 

WILFORD How much, when you say you have 21, 22% now, how 
much do you have to have in the tank before you come home? 

COX The forward is not a consideration at all. As a 
matter of fact, typically on flights we very often dump the 
forward RCS before we ever come in just to help the norm~l e.g. 
management. It is only to do these multiaxis translations that 
you need the forward. 

PAO Paul Recer, Associated Preas. 

PAUL RECER (AP) When you established your overnight separation 
at 30 miles, were you taking into consideration the fact that you 
might possibly have to blow the wings and you wanted the 
Challenger well clear of that? 

COX NO, this is the standard separation we had worked 
out in our training that allows you a nice orderly reapproach to 
use the same rendezvous techniques that you've been using. Same 
technique that we used today to get to the satellite we will just 
pick up with a comparable burn, an NC turn, and the rest of it 
will look almost identical to what we did this morning. So 
basically, it's to get far enough away to make that run look 
nominal. 

RECER Okay, you said if you did blow the solar wings that 
it could restore a half degree of stability or however you want 
to put it. Couldn't it also go the other way and add some 
velocity to it? 

COX Well, from the best estimate of the momentum 
rotation that they are seeing, it would be in the right direction 
to help slow it. That's just what the Goddard folks have 
estimated. 

RECER And that does require battery power? 
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cox 

PAO 

It does require battery power to do that. 

Okay, Johnathan Eberhard. 

JOHNATHAN EBERHARD The idea of, I don't know the appropriately 
nonsonsational verbs to use, the idea of darting in with the 
Orbiter and thrusting out the RMS to reach up for the satellite 
while the solar panels are whipping ~round threatening to cut off 
its hoad. What are those, what are those velocities like? How 
graphic a situation is that really? In the two times they tried 
it - the thrp.e times they tried it, did they get close and just 
pull the end effector out of the way before a solar panel came 
by, that sort of thing? 

COX Well, you just have to go, you saw as much TV as we 
did. Crip's description was that they came close and - close but 
no cigar. The rotation rate that you're talking about, a little 
over a degree per second, degree and a half per second, that's a 
revolution every 6 minutes, 5 or 6 minutes, so it's not something 
like a spinning top on your table. You do have enough time to 
see what's coming and back away. It's not that type of motion, 
howover the Orbiter is a big vehicle, it moves very slowly and 
you want it to move very slowly, especially if you're trying to 
conserve fuel. So you sort of lumber in and stand close by and 
use the arm for the action but the ~rm can move quite fast. It's 
not difficult to duck the solar arrays at that type of a rate. 
The idea, though, is to be able to get the solar arrays and the 
Orbiter and the arm into a compRtible situation and that's the 
difficult part right now. 

EBERHARD One other question was that I don't remember how 
long it had been after Goddard sent up the software to switch 
from the reaction wheels driving the system to the torque bars 
driving the system. Did you - was there long enough of that that 
befoed you came over here you had any indications whether they 
were seeing any effect? 

COX They hadn't finished loading that software when I 
came over. 

EBERHARD Oh, okay. 

COX They were anticipclting finishing that over the next 
couple of stations and then enabling the new attitude control 
mode. They have used that control mode in the past and it's 
worked for them, so it's not some last ditch new thing they're 
trying. It's something they have \lsed before. 

*** 
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SHAPIRO ••• refueling mission you discussed, where does it 
stand now when it might be incorporated and to finding some way 
to fit it into a mission, at least the first stage of it? 

COX He'll talk to you about the basic mission. You 
know, we are doing a refueling demo and that's in September, 
October timeframe, I think it's a September date right now, of 
this year. And we'll do a hydrazine transfer and then we'll use 
tools that are typical for a Landsat type flight and go ahead and 
act. It will be just like your filling station hose, hook it up 
and go ahead and flow hydrazine through it during an EVA. So, 
that'll be a proof of concept type of thin9 and then Frank can 
tell you about where he's headed with his program. 

CEPOLLINA Well, General Abrahamson has received his warm 100, 
which basically from OSSA allows JSC to go ahead and start its 
planning preparations for a potential Landsat repair mission 
which would be about April of '86. 

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK) First for John, could you 
discuss more specifically t~e Orbiter's attitude in relation to 
Earth tomorrow when you release Solar Max. And then second 
question for Ceppy. The guys did come down today with several 
comments on spacecraft conditions, such as the blankets and the 
solar rays. Would you highlight some of the more interesting 
findings and what you think may have caused those spacecraft 
degradations. 

COX The separation, I should have brought my package of 
pictures that I brought over late the other day. The separation 
will have the satellite with its solar panels up to the sun, the 
Orbiter holding on to the bottom, standing below it. The 
separation will be a typically a Z translation, radially down, 
that'll begin a phasing. And then there will be a maneuver, some 
minutes later, I think it's on the order of 20 or 30 minutes 
later. And there'll be a retrograde maneuver and what we're 
looking at now is the size of that maneuver, it'll be somewhere 
in the order of 1 to 2 ft/sec. 

COVAULT RCS? 

COX Yes. 

COVAULT And it's belly to Earth when you, the Orbiter 
would be belly toward Earth, more or less, when you release the 
Solar Max? 

COX No, it would be on the bottom side I believe, go 
back and look at the geometry. But I'm pretty sure it's on the 
bottom side, because you got the top side facing the sun where 
the satellite is and the Orbiter just backs off down the radius 
vector. 

~- -~-'-"- - -- -~- - --" -~~'-, . . 
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COVAULT Okay, understand. 

CEPOLLINA Relative to the surprises, and some of this came in 
not just todoy but the other day. I~terestingly enough, one of 
the things that we've seen here was if the solar cell cover 
glasses on about 50 percent of the solar ray area. And if you 
saw the videos you could see the glasses, you could see these 
reflections off of the solar ray and it appeared as though the 
glasses, the cover glasses on the cells were in fact rays. It 
looks like that what may be occurring here is that over a period 
of time the bonding agent that holds the protective cover glasses 
over the solar cells may have evaporated, may have basically just 
disappeared and dissolved and that the cover glasses themselves 
are somewhat lifting off of the base surface of the solar 
cells. From our performance point of view, it doesn't seem to 
have bothered us, because over the years, we've been very 
carefully tracking array degradation, and it seems to be, how am 
I going to say it, very denied degradation. Interestingly enough 
though, in the first six months of the, after the launch, we 
thought we were seeing the solar ray degradation going down at a 
very catac1ismic rate and then all of a sudden it leveled off and 
stopped. Now this could have been the process that had, in fact, 
evaporated the glue and lifted the cover glass, and after we got 
this initial, I've forgotten the numbers, but around 7-8 percent 
aolar array degradation, we had a very, almost a plateau in terms 
of solar ray performance. So, that's a brand neH find and we've 
taken a lot of photographs of that. We're going to study that in 
detail. Relative to the thermal blankets, we have this horror 
prediction that said, hey the atomic oxygen, preatomic oxygen, 
may have dissolved the capton by now. And in fact, the 
astronauts found the blankets to be in superb shape. We did have 
an interesting phenomenon, we'll have to work on this in th~ 
future, and that is that we discovered that in cold temperatu(es, 
the sticky tape that we put on everything to hold the blankets 
down that the astronauts had to work with, just wasn't 
sticking. And we're just going to have to work on this harder 
and get that down, and ~ome up with some new formulation for glue 
or what contact cement, or whatever. So that even in cold 
surface temperatures we can get that tape to stick. Actually, 
you know, necessity is the motherhood of invention. And today, 
they took ordinary, and I was trying to lift some of this duct 
tape off of the pad here. They took ordinary duct tape, which 
they themselves carry with them, and they grey taped, and put 
that on and away they went. But the condition of the teflon 
surfac~s, the condition of the thermal louvers on the removed 
module looked super. Looked just like it was the day we launched 
it. We going to be spending quite some time understanding this 
550 pounds off, almost 600 pounds of hardware we're bring back, 
and doing a very thorough investigation of what ure the effects 
of four years of life in space. And I guess you've given me the 
opening opportunity here to issue an invitation. Can r take 
another minute or two here? 
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PAO Oh yes. 

CEPOLLINA I've mentioned that we've received these Goddard, 
and I'm sure JSC, and even in my motel and the telephone, 
thollsands of congratulations, and, "hey you guys have done a good 
job, and we knew you could pull it off." And you guys told the 
story pretty much like it was. And what I'd like to do is, I'd 
like to invite you to Goddard in about 30 days after we 
touchdown. Come to Goddard, we will have the module and all that 
hardware in a protective environment, but see it for yourself, 
with your own eyes. And get a first-hand understanding of what 
that hardware looks like. And that invitation is open, and we'll 
set up a date, and come through the JSC press office as well as 
the Goddard press office. And you're welcome to come and observe 
and photograph and do whatever. Anything but touch or breath on 
that hardware. But I'd certainly like you to see it. You really 
deserve to see it. And we're certainly appreciative at Goddard 
of your. support. 

PAO Dave Dooling, Huntsville Times, last question 

DOOLING Frank, looking down the road a little bit, is there 
any plan to re-reuse this spacecraft? Since there's not going to 
be a comparable vehicle r&ady in time for the next Solar Maximum, 
in the 3 to 4 years you anticipate you may have for this one, at 
the end of that, would you want to bring it back, spruce up the 
hardware, and in particular the instruments and then relaunch it 
around '88 or '89? 

CEPOLLINA I have an idea, but really it's just a germ of an 
idea, right now. First of all, the module that co~es back, I 
should point out, gets reworked and we are flying that module in 
1989 on Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite, that attitude 
control subsystem. So that is being reworked, and those torquer 
bars are worth about $5 million, although we probably paid about 
$80,000. But just because of the fantast~c job they did over the 
last 4 years, and then more importantly the job they did ovet the 
last 3 or 4 days. But and this is my germ, and it's an idea that 
I've tried to float out now over the last few weeks, and that is 
that what we did with one subsystem, we probably by 1988 will be 
able to do with seven scientific instruments and one entire 3,000 
pound instrument module. That is unbolt the 12 bolts, lift the 
module up. When you lift it up, you automatically break an 
umbilical connector, just like the same type of connector that's 
on that ACS module, and plug in another perhaps 3,000 pounds of 
new science instrumentation and never bring the system back to 
the ground. Now, again, please don't say that's what the 
agency's going to do, but that's an interesting possibility that 
I've been thinking about and I'm sure ••• 

*** 
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CEPOLLINA 
thought. 

PAO 

END OF TAPE 

••• that I'll do my best to try to pioneer that 

Thank you very much. 
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PAO Good afternoon and welcome to the change of shift 
briefing here with off-going Flight Director John Cox. John, I 
guess everybody's waiting. We're buttoned down and ready to come 
in. 

COX I think that's a pretty good statement there. The 
crew's ready to come home. Crip said he's ready to come down 
somewhere. We've been talking about poor weather at the Cape the 
last couple of days. I think he's just ready to corne down. The 
flight's over, all the tension's gone, the repair has been 
accomplished, the satellite is doing super well. Last report, 
it's 100 percent, all health checks have been passed, and the 
deploy today was just, you know, by the text book. It all went 
perfect. The solar max was unable to detect any tip-off rates 
from us as we let go of him so that all looked very good. Then 
we went ahead today and ran the typical entry checks. We ran the 
hot fire test on the Orbiter and the FCS checkout and all those 
systems looked good. We're all set for a - bring in an Orbiter 
that's come through this whole thing just fine. Little things 
we'vp. had with the Orbiter have been just miniscule little 
problems with it. The big thing was just getting that re
rendezvous and get the main flight activities put together and 
since thdt's all behind us now, it looks like it'll be a nice 
clean landing for tomorrow. To say a little bit more about 
tomorrow's activity, looks like a KSC landing is shaping up a 
little better than originally set up, from a weather point of 
view. The weatherman has - he won't publicly give odds but he's 
very confident that the weather's looking pretty good for 
tomorrow. We're looking at maybe 22,000 broken deck and then 
couple decks below that, scattered. Winds at 5 knots out of 160, 
so that's pretty reasonable weather to be coming in. There's a 
front that has been approaching the Cape and it looks like it's 
going to stall enough to let us get in ahead of it. Tho Saturday 
weather doesn't look real hot. The Cape has projected it will 
probably be closed with the front sitting right on top of it for 
Saturday. So, that being the case, we'll - if things hold the 
way they are going right now, we'll try to come down some place 
and as I explained yesterday the rev 106 option at the Cape is 
followed by a :07 opti0n to the Cape, also has a 107 at Edwards 
and a 108 at Edwards. We'll take advantage of anyone of those 
tomorrow to bring the Orbiter down if things still conti.nue to 
stack the way they are at the moment. I can give you some of 
those time~ - let me run down the rest of the items we did 
today. We did do the water inspection of the waste water dump 
and I don't know if any of you saw the TV of that but it did 
appear that there was some frost growing on that and maybe that 
waste nozzle dump is a source of ice buildup if we're to continue 
to dump there. That was one of the questions we harj from last 
flight when we theorized that an ice sheet had grown on the side 
and it c~me off and damaged the OMS POD during entry. So we put 
in a couple inspections on this flight. One we did earlier 
didn't show anything. We watched this one real close since we _ 
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it appeared it wasn't showing much then when we zoomed in close 
with the wrist camera, you could see a little 9rowth on that. So 
possibly this burn out that we're doing with the heaterq to get 
the lines nice and warm both before and after is helping. That's 
probably making all the difference. The little bit of frost that 
we are getting is insignificant and probably doesn't remain by 
the time you - to come in. It's probably sublimated. We have 
finished the normal flight up with - in excess of 2 days of cryo 
and propellant so that we do have our 2 good extension days 
onboard if need be. The crew has finished shooting all their 
cinima 360 and IMAX film. They did go ahead and do the cabin 
stowage today and went around and inspected all the filters and 
found quite a bit of blue lint on the DEU fIlter screen. About a 
quarter of an inch, Pinky reported, which quite surprised 
everybody. We have seen significant amounts of that lint on 
there in the past and they went ahead and cleaned them up. Let's 
see, some numbers for entry and I also have a picture of the 
ground track. The ground track will be coming in - when it hits 
North America it will hit across the Gulf of California in 
Mexico, come in j~st a little bit north of Brownsville, Texas, go 
across the Gulf and then come i~ at the Cape. I can leave this 
map to show you a general idea what that will look like. Then 
the parameters for the primary landing would be on KSC runway 15 
orbit 106. oeorbit burn time at 6:21:00, that's about 4:58 a. 
m. Hawaii AOS would be at 5:33:46, these are all central 
standard time numbers. Hawaii LOS would be 5:37:08. Entry 
interface would be 5:36:23. By the w~y I'll leave these, you 
don't have to write these all down if you don't want to. We'll 
enter S-band blackout at 5:38:34 and come out at 5:53:48. We'll 
hit the alignment cone at 6:03:09 with a landing at 6:07:09. 
Looks like the turn angle will be about 370 - 307 degrees. The 
delta-Vat deorbit will be 459 feet per second and will be coming 
in with a cross range of 80 nautical miles. As far as th~ way the 
CAP goes tomorrow will be to - coming in for the KSC landing, 
we'll be closing the payload bay doors around TIG minus 3 hours 
and 45 minutes. Transitioning to Ops 3 at 2 hours and 15 minutes 
prior to TIG. We are doing one little dif~erent thing in the 
timeline is. we are going to boil water a little bit differently 
when we bypass the radiators. We're going to do it in sort of 2 
steps. Normally we just go ahead and use the high load 
evaporator which puts ~ut a plume on the side that we have to 
fight with the jets and so we normally slip over the normal jet 
during that time frame. Since we still are a little short on gas 
on the front end we'd rather - if we have to wave off days we'd 
rather not spend it right there so we're going to go ahead and 
stay on the verniers longer and we're going to put the popping 
evaporator into a high temp mode which allows you to effectively, 
do mostly a bypass radiators and we'll cold soak the Freon that's 
in there pretty much. we'll do that for about an hour and 15 or 
20 minutes and then we'll go ahead and do the normal coal soak, 
only from about 3 hours on in the deorbit burn. That's about the 

III '..... -, ."~, ..,.. - ~- "'-
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only differences I can see for tomorrow's landing. With that I'll 
be happy to take any questions. 

PAO Okay, Lynn Sherr, ABC News. 

SHERR Yes. Two quick ones, John. Just to clarify, you 
would have landed today at the Cape given the weather or not. DO 
you know the answer to that. 

COX Today? No. 

SHERR 
today? 

Yes. Weather was not good enough for landing 
That's all I meant, I'm sorry. 

COX Oh. I'm, sorry. I thing today's weather was 
pretty good. I don't recall sp~nding the time looking at _ 
because we had alreay passed the landing opportunity by the time 
I'd come in. 

SHERR Okay. The other question is, you were looking at 
the OMS POD before, were you looking at the one that belongs to 
Discovery and if so what shape is it in for a return. 

COX Oh, it's in super shape. The plan was when you did 
this water inspection that you also wanted to look at the OMS POD 
so that you could verify if there was any ice and if it did hit 
OMS POD that - any damage that it might have caused was not there 
in the first place. So, that.'s the only reason we were looking 
at it. 

SHERR So that POD should be returned to Discovery without 
any problem. 

COX Right. 

*** 
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PAO Roy Neal, NCB news. 

NEAL I just want to be sure that I heard you correctly, 
because if I'm reading your numbers, and reading what you said, 
John, you're saying that essentially that the plan will be to 
come down tomorrow either at Edwards or at the Cape, in rev~rse 
order, Cape first, Cape priority because - -

cox Yes 

NEAL of the incoming bad weather at the Cape. 

COX Gary Coen developed the logic table that, a little 
confusing to follow it all, but the bottom line is we're going to 
be coming in one of the two places unless weather goes bad in 
both of them. -It's impossible that that could happen, the way 
that thing are set up. 

NEAL Seems unlikely. When will you fly the STA in the 
morning to determine ground fog conditions at KSC? 

cox 
flights. 

NEAL 

cox 

NEAL 

COX 

PAO 

I don't know what time, but there'll be several 

Obviously before the deorbit burn. 

It's a good idea to do it then. 

Who's flying, who's flying? Do you know? 

No I don't. 

Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle. 

BYARS John, you mentioned that Crippen is ready to g~t 
back on the ground, one place or another. How has he expressed 
this? Is there some developing concern for saying hey guys we've 
been up here long enough, I need a cold one? 

COX Oh, no no. He's just, he's happy. The loads 
behind him and all that. We were just giving the evening status 
and talked about how what the weather was shaping up to be, and 
he says I'm ready to come down anywhere. Just happy, I don't 
think he was trying to make any special point of anything. 

NEAL How about Clear Lake? 

COX He'd probably miss that one. 

PAO Ok, Roy. We have an answer. It's John Young will 
be flying the STA and P. J. White will be flying out at Dryden, 
and it's about 2 hours and 40 minutes prior to landing. 
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KREMAL Frank Kremal, Taylor News, Los Angeles. How is the 
weather at Edwards? Is it looking good tomorrow? 

cox Edwards? Edwards? 

KREMAL Weather at Edwards. 

COX It!s looking good. I don't, let's see, wait a 
minute. I got a, let's say 20,000 scattered, 7 miles plus 
visibility, variable winds at 5 knots. 

KREMAL 
if - -

Also, WOuld you be landing in darkness at Edwards 

COX No. All those landing up to's I talked about were 
daylight landings. 

KREMAL Thank you. 

PAO John Everhart, Science News. 

EVERHART I'd like to know what you've learned during this 
mission or dllring the last few missions about operations in the 
MOCR about flight, not just you as a flight director, but the 
crew working these things. When STS-l took off, there were 
already a third as many people as it took to launch a moon flight 
and that number was supposed to get considerably smaller. You do 
tough things, but are parts of operatitlg the Shuttle, even in a 
mission like that, getting routine and 1etting easier and taking 
fewer people and stuff? 

cox Well, you know, that's one of the things people ask 
a lot. Maybe some parts of the job are getting routine, and 
we're able to get by with fewer people. We also have a, when you 
compare it to Apollo and past programs, we have a lot more 
forgiving system that we fly. It has a lot more redundancy an~ 
capability so that we can stand more problems. I think what we 
do is we emphasize a lot of speciality areas that works on these 
on-orbit tasks and we know that we don't need to have large teams 
of people to do that. We just have to have a small good 
competent team that really knows how to handle that. So, I don't 
think that side of the philosophy is so different, it's just that 
you weren't all up to support everything in the past, and we're 
more specialized now. 

EVERHART How's the number of personnel changed since the 
pre-operational flights in the MOCR itself and the various back
room teams? 

cox I can't give you any percent numbers. It has come 
down considerablYf but I don1t know how much that is. Maybe 15 
percent or 20. 
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PAO Dave Jackson, Time Magazine. 

JACKSON I have a couple of questions please. One, my 
understanding from reading the transcript is that apparently they 
did film the grapple, the successful grapple, with the IMAX 
camera. Is that correct? And, do you know if they caught it on 
any other film that might be available later on? 

COX We tried to ask them if they caught it on the 
VTR. The response was no, they weren't paying any attention to 
the cameras. One of the folks on the ground knows that they 
thought that the camera that was selected to the VTR when we last 
saw them, might have caught the edge of a scene or something 
which probably wouldn't show much even if it was there, but there 
may be a pIece there. I think IMAX was the one that was, it was 
either IMAX or Cinema 360 caught the grapple. And, that's the 
only other one r think of. Nobody had l6mm or handhelds going at 
that time. They were too concerned about getting the job done. 

JACKSON The second question was, after all the illformation 
on the specs of that trunnion pin, has someone had the time now 
to look at the specs for the trunnion for the T-pad and detp.rmiae 
whether it should have been triggered with the amount of trunnion 
pin accessible to the T-pad? 

COX I didn't even ask today. I mean, this went on 
by. I did ask yesterday, and people were still trying to analyze 
that one. I think from all the numbers I saw, there was enough 
evidence to say that something, that there is a good chance that 
the system just wouldn't have fit. And, I don't know whether 
it's just that button or the trunnion pin length, or the catch 
distance of the T-pad, but there are enough things that seem like 
theres a good room to say it may not have fit. Why would have to 
bp. looking at that. 

PAO Jules Bergman, ABC news. 

BERGMAN Two questions. John, I thought I heard Crip say 
during or immediately after the grapple, that the IMAX had not 
been running as well as the VTR. 

COX Okay. There may have been Cinema 360. I'm pretty 
sure it was caught on one of them, on some video that we' U. see 
afterwards. 

BERGMAN Okay. And my next question is, how was it or how 
is it that on the second rendezvous, when you knew you were short 
of forward Res fuel, you were able to pull off the rendezvous 
with like l/20th or l/lOth the amounts of fuel that you'd used on 
the first? 

COX Clever. 
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BERGMAN What? 

COX No, the numbers you're probably quoting on the 
amounts of fuels apparently used on the forward end, and total 
amount that it would take from any given time of delta V that you 
have to expend is just a matter of putting (garble) to work. I 
mean, it's going to take you so much to get there. What we tried 
to do was keep, we knew we had plenty in the aft end. That was 
never a concern. What we were trying to do is keep the forward 
end down, because that's where we were going to be short. As, 
there are some portions in close, where you absolutely have to 
fly with forward end thrusters. 

BEkGMAN Okay. So you're saying they're fuel totals, then. 

COX The fuel totals would come out very similiar. But, 
the trick was to try to make it all come out of the back end. 

BERGMAN That can't be John. Cause, I was given numbers by 
Charlie Redman right there, that in one case, I clearly remember 
said, point 0, point 45 versus 11 pounds for 11 FPS. And, t 
commented to Charlie, "My goodness, that's 20 times more 
efficient ll

• 

PAO He's talking about delta V for the closing burns. 

COX We didn't start from the same place, and depending 
on where you start. On the first day, we were coming all the way 
in from many miles out, you know, lots and lots. We came in from 
only, like 40 or 50 miles when we started the second day. And, 
we had a closing rate that would have brought us in eventually, 
not at the time we wanted. So, what we did technique-wise was 
tried to spend little burns at the right time so that we could 
adjust our phasing. The rendezvous problem is worked and there's 
two pieces to it. One is to make the altitude changes. Those 
always cost the same amount of delta V. The other is to get your 
timing set up, and if you have enough time and you're clever 
about when you do your burns, you can control that. The phasing 
for that initial rendezvous' was established at launch time. When 
we lifted off, we were on a chase all the way around and we 
lifted off at the opening of a window which put the Solar Max .0' 

* 'Ie * 
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COX ••• satellite the furthest ahead of us that it 
could possibly be, so we had to make up the most ground and then 
had to take the big altitude changes. So, we had several phasing 
adjustments to make in there and what not. When we were up there 
close we had rendezvoused and then we just did a small separation 
from it. It was a matter then of making a small closing burn to 
start closing, and then when you got into a place where you could 
start using the onboard software, you began making the normal 
sequence of burns. But they just didn't require a whole lot of 
delta V. You were already at the right altitude, it was a matter 
of just setting up your timing. 

BERGMAN Can you tell us now whether, assuming the PALAPA 
and Westar VI retrieval missions are given the go ahead, what 
lessons, what different methodology your people may use in a 
double rendezvous? 

COX I wouldn't know. Just looking at the time, ! don't 
know how you could put two satellites, if you did both of them, 
in a position where you get them both that easily. You would 
have to build it as two little flights. You'd hav~ to rendezvous 
with the first one and do whatever you were going to do with it 
and then set up phasing and rendezvous with the second one and do 
what you're going to do with that. So, I would imagine a flight 
would have to have two pieces to it, but I don't know any more 
details than ••• 

BERGMAN 

COX 
take. 

BERGMAN 

COX 

PAO 

Assuming the orbits are circularized. 

Assuming their circularized, or whatever shape they 

You're saying two flights or two launches. 

Or two portions of one flight. 

Lynn Sherr. 

SHERR Just followin~ up on that John. Briefly, Crip said 
today that the TPAD, in the press conference, the TPAD could have 
been used to put a trunnion pin or something like it onto a 
satellite in order to lock onto it. I didn't understand how that 
works. Is there? 

COX One of the TPAD's that we carry had a grapple 
fixtur.e hooked to it, so that if for some reason, and we had 
several reasons why we might not have chosen to use the grapple 
fixture that was already on the satellite. There was a regular 
RMS grapple fixture on it. It is one of the non-removable kind, 
so there are certain RMS failures, that if you knew you had a 
50/50 chance or your backup systems were out on the grapple 
fixture, if you grabbed hold of that one, and then for some 
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reason it came deploy time and you couldn't let go of it, you'd 
have some interesting decisions because you couldn't close the 
door holding on to it like that, so you'd say goodnight to your 
arm. So for those cases, we'd have to go out and put a grapple 
fixture on. So, there was another TPAD we could've carried out 
there. We called it the primary TPAD merely because back in the 
original design days of the TPAO, that was the one that we 
thought we were going to be using, so ~hey called it the primary 
one. You would dock the very same way, it fits on the same 
mounting that Pinky had. You just would have gone and hooked 
that onto the same trunnion pin. However, based upon all his 
measurements and everything, that probably wouldn't have worked 
any better than the other one. 

SHERR Perhaps I misunderstood, I thought Crippen was 
saying that the TPAO could be used to put a fixture on something 
that didn't have a fixture on it already. 

COX Well you have to be careful when you say TPAO. 
When we say TPAD its, in its full configuration it's a three
hunk, three l~rge pieces, that makes up about 100 and some pounds 
of stuff that you carryon the front of your MMU. There is a 
TPAD control box. That's what he's really thinking of, is the 
control box. Now, you can plug these TPADs, primary or 
secondary, but they're really an effeotor of some sort that'll 
mate with the trunnion. One of them just mates with the trunnion 
and stays hooked to the control box, that's what Pinky took out 
with him. 

SHERR But, can you put a pin on something that doesn't 
have a fixture on it at all. 

cox You can put a pin, but you can put a grapple 
fixture on a trunnion. 

SHERR 
there. 

COX 

Oh, you put something on something that's already 

Right. 

SHERR We're not putting a protrusion onto just a smooth 
surface that's already there? 

COX No, and so the unique system that we have here, 
those little end pieces that hook to the control box, they're 
unique to whatever satellite you want to rendezvous with. 
Because that's made to fit that trunnion pin. If you wanted to 
go rendezvous with some other satellite, you'd have to find some 
appendage that you could hook onto and then you'd have to design 
the front end of this box so that it would mate to that thing. 

PAO Jules. 
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BERGMAN Following up on Lynn's question, John. Can you 
tell us now what fixture there may be, for example an antenna 
that's already aboard PALAPA, that you would grasp them with in a 
retrieval maneuver? 

COX I have no idea what we'd really do there. I 
understand that satellite ha~ several things that are candidates, 
but I don't know what we would select. There are some appendages 
that you can work with, and that's part of what the people are 
doing. They're evaluating how this TPAD operation worked and 
what is good or bad about it and I'm sure that they'll also be 
concerned about the dynamic effect - if you have to actually fly 
in and bump something. Those satellites are quite a bit lighter 
than this one that we picked up here, so a bumpi~g effect, if you 
didn't get it the first time, you might really have a tough case 
to recover from. 

BERGMAN Big vacuum cleaner perhaps. 

cox possibly. 

PAO Carlos Byars. 

BYARS I forgot what I was going to ask you about. John, 
on these, the PALAPA and the other satellite, are you aware of 
anything that may be leading to a decision on the part of the 
owners, whoever they might be, to go do this sort of thing? You 
all getting the kind of information that might indicate, hey 
we're going to have another one? 

COX I'm not. I'm sure people are talking •.• 

BYARS Let's go make some trunnion pins or something. 

COX I'm sure that the folks that are doing all that are 
at Headquarters level and I know all the center's done is just 
taking a look at some of the feasibility ideas of it. 

BYARS You all are not putting a whole lot of effort into 
that thing at this time. 

COX 

PAO 

No. 

Dave, did you have another question? 

DAVE I was just going to ask, regarding the bumping of 
the satellites, would you, is one thing you learn from this 
mission that you would expect to leave on an attitude control 
system until you've successfully snagged a satellite? 

COX I don't think that if the attitude control system 
had been left on, powered up on the Solar Max, that it would have 
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made any difference. It's not the type of system that could have 
overcome the forces that we were able to apply with an MMU. I 
think what we've learned is don't hit it quite so hard and that 
might say something about the way you design that grappling 
interface. 

NEAL John, I heard it said today, that this mission was 
saved on Sunday when Bob Crippen made a decision to fall back and 
regroup, before expending the last remaining few pounds of 
forward RCS fuel. Did he make thdt decision? Or was it made for 
him by Mission Control? 

COX We looked at the numbers and tried to look at how 
much gas, that was an excellent call by my PROP operator. We 
went through, what in the world can we do to help the situation 
right now. How much gas is it going to take to get back in here 
if we did have a standoff maneuver that we could do that would 
let us phase out and come back in a fOllowing day. That was 
always one of the backup rendezvous techniques we had if, for 
some reason, we weren't going to be able to close in, if 
something was happening to the EVA folks and they weren't going 
to be able to get out on time, or a number of different reasons, 
you could be at that situation. We wanted to get us to a cheap 
re-rendezvous position. What was unknown was how much of this 
forward end gas were we going to spend getting in there? That 
was always the big question mark on the consumables. So, we had 
been plotting some of that data, been running ••• 

*** 
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cox '" it through the system so I asked him, "Where do 
we need to cut off so that we can get back in?" He went through 
and made a quick eval~ation of what he thought it had cost us 
and, on the forward jets, and we passed that up to Bob, We 
couldn't watch him, we were at a no-TV acquisition, so it was 
hard to tell how well he was doing with the grapple, you could 
see the arm chasing around in the data, you could see the 
vechicle doing a lot of maneuvering, but you couldn't tell how 
successful he was. So about ~ll we could really do was pass him 
a number and said, "If your forward end gets down to such and 
such," I think it was about 22 percent or som~thing like that, it 
was a number about in there that we gave him, if it gets down 
L~low that, we don't think you can get back in to re-rendezvous, 
so make your decision. You can keep on spending and chasing, and 
you could go ahead and take it all the way down till it's empty, 
if you think you're getting somewhere. If you think that you 
would rather back off and think about it and see if, at that time 
we didn't think we were going to have quite the control problems 
on the satellite, and we thought then it would probably be just a 
matter of straightening the spin back up again and fixing it. It 
turned out they were able to do that, but we had stick another 
day in between those times when we thought we would be coming 
back in again. So that was a decision that was, I think the 
final decision was made by Crip onboard, but I think we gave him 
the numbers that he could use and give him a good brake-off point 
where he says I can tell now I'm making it or not. 

BERGMAN 

cox 

BERGMAN 

PAO 

His call based on your advisory. 

Yes, I think that's what it was. 

Good. 

Ok, Carlos, then we'll switch to Kennedy. 

BYARS John, who, was there discussion, or when were there 
discussions about this maneuver that Crippen suggested to Terry, 
to go out and get a hold of the end of the arm? You said that, 
Crippen said this morning during our press conference, that this 
was a spur of the moment decision. 

COX It was a spur of the moment call for him to tell 
him to go ahead and grab that, because he thought it may be 
stabilizing. We had discussed it many times. There i$ no way, 
most of the things that we do on a pre-flight basis, we try to 
see if there is a way to analyze them, See if there is some real 
technique you can put to them, that was just not a r you know when 
you put a human factor of how much I can get done, nobody could 
figure out a way to analyze that, but it might have been a 
helping type of thing you could do. So ther.e had been some 
conversation about well this might help, if you ever get in that 
position. But, so it had been taken that far, it wasn't 
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unexpected at all to see him do it. As far as actually deciding 
to implement that, at that point in time, he thought that that 
would help at that time, so he made that call. 

BYARS This is not been part of any of the simulations? 

COX There is no way you can train for it, we don't have 
any simulator or what not that just lets a guy float out and grab 
the array. 

PAO Okay, we'll go now to the Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida for questions. 

FRANK YOSENDA (TODAY) Two questions. Okay, the first question 
is when will Crip actually take control of the vehicle on the way 
down, landing at what point? 

COX That would be a question you'd have to ask the 
entry flight director, I haven't done the entries on this flight, 
so it's, I know down in, about the time they're on the HAC is 
typically about the time they do it, but I couldn't swear where 
Crip likes to do it. 

YOSENDA Ok, the second question. Apparently the landing 
time on the first attempt Is back to 6:07 Central Time, from 
6:09, is that correct? And what would be the landing on the 
second attempt? Has that been moved also? 

COX Landing on the second attempt, I have that here 
som~where I think. 7:47, is what it says, I think that's 
right. 7:47, Central Standard Time. I can leave this package of 
information which basically shows the details of the site 
coverages that we'll have in the final hours prior to deorbit. 
It will also show when the roll reversals occur and what 
altitudes and where. It also shows that for KSC 15, and for 
Edwards 17, for the 106 landing at KSC, and the 107 landing at 
Edwards, the primary information that I read off a while ago. 

ED TOBIAS (AP RADIO) 
to his first question. 

John, I don't think Frank got an answer 
6:07 Central, now correct? 

cox 6:07 Central is the KSC landing. 

TOBIAS And do you have a preference, if we get ground fog 
in here at the morning, for your second opportunity, of whether 
it will be Edwards or whether it'll be Kennedy, or will that be 
real-time call there? 

COx Well, it will obviously be on the weather 
forecast. If the fog is predicted to clear, I'm sure we'll just 
go around a rev and come on down the next rev, because you're 
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going to spend that one more orbit anyhow, whether you come into 
the Cape or at Edw~rds. 

PAO That is all the questions from KSC. 

PAO Ok, are there any more questions from Houston? 

John do :cu have visibility numbers for Houston 
tomorrow morning on entry? 

COX For those of you who want to get up and look, 
Central Standard Time 5;51 is the time to be looking. Letts see 
178 degrees, so that would be south, 10.7 degrees above the 
horizon, if you happen to be in a very clear area with no 
obstruction you will be real lucky, most folks can't see higher 
then maybe 20 or 30 degrees, so I think you would have to be in a 
very tall place to see this. I think the range is 158 miles, the 
altitude of the Orbiter will be at 199,000 feet, and will be 
traveling at mach 15.7. 

PAO Okay, thank you very much. 

~ND OF TAPE 
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PAO Welcome to the post-landing press briefing. About 
2000, 3000 miles away from the Orbiter and we have with us 
~ieutenant General James A. Abrahamson the Associate 
Administrator for Space Flight. Ana Dr. Burt Edelson, who is our 
Associate Administrator for Space Sciences and Application. And 
we'll begin with General Abrahamson. 

Abrahamson First of all, I think the mission, and I'm sure 
everybody agrees, was just absolutely fantastic. Of course, I'm 
delighted that it was that way and our last mission. NOW, we 
shouldn't, 1 think, let the fact that the Orbiter is there and 
we're here detract from the mission. All we can say is that Crip 
did it again. If you're concerned about it and you really want 
to complain, you're going to have to do that to a higher 
authority. Burt. 

PAO Thank you. Dr. Edelso~ 

EDELSON I'm just as disappointed as anybody in this room 
that they didn't land here at Kennedy but delighted, of course, 
that they landed safely and that it was such a highly successful 
mission. I'm just as delighted as I can be about the marvelous 
cooperation that we experienced during this flight. Of course, 
it was a successful mission in the rendezvous, in the capture of 
the spacecraft, and in the repair of the spacecraft, which after 
all was the purpose of the mission. We under~ook a very 
difficult repair process. As you know, we repaired the attitude 
control system, replaced it, and we repaired a major - replaced a 
major unit, electronic box of - a vital instrument, the 
cronigraph <garble). Both of those were accomplished very 
su~cessfully. As an encore we replaced the baffle in an0ther 
instrument, the polychromater. It all appears to have been 
successful repairs. We reboosted the spacecraft, we put it back 
in orbit and it appears to be working perfectly now. It is, in 
fact, a somewhat better spacecraft than it was originally by 
virture of the fact that we've got upgraded instrumentation in 
it. I've been told to be very brief, I can't stop without giving 
credit to this marvelous working team. I said to Abe during the 
mission, "Abe, I really can't tell which of these folks are 
\I/'orking for you and which of them are working for me. We'll work 
it as a complete team." The spirit of coorperation between the 
Goddard Space Flig~t Center, the Johnson Space Flight Center, the 
Kennedy Space Center was superb and the NASA industry cooperation 
was outstanding in every respect.. We're absolutely delighted 
that the mission was as successful as it is and it's going to 
lead to great things in the future. We're going to count on this 
for repair of other satellites like the Landsat that is operating 
improperly at the present time and we're going to count on it for 
routine servicing of major spacecraft in tho future, the space 
telescope, the gama-ray observatory, the upper atmosphere 
research satellite. And last but not least, let me end on the 
note that this is an introduction to what can and will be done 
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with a space station that we are going ahead on at NASA at the 
present time. 

PAO Okay, ':hank you. I think we are ready for 
questions here. We'll start with Tom O'Toole. 

O'TOOLE For. General Abrahamson. You are going to do an 
auto landing later this year, I guess. Isn't that later this 
year? Is that when you start demonstrating all weather 
capability because you can't really afford to keep landing at 
Edwards when you want to land at the Cape, can you? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, let me try to put this in perspective. I 
think, first of all, don't lose sight of the fact that we were 
able to shift very easily and very quickly and in a very 
operational way and the important thing, of course, is we got the 
spacecraft down safely and got it down well. So that 
demonstrates an important attribute of an operational system, 
flexibility. And by the way, that happens to everyone of us 
every so often on an air line as we travel around the country and 
we don't particularly like that, it's inconvenient, none the less 
it happens. So the first lesson is, it demonstrates 
flexibility. It will cost us more and we do want to have more 
reliable landings here. But we will always be faced with 
unstable weather. Therefore, we are continuing to try to 
develop, first for safety reasons and later on for flexibility 
reasons, the ability to operate under better weather 
conditions. Do not assume that we need auto land to do that. 
All we need is a fully trained IFR capability. Now, auto land 
will be an assist and will help and that's why, of course, we are 
pressing on and we'll do that this summer. But, it's the IFR 
capability. Remember pilots were making instrument landings ever 
after - Jimmy Doolittle demonstrated that a long time ago and he 
didn't demonstrate auto land, what he demonstrated was, that a 
pilot could follow the needles and work it out. 

PAO Jay Barbry, NBC. 

BARBRY General, you had Discovery's first launch for June 
19 after this landing. First of aJ.l could you give us a look at 
how you feel about it now, how long of a delay possibly this will 
cause, plus also could you give us a pr.ice tag on this diverted 
landing this morning? 

ABRAHAMSON I believe the price tag on the diverted landing 
probably is not more than a couple hundred thousand dollars. But 
it is in that category and we want to prevent that from happening 
each time, so of course, that's of interest to us and a real 
concern. A first guess is, that we're faced with about a day for 
day slip. So we may have about a 5 or 6 day impact to that June 
flight. That's not a major problem for us, the way the flights 
are working the rest of the year. 

" . """ 
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BARBRY Let me follow up right quick. I know your big 
problem is to exchange the left OMS pod. 

ABRAHAMSON Right. 

BARBRY Do you plan to pull it off out at Edwards and fly 
it back ahead of the Challenger or are you going to wait until 
you fly the whole bird back here? 

ABRAHAMSON No. The easiest way is to bring it b8Ck on the 
Challenger and then make the change here. 

PAO Leo Enwright, Irish Television. 

ENWRIGHT You mentioned the difficulty you have in terms of 
visuals as you are coming in for a landing. Could you talk a bit 
about what would have happened if you had been coming in when 
that rain was coming down. We couldn't hear what was going on on 
the air-to-ground as it thundered on the roof at the news 
center. What would have happened in those circumstances? 
Remember you waved off only 10 minutes, 15 minutes from the OMS 
burn. If you'd burned and you came in to that sort of weather, 
what would have happened to the Orbiter? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, it clearly would have been able to land 
safely. There is no flight safety problem landing under - in a 
rain situation, so long of course, as we are not coming into 
thunderstorms and electrical activity and we wouldn't under any 
circumstances do that. Again, it's a cost and a maintenance 
problem. If the rain were very significant or of any real size, 
what it would do is, erode certain parts of the tile and then 
we'd be faced with taking them off and replacing them. That 
erosion would not affect our ability to land and to maintain 
aerodynamic integrity as we land. 

PAO Frank Eucinda from Today. 

EUCINDA Two questions. The first, with the ET doors that 
popped open after landing. With current operational rules, was 
that considered nominal or was that unusual? 

ABRAHAMSON It's unusual but I don't think it's a big kind of a 
problem for us, frankly. It was after ~anding and it's not a 
relation that I know about. 

PAO Reg Turnell, BBC. 

TURNELL The big surprise to me was that, not that you did 
what you set out to do but suddenly Challenger was short of fuel, 
something I nevor expected to hear. Are you likely to do 
anything about this, and especially to consider crossfeeding to 
the forward RCS? 
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ABRAHAMSON Remember now what the problem was. It was 
initially and primarily a forward RCS problem. In order to be 
able to have the ability to crossfeed from the aft compartments 
all the way up there, we would really have to put in a great deal 
of plumbing and back in the early days of the program that was 
considered to be a luxury rather than a requirement. So that's 
why it isn't there. You can crossfeed in the front between the 
left and right hand side. You can crossfeed in the back between 
the left and right hand side. And in the back you can crossfeed 
between the OMS and the RCS. Well, we'll look at it again. But 
I think the most important thing is that we'll probably alter our 
procedures. And, Crip has, and people on the ground have worked 
out a superb very, very low fuel usage rendezvous that I think 
will become the standard for every commander from now on, by the 
way, so I expect that that will be the first step. We'll look at 
it again and I don't know what the answere is, Reg. 

PAO I'm sorry to interupt you before, Frank, go ahead. 

EUCINDA Second question is, do the Chase planes, today's 
decision not to fly Chase planes, is that going to become 
standard? And we were told that was unpopular with the crew. Is 
it a risk that you are willing to take in the future? 

ABRAHAMSON There were two decisions in terms of Chase 
planes. The first one was, that while it makes a great picture 
for all of us during landing, we are not going to fley a Chase 
plane just for Public Affairs purposes, in order to reduce 
density and improve the overall landing situation. We think that 
from a safety viewpoint that we are - we're at the point that we 
really - they don't add a great deal. The important plane that's 
in the air was the one that John was flying and we were all 
listening to very carefully and talking back and forth all 
morning, and that's the weather flight. And, of course, he uses 
the STAR plane for that. 

PAO This gentleman here. 

Earth News Any idea on what happen with TPAD, the problems 
that Pinky Nelson had on the first day attempting to dock? 

ABRAHAMSON Well we have a theory that is associated with a 
little perturbence that was sticking out right next to the _ 
where the trunnion goes in and that that prevented the TPAD from 
being able to close all the way to the point that it tripped the 
trigger. I think the real lesson from all of that is that we 
need to be able to have not only a forced trip approach for 
docking fixtures of this kind but also a manual approach that 
will be more flexible. 

*** 
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Earth News At the next flight preparing for Discovery, 
anything new on the status of recertifying either the PAM's or 
the IUS. 

ABRAHAMSON I would give anything to be able to say yes, yes, 
yes, and the answer is no. 

PAO And, Craig Covault, Aviation Week. Right behind 
you, beside you. 

COVAULT Monday, the blue suit comes out of the moth balls 
for fair amount of time to come here. When you make the 
transition, what kind of space management cross pollenization and 
space OPS philosophy do you think you're going to be most 
interested in really pressing on the other side of the fence, or 
at least in the Air Force? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, I've been, youtre jU8t handing me that, 
right, Craig? For a long time now, I've been talking about a 
space revolution, and the necessity of convincing designers 
around the world that the Shuttle is a fine tool for development 
purposes and later on, it can in fact be used, when it's used to 
its maximum advantage to bring down the cost of eventual 
operational systems, and I guess, now Itll get a chance to prove 
that. 

PAO Wetre going to have just about 3 more questions 
here before we go to other centers. Doug, did you still have a 
question? Doug 

DOUG General Abrahamson, you said the cost would be, 
landing at Edwards, in the order of a couple hundred thousand 
aollars. That sounds pretty - awfully low. 

ABRAHAMSON Well, we have, you know it has been higher in the 
past when we sent out absolute full teams. We send out the abs _ 
the full number of people, this time, we're using a minimum team 
that's there in terms of - as we did last time Crippen did 
this. And, the cost went down, and we were able to do it 
successfully, and wetre getting better in the turnaround. It may 
be a hundred thousand dollars or so low, I'm not absolutely 
sure. But, it's not of the order of a million dollars or more. 
r don't think it is. 

DOUG The second question I had on that. I understand, 
the Challenger, when it comes back here will face a little bit 
under 200 mods on the spacecraft itself. What are the magnitudes 
of these mods? Are they changes, a screw here, or are there 
systems going in that will be changed? 

ABRAHAMSON The final modification strategy for not only the 
Challenger, but also of the Columbia, and the way we phase-in the 
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Discover, was a matter of rsview during this mission. And, 
that's not absolutely finalized at this point, and how many of 
those we really undertake will be a matter of how much time we 
have available to do them. Most of them are very, very small and 
not significant. The most significant modifications are to the 
Columbia, and that's where our real concern is at this point. To 
bring the Columbia up to the operational status of the Discover 
and of the Challenger. So they will not be, I'd like to give you 
a specific answer, but those will be a series of incremental 
decisions which will now be, this team, not mine. 

PAO Harry Colcom~, Aviation Week. 

COLCOMB Wondering if there was any unauthorized error 
activity in this area or out at Edwards. 

ABRAHAMSON I don't have the report yet. I think, at Edwards, 
the important thing is we caught them by suprise. 

PAO We're going to take one more question here from 
Jerry Hanneson from Time, and then we'll come back for the rest 
of you who have had your hands up. 

HANNESON Right off the bat, congratulations great Roodos, to 
you gentlemen, terific teamwork. But, I guess this is for Dr. 
Edleson, perhaps. Once you knew the that the fuses had blown on 
Solar Max, and it was in trouble, what actually inspired this 
rescue mission. What ignited the mission? 

EDLESON Well, as you know, Solar Max is the first of the 
spacecraft that used the multi-mission module. And, therefore, 
we planned in advance to for it to be repairable in orbit, so, it 
was our first thought when one of the replaceable modules became 
inoperational, when the fuses blew, which was in November of 
1980, our first thought was to plan a mission to capture the 
satellite and repair it in orbit. 

HENNESON A quick follow up on that Or. Edleson. Was this 
inspired within NASA or from outside of NASA. 

EDLESON No, within NASA. Let me make the point that this 
was not a stunt, there was certainly a lot of interest in the 
capture of the satellite and the ability of the astronauts: , go 
out in EVA and repair it and fix it up and launch it again, ~~~ 
we're very excited about that possibility, and each of us is 
thr~lled by it. But, it certainly was not just a stunt, this is 
a valuable scientific instrument that did great service in orbit, 
made many interesting discoveries, and now that it's repaired, we 
have a program of work for it. And, it was a very cost effective 
thing to do. 
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PAO Okay. We're ready f0~ questions, I believe, from 
Dryden first. 

DYE 
Abe. 
that 
with 

PAO 

Lee Dye, Los Angeles Time. Two questions for 
One, did you have any problems with the brakes this time 

you know of? Last flight you had a little bit of d hang up 
them. 

Would you repeat that question please? 

DYER Last time you had some problems with the brakes, 
any trouble this time? 

ABRAHAMSON This is very preliminary. And, people just came in 
and put this paper down here so you can see how preliminary. The 
initial visual, first of all, Crippen didn't feel anything on the 
way in that was any kind of a problem to him. And, by the way, 
that's been the case in the previous flights as well. They have 
not seen any significant impact in terms of the brake problems. 
The visual inspection revealed no apparent damage to the brakes 
and there was no brake lockup this time. Now, that doesn't mean 
that as we begin to get into this, and because of the brake 
history, we'll look at it very, very carefully. But, I think 
it's quite encouraging, that at least we don't have something 
smoke this time or something that indicates troubles like we have 
had in the past. And, remembering, each time we are making small 
modifications trying to get on this problem. I think we will. 
The initial visual inspection of the overall vehicle also 
revealed no apparent anomalies at all. 

DYE One other question. Why does the fact that the 
Challenger landed on the wrong coast have an effect on your June 
launch when you're using a different bird? 

ABRAHAMSON Because we will have to get the Challenger back, 
and then take off the OMS pod that we borrowed from Discover and 
return it to Discover. 

PAO That's all the questions from Dryden. I understand 
we're ready for the Johnson Space Center. 

PAO Okay. We have questions here at the Johnson Space 
Center. If I don't calIon you by name, please state your name 
and affiliation. Mike Meechum. 

MEECHUM (Ganette News) General, help me on this landing. I 
don't understand why you haven't been using.instrument flight 
rules thus far if they would help you. 

ABRAHAMSON I think the only real explanation of that, Mike, is 
that we're being careful. Remember, this is the second landing 
at the Cape, and we just don't want to rush into that because we 
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don't have to. So, we are just approaching it slowly, a little 
bit at a time. The vehicle was designed to be a, have a visual 
landing initially. Later on, we added the idea of an auto-land, 
which has not yet been demonstrated. We have also been slow in 
terms of turning our training focus to that because of course we 
want to make sure that the primary time available to the 
astronauts is put on their primary task, and then should to be 
able to land visually under appropriate weather conditions. And, 
then the final point is, our succeptability and concern for 
landing in precipitation. That's just something that we're 
always going to have be sensitive to, and we can't put the 
vehicle in a situation where that might happen for logistic 
purposes, not for safety purposes. 

MEECHUM When you try the auto-land in August, if there is 
bad weather at the Cape, will you go to Edwards to test the auto
land on that first try. 

ABRAHAMSON The first try is planned for Edwards at the lake 
bed so that the man can have a good cross-check on the machine. 

MEECHUM One other thing. You have not done any IFR work at 
Edwards, have you? 

ABRAHAMSON No we haven't. 

MEECHUM - - tested haven't you. 

ABRAHAMSON We've done a lot of work with the STA at both 
coasts, and, at other sites as well. And, it's important that 
that STA work, satisfy us, that all of our simulations really 
have all of the bugs worked out before we go all the way to 
touchdown with the machine. 

MEECHUM We didn't hear all of your answer. Are you saying 
that the STA has not satisfied you that all the bugs are out of 
the IFR? 

*** 
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ABRAHAMSON No, it's a slow process. Initially we did have 
some differences right near the touchdown area where it is, of 
course, very, very critical and the STA showed some 
characteristics which were different than our fixed base 
simulator in Houston. Therefore, we had to spend a lot of time 
working that out. We think we have most of that worked out. 
But, we're proceeding on a deliberate schedule, Mike, in order to 
ensure that we have the confidence level that we need for that 
initial landing in August. 

BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Abe, wh~t about night landings at 
Kennedy, seems that you tend to have a little bit weather there 
before you get the early morning Sun. 

ABRAHAMSON Right, and of course, that's perhaps the saviour 
here at Kennedy where we do have this unpredictable weather. If 
you look at it this morning, it was a questionable call. It 
looked like it was going to get better and than in a very, very 
short time it got worse. Therefore, I think that our 
conservative bias to the call was the right one, clearly. And 
we're going to continue to do that, but the night landings will 
offer that possibility. But, of course, you have to have an 
opportunity at night and we didn't last night. 

BYARS Are you going to get to the point where you 
routinely schedule night landings there? Plan your missions 
around night landings to take advantage of that improved 
conditions? 

ABRAHAMSON I believe that we will. But again it'll depend on 
the overall mission length, what our reserves are at anyone 
point in time and then how those two parameters factor into our 
night landing opportunities. 

PAO Okay, Chris Peterson. 

PETERSON (KTRH) Abe, what's the feeling at level one for future 
satellite rescue and repairs. Obviously, with the ~uccess of 
Solar Max, you must feel pretty confident about it and I'm 
particularly asking about PALAPA and Westar. 

ABRAHAMSON This mission gives us a great deal of confidence 
and supports some of the studies that we have been undertaking 
that we can go do this and we're quite confident that we can. 
But, of course, we really need the permission and the support of 
the people who own the satellite and I think that they will be 
making their decision, first of all of course, it's a business 
decision. But, they'll be making that and hopefully with our 
success today in mind. 

PAO Okay, Rob Navias. 
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NAVIAS (UPI Radio) Abe, the baseline documents I've seen 
recently show Discoveryfs maiden landing in June to take place at 
KSC. Is that likely to change because of today's deversion. 

ABRAHAMSON Frankly, I am not absolutely sure of that. I doubt 
it. I think that so long as we're happy with the machine and the 
way it's checking out and all of those kinds of. things, we'll try 
again llere. r hesitated just a minute because I was mentally 
back on the first auto land. 

BERGMAN (ABC News) Abe, first of all congratulations. You 
pulled it out and lowe you a bottle of Scotch or whatever it was 
we bet. Secondly, I have two questions. I thought all first 
landings of new spacecraft were at Edwards for safety reasons, 
but my primary question is are you in a position now, with the 
PAM and IUS engine problems to give us an idea of how the flights 
for the rest of the year will go? 

ABRAHAMSON I think not in a definitive way yet, Jules. I 
think the important thing is that our next flight is probably not 
going to include a Telesat just because of the PAM question. A 
Telesat would prefer, and we would prefer, not to take a chance 
on that and at this point we don't have any information that 
would allow us, mutually, to have the kind of confidence to go 
ahead. Now, that doesn't mean that something might not continue 
to turn up. This is a very important investigation and we're 
using as many new techniques in order to try to find 
discriminating factors for the various nozzles and exit cones 
that we do have on hand. And if we could in fact fir' one and 
then verify that on the ground with a test than that subject, I'm 
sure, would be reviewed. But at this point we don't. The rest 
of the schedule beyond that is still being looked at. 

BERGMAN So you're saying that even as you said in the 
prelaunch briefing, that the PAM mystery has not yet been solved 
definitely? 

ABRAHAMSON That's right. But I would like to put that in 
perspective. This is not, certainly it's a very disappointing 
position for the program and for all of the communication 
satellites for the industry and certainly for McDonnell Douglas 
and the members of that team thut produced the PAM on a 
commercial basis, it's disappointing to all of us. But it isn't 
an end~of-th~ world situation. We will recover. t think we'll 
be recovered by the end of the year. The~e is another design 
which is more conservative that is now underway and that will be 
given priority in testing, down at Arnold so that we'll have the 
confidence back in the system. So, we'll have another one of 
these burgles in our schedule and that's one of the factors that 
we're looking at the modification schedule that t mentioned 
earlier. We're looking at that very carefully, so that we can 
have as much surge capability in 1985, so that we can handle 
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then, any of the things that do get cascaded downstream for that, 
because of the nozzle problem. 

BERGMAN But as you recall from your own schedule, Abe, 41 
Foxtrot which is the flight after 41 Delta, Discovery's first 
flight, has two P&~s aboard. What will NASA do in that case, 
delay it? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, first of all, it's not entirely a NASA 
decision and first of all, it's c customer decision and that's 
why I say those decisions have not yet been made by the customer 
and NASA will, I'm sure, participate fully in that. And it's 
just too early to say yet, Jules. 

BERGMAN That's really not a very responsive answer, sir. 
What I'm saying - -

ABRAHAMSON Well, I apologize, but we have lots of time just 
because you would like to print today in your newspaper that the 
schedule has gone to pot, that's not the issue, Jules. The issue 
is we have the kind of flexibility in the system so that we can 
go ahead and absorb some of these differences. And it'll really 
be too bad if we can't get that off at that point in time, but if 
we can't we will recover. 

BERGMAN My point was, you said it's a customer decision, 
which is, I recall, exactly what NASA said back in the PALAPA 
case. 

ABRAHAMSON It is a customer decision. They own it. 

BERGMAN And NASA bears no responsibility at all? 

ABRAHAMSON I didn't say that, you're putting those words in, 
Jules. What I said was, it is a customer decision and then I 
said afterwords that NASA will participate. 

PAO We need to move along now, we'll take one final 
question from JSC. 

QUERY First of all General Abrahamson, congratulations on 
a succensful flight. Would there be any change in 4l-G's flight 
with Crippen gOing up again in June, just saving the trouble of 
planning to go into Edwards Air Force Base? 

ABRAHAMSON With Crippen that may be a good plan by the way. 
We'll take that under advisement. 

QUERY Just out of the off chance that it might get 
diverted to KSC. 

ABRAHAMSON That's great, thank you. 
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KSC Are there any questions at the Marshall Space 
Flight Center? 

QUERY The crew made their egress this afternoon, this 
morning, just a little over 20 minutes. Traditionally, it's been 
about 30 minutes for the crew to make the egress. Now, that 
we've reached this proven operational stage, will we be seeing 
the crew come down a little sooner than they have in the past? 

ABRAHAMSON No, the operational, the egress time is a function 
of the procedures in the cockpit and giving them a little time to 
get their sea legs or surface-of-the-earth legs back together 
again before they, we want them to stand up. So, no we're going 
to continue to come out slowly and carefully. 

MSFC That's all from Marshall. 

DENBARD (Los Angeles Times) General Abrahamson, can you review 
with us the decision-making on the weather, this morning, the 
decision not to make the de-orbit seemed to come up very 
abruptly. 

ABRAHAMSON Of course, yes, and I think it does illustrate 
that it is highly unpredictable weather, here at the Cape. Of 
course, all through the night we were watching it very closely. 
And those of you who were up early with the rest of us, and I 
know many of you were, you could see, in fact, stars in a pretty 
nice dome of the sky itself. And right over the SLF as we 
approached the de-orbit burn time decision, there was just a 
little bit of scud, but John was worried about the cloud deck 
which was over in the area of Titusville and extending out 
towards Orlando and we had a very strange weather condition, in 
that we had surface winds that were coming, more or less, down 
the runway, but up at the level of the clouds. They were coming 
more from the we~t and bringing in this stuff. John came in and 
landed. And it was an initial kind of a question mark, in terms 
of refueling. He and all of us were just ~bsolutely startled to 
see the formation of the clouds and how they had thickened up at 
that point. That became then, very clear~ so there was a lot of 
discussion with Houston and a lot of discussion with the weather 
people as that went on but we did wont to see if that little 
trend was going to reverse itself and it didn't. So, the plan 
was well laid and, in fact, the plan had been laid several days 
earlier and it was just executed. 

*** 
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MEECHUM What time was that, please? 

ABRAHAMSON Let's see. Well, the final decision was just about 

PAO No. It was after they gave the go. It was after 
they gave the go for deorbit burn, but before they actually go~ 
to the burn. So, we can look that up. 

ABRAHAMSON Yes. I'll have to get that. 

PAO Right here. 

McCONNEL (Reader's Digest) I'd like to repeat a question I 
posed yesterday to Captain Crippen duriny the inflight press 
conference and for both of you, and that is, does this rescue of 
a highly valuable scientific robot satellite by a man crew, in 
your opinion represent a reconciliation between those proponents 
of purely robot science platforms and those proponents of manned 
space stations? 

ABRAHAMSON Yes. That's a good question, Malcomb, and I 
appreciate it by the way. I think, all to often this controversy 
is made out to be a black and a white controversy. And, I don't 
think that's what the truth of the situation will be in the end 
at all. Obviously there are going to be many tasks, which 
particularly, as we fully understand the task, and as it is well 
developed, it will be more efficiently done with automated kinds 
of equipment. But, initially, when we don't understand it, it's 
important to have a man there. Now, I had somebody put that 
question to me in another way, and then in a lovely answer. And, 
the answer was who do you think was on the other end of the 
arm. It wasn't the tooth fairy. But, the real answer is in the 
middle, in the spacestation and in the development activities 
with the Shuttle, and with many of our future systems. It will, 
what we need to strive for, and the objective just must be, the 
best combination making the best use of what people can do and 
where they can contribute, and as we get better and better with 
automatic equipment, then where we can best apply that. That's 
kind of a general answer, but I believe that's the way it will 
develop. Burt, I think you ought to say something on that. 

EDELSON Yes. May I comment on that too, Malcomb. After 
all, I respresent the community that puts up automated platforms 
and we've done it very successfully to, as such, to the distant 
planets like Voyager to Jupiter and Saturn. And so, I myself, in 
the community that I represent have some questions as to what is 
the proper role of man in space, if we can be so successful with 
completely automated devices. Let me say that, not only this 
missiun, but Spacelab 1 miSSion, has convinced me and most of the 
community now, that there is a very proper and very valuable, and 
in fact, unique and vital role for man in space. And that the 
question we have to ask ourselves is, what is the proper mixture, 

n;:m, 2 • 
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and I think it was, if we got a big step forward in both Spacelab 
1 and the Rolar Max mission r~pair, in understanding that man is 
valuable in space, one, to do the experimental work on materials 
processing, and life sciences, and so on. Secondly, to repair, 
adjust and to modify the scientic and mechanical experiments as 
they are being performed as well as the Shuttle systems or the 
space systems thewselves. And, finally, to provide appropriate 
guidance override adjustments for the automated systems as they, 
as was demonstrated so marvelously on this mission. And I think 
we'll just carry those lessons forward to the space station, and 
the unmanned platforms that are part of our space station 
program. 

PAO Sue Buttler Hannenson, Time. 

HANNENSON (Time and Space World) Abe, we, the reporters, and 
the Shuttle program are going to miss you badly, you know that. 
Now that I've said that. you said you're still looking at the 
schedule. Aside from problems with PAM, IUS modes, etc., is it 
realistic to plan a flight for early August and one for late 
August, do you really feel at this point in time we can have a 
turn around within 3 weeks. 

ABRAHAMSON Oh , yes. Sue, thank you by the way. And, I think 
many of you know how I feel, and I'd like to use the occasion of 
answering your question obviously to respond better to Jules as 
well. First of all, Jules, I know that you're not writing any 
newspapers at this point. The principle that we're dealing with 
here is that we have a body of planned mission. And, in fact, 
the team at the Johnson Space Center and here at the Kennedy 
Space Center, and then working with customers, scientific 
customers of Burt's kind, and also the commercials and the 
military community, we have a whole encyclopedia of these 
plans. In fact, we're out into the, somewhere out between 25 and 
30 missions that are not fully planned, but are quite, it's a 
mature effort. It's a major effort. It's part of our becoming 
operational. Now, it's also clear that we cannot be absolutely 
tied to every little detail of those plans. We have to have the 
flexibility on a system like this to be able to respond to 
changes, and that's what we have surely learned in the past year, 
and I think we've done it quite well. And, I think we will 
continue to do it better and better in the futur.e. However, 
there is a down-side to that. As we have more and more missions, 
and they get closer, then these impacts can be more significant, 
but of course, we'll be better in the process as well. So, the 
real answer to Jules' question is that we don't need to make the 
decision now, because we have the alternative plans available to 
us. And, just like our mission this morning, we didn't need to 
make the decision to go to Edwards until after we gave it a good 
try here at the Cape. That's the way the rest of our missions 
this summer will go. Now, what are the parameters in these 
summer missions, and that's your question, Sue. The tu:naround 
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was not the critical parameter, because we were using alternate 
spdcecraft. Certainly it would have been tight, it would have 
been a good test of the capability here at KSC to process and be 
able to do that. But, we have a lot of confidence in what this 
team can do, and therefore, I don't think that that was the 
critical issue. If there are changes, it will be because we're 
trying to absorb differences and probably the modification 
schedule to the Orbiters. If we try to get more modifications 
done, ~Q'll have more of an impact on how we finally end up with 
the schedules than any other factor given that we have certain 
payloads to fly. 

PAO 

COL COMB 
imaginable. 

ABRAHAMSON 

Harry Colcomb from Aviation Week. 

This is the most practical question I think is 
Did the potty work this time? 

The answer was partly. 

~AO Sometimes. Right there, right there since you're 
right there. 

BILL BROAD (New York Times) I'm still confused about the cost 
of the scrub to come in a~ KSC. My understanding is that it cosl 
about two hundred thousand dollars to fly the Orbiter from 
Edwards back to here. So, what would be the total cost of flying 
the Orbiter plus the ground work that had been done here at KSC 
in preparation for the landing? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, wait a minute. You need to understand what 
is the character of our work force. Remember these costs are 
primarily the cost of people. Now the people are here and 
they're, we not gOing to lay anybody off because we didn't land 
here. You know, there's a lot of solid work for them to do. 
Some of it is going to get pushed down stream and we'll absorb it 
people w;ll work hard and we'll make up for it. But the people 
are going to do the job and they're going to stay here. NOW, 
what are the cost then, of going to Edwards. Well, we're going 
to have to send this team on a TOY basis. We're going to send 
travel costs for the team to go out to Edwards to process the 
spacecraft, get it ready. So, the real thin9, is that we're not 
gOing to add any more people, we're just gOing to send them ~~ay, 
and it cost money for motels and meals, and the air fare and that 
kind of thing. NOW, there are some additional costs bec~use then 
we also have to pay overtime and we will in order to m~~e up for 
some of these things. And, I'm sorry that I don't have just the 
numbers right in front of me, but if I recall the numbers we had 
last time, it was somewhere in the order of 400 to 500 thousand 
dollars and it's going down. It's getting better as we go ahead 
and that was the basis of my judgement. If you really want to 
follow up on that and it is a worthwhile thing, we'll have to 
that perhaps after we get it back. So in 6 days or so we'll ask 
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the Kennedy people really to tote up all those costs. But it's 
not that we throwaway a lot of equipment. It just costs us a 
little more fuel and TOY and overtime. 

*** 
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PAO We're just going to take a couple more questions, 
now, three. 

STEVE SCOTT (CBC Radio) You mentioned earlier about how the OMS 
pod from Discovery is on Chdllenger, there are a number of other 
parts from Discovery on Challenger. When do the parts come in so 
that Challenger is Challenger and Discovery is Discovery? 

ABRAHAMSON They'll never be completely that way. We'll 
always do some of this. The OMS pod is a very expensive item. 
We never expected reasonably that we'd have to change an entire 
OMS pod, although we did anticipate that there might be some time 
that it would happen and so that for Discovery and later on for 
Atlantis and for the Challenger, those are essentially 
interchangeable and rather than buy a whole new OMS pod and stuff 
it and have it cost on the order of $30 million, by the way, it 
makes better sense for the number or times that we expect to have 
to use them, just to ensure that they're interchangeable. Now, 
the place that we do have difficulty is that the Columbia OMS 
pods can not be interchanged at this point. So probably the best 
investment is to make an investment in making those 
interchangeable and that's part of the modification schedules 
that we are now looking at. 

PAO Right in front of Steve Scott. 

WARRREN LEVENSON (AP Radio) How much consideration was given to 
holding off for a day and trying KSC again tomorrow? 

ABRAHAMSON Surely. It was considered. We do not have a good 
weather picture here, the front that has been passing through 
Houston is coming along the coast or the Gulf rather, is 
scheduled to be right about here tomorrow. So, rather than just 
take d chance with that, in view of our very limited RCS reserves 
at this point in time, we felt that we might as well bite the 
bullet and get on down. 

PAO Red Turnell, BBC. 

TURNELL Just one more question on the MMU. After what 
happened on this mission, can YOll foresee any likelihood of any 
use being found for the MMU aside of the space station. 

ABRAHAMSON Reg, thank you, yes, yes. If that question implies 
that there is a scrap heap out here of either ideas or hardware 
then that goes with those ideas, I think that's a good thing to 
get cleared up at this point. If we go to get those 
communication satellites, the approach that we pioneered here 
will have to be used because there is no grapple hook on those 
satellites. There is no grapple hook on many of the existing 
satellites that are here. We will be trying to convince people 
around the world not to ever put up another satellite without a 
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grapple hook. And in fact, in some of my discussions with 
insurance people, they may even be willing to offer a little 
insurance reduction for somebody who does that, so I think in the 
end that's going to happen. No, we will use the MMU for repair 
missions of the kind that you're talking about. I'm convinced 
that some of the tasks that we're going to do in the future, 
which will be construction tasks, that will precede the space 
station, some of the large antenna experiments, the large 
constru~tion, large construction in space, we'll use it. I've 
started wl')rk wi th some of our br ightest advanced thinkers on how 
it is th~t we can begin to exploit the fact that we're taking 
fuel up in the external tank and then throwing it away each 
time. How it is that, again, getting ready for the space station 
or for a manned orbItal transfer vehicle, how it is that we can 
develop a technique to take the external tank into orbit and then 
go out there and siphon out the fuel and store it or use it for 
some of those kinds of missions. And while we're developing that 
tech, that technique, I'm sure we'll use the MMU. So, I think 
it's absolutely premature to write off what has already 
demonstrated to be a very flexible addition to the Shuttle 
(garble) • 

PAO A final question from Jay Barbry, NBC News. 

BARBRY General, as Sue said we're going to miss you very 
much, we appreciate you putting up and we appreciate your 
tolerance and good taste in dealing with this bunch like, I know 
we appear like we just stepped off of a broken down Greyhound bus 
but anyway, you have the respect, I'm sure you realize, of 
everyone for the job that you've done in NASA. Now, you're going 
on to another job that a lot of us feel is probably more 
important than this job. It's probably one of the most important 
jobs that anyone will have to do the rest of this century. 
You'll also have many more critics than you've had in this 
program. I know you don't want to talk about details about it, 
but we were just wondering if you could tell us, do you think 
you're going to this job with success? 

ABRAHAMSON Can I violate all the rules and, Hugh keeps 
telling you got to answer this short. Hels known for, short, 
short, stop scratching the microphone, you know all of these 
kinds of things. I haven't learned all of these things. Your 
questions have all been rather detailed questions about the 
mission and I'd like to answer this broadly, if I might. And 
Burt, I'm sure you would like to throw in something as well. 
First of all, as I leave, I'd like to be a little validictory, 
and I have tried to express to you, the press, my very sincere 
feelings about the relationship that we've all enjoyed, and the 
role that I have come to appreciate much better than I was when I 
worked over i~ the defense department. And I think that many of 
us have had an opportunity to develop this experience. You know, 
there was a reason that our forefathers had the wisdom to include 
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an amendment and to ensure that, in fact, there is freedom of the 
press. It is an impor tant inst i tut ion. I have never fel t, even 
though, some of your questions sometimes are critical or perhaps 
you don't share the viewpoint that we've had, that you don't have 
a legitimate and important reason for asking those questions. 
And by the way, it's been very helpful because it does provide an 
objective viewpoint, not only for us to test our ideas against, 
but moat importantly for your primary function and that is to 
tell the people of America just what this program is about. And, 
yes, and tne world, yes. I'm sorry. Thank you. 

QUERY 
successful. 

And we're telling them you're going to be 

ABRAHAMSON You bet. But let me finish here. I have really 
come to appreciate what you all do, and by the way, the 
difficulty you have in the task. You know we have difficulty 
sometimes just making sure that we're all coordinated inside. 
And then sometimes we get impatient because we can't understand 
why it is that you don't unaerztand what ought to be a clear and 
simple perspective on the matter. And that's why NASA's prime 
ground rule of having it be an open program is so important and 
why it's so important for you to continue to tell the story to 
America and to the world. Because it is an important story. 
I've been kind of trying to say goodbye and to thank people 
everywhere as I leave and it is not an easy task because I have 
really loved the job and I've said it, the people in this 
program. NASA offers something unique to this country and it's 
something thp.y've offered for 2S years and even before that as 
NACA, but it's been dramatically, it's come home to the country 
in the last quarter of a century in the space activities. And 
that's that we can set out to do a job and we can do it. This 
mission is probably just a beautiful time condensed example of 
that and you saw this NASA team, which is just a wonderful team, 
do that job. And I'm trying to say now what is it that makes 
this team so special, why? And I don't get all the answers, and 
I've said this to a few of you as individuals, but I'd like to 
say it to as many as possible. It's not because of magical 
technology. There is not a big building that says NASA on the 
outside and inside it's filled with computers, it's filled with 
people. And the people have a mission. They believe in the 
mission. They're competent and they're dedicated and they're 
bold about it and that's what makes it happen. Now as I leave it 
and go to this job, but as I leave just as a human being that's 
had the privilege of being part of this, I have to say what's the 
real message here. That not only techical jobs, which by the way 
are the easiest class of jobs, but I believe that NASA and what 
they have done and will continue to do, represent a hope and a 
confidence for all of us. And, it convinces me that we can solve 
the more difficult human problems as well. We can do it and 
we've got to do it. And one of these is this - is my new job. 

*** 
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EDELSON Abe, let me break in here to say this, this is 
probably Abe's last public appearance with NASA. I want to take 
this opportunity to thank you, Abe, for the enormous 
contributions you've made to NASA. And on a personal level, I 
really have appreciated the warm relationships that you have 
established with my office and the other groups within NASA. You 
are a great colleague to work with and we all wish you success in 
your future endevours. 

PAO That goes for all of us. And I don't think we can 
wind up without people like myself who have to conduct press 
conferences, saying what a pleasure it is to work with such a 
creative, articulate, responsive leader, so thank you. Just to 
wind up, the next event will be the crew departure, and then the 
Orbiter status briefing from Dryden will be held at 10:00 am 
Pacific Time, tomorrow, 12 noon Central Time, and 1 pm Eastern 
Standard Time, right here. And I believe that is probably about 
5 hours earlier Irish time. 

END OF TAPE 

NASA-JSC 
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CEPOLLINA ••• through 1979 and launched it in 1980. They 
deployed an antenna onboard that had been stored up inside the 
spacecraft and been essentially cold for 4 years. I'm sure some 
of you got a glimpse of that antenna coming out. It didn't come 
out as smoothly as I would have liked to have seen it, although 
my own engineers tell us that that's the normal way it deploys, I 
would have preferred a little smoother operation that that the 
antenna deployed. That antenna went into operation, we gimbaled 
it, we tried the SLU's, we even tried an RF lock, RF signal 
recognition, and it was all successful. Spacecraft's checked 
out, and I want to be cautious here, in my enthusiam, I want to 
say everything's perfect. We're really not there to say, at this 
stage of the game, we haven't done all of the detail overnight 
functional tests. We've done the liveness test on everything. 
Reaction wheels work on the attitude control subsystems, commands 
go in, commands come out, telemetry flows, power is positive, the 
rest of the equipment leoks good. We have not turned the main 
electronics box nor the cronograph polarimeter instrument on. 
We've turned all the other instruments on. We'll do that 
tonight. We want to take our time, we want to go up one step at 
a time as we turn the system on and really get a good look at the 
cronograph polarimeter and the main electronics box and how it's 
performance is related to transfer of data. So again, I'm 
absolutely ecstatic. Many of you havp. come up to me all the way 
through, in the worst moments, and the best moments and said 
congratulations, we knew you guys could pull it off. We've 
gotten thanks to your good ar ticles. ~'le' ve got ten thousands of 
letters from people allover the country. Phone calls from 
people we've never even heard of before, saying hey, we're just 
such and such, but we're with you. We know you can pull it 
off. And, you know, some of us might believe that we had a 
little bit of divine intervention when we had our moment of 
crisis and I'm one who probably thinks that happened, but the 
fact is we also had a lot of human intervention, a lot of 
expertise that came to bear to pull us out. And, I'm very 
grateful for the whole system, and I thing we truly have ended 
the era of throw-away spacecrafts. And, I think we're really 
into a brand new era here. 

PAO Dave Dooling, Huntsville Times. 

DOOLING Frank, when the, when they started to move the 
satellite up off the berthing ring extended at the end of the 
RMS, I saw something on there that I thought was going to be 
removed mainly, and that was the coverplate on the face of the 
ACS module. Large white plate with the hand rails. I thought 
that was going to come off and we were going to be seeing 
louvered panels exactly like the one that was replaced. 

CEPOLLINA The, originally in our plan, that is exactly what 
we were going to do. When I say originally in our plan, a year 
or so ago, we had planned to have u portable cover, a removable 
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cover that the astronauts would take off. You got to keep in 
mind, that in some of our attitude control subsystem modules, we 
have a cover plate, a white cover plate that infact, protects the 
louvers from seeing sunlight. In cases like LANDSAT, we have a 
cover plate, not quite the same design, but very similar that in 
effect keep~ the louvers out of the sun. We're using a ACS 
module here that was to the LANDSAT configuration, and we 
basically applied a structural louver cover this time, as opposed 
to a non-structural thermal louver c~ver. We have a structural 
thermal louver cover and we elected about a year ago to go with a 
fixed cover and fly without. It really doesn't, it changes the 
average operating temperature of the module by about 1 or 2 
degrees for a solar pointing observatory. For a LANDSAT pointing 
observatory, again, it's abnominal 20 degrees plus or minus 10 
performance. So, we did change that design about a year ago. 
Our original approach was to go without one though. 

PAO Jules Bergman, ABC. 

BERGMAN Frank, John. I'm convinced the era of throw-away 
spacecraft is at hand. I'm still not convinced it's economic. 
Now, having made that ~tatement, let me ask my questions. Did 
you say Frank, that th~ MEB will be turned on tonight? 

CEPOLLINA Yes, yes. 

BERGMAN The reason I ask is, can either you or John Cox 
think of any reason that might delay or make impossible the 
release of Solar Max tomorrow morning at 3:29 or whenever the 
heck it is? 

COX The agreement we basically have is, bread and 
butter wise, is that ACS module worked. So, that's what they're 
doing is pressing on what that activation, MEB checkout is going 
to be when that's complete, and if they do or don't complete that 
on time, it's not going to be a hindrance for deploy time. 

BERGMAN 
that. 

So you're saying that MEB will not influence 

CEPOLLINA It's one of 7 instruments and although as a 
secondary objective, we wanted to fix that instrument, we'll go 
without it. And that's a vote by the science community. 

BERGMAN 
the Solar Max. 
back. 

John, what will we see when the Shuttle releases 
Will it be in sunlight, how far away will it pull 

COX Okay. Just a rough idea what that sequence will 
look like. It will be about 5 minutes before solar noon, and 
that's when the release will take place. The satellite will be 
pointing towards the sun, and then the Orbiter will do a backoff 
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of about, oh maybe 40, 50, 60 feet, somewhere in that area, a 
place where Crippen and Hart feel comfortable that they can 
quickly go bac~ in and do a re-grapple. The POCC will then go 
flhead and activate the attitude control of the spacecraft via 
ground command, and start up operating on it's own, and what Bob 
and T.J. will be looking for is any funny motion on the thing, if 
something doesn't work right, and begins to go into some crazy 
attitude, they'll quickly go back in and pick it up. That's the 
basic intent. Assuming all that works, and we have no reason to 
believe it won't, then they'll just back off to about 200 feet 
and stationkeep for about an orbit and then at the end of that 
time start a separation that will take them out and the folks on 
the planning team are leoking at this now anywhere from 10 to 50 
miles. It will be an erectograde sense, so we will s~art 
bringing the Orbiter altitude down ana then over the next 8 hours 
we'll maintain a PI or payload interrogator lock with the Solar 
Max so that the Goddard folks can then continue to command and 
continue to checkout using the Orbiter interface if they so 
chco~e. 

BERGMAN I beg your pardon. I thought, I understood you 
yesterday to say that they would not regrapple it after they 
released it. 

COX Oh, no. There's no intent to regrapple unless 
there is a problem, but they are going to back off and stay in 
very close for the next few minutes and then they can go back in. 

PAO Carlos Byers, Houston Chronicle. 

BYERS Frank, a couple of questions. One, when Van 
Hoften was doing his, completed the repairs, was doing a tour up 
and down the spacecraft, a~d I believe he was looking down into 
the top of it at one point, and there was some comments that 
frankly I was not quite able to understand fully, what it was he 
was seeing, but was he seeing something that didn't, something 
apparently attracted his attention. They told him to take a 
picture of it. Was this some sort of problem, and secondly, what 
abut that pin. What did you learn from all the measurements and 
photographs that were taken of the famous pin. 

CEPOLLINA 11m assuming you're referring to the trunnion 
pin. Well, baslcally, the numbers that were taken now have to be 
correlated back to the direction at which he had the measurement 
ruler, and we have to understand that. But, we really didn't see 
any Significant surprises. It seems to generally correlate but 
a~ain, we're totally unclear at this time, we're going to have to 
talk to him when he comes back and we're going to have to get the 
measurements laid out as he measured them and try to understand 
whether, what are the possibilities here that caused the 
problem. It could have very well been the fsmous grommit that 
I've heard spoken about, but it could have b,~en just as well a 

5 
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lot of other things, The dimensions that were made today don't 
seem to correlate exactly with the '" 

*** 
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CEPOLLINA ••• grommet theory, but then we have to look, we 
have to talk to Pinky and ask him precisely at what taper angle 
did he make the measurement and so on. That's a very complicated 
dime~sional interface. It's not easy to get a straight line 
dimensional measurement. So we'll have to play that off and 
study that and wait until the hardware comes back. There's about 
7 or 8 different possibilities and there's permetations and 
combinations there. The first question had to do with the 
inspection of the hixes forward closure. And we didn't get to, I 
didn't get a chance to hear all of his comments, but what we did 
was ask him to go up and inspect the forward instrument optics 
closure and specifically look at hixus and take a photograph to 
see if in fact we have had gold milar delamination which could 
account for why that instrument has climbed about over the period 
of operation about 10 degrees Centigrade in operating temperature 
and that's what we were basically asking for and will have to 
wait until he comes back and find out what he discovered • 

PAO . Okay, Paul Recer, Associated Press. 

RECER Originally, there was a plan to carry Solar Max to 
a higher altitude before it's released and that was cancelled I 
assume because of gas or propellant. What effect is this going 
to have on the orbital lifetime of Max and what, in view of this 
change, will be the total lifetime? How many months did you 
lose? 

CEPOLLINA Well, we did ask for a reboost and the reboost was 
always conditioned, even in our program requirements document, 
was conditioned on utilization of only available fuel and we had 
asked for 15 nautical miles which would have accounted for 
somewhere between 12 and 18 months. And the 12 and 18 months 
decay model, that extra 12, excuse me the decay model, as we know 
the solar activity to be today, would have accounted for the 
difference of basically the spacecraft coming back into the 
atmosphere between 1991 as opposed to 1992. That kind of a 
number, so it's way out there into the future and I'm not at all 
disturbed that we didn't get it. What we did get, very nicely 
this morning, though was as I mentioned earlier, is we got number 
one, the technical data that dealt with combination thruster, 
Orbiter, and payload dynamics, a very important piece of 
information. Second thing we got was circularization, we were 
able to trim the orbit, such that we had much better, or somewhat 
better circularization, so that we're basically now at 268.5 by 
267. something, approximate, those are approximate numbers. 
We're within a one, to two, to three nautical miles of 
circularization. And that was very important. 

COX Let me point out something about that reboost prop, 
that's of interest. We carried that from the very beginning as 
basically, if it's available type of number, and it was all kind 
of contingent upon how well the rendezvous worked. If you lined 
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up all the worse case errors that we could have in the rendezvous 
sequence, it was very easy to end up with no reboost. And we 
ended up doing two reboosts, two rendezvous in this flight, and 
still we were able to squeeze a little bit out, and that was 
quite spectacular. We thought that as far as the rendezvous 
went, we were quite pleased with the accuracy with which we were 
able to do that. 

PAO Robert Bazell, NBC. 

BAZELL John, I know how happy you are to answer 
hypothetical questions about landing opportunities. The weather 
forecast, as you know at the Cape, is marginal. And if on Friday 
morning, the STA flights say it doesn't look too good are you 
going to go to Edwards that day, are you going to wave off for a 
second KSC? Could you give us a sequence of events of what would 
happen assuming that the weather wasn't exactly what you wanted 
it to be on Friday morning. 

COX Typically, the way that's played and it's all a 
function of what the weatherman is telling you, for not only your 
primary landing site, but he's telling you what your backup sites 
are doing and what you're going to have, and what's going to 
happen tomorrow, in his best estimate. I think probably if you 
were to go into the day knowing that it's a foregone conclusion 
that Saturday is out of the picture that there's no way you'll 
land there, there's going to be a front sitting right on top and 
thunderstorms and all that, and all those types of forecasts, 
you'd probably opt to come in on Friday and if KSC wasn't open 
and you'd keep trying for it. You'll notice the way the 
opportunities stack up, we have the KSC's first and then the 
Edwards's are next. That same scenario then repeats itself on 
Saturday, so it's a function of when you get in close, what your 
best guess is on the weather. You can speculate all you want at 
this pOint but until sometime several hours before deorbit time, 
that's when you really make your decision on what the weather's 
going to be and what you're going to go for. 

PAO Bob Cowen, Christian Science Monitor. 

COWEN Frank, a couple of questions. One what would cause 
Solar Max to decay, is it mainly solar activity or is it 
atmospheric drag? 

CEPOLLINA No, it's mainly solar activity, high intensity 
solar flare activity is the main culprit in the 280 down to 200 
nautical mile then the aerodynamic arag starts to pick up and 
then finally you go into the drink. Once you go much below 200 
you go into the drink very rapidly. 

COWEN The other question I want to make sure I 
understand, that you said that if you didn't get the coronograph 
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polarimeter, you'd go without it. You mean without the test or 
would the instrument be gone? 

CEPOLLINA Without the instrument functioning. In other 
words, that instrument was a very desirable thing to do, but 
recognized by the entire instrument community, in terms of 
choices, that they would fly without it as opposed to corning home 
with everything. 

COWEN But, it is in good order now, isn't it? 

CEPOLLINA We have not functionally turned the instrument on 
relative to turning on, powering on, the main electronics box. 

COWEN Would you do that -

CEPOLLINA We will do it tonight. I think we start in about 
an hour or an hour and a half. It'll run for some period and 
then it will be strictly a functional check. One of the other 
dilemmas we have in terms of getting that instrument up and 
running is that we have to be pointed precisely at the Sun. It's 
a coronograph and in order to get data, youlve really got to be 
at the disc of the Sun and look at the light coming around the 
edges, now of course right now, welre not pointed precisely. We 
have to be in free flight, in other words, to truely evaluate 
it. Now relative to all the instrument evaluations, the true 
functional performance evaluations will occur in a 30-day 
checkout period right after release and I have a schedule that I 
will be glad to Xerox for you to show you how we bring each 
instrument up online and go through the entire fine pointing, 
fine guidance cheCkout. 

PAO John Wilford, New York Times. 

WILFORD After the redeployment tomorrow, how long, about 
how long will the astronauts have Solar Max in view and also why 
is it you want to use the Shuttle as a communications link? Is 
that the primary link or is that just a back-up link? 

COX It's the normal way that we had planned to do this 
operation. It gives a more continuous time because welre able to 
relay through the TORS satellite when that's available. Plus, 
the same GSTDN sites that they would use, we also use, so 
whatever the comm coverage that the Orbiter provides, they get 
right off the top, so that works as a more continuous way and 
it's pretty much the primary way. That's the way welve been 
working during all this time. What was your other question? 

WILFORD How long will they have the Solar Max in sight. 
Will it be pretty much until they come home? 
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COX No, most the rest of that afternoon, they will be 
able to see Solar Max looking out of the overhead windows, if 
we're in the attitude I think we'll be in. It's like eight 
hours. 

PAO Mike Meachem, Gannett News. 

MEACHEM Frank, is the satellite only • • • 

*** 
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MEACHEN ••• last down here, does the satellite only last in 
actual working condition about two years now, if everything turns 
on well? How much lifetime do you expect? 

CEPOLLINA Well, I guess we expect at least another two years, 
it's hard to predict in terms of wear-out factors, we just made 
another measurement of the batteries and discovered that by this 
deep depth of discharge, we inadvertently went to the other 
night, that in fact we have removed the memory membrane so to 
speak of the batteries which allows us to pump more, improve the 
capacity of the batteries and so from a battery and a wear-out 
point of view, we think we're good for another three or four 
years. But the expected life is another two. 

MEACHEN I'm not sure I understood you, are you saying that 
when you went through the crisis, you hurt the batteries or 
.!.nadver tently •.• 

CEPOLLINA No, we, our battery experts basically feel that 
that's equivalent to a deep depth of discharge which in fact 
improves the capacity of the batteries, which basically improves 
the batteries nickel cad batteries, so that they feel we 
stretched the life at least six more months. 

MEACHEN Okay, the other question is on the TPAD, it seems 
that that was a fairly precise instrument that was designed to 
grapple that trunnion pin. is it possible that it was simply too 
precise? That in the future, when you go after spacecraft, that 
you should have a more generally adaptable instrument that you 
could use in contingencies where if a grommet's in the road or 
whatever ••• 

CEPOLLINA Well, relative to the TPAD and we got to be fair 
here, may not have been the TPAD. I guess I'm a believer in the 
fundamental baseline concept because again, I point out that the 
inherent flexibility of a manned maneuvering unit in the TPAD 
device. I think we would, in retrospect, do something to 
improve, like you point out, the flexibility of the device, and I 
could come up with several ideas that would give us perhaps more 
grapping latitude in the event something was different about the 
satellite, or in retrospect, perhaps, to eliminate any momentum 
differences that the two systems may have. But, I see us 
sticking with the same type of system, refining it, polishing it 
up and using it again as baseline. I have absolutely no fears 
that we'll find what went wrong, we'll correct what went wrong, 
by our pioneering experience, and our failures and our successes, 
we'll be able to continue to proceed with that type of rendezvous 
and capture operation. I pointed out the other day, I think this 
was yesterday, that the ease of capture is so much morp. improved 
with an MMU than it is for doing it the way we finally had to do 
it, with two systems flying together at just the right time, just 
the right rates, just the right wobble angles, and so on, just 
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the right lighting effects. I have the heart failure chart, this 
is the heart failure chart, you see, this is how we were 
controlling the spacecraft and this is a handprinted copy of the 
actual chart and I grabbed it off of the our dynamics people who 
were plotting it right every 5 to 10 seconds, getting data plots 
- plotting what the spacecraft was doing in terms of wobble 
angles and you see this point right here and this point right 
here. This is when we entered the cargo bay envelope and you can 
see we were trying to desperately control the wobble angle of the 
spacecraft at Goddard and trying to hold that wobble angle down 
and then all of a sudden, as we entered the envelope of the cargo 
bay, we probably got tipped with the plume. And we went 
significantly up in wobble angle. We didn't go to a catastrophic 
point, but it certainly got our hearts to stop. And then all of 
a sudden Crip says we got it. And of course there was __ 

MEACHEN What would that ••• 

CEPOLLINA ••• jubilation. 

MEACHEN What would that chart have looked like if Pinky's 
work had been successful? 

CEPOLLINA Well, we have a comparable chart and there would 
have been essentially no wobble, no essential differences, it 
would have been within a five or ten degree WObble angle, but 
there is forgiveness in this s~$tem - the MMU/TPAD system and 
we'll get it right. We'll fix it out, we'll find the problem, 
have no fear. If we could pull off what we pulled off in the 
last seven days, or six days, there's no question in my mind 
we'll polish it up and have that system working again, perhaps 
for Landsat retrievel, repair. 

PAO Way back here. 

DAVE JACKSON TIME MAGAZINE While we're on the TPAD or near the 
TPAD, is it true that that little grommet head was only from 
l/25th to l/8th of an inch high? And secondly, do you know that 
there was that situation on both trunnion pins or in fact, if he 
had happened to go to the other (JUe, he might have been able to 
go in without that interfernce? 

CEPOLLINA He was only speCUlating that that was the 
interference and it doesn't appear that that necessarily was the 
problem. But, I really can't answer whether we had thermal 
grommets in the other area. 

COX Close-out photos show that there was one in that 
general area. The interesting part is did it have any effect? 
And that's what folks are trying to decide. 
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JACKSON But they were similarly situated on both trunnion 
pins, or near both trunnion pins? 

CEPOLLINA Well, we have three trunnion pins, so I really 
didn't go back and look at the close-out photos on the other 
trunnion pins, so I can't answer your question. 

JACKSON Am I right on the size? 

CEPOLLINA Not exactly. 

COX It's kind of a, the numbers that I picked up, and 
I'm just trying to guess, the function of how much you compress 
the thermal blanket and what not, may be anywhere from a 1/4 
inch, 1/8 inch, all the way up to 1/2 inch, depending on how much 
slop you play with it, so that's why we would like to get the 
~'IOtos, and the measurements back and look directly at that. 
There's enough slop in all this that you could easily explain the 
failure to capture that way, or you could explain it completely 
the other way and so you could've gone right in and made it. So, 
it's a good candidate but it may not be the only answer to this. 

PAO Chris Peterson, KTRH. 

PETERSON For John, we just mentioned Landsat retrieval. Any 
other satellit~ rescues being considered now with the success of 
Solar Max. 

COX I know there's been discussions about those 
payloads from the last flight, but that's only in the discussion 
stage. 

PETERSON Can you fill in anything on that discussion 
stage? What level it's at? 

CEPOLLINA Space telescope. 

COX On that flight that you're talking about, I can't 
fill in anything, I don't know anything more about that than just 
an overview statement. Space Telescope is one. 

CEPOLLINA Yes, Space Telescope we've baselined. Again, there 
on Space Telescope we're using pretty much the same platform you 
saw work on this miSSion, Gamma Ray is baselined for repair using 
the same platform. Of course, Landsat 0 and 0 prime. Upper 
Atmosphere Research Satellite, ACSEF. As I said, I don't think 
at Goddard, we're going to be building any more throw-away 
spacecrafts. I think the era has come to an end and I'm sure the 
other centers, like Marshall with Space Telescope have felt that 
for quite some time. 
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PETERSON Frank, when's your next one scheduled for? What 
kind of a time frame are you looking at? 

CEPOLLINA Well, from a Goddard point of view, I'd like to 
think, although it's not necessarily decided, and I want to 
underscore that, it's not decided, I'd like to think that our 
next mission will be about two years from now with the Landsat 
repair refueling mission. What we'll not only do, what we did in 
the last six days, but we'll also perhaps load 500, 600 pounds of 
hydrazine fuel into the bird and put it back up to its sun
synchronous, 382 nautical mile altitude orbit. 

PAO Okay, way in the back here. 

BILL SHAPIRO NSI First, about the trunnion pin. When you're 
tal~ing about the grommet, are you talking about what's becn 
labeled in this diagram as the thermal blanket restraining pin? 
Is that the same thing? 

COX I don't know what diagram you're working with. 

SHAPIRO It was released by the PAO and it kind of gives the 
impression that, there's a pin here, labeled thermal blanket 
restraining pin and it kept the TPAD from moving all the way back 
against the thermal blanket. 

COX 

SHAPIRO 

COX 

SHAPIRO 
the TPAD? 

That's the candidate right now. 

Okay, that's what you're calling the grommet? 

Yes. 

Am I correct that there was no manual trigger on 

COX That's true, there's a manual arming of it, but 
then you have to insert the trunnion pin in far enough to trigger 
it to fire. 

SHAPIRO And there's no chance of a manual trigger, getting 
the job done? 

COX There's no manual trigger on that clasp. 

SHAPIRO I mean that's why it wasn't on? 

COX No, I think back in the design stages, you have to 
think what the job is, the guys flying both hand controllers, to 
do the rate match, so there's not a whole lot of opportunity to 
want to put a manual device on there, but obviously now, we've 
learned a couple of things about that TPAD interface. One, if 
you do hit that satellite, you can, and it applies to any 
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satellite, upset its attitude fairly easily. So, you probably 
want to have a softer mate, no matter how you do it and that 
indicates you might also want to have an easy soft way to grab 
and maybe that's where the manual device, where you could get a 
touch sense to it. Those aren't absolute, there's good automatic 
ways to do that also. So, we have to go back and look at all of that. 

SHAPIRO And that would be why you had the rubber jaws on 
the TPAD, right, to make it a softer connect. 

CEPOLLINA No, the jaws on the TPAO was to minimize, to add 
friction and minimize rotation, and add some dimensional 
forgiveness. 

SHAPIRO One other question. Why did the EVA progress so 
astoundingly well ahead of the simulations. It was great news to 
see that the ACS and the MEB both got changed out 80 fast. 

CEPOLLINA This crew has spent a good portion of their life 
over the last six months underwater and I think that's why. We 
have run simulation after simulation both with the control center 
with catastrophy simulations. They've been in stand alone 
training sessions. TheY've probably spent more time in the water 
preparing for an EVA than you practically would think would be 
necessary. But, because there were so many variations and types 
of problems you could get into, was thought that that wan time 
well-spent. I think what that really shows, is that with a lot 
of practice you can really get good. 

SHAPIRO One last thing, in terms of the •.• 

*** 
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SHAPIRO •.• refueling mission you discussed, whera does it 
stand now when it might be incorporated and to finding some way 
to fit it into a mission, at le~st the first stage of it? 

COX He'll talk to you about the basic mission. You 
know, we are doing a refueling demo and that's in September, 
October timeframe, I think it's a September date right now, of 
this year. And we'll do a hydrazine transfer and then we'll use 
tools that are typical for a Landsat type flight and go ahead and 
act. It will be just like your filling station hose, hook it up 
and go ahead and flow hydrazine through it during an EVA. So, 
that'll be a proof of concept type of thing and then Frank can 
tell you about where he's headed with his program. 

CEPOLLINA Well, General Abrahamson has received his warm 100, 
which baSically from OSSA allows JSC to go ahead and start its 
planning preparations for a potential Landsat repair mission 
which would be about April of 'aGo 

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK) First for John, could you 
discuss more specifically the Orbiter's attitude in relation to 
Earth tomorrow when you release Solar Max, And then second 
question for Ceppy. The guys did come down today with several 
comments on spacecraft conditions, such as the blankets and the 
solar rays. Would you highlight some of the moro interesting 
findings and what you think m&y have caused those spacecraft 
degradations. 

COX The separation, I should have brought my package of 
pictures that I brought ovec late the other day, The separation 
will have the satellite with its solar panels up to tho sun, the 
Orbiter holding on to the bottom, standing below it. The 
separation will be a typically a Z translation, radially down, 
that'll begin a phasing. And then there will be a maneuver, some 
minutes later, I think it's on the order of 20 or 30 minutes 
later. And there'll be a retrograde maneuver and what we're 
looking at now is the size of that maneuver, it'll be somewhere 
in the order of 1 to 2 ft/sec. 

COVAULT RCS? 

COX Yes. 

COVAULT And it's belly to Earth when you, the Orbiter 
would be belly toward Earth, more or less, when you release the Solar Max? 

COX No, it would be on the bottom side I believe, go 
back and look at the geometry. But I'm pretty sure it's on the 
bottom side, because you got the top side facing the Sun where 
the satellite is and the Orbiter just backs off down the cadius vector. 
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COVAULT Okay, understand. 

CEPOLLINA Relative to the surpri&es, and some of this came in 
not just today but the other day. Interestingly enough, one of 
the things that we've seen here was if the solar cell cover 
glasses on about 50 percent of the solar ray are~. And if you 
saw the videos you could see the glasses, you could see these 
reflections off of the solar ray and it appeared as though the 
glusses, the cover glasses on the cells were in fact rays. It 
looks like that what may be occurring here is that over a period 
of time the bonding agent that holds the protective cover glasses 
over the solar cells may have evaporated, may have basically just 
disappeared and dissolved and that the cover glasses themselves 
are somewhat lifting off of the base surface of the solar 
cells. From our performance point of view g it doesn't seem to 
have bothered us, because over the years, we've been very 
carefully tracking array degradation, and it seems to be, how am 
r going to say it, very denied degradation. Interestingly enough 
though, in the first six months of the, after the launch, we 
thought we were seeing the solar ray degradation going down at a 
very cataclismic rate and then all of a sudden it leveled off and 
stopped. Now this could have been the process that had, in fact, 
evaporated the glue and lifted the cover glass, and after we got 
this initial, I've forgotten the numbers, but around 7-8 percent 
solar array degradation, we had a very, almost a plateau in terms 
of solar ray performance. so, that's a brand new find and we've 
taken a lot of photographs of that. We're going to study that in 
detail. RelatiVe to the thermal blankets, we have this horror 
prediction that said, hey the atomic oxygen, preatomic oxygen, 
may have diSSOlved the capton by now. And in fact, the 
astronauts found the blankets to be in superb shape. We did have 
an intoresting phenomenon, we'll have to work on this in the 
future, and that is that we discovered that in cold temperatures, 
the sticky tape that we put on everything to hold the blankets 
down that the astronauts had to work with, just wasn't 
sticking. And we're just going to have to work on this harder 
and get that down, and come up with some new formulation for glue 
or what contact c~ment, or whatever. So that even in cold 
surface temperatures we can get that tape to stick. Actually, 
you know, necessity is the motherhood of invention. And today, 
they took ordinary, and I was trying to lift some of this duct 
tape off of the pad here. They took ordinary duct tape, which 
they themselves carry with them, and they grey taped, and put 
that on and away they went. But the condition of the teflon 
surfaces, the condition of the thermal louvers on the removed 
module looked supler. Looked just like it was the day we launched 
it. We going to be spending quite some time understanding this 
550 pounds off, almost 600 pounds of hardware we're bring back, 
and doing a very thorough investigation of what are the effects 
of four years of life in space. And I guess you've given me the 
opening opportunity here to issue an invitation. Can I take 
another minute or two here? 
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PAO Oh yes. 

CEPOLLINA I've mentioned that we've received these Goddard, 
and I'm sure J5C, and even in my motel and the tel~phone, 
thousands of congratulations, and, "hey you guys have done a good 
job, and we knew you could pull it off." And you guys told the 
story pretty much like it was. And what I'd like to do is, I'd 
like to invite you to Goddard in about 30 days after we 
touchdown. Come to Goddard, we will have the module and all that 
hardware in a protective environment, but see it Eor yourself, 
with your own eyes. And get a first-hand understanding of what 
that hardware looks like. And that invitation is open, and we'll 
set up a date, and come through the JSC press office as well as 
the Goddard press office. And you're welcome to come and observe 
and photograph and do whatever. Anything but touch or breath on 
that hardware. But I'd certainly like you to see it. You really 
deserve to see it. And we're certainly appreciative at Goddard 
of your support. 

PAO Dave Dooling, Huntsville Times, last question 

DOOLING Frank, looking down the road a little bit, is there 
any plan to re-reuse this spacecraft? Since there's not going to 
be a comparable vehicle ready in time for the next Solar Maximum, 
in the 3 to 4 years you anticipate you may have for this one, at 
the end of that, would you want to bring it back, spruce up the 
hardware, and in particular the instruments and then relaunch it 
around '8a or '89? 

CEPOLLINA I have an idea, but really it's just a germ of an 
idea, right now. First of all, the module that comes back, I 
should point out, gets reworked and we are flying that module in 
1989 on Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite, that attitude 
control subsystem. So that is being reworked, and those torquer 
bars are worth about $5 million, although we probably paid about 
$80,000. But just because of the fantastic job they did over the 
last 4 years, and then more importantly the job they did over the 
last 3 or 4 days. But and this is my germ, and it's an idea that 
I've tried to float out now over the last few weeks, and that is 
that what we did with one subsystem, we probably by 1988 will be 
able to do with seven scientific instruments and one entire 3,000 
pound instrument module. That is unbolt the 12 bolts, lift the 
module up. When you lift it up, you automatically break an 
umbilical connector, just like the same type of connector that's 
on that ACS module, and plug in another perhaps 3,000 pounds of 
new science instrumentation and never bring t~e system back to 
the ground. Now, again, please don't say that's what the 
agency's going to do, but that's an interesting possibility that 
I'vp. been thinking about and I'm sure ••• 

*** 
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CEPOLLINA 
thought. 

PAO 

END OF TAPE 

000 that IIl1 do my best to try to pioneer that 

Thank you very much. 
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PAO Good afternoon and welcome to the change of shift 
briefing here with off-going Flight Director John Cox. John, I 
guess everybody's waiting. We're buttoned down and ready to come in. 

COX I think that's a pretty good statement there. The 
crew's ready to come home. Crip said he's ready to come down 
somewhere. We've been talking about poor weather at the Cape the 
last couple of days. I think he's just ready to come down. The 
flight's over, all the tension's gone, the repair has been 
accomplished, the satellite is dOing super well. Last report, 
it's 100 percent, all health checks have been passed, and the 
deploy today was just, you know, by the text book. It all went 
perfect. The Solar max was unable to detect any tip-off rates 
from us as we let go of him so that all looked very good. Then 
we went ahead today and ran the typical entry checks. We ran the 
hot fire test on the Orbiter and the FCS checkout and all those 
systems looked good. We're all set for a - bring in an Orbiter 
that's come through this whole thing just fine. Little things 
we've had with the Orbiter have been just miniscule little 
problems with it. The big thing was just getting that re
rendezvous and get the main flight activities put together and 
since that's all behind us now, it looks like it'll be a nice 
clean landing for tomorrow. To say a little bit more about 
tomorrow's activity, looks like a ~SC landing is shaping up a 
little better than originally set up, from a weather point of 
view. The weatherman has - he won't publicly give odds but he's 
very confident that the weather's looking pretty good for 
tomorrow. We're looking at maybe 22,000 broken deck and then 
couple decks below that, scattered. Winds at 5 knots out of 160, 
so that's pretty reasonable weather to be coming in. There's a 
front that has been approaching the Cape and it looks like it's 
going to stall enough to let us get in ahead of it. The Saturday 
weather doesn't look real hot. The Cape has projected it will 
probably be closed with the front sitting right on top of it for 
Saturday. So, that being the case, we'll - if things hold the 
way they are going right now, we'll try to come down some place 
and as I explained yesterday the rev 106 option at the Cape is 
followed by a 107 option to the Cape, also has a 107 at Edwards 
and a 108 at Edwards. We'll take advantage of anyone of those 
tomorrow to bring the Orbiter down if things still continue to 
stack the way they are at the moment. I can give you some of 
those times - let me run down the rest of the items we did 
today. We did do the water inspection of the waste water dump 
and I don't know if any of you saw the TV of that but it did 
appear that there was some frost growing on that and maybe that 
waste nozzle dump is a source of ice buildup if we're to continue 
to dump there. That was one of the questions we had from last 
flight when we theorized that an ice sheet had grown on the side 
and it came off and damaged the OMS POD during entry. So we put 
in a couple inspections on this flight. One we did earlier 
didn't show anything. We watched this one real close since we _ 
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it appeared it wasn't showing much then when we zoomed in close 
with the wrist camera, you could see a little growth on that. So 
possibly this burn out that we're doing with the heaters to gP.t 
the lines nice and warm both before and after is helping. That's 
probably making all the difference. The little bit of frost that 
we are getting is insignificant and probably doesn't remain by 
the time you - to come in. It's probably sublimated. We have 
finished the normal flight up with - in excess of 2 days of cryo 
and propellant so that we do have our 2 good extension days 
onboard if need be. The crew has finished shooting all their 
cinima 360 and IMAX film. They did go ahead and do the cabin 
stowage today and went around and inspected all the filters and 
found quite a bit of blue lint on the DEU filter screen. About a 
quarter of an inch, Pinky reported, which quite surprised 
everybody. We have seen significant amounts of that lint on 
there in the past and they went ahead and cleaned them up. Let's 
see, some numbers for entry and I also have a picture of the 
ground track. The ground track will be coming in - when it hits 
North America it will hit across the Gulf of California in 
Mexico, come in just a little bit north of Brownsville, Texas, go 
across the Gulf and then come in at the Cape. I can leave this 
map to show you a general idea what that will look like. Then 
the parameters for the primary landing would be on KSC runway 15 
orbit 106. Deorbit burn tiMe at 6:21:00, that's about 4:58 a. 
m. Hawaii AOS would be at 5:33:46, these are all central 
standard time numbers. Hawaii LOS would be 5:37:08. Entry 
interfa~e would be 5:36:23. By the way I'll leave these, you 
don't have to write these all down if you don't want to. We'll 
enter S-band blackout at 5:38:34 and come out at 5:53:48. We'll 
hit the alignment cone at 6:03:09 with a landing at 6:07:09. 
Looks like the turn angle will be about 370 - 307 degrees. The 
delta-Vat deorbit will be 459 feet ~er second and will be coming 
in with a crossrange of 80 nautical miles. As far as the way the 
CAP goes tomorrow will be to - coming in for the KSC landing, 
we'll be closing the payload bay doors around TIG minus 3 hours 
and 45 minutes. Transitioning to Ops 3 at 2 hours and 15 minutes 
prior to TIG. We are doing one little different thing in the 
timeline is. we are gOing to boil water a little bit differently 
when we bypass th~ radiators. We're going to do it in sort of 2 
steps. Normally we just go ahead and use the high load 
evaporator which puts out a plume on the side that we have to 
fight with the jets and so we normally slip over the normal jet 
during that time frame. Since we still are a little short on gas 
on the front end we'd rather - if we have to wave off days we'd 
rather not spend it right there so we're going to go ahead and 
stay on the verniers longer and we're going to put the popping 
evaporator into a high temp mode which allows you to effectively, 
do mostly a bypass radiators and we'll cold soak the Freon that's 
in there pretty much. We'll do that for about an hour and 15 or 
20 minutes and then we'll go ahead and do the normal coal soak, 
only from about 3 hours on in the deorbit burn. That's about thp. 
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only differences I can see for tomorrow's landing. With that I'll 
be happy to take any questions, 

PAO Okay, Lynn Sherr, ABC News. 

SHERR Yes. Two quick ones, John. Just to clarify, you 
would have landed today at the Cave given the weather or not. Do 
you know the answer to that. 

COX Today? No. 

SHERR 
today? 

Yes. Weather was not good enough for landing 
That's all I meant, I'm sorry. 

COX Oh. I'm, sorry. I thing today's weather was 
pretty good. I don't recall spending the time looking at _ 
because we had alreay passed the landing opportunity by the time 
I'd come in. 

SHERR Okay. The other question is, you were leoking at 
the OMS POD before, were you looking at the one that b'~longs to 
Discovery and if so what shape is it in for a return. 

COX Oh , it's in super shape. The plan was when you did 
this water inspection that you also wanted to look at the OMS POD 
so that you could verify if there was any ice and if it did hit 
OMS POD that - any damage that it might have caused was not there 
in the first place. So, that's the only reason we were looking 
at it. 

SHERR So that POD should be returned to Discovery without 
any problem. 

COX Right. 

*** 
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PAO Roy Neal, NCB news. 

NEAL I just want to be sure that I heard you correctly, 
because if I'm reading your numbers, and reading what you said, 
John, you're saying that essentially that the plan wilt be to 
come down tomorrow either at Edwards or at the Cape, in reverse 
order, Cape first, Cape priority because __ 

COX Yes 

NEAL of the incoming bad weather at the Cape. 

COX Gary Coen developed the logic table that, a little 
confusing to follow it all, but the bottom line is we're going to 
be coming in one of the two places unless weather goes bad in 
both of them. It's impossible that that could happen, the way 
that thing are set up. 

NEAL Seems unlikely. When will you fly the STA in the 
morning to determine ground fog conditions at KSC? 

Cox 
flights. 

NEAL 

cox 

NEAL 

cox 

PAO 

I don't know what time, but there'll be several 

Obviously before the deorbit burn. 

It's a good idea to do it then. 

Who's flying, who's flying? Do you know? 

No I don't. 

Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle. 

BYARS John, you mentioned that Crippen is ready to get 
back on the ground, one place or another. How has he expressed 
this? Is there some developing concern for saying hey guys we've 
been up here long enough, I need a cold one? 

COX Oh , no no. He's just, he's happy. The loads 
behind him and all that. We were just giving the evening status 
and talked about how what the weather was shaping up to be, and 
he says I'm ready to come down anywhere. Just happy, I don't 
think he was trying to make any special point of anything. 

NEAL How about Clear Lake? 

COX He'd probably miss that one. 

PAO Ok, Roy. We have an answer. It's John Young will 
be flying the STA and P. J. White will be flying out at Dryden, 
and it's about 2 hours and 40 minutes prior to landing. 

- . -. . ." ~.. .. 1. _ ~-'-f II 
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KREMAL Frank Kremal, Taylor News, Loo Angeles. How is the 
weather at Edwards? Is it looking good tomorrow? 

cox Edwards? Edwards? 

KREMAL Weather at Edwards. 

COX It's looking good. I don't, let's see, wait a 
minute. I got a, let's say 20,000 scattered, 7 miles plus 
visibility, variable winds at 5 k~ots. 

KREMAL 
if - -

Also, would you be landing in darkness at Edwards 

COX No. All those landing up to's I talked about were 
daylight landings. 

KREMAL Thank you. 

PAO John Everhart, Science News. 

EVERHART I'd like to know what you've learned during this 
mission or during the last few missions about operations in the 
MOCR about flight, not just you as a flight director, but the 
crew working these things. When STS-l took off, there were 
already a third as many people as it took to launch a moon flight 
and that number was supposed to get considerably smaller. You do 
tough things, but are parts of operating the Shuttle, even in a 
mission like that, getting routine and getting easier and taking 
fewer people and stuff? 

COX Well, you know, that's one of the things people ask 
a lot. Maybe some parts of the job are getting routine, and 
we're able to get by '",i th fewer people. We also have a, when you 
compare it to Apollo and past programs, we have a lot more 
forgiving system that we fly. It has a lot more redundanoy and 
capability so that we can stand more problems. I think ~hat we 
do is we emphasize a lot of speciality areas that works on these 
on-orbit tasks and we know that we don't need to have large teams 
of people to do that. We just have to have a small good 
competent team that really knows how to handle that. So, I don't 
think that side of the philosophy is so different, it's just that 
you weren't all up to support everything in the past, and we're 
more specialized now. 

EVERHART HOw's the number of personnel changed since the 
pre-operational flights in the MOCR itself and the various back
room teams? 

COX I can't give you any percent numbers. It has come 
down considerably, but I don't know how much that is. Maybe 15 
percent or 20. 
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PAO Dave Jackson, Time Magazine. 

JACKSON I have a couple of questions please. One, my 
understanding from reading the transcript is that apparently they 
did film the grapple, the successful grapple, with the IMAX 
camera. Is that correct? And, do you know if they caught it on 
any other film chat might be available later on? 

COX We tried to ask them if they caught it on the 
VTR. The response was no, they weren't paying any attention to 
the cameras. One of the folks on the ground knows that they 
thought that the camera that was selected to the VTR when we last 
saw them, might have caught the edge of a scene or something 
which probably wouldn't show much even if it was there, but there 
may be a piece there. I think IMAX was the one that was, it was 
either IMAX or Cinema 360 caught the grapple. And, that's the 
only other one I think of. Nobody had l6mm or handhelds going at 
that time. They were too concerned about getting the job done. 

JACKSON The second question was, after all the information 
on the specs of that trunnion pin, has someone had the time now 
to look at the specs for the trunnion for the T-pad and determine 
whether it should have been triggered with the amount of trunnion 
pin accessible to the T-pad? 

COX I didn't even ask today. I mean, this went on 
by. I did ask yesterday, an~ people were still trying to analyze 
that one. I think from all tne numbers I saw, there was enough 
evidence to say that something, that there is a good chance that 
the system just wouldn't have fit. And, I don't know whether 
it's just that button or the trunnion pin length, or the catch 
distance of the T-pad, but there are enough things that seem like 
theres a good room to say it may not have fit. Why would have to 
be looking at that. 

PAO Jules Bergman, ABC news. 

BERGMAN Two questions. John, I thought I heard Crip say 
during or immediately after the grapple, that the IMAX had not 
been running as well as the VTR. 

COX Okay. There may have been Cinema 360. I'm pretty 
sure it was caught on one of them, on some video that we'll see 
afterwards. 

BERGMAN Okay. And my next question is, how was it or how 
is it that on the second rendezvous, when you knew you were short 
of forward RCS fuel, you were able to pull off the rendezvous 
with like 1/20th or 1/IOth the amounts of fuel that you'd used on 
the first? 

COX Clever. 
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BERGMAN What? 

COX No, the numbers you're probably quoting on the 
amounts of fuels apparently used on the forward end, and total 
amo~nt that it would take from any given time of delta V that you 
have to expend is just a matter of putting (garble) to work. I 
mean, it's going to take you so much to get there. What we tried 
to do was keep, we knew we had plenty in the aft end. That was 
never a concern. What we were trying to do is keep the forward 
end down, because that's where we were going to be short. As, 
there are some portions in close, where you absolutely have to 
fly with forward end thrusters. 

BERGMAN Okay. So you're saying they're fuel totals, then. 

COX The fuel totals would come out very similiar. But, 
the trick was to try to make it all come out of the back end. 

BERGMAN That can't be John. Cause, I was given numbers by 
Charlie Redman right there, that in one case, I clearly remember 
said, point 0, point 45 versus 11 pounds for 11 FPS. And, I 
commented to Charlie, "My goodness, that's 20 times more 
efficient ". 

PAO He's talking about delta V for the closing burns. 

COX We didn't start from the same place, and d~pending 
on where you start. On the first day, we were coming all the way 
in from many miles out, you know, lots and lots. We came in from 
only, like 40 or 50 miles when we started the second day. And, 
we had a closing rate that would have brought us in eventually, 
not at the time we wanted. So, what we did technique-wise was 
tried to spend little burns at the right time so that we could 
adjust our phasing. The rendezvous problem is worked and there's 
two pieces to it. One is to make the altitude changes. Those 
always cost the same amount of delta V. The other is to get your 
timing set up, and if you have enough time and you're clever 
about when you do your b~rns, you can control that. The phasing 
for that initial rendezvous was established at launch time. When 
we lifted off, we were on a chase all the way around and we 
lifted off at the opening of a window which put the Solar Max ••• 

*** 
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cox ••• satellite the furthest ahead of us that it 
could possibly be, so we had to make up the most ground and t~en 
had to take the big altitude changes. So, we had several phasing 
adjustments to make in there and what not. When we were up there 
close we had rendezvoused and then we just did a small separation 
from it. It was a matter then of making a small closing burn to 
start closing, and then when you got into a place where you could 
start using the onboard software, you began making the normal 
sequence of burns. But they just didn't require a whole lot of 
delta V. You were already at the right altitude, it was a matter 
of just setting up your timing. 

BERGMAN Can you tell us now whether, assuming the PALAPA 
and Westa! VI retrieval missions are given the go ahead, what 
lessons, what different methodology your people may use in a 
double rendezvous? 

COX I wouldn't know. Just looking at the time, r don't 
know how you could put two satellites, if you did both of them, 
in a position where you get them both that easily. You would 
have to build it as two little flights. You'd have to rendezvous 
with the first one and do whatever you were going to do with it 
and then set up phasing and rendezvous with the second one and do 
what you're going to do with that. So, I would imagine a flight 
would have to have two pieces to it, but I don't know any more 
details than ••• 

BERGMAN 

COX 
take. 

BERGMAN 

cox 

PAO 

Assuming the orbits are circularized. 

Assuming their circularized, or whatever shape they 

You're saying two flights or two launches. 

Or two portions of one flight. 

Lynn Shere. 

SHERR Just following up on that John. Briefly, Crip said 
today that the TPAD, in the press conference, the TPAD could have 
been used to put a trunnion pin or something like it onto a 
satellite in order to lock onto it. I didn't understand how that 
works. Is there? 

COX One of the TPAD's that we carry had a grapple 
fixture hooked to it, so that if for some reason, and we had 
several reasons why we might not have chosen to use the grapple 
fixture that was already on the satellite. There was a regular 
RMS grapple fixture on it. It is one of the non-removable kin~, 
so there are certain RMS failures, that if you knew you had a 
50/50 chance or your backup systems were out on the grapple 
fixture, if you grabbed hold of that one, and then for some 
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reason it came deploy time and you couldnlt let go of it, you'd 
have some interesting decisions because you couldn't close the 
door holding on to it like that, so you'd say goodnight to your 
arm. So for those caees, we'd have to go out and put a grapple 
fixture on. So, there was another TPAn we could've carried out 
there. We called it the primary TPAD merely because back in the 
original design days of the TPAD, that was the one that we 
thought we were going to be using, so they called it the primary 
one. You would dock the very same way, it ~its on the same 
mounting that Pinky had. You just would have gone qnd hooked 
that onto the same trunnion pin. However, based l1pOI~ all his 
measurements and everything, that probably wouldn't h~ve worked 
any better than the other one. 

SHERR perhaps I misunderstood, I thought Crippen was 
saying that the TPAD could be used to put a fixture on something 
that didn't have a fixture on it already. 

COX Well you have to be careful when you say TPAD. 
When we say TPAD its, in its full configllration it's a three
hunk, three large pieces, that makes up about 100 and some pounds 
of stuff that you carryon the front of your MMU. Ther~ is a 
TPAO control box. That's what he's really thinking of, is the 
control box. NOw, you can plug these TPADs, 9 rimary or 
secondary, but they're really an effector of some sort that'll 
mate with the trunnion. One of them just mates with the trunnion 
and stays hooked to the control box, that's what Pinky took out 
with him. 

SHERR But, can you put a pin on something that doesn't 
have a fixture on it at all. 

COX You can put a pin, but you can put a grapple 
fixture on a trunnion. 

SHERR 
there. 

COX 

Oh, you put something on something that's already 

Right. 

SHERR Welre not putting a protrusion on~o just a smooth 
surface that's already there? 

COX No, and so the unique system that we hav~ here, 
those little end pieces that hook to the control box, they're 
unique to whatever satellite you want to rendezvous with. 
Because that's made to fit that trunnion pin. If you wanted to 
go rendezvous with some other satellite, you'd have to find some 
appendage that you could hook onto and then you'd have to design 
the front end of this box so that it would mate to that thing. 

PAO Jules. 

2 ---i$ $ 7 
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3ERGMAN Following up on Lynn's question, John. Can you 
tell us now wh~t fixture there may be, for example an antenna 
that's already aboard PALAPA, that you would grasp them with in a 
retrieval maneuver? 

COX I have no idea what we'd really ~0 there. I 
understand that satellite has several things that are candidates, 
but I don't know what we would select. There are some appendages 
that you can work with, and that's part of what the people are 
doing. They're evaluating how this TPAD operation worked and 
w:~at is good or bad about it and I'm sure that they' 11 also be 
concerned about the dynamic effect - if you have to actually fly 
in and bump something. Those satellItes are quite a bit lighter 
than this one that we picked up here, so a bumping effect, if you 
didn't get it the first time, you might rcally have a tough case 
to recover from. 

BERGMAN Big vacuum cleaner perhaps. 

cox possibly. 

PAO Carlos Byars. 

BYARS I forgot what I was going to ask you about. John, 
on these, the PALAPA and the other satellite, are you aware of 
anything that may be leading to a decision on the part of the 
owners, whoever they might be, to go do this sort of thing? You 
all getting the kind of information that might indicate, hey 
we're going to have another one? 

COX I'm not. 1'm sure people are talking ." 

BYARS Let's go make some trunnion pins or something. 

COX I'm sure that the folks that are doing all that are 
at Headquarters level an1 I know all the center's done is just 
taking a look at some of the feasibility ideas of it. 

BYARS You all are not putting a whole lot of effort into 
that thing at this time. 

COX No. 

PAO Dave, did you have another question? 

DAVE I was just going to ask, regarding the bumping of 
the satellites, would you, is' one thing you learn from this 
mission that you would expect to leave on an attitude control 
system until you've successfully snagged a satellite? 

COX I don't think that if the attitude control system 
had been lp.ft on, powered up on the Solar Max, that it would hav~ 
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made any difference. It's not the type of system that could have 
overcome the forces that we were able to apply with an MMU. I 
think what we've learned is don't hit it quite so hard and that 
might say something about the way you design that grappling 
interface. 

NEAL John, I heard it said today, that this mission was 
saved on Sunday when Bob Crippen made a decision to fall back and 
regroup, befo~e expending the last remaining few pounds of 
forward RCS fuel. Did he make that decision? Or was it made for 
him by Mission Control? 

COX we looked at the numbers and tried to look at how 
much gas, that was an excellent call by my PROP operator. We 
went through, what in the world can we do to help the situation 
right now. How much gas is it going to take to get back in here 
if we did have a standoff maneuver that we could do that would 
let us phase out and come back in a following day. That was 
always one of the backup rendezvous techniques we had if, for 
some reason, we weren't going to be able to close in, if 
something was happening to the EVA folks and they weren't gOing 
to be able to get out on time, or a numbec of different reasons, 
you could be at that situation. We wanted to get us to a cheap 
re-rendezvous position. What was unknown was how much of this 
forward end gas were we going to spend getting in there? That 
was always the big question mark on the consumables. So, we had 
been plotting some of that data, been running ••• 

*** 
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COX • •• it through the system so I asked h im, 1I~'lhere do 
we need to cut off so that we can get back in?" He went through 
and made a quick evaluation of what he thought it had cost us 
and, on the forward jets, and we passed that up to Bob. We 
couldn't watch him, we were at a no-TV acquisition, so it was 
hard to tell how well he was doing with the grapple, you could 
see the arm chasing around in the data, you could see the 
vechicle doing a lot of maneuvering, but you couldn't tell how 
successful he was. So about all we could really do was pass him 
a number and said, "If your forward end gets down to such and 
such," I think it was about 22 percent or something like that, it 
was a number about in there that we gave him, if it gets down 
below that, we don't think you can get back in to re-rendezvous, 
so make your decision. You can keep on spending and chasing, and 
you could go ahead and take it all the way down till it's empty, 
if you think you're getting somewhere. If you think that you 
would rather back off and think about it and see if, at that time 
we didn't think we were going to have quite the control problems 
on tho satellite, and we thought then it would probably be just a 
matter of straightening the spin back up again and fixing it. It 
turned out they were able to do that, but we had stick another 
day in between those times when we thought we would be coming 
back in again. So that was a decision that was, I think the 
final decision was made by Crip onboard, but I think we gave him 
the numbers that he could use and give him a good brake-off point 
where he says I can tell now I'm making it or not. 

BERGMAN 

COX 

BERGMAN 

PAO 

Ris call based on your advisory. 

Yes, I think that's what it was. 

Good. 

Ok, Carlos, then we'll switch to Kennedy. 

BYARS John, who, was there discussion, or when were there 
discussions about this maneuver that Crippen suggested to Terry, 
to go out and get a hold of the end of the arm? You said that, 
Crippen said this morning during our press conference, that this 
was a spur of the moment decision. 

COX It was a spur of the moment call for him to tell 
him to go ahead and grab that, because he thought it may be 
stabilizing. We had discussed it many times. There is no way, 
moat of the things that we do on a pre-flight basis, we try to 
see if there is a way to analyze them. See if there is some real 
technique you can put to them, that was just not a, you know when 
you put a human factor of how much I can get done, nobody could 
figure out a way to analyze that, but it might have been a 
helping type of thing you could do. So there had beer. some 
conversation about well this might help, if you ever get in that 
position. But, so it had been taken that far, it wasn't 

I 
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unexpected at all to see him do it. As far as actually deciding 
to implement that, at that point in time, he thought that that 
would help at that time, so he made that call. 

BYARS This is not been part of any of the simulations? 

COX There is no way you can train for it, we don't have 
any simulator or what not that just lets a guy float out and grab 
the array. 

PAO Okay, we'll go now to the Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida for questions. 

FRANK-YOSENDA (TODAY) Two questions. Okay, the first question 
is when will Crip actually take control of the vehicle on the way 
down, landing at what point? 

COX That would be a que3tion you'd have to ask the 
entry flight director, I haven't done the entries on this flight, 
so it's, I know down in, about the time they're on the HAC is 
typic~lly about the time they do it, but I couldn't swear where 
Crip likes to do it. 

YOSENDA Ok, the second question. Apparently the landing 
time on the first attempt is back to 6:07 Central Time, from 
6:09, is that correct? And what would be the landing on the 
second attempt? Has that been moved also? 

COX Landing on the second attempt, I have that here 
somewhere I think. 7:47, is what it says, I think that's 
right. 7:47, Central Standard Time. I can leave this package of 
information which basically shows the details of the site 
cov&rages that we'll have in the final hours prior to deorbit. 
It will also show when the roll reversals occur and what 
altitudes and where. It also shows that for KSC 15, and for 
Edwards 17, for the 106 landing at KSC, and the 107 landing at 
Edwards, the primary information that I read off a while ago. 

ED TOBIAS (AP RADIO) 
to his first question. 

John, I don't think Frank got an answer 
6:07 Central, now correct? 

COX 6:07 Central is the KSC landing. 

TOBIAS And do you have a preference, if we get ground fog 
in here at the morning, for your second opportunity, of whether 
it will be Edwards or whether it l 11 be Kennedy, or will that be 
real-time call there? 

COX Well; it will obviously be on the weather 
forecast. If the fog is predicted to clear, I'm sure weill just 
go around a rev and come on down the next rev, because you're 
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going to spend that one more orbit anyhow, whether you come into 
th€ Cape or at Edwards. 

PAO That is all the questions from KSC. 

PAO Ok, are there any more questions from Houston? 

John do you have visibility numbers for Houston 
tomorrow morning on entry? 

COX For those of you who want to get up and look, 
Central Standard Time 5:51 is the time to be looking. Let's see 
178 degrees, so that would be south, 10.7 degrees above the 
horizon, if you happen to be in a very clear area with no 
obstruction you will be real lucky, most folks can't see higher 
then maybe 20 or 30 degrees, so I think you would have to be in a 
very tall place to see this. I think the range is 158 miles, the 
altitude of the Orbiter will be at 199,000 feet, and will be 
traveling at mach 15.7. 

PAO Okay, thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Welcome to the post-landing press briefing. About 
2000, 3000 miles away from the Orbiter and we have with us 
Lieutenant General James A. Abrahamson the Associate 
Administrator for Space Flight. And Dr. Burt Edelson, who is our 
Associate Administrato! for Space Sciences and Application. And 
we'll begin with General Abrahamson. 

Abrahamson First of all, I think the mission, and I'm sure 
everybody agrees, was just absolutely fantastic. Of course, I'm 
delighted that it was that way and our last mission. Now, we 
shouldn't, I think, let the fact that the Orbiter is there and 
we're here detract from the mission. All we can say is that Crip 
did it again. If you're concerned about it and you really want 
to complain, you're going to have to do that to a higher 
authority. Burt. 

PAO Thank you. Dr. Edelson 

EDELSON I'm just as disappointed as anybody in this room 
that they didn't land here at Kennedy but delighted, of course, 
that they landed safely and that it was such a highly successful 
mission. I'm just as delighted as I can be about the marvelous 
cooperation that we experienced during this flight. Of coursp., 
it was a successful mission in the rendezvous, in the capture of 
the spacecraft, and in the repair of the spacecraft, which after 
all was the purpose of the mission. We undertook a very 
difficult repair process. As you know, we repaired the attitude 
control system, replaced it, and we repaired a major - replaced a 
major unit, electronic box of - a vital instrument, the 
cronigraph (garble). Both of those were accomplished very 
successfully. As an encore we replaced the baffle in another 
instrument, the polychromater. It all appears to have been 
successful repairs. We reboosted the spacecraft, we put it back 
in orbit and it appears to be working perfectly now. It is, in 
fact, a somewhat better spacecraft than it was originally by 
virture of the fact that we've got upgraded instrumentation in 
it. I've been told to be very brief, I can't stop without giving 
credit to this marvelous working team. I said to Abe during the 
mission, "Abe, I really can't tell which of these folks are 
working for you and which of them are working for me. We'll work 
it as a complete team." The spirit of coorperation between the 
Goddard Space Flight Center, the Johnson Space Flight Center, the 
Kennedy Space Center was superb and the NASA industry cooperation 
was outstanding in every respect. We're absolutely delighted 
that the mission was as Successful as it is and it's goin9 to 
lead to great things in the future. We're going to count on this 
for repair of other satellites like the Landsat that is operating 
improperly at the present time and we're going to count on it for 
routine serviCing of major spacecraft in the future, the space 
telescope, the gama-ray observatory, the upper atmosphere 
research satellite. And last but not least, let me end on the 
note that this is an intrOduction to what can and will be done 
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with a space station that we are gOing ahead on at NASA at the 
present time. 

PAO Okay, thank you. I think we are ready for 
questions here. We'll start with Tom O'Toole. 

O'TOOLE For General Abrahamson. You are going to do an 
auto landing later this year, I guess, Isn't that later this 
year? Is that when you start demonstrating all weather 
capability because you can't really afford to keep landing at 
Edwards when you want to land at the Cape, can you? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, let me try to put this in perspective. I 
think, first of all, don't lose sight of the fact that we were 
able to shift very easily and very quickly and in a very 
operational way and the important thing, of course, is we got the 
spacecraft down safely and got it down well. So that 
demonstrates an important attribute of an operational system, 
flexibility. And by the way, that happens to everyone of us 
every so often on an air line as we travel around the country and 
we don't particularly like that, it's inconvenient, none the less 
it happens. So the first lesson is, it demonstrates 
flexibility. It will cost us more and we do want to have more 
reliable landings here. But we will always be faced with 
unstable weather. Therefore, we are continuing to try to 
develop, first for safety reasons and later on for flexibility 
reasons, the ability to operate under better weather 
conditions. Do not assume that we need auto land to do that. 
All we need is a fully trained IFR capability. Now, auto land 
will be an assist and will help and that's why, of course, we are 
pressing on and we'll do that this summer. But, it's the IFR 
capability, Remember pilots were making instrument landings ever 
after - Jimmy Doolittle demonstrated that a long time ago and he 
didn't demonstrate auto land, what he demonstrated was, that a 
pilot could follow the needles and work it out. 

PAO Jay Barbry, NBC. 

BARBRY General, you had Discovery's first launch for June 
19 after this landing. First of all could you give us a look at 
how you feel about it now, how long of a delay possibly this will 
cause, plus also could you give us a price tag on this diverted 
landing this morning? 

ABRAHAMSON I believe the price tag on the diverted landing 
probably is not more than a couple hundred thousand dollars. But 
it is in that category and we want to prevent that from happening 
each time, so of course, that's of interest to us and a real 
concern. A first guess is, that we're faced with about a day for 
day slip. So we may have about a 5 or 6 day impact to that June 
flight. That's not a major problem for us, the way the flights 
are working the rest of the year. 
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BARBRY Let me fOllow up right quick. I know your big 
problem is to exchange the left OMS pod. 

ABRAHAMSON Right. 

BARBRY Do you plan to pull it off out at Edwards and fly 
it back ahead of the Challenger or are you going to wait until 
you fly the whole bird back here? 

ABRAHAMSON No. The easiest way is to bring it back on the 
Challenger and then make the change here. 

PAO Leo Enwright, Irish Television. 

ENWRIGHT You mentioned the difficulty you have in terms of 
visuals as you are coming in for a landing. Could you talk a bit 
about what would have happened if you had been coming in when 
that rain was coming down. We couldn't hear what was going on on 
the air-to-ground as it thundered on the roof at the news 
center. What would have happened in those circumstances? 
Remember you waved off only 10 minutes, 15 minutes from the OMS 
burn. If you'd burned and you came in to that sort of weather, 
what would have happened to the Orbiter? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, it clearly would have been able to land 
safely. There is no flight safety problem landing under - in a 
rain situation, so long of course, as we are not coming into 
thunderstorms and electrical activity and we wouldn't under any 
circumstances do that. Again, it's a cost and a maintenance 
problem. If the rain were very significant or of any real size, 
what it would do is, erode certain parts of the tile and then 
we'd be faced with taking them off and replacing them. That 
erosion would not affect our ability to land and to maintain 
aerodynamic integrity as we land. 

PAO Frank Eucinda from Today. 

EUCINOA Two questions. The first, with the ET doors that 
popped open after landing. With current operational rules, was 
that considered nominal or was that unusual? 

ABRAHAMSON It's unusual but I don't think it's a big kind of a 
problem for us, frankly. It was after landing and it's not a 
relation that I know about. 

PAO Reg Turnell, BBC. 

TURNELL The big surprise to me was that, not that you did 
what you set out to do but suddenly Challenger was short of fuel, 
something I never expected to hear. Are you likely to do 
anything about this, and especially to consider crossfeeding to 
the forward RCS? 
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ABRAHAMSON Remember now what the problem was. It was 
initially and primarily a forward RCS problem. In order to be 
able to have the ability to crossfeed from the aft compartments 
all the way up there, we would really have to put in a great deal 
of plumbing and back in the early days of the program that was 
considered to be a luxury rather than a requirement. So that's 
why it isn't there. You can crossfeed in the front between the 
left and right hand side. You can crossfeed in the back between 
the left and right hand side. And in the back you can crossfeed 
between the OMS and the RCS. Well, wetll look at it again. But 
I think the most important thing is that we'll probably alter our 
procedures. And, Crip has, and people on the ground have worked 
out a superb very, very low fuel usage rendezvous that I think 
will become the standard for every commander from now on, by the 
way, so I expect that that will be the first step. We'll look at 
it again and I don't know what the answere is, Reg. 

PAO I'm sorry to interupt you before, Frank, go ahead. 

EUCINDA Second question is, do the Chase planes, today's 
decision not to fly Chase planes, is that going to become 
standard? And we were told that was unpopular with the crew. Is 
it a risk that you are willing to take in the future? 

ABRAHAMSON There were two decisions in terms of Chase 
planes. The first one was, that while it makes a great picture 
for all of us during landing, we are not going to fley a Chase 
plane just for Public Affairs purposes, in order to reduce 
density and improve the overall landing situation. We think that 
rrom a safety viewpoint that we are - we're at the point that we 
really - they don't add a great deal. The important plane that's 
in the air was the one that John was flying and we were all 
listening to very carefully and talking back and forth all 
morning, and that's the weather flight. And, of course, he uses 
the STAR plane for that. 

PAO This gentleman here. 

Earth News Any idea on what happen with TPAD, the problems 
that Pinky Nelson had on the first day attempting to dock? 

ABRAHAMSON Well we have a theory that is associated with a 
little perturbence that was sticking out right next to the -
where the trunnion goes in and that that prevented the TPAD from 
being able to close all the way to the point that it tripped the 
trigger. I think the real lesson from all of that is that we 
need to be able to have not only a forced trip approach for 
docking fixtures of this kind but also a manual approach that 
will be more flexible. 

*** 
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Earth News At the next flight preparing for Discovery, 
anyth i ng ne'N' on the status of rece r t i fy i ng e i the r the PAM's or 
the IUS. 

ABRAHAMSON I would give anything to be able to say yes, yes, 
yes, and the answer is no. 

PAO And, Craig Covault, Aviation Week. Right behind 
you, beside you. 

COVAULT Monday, the blue suit comes out of the moth balls 
for fair amount of time to come here. When you make the 
transition, what kind of space management cross pollenization and 
space OPS philosophy do you think you're going to be most 
interested in really pressing on the other side of the fence, or 
at least in the Air For.ce? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, I've been, you're just handing me that, 
right, Craig? For a long time now, I've been talking about a 
space revolution, and the necessity of convincing designers 
around the world that the Shuttle is a fine tool for development 
purposes and later on, it can in fact be used, when it's used to 
its maximum advantage to bring down the cost of eventual 
operational systems, and I guess, now I'll get a chance to prove 
that. 

PAO We're going to have just about 3 moce questions 
here before we go to other centers. Doug, did you still have a 
question? Doug 

DOUG General Abrahamson, you said the cost would be, 
landing at Edwards, in the order of a couple hundred thousand 
dollars. That sounds pretty - awfully low. 

ABRAHAMSON Well, we have, you know it has been higher in the 
past when we sent out absolute full teams. We send out the abs -
the full number of people, this time, we're using a minimum team 
that's there in terms of - as we did last time Crippen did 
this. And, the cost went down, and we were able to do it 
successfully, and we're getting better in the turnaround. It may 
be a hundred thousand dollars or so low, I'm not absolutely 
sure. But, it's not of the order of a million dollars or more. 
I don't think it is. 

DOUG The second question I had on that. I understand, 
the Challenger, when it comes back here will face a little bit . 
under 200 mods on the spacecraft itself. What are the magnitudes 
of these mods? Are they changes, a screw here, or are there 
systems going in that will be changed? 

ABRAHAMSON The final modification strategy for not only the 
Challenger, but also of th~ Columbia, and the way we phase-in the 
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Discover, was a matter of review during this mission. And, 
that's not absolutely finalized at this point, and how many of 
those we really undertake will be a matter of how much time we 
have available to do them. Most of them are very, very small and 
not significant. The most significant modifications are to the 
Columbia, and that's where our real concern is at this point. To 
bring the Columbia up to the operational status of the Discover 
and of the Challenger. So they will not be, I'd like to give you 
a specific answer, but those will be a series of incremental 
decisions which will now be, this team, not mine. 

PAO Harry Colcomb, Aviation Week. 

COLCOMB Wondering if there was any unauthorized error 
activity in this area or out at Edwards. 

ABRAHAMSON r don't have the report yet. I think, at Edwards, 
the important thing is we caught them by suprise. 

PAO We're going to take one more question here from 
Jerry H~nneson from Time, and then we'll come back for the rest 
of you who have had your hands up. 

HANNESON Right off the bat, congratulations great Koodos, to 
you gentlemen, terific teamwork. But, I guess this is for Dr. 
Edleson, perhaps. Once you knew the that the fuses had blown on 
Solar Max, and it was in trouble, what actually inspired this 
rescue mission, What ignited the mission? 

EDLESON well, as you know, Solar Max is the first of the 
spacecraft that used the mUlti-mission module. And, therefore, 
we planned in advance to for it to be repairable in orbit, so, it 
was our first thought when one of the replaceable modules became 
inoperational, when the fuses blew, which was in November of 
1980, our first thought was to plan a mission to capture the 
satellite and repair it in orbit. 

HENNESON A quick follow up on that Or. Edleson. Was this 
inspired within NASA or from outside of NASA. 

EDLESON No, within NASA. Let me make the point that this 
was not a stunt, there was certainly a lot of interest in the 
capture of the satellite and the ability of the astronauts to go 
out in EVA and repair it and f.ix it up and launch it again, and 
we're very excited about that possibility, and each of us is 
thrilled by it. But, it certainly was not just a stunt, this is 
a valuable scientific instrument that did great service in orbit, 
made many interesting discoveries, and now that it's repaired, we 
have a program of work for it. And, it was a very cost effective 
thing to do. 
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PAO Okay. We're ready for questions, I believe, from 
Dryden first. 

DYE 
Abe. 
that 
with 

PAO 

Lee Dye, Los Angeles Time. Two questions for 
One, did you have any problems with the brakes this time 

you know of? Last flight you had a little bit of a hang up 
them. 

Would you repeat that question please? 

OYER Last time you had some problems with the brakes, 
any trouble this time? 

ABRAHAMSON This is very preliminary. And, people just came in 
and put this paper down here so you can see how preliminary. The 
initial visual, first of all, Crippen didn't feel anything on the 
way in that was any kind of a problem to him. And, by the way, 
that's been the case in the previous flights as well. They have 
not seen any significant impact in terms of the brake problems. 
The visual inspection revealed no apparent damage to the brakes 
and there was no brake lockup this time. NOw, that doesn't mean 
that as we begin to get into this, and because of the brake 
history, we'll look at it very, very carefully. But, I think 
it's quite encouraging, that at least we don't have something 
smoke this time or something that indicates troubles like we have 
had in the past. And, remembering, each time we are making small 
modifications trying to get on this problem. I think we will. 
The initial visual inspection of the overall vehicle also 
revealed no apparent anomalies at all. 

DYE One other question. Why does the fact that the 
Challenger landed on the wrong coast have an effect on your June 
launch when you're using a different bird? 

ABRAHAMSON Because we will have to get the Challenger back, 
and then take oft the OMS pod that we borrowed from Discover and 
return it to Discover. 

PAO That's all the questions from Dryden. I understand 
we're ready for the Johnso~ Space Center. 

PAO Okay. We have questions here at the Johnson Space 
Center. If I don't calIon you by name, please state your name 
and affiliation. Mike Meechum. 

MEECHUM (Ganette News) General, help me on this landing. I 
don't understand why you haven't been using.instrument flight 
rules thus far if they would help you. 

ABRAHAMSON I think the only real explanation of that, Mike, is 
that we're being careful. Remember, this is the second landing 
at the Cape, and we just don't want to rush into that because we 
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don't have to. So, we are just approaching it slowly, a little 
bit at a time. The vehicle was designed to be a, ha\e a visual 
landing initially. Later on, we added the idea of an auto-land, 
which has not yet been demonstrated. We have also been slow in 
terms of turning our training focus to that because of course we 
want to make sure that the primary time available to the 
astronauts is put on their primary task, and then should to be 
able to land visually under appropriate weather conditions. And, 
then the final pOint is, our succeptability and concern for 
landing in precipitation. That's just something that we're 
always going to have be sensitive to, and we can't put the 
vehicle in a situation where that might happen for logistic 
purposes, not for safety purposes. 

MEECHUM When you try the auto-land in August, if there is 
bad weather at the Cape, will you go to Edwards to test the auto
land on that first try. 

ABRAHAMSON The first try is planned for Edwards at the lake 
bed so that the man can have a good cross-check on the machin~. 

MEECHUM One other thing. You have not done any IFR work at 
Edwards, have you? 

ABRAHAMSON NO we haven't. 

MEECHUM - - tested haven't you. 

ABRAHAMSON We've done a lot of work with the STA at both 
coasts, and, at other sites as well. And, it's important that 
that STA work, satisfy us, that all of our simulations r~ally 
have all of the bugs worked out before we go all the way to 
touchdown with the machine. 

MEECHUM We didn't hear all of your answer. Are you saying 
that the STA has not satisfied you that all the bugs are out of 
the IFR? 

*** 
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ABRAHAMSON No, it's a slow process. Initially we did have 
some differences right near the touchdown area where it is, of 
course, very, very critical and the STA showed some 
characteristics which were different than our fixed base 
simulator in Houston. Therefore, we had to spend a lot of time 
working that out. We think we have most of that worked out. 
But, we're proceeding on a deliberate schedule, Mike, in order to 
ensure that we have the confidence level that we need for that 
initial landing in August. 

BYARS (Houston Chronicle) Abe, what about night landings at 
Kennedy, seems that you tend to have a little bit weather there 
before you get the early morning Sun. 

ABRAHAMSON Right, and of course, that's perhaps the saviour 
here at Kennedy where we do have this unpredictable weather. If 
you look at it this morning, it was a questionable call. It 
looked like it was going to get better and than in a very, very 
short time it got worse. Therefore, I think that our 
conservative bias to the call was the right one, clearly. And 
we're gOing to continue to do that, but the night landinys will 
offer that possibility. But, of course, you have to have an 
opportunity at night and we didn't last night. 

BYARS Are you going to get to the point where you 
routinely schedule night landings there? Plan your missions 
around night landings to take advantage of that improved 
conditions? 

ABRAHAMSON I believe that we will. But again it'll depend on 
the overall mission length, what our reserves are at anyone 
point in time and then how those two parameters factor into our 
night landing opportunities. 

PAO Okay, Chris Peterson. 

PETERSON (KTRH) Abe, what'S the feeling at level one for future 
satellite rescue and repairs. Obviously, with the success of 
Solar Max, you must feel pretty confident about it and I'm 
particularly asking about PALAPA and Westar. 

ABRAHAMSON This mission gives us a great deal of confidence 
and supports some of the studies that we have been undertaking 
that we can go do this and we're quite confident that we can. 
But, of course, we really need the permission and the support of 
the people who own the satellite and I think that they will be 
making their decision, first of all of·course, it's a business 
decision. But, they'll be making that and hopefully with our 
success today in mind. 

PAO Okay, Rob Navias. 
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NAVIAS (UPI Radio) Abe, the baseline documents I've seen 
recently show Discovery's maiden landing in June to take placp. at 
KSC. Is that likely to change because of today's deversion. 

ABRAHAMSON Frankly, I am not absolutely sure of that. I doubt 
it. I think that so long as we're happy with the machine and the 
way it's checktng out and all of those kinds of things, we'll try 
again here. I hesitated just a minute because I was mentally 
back on the first auto land. 

BERGMAN (ABC News) Abe, first of all congratulations. You 
pulled it out and lowe you a bottle of Scotch or whatever it was 
we bet. Secondly, I have two questions. I thought all first 
landings of new spacecraft were at Edwards for safety reasons, 
but my primary question is are you in a position now, with the 
PAM and IUS engine problems to give us an idea of how the flights 
for the rest of the year will gO? 

ABR\HAMSON I think not in a definitive way yet, Jules. I 
think the important thing is that our next flight is probably not 
going to include a Telesat just because of the PAM question. A 
Telesat would prefer, and we would prefer, not to take a chance 
on that and at this point we don't have any information that 
would allow us, mutually, to have the kind of confidence to go 
ahead. Now, that doesn't mean that something might not continue 
to turn up. This is a very important investigation and we're 
using as many new techniques in order to try to find 
discriminating factors for the various nozzles and exit cones 
that we do have on hana. And if we could in fact find one and 
then verify that on the ground with a test than that subject, I'm 
sure, would be reviewed. But at this point we don't. The rest 
of the schedule beyond that is still being looked at. 

BERGMAN So you're saying that even as you said in the 
prelaunch briefing, that the PAM mystery has not yet been solved 
definitely? 

ABRAHAMSON That's right. But I would like to put that in 
perspective. This is not, certainly it's a very disappointing 
position for the program and for all of the communication 
satellites for the industry and certainly for McDonnell Douglas 
and the members of that team that produced the PAM on a 
commercial basis, it's disappointing to all of us. But it isn't 
an end-of-the world situation. We will recover. I think we'll 
be recovered by the end of the year. There is another design 
which is mote conser.vative that is now underway and that will be 
given priority in testing, down at Arnold so that we'll have the 
confidence back in the system. So, we'll have another one of 
these burgles in our schedule and that's one of the factors that 
we're looking at the modification schedule that I mentioned 
earlier. We're looking at that very carefully, so that we can 
have as much surge capability in 1985, so that we can handle 
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then, any of the things that do get cascaded downstream for that, 
because of the nozzle problem. 

BERGMAN But as you recall from your own schedule, Abe, 41 
Foxtrot which is the flight after 41 Delta, Discovery's first 
flight, has two PAMs aboard. What will NASA do in that case, 
delay it? 

ABRAHAMSON Well, first of all, it's not entirely a NASA 
decision and first of all, it's a customer decision and that's 
why I say those decisions have not yet been made by the customer 
and NASA will, I'm sure, participate fully in that. And it's 
just too early to say yet, Jules. 

BERGMAN That's really not a very responsive answer, sir. 
What I'm saying - -

ABRAHAMSON Well, I apologize, but we have lots of time just 
because you would like to print today in your newspaper that the 
schedule has gone to pot, that's not the issue, Jules. The issue 
is we have the kind of flexibility in the system so that we can 
go ahead and absorb some of these differences. And it'll really 
be too bad if we can't get that off at that point in time, but if 
we can't we will recover. 

BERGMAN My point was, you said it's a customer decision, 
which is, I recall, exactly what NASA said back in the PALAPA 
case. 

ABRAHAMSON It is a customer decision. They own it. 

BERGMAN And NASA bears no responsibility at all? 

ABRAHAMSON I didn't say that, you're putting those words in, 
Jules. What I said was, it is a customer decision and then I 
said afterwords that NASA will participate. 

PAO We need to move along now, we'll take one final 
question from JSC. 

QUERY First of all General Abrahamson, congratulations on 
a successful flight. Would there be any change in 4l-G ' s flight 
with Crippen going up again in June, just saving the trouble of 
planning to go into Edwards Air Force Base? 

ABRAHAMSON With Crippen that may be a good plan by the way. 
We'll take that under advisement. 

QUERY Just out of the off chance that it might get 
diverted to KSC. 

ABRAHAMSON That's great, thank you. 
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KSC Are there any questions at the Marshall Space 
Flight Center? 

QUERY The crew made their egress this afternoon, this 
morning, just a little over 20 minutes. Traditionally, it's been 
about 30 minutes for the crew to make the egress. Now, that 
welve reached this proven operational stage, will we be seeing 
the crew come down a little sooner than they have in the past? 

ABRAHAMSON No, the operational, the egress time is a function 
of the procedures in the cockpit and giving them a little time to 
get their sea legs or surface-of-the-earth legs back together 
again before ~hey, we want them to stand up. So, no we're going 
to continue to come out slowly and carefully. 

MSFC That's all from Marshall. 

DENBARD (Los Angeles Times) General Abrahamson, can you review 
with us the decision-making on the weather, this morning, the 
decision not to ~ake the de-orbit seemed to come up very 
abruptly. 

ABRAHAMSON Of course, yes, and r think it does illustrate 
that it is highly unpredictable weather, here at the Cape. Of 
course, all through the night we were watching it very closely. 
And those of you who were up early with the rest of us, and I 
know many of you were, you could see, in fact, stars in a pretty 
nice dome of the sky itself. And right over the SLF as we 
approached the de-orbit burn time decision, there was just a 
little bit of scud, but John was worried about the cloud deck 
which was over in the area of Titusville and extending out 
towards Orlando and we had a very strange weather condition, in 
that we had surface winds that were coming, more or less, down 
the runway, but up at the level of the clouds. They were corning 
more from the west and bringing in this stuff. John came in and 
landed. And it was an initial kind of a question mark, in terms 
of refueling. He and all of us were just absolutely startled to 
see the formation of the clouds and how they had thickened up at 
that point. That became then, very clear, so there was a lot of 
discussion with Houston and a lot of discussion with the weather 
people as that went on but we did want to see if that little 
trend was going to reverse itself and it didn't. So, the plan 
was well laid and, in fact, the plan had been laid several days 
earlier and it was just executed. 

*** 
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MEECHUM What time was that, please? 

ABRAHAMSON Let's see. well, the final decision was just about 

PAO No. It was after they gave the go. It was after 
they gave the go for deorbit burn, but before they actually got 
to the burn. So, we can lock that up. 

ABRAHAMSON 

PAO 

Yes. I'll have to get that. 

Right here. 

McCONNEL (Reader's Digest) I'd like to repeat a question I 
posed yesterday to Captain Crippen during the inflight press 
conference and for both of you, and that is, does this rescue of 
a highly valuable scientific robot satellite by a man crew, in 
your opinion represent a reconciliation between those proponents 
of purely robot science platforms and those proponents of manned 
space stations? 

ABRAHAMSON Yes. That's a good question, Malcomb, and I 
appreciate it by the way. I think, all to often this controversy 
is made out to be a black and a white controversy. And, I don't 
think that's what the truth of the situation will be in the end 
at all. Obviously there are going to be many tasks, which 
particularly, as we fully understand the task, and as it is well 
developed, it will be more efficiently done with automated kinds 
of equipment. But, initially, when we don't understand it, it's 
important to have a man there. Now, r had somebody put that 
question to me in another way, and then in a lovely answer. And, 
the answer was who do you think was on the other end of the 
arm. It wasn't the tooth fairy. But, the real answer is in the 
middle, in the spacestation and in the development activities 
with the Shuttle, and with many of our future systems. It will, 
what we need to strive for, and the objective just must be, the 
best combination making the best use of what people can do and 
where they can contribute, and as we get better and better with 
automatic equipment, then where we can best apply that. That's 
kind of a general answer, but I believe that's the way it will 
develop. Burt, I think you ought to say something on that. 

EDELSON Yet3. May I comment on that too, Malcomb. After 
,all, I respresent: the community that puts up automated platforms 
and we've done it very successfully to, as such, to the distant 
19lanet:s Ii ke Voyager to Jupi ter and Sclturn. And so, I mysel f, in 
I:he communi ty that I represent have some questions as to what 1's 
the proper role of man in space, if W8 can be so successful with 
completely automated devices. Let me say that, not only this 
mission, but Spacelab 1 mission, has convinced me and most of the 
(:ommuni ty now, that there is a very prl)per and very valuable, and 
i.n fact, unique and vital role for man in space. And that the 
question we have to ask ourselves is, what is the proper mixture, 
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and I think it was, if we got a big step forward in both Spacelab 
1 and the Solar Max mission repair, in understanding that man is 
valuable in space, one, to do the experimental work on materials 
processing, and life sciences, and so on. Secondly, to repair, 
adjust and to modify the scientic and mechanical experiments as 
they are being performed as well as the Shuttle systems or the 
space systems themselves. And, finally, to provide appropriate 
guidance override adjustments for the automated systems as they, 
as was demonstrated so marvelously on this mission. And I think 
we'll just carry those lessons forward to the space station, and 
the unmanned platforms that are part of our space station 
program. 

PAO Sue Buttler Hannenson, Time. 

HANNENSON (Time and Space World) Abe, we, the reporters, and 
the Shuttle Program are going to miss you badly, you know that. 
Now that I've said that, you said you're still looking at the 
schedule. Aside from problems with PAM, IUS modes, etc., is it 
realistic to plan a flight for early August and one for late 
August, do you really feel at this point in time we can have a 
turn around within 3 weeks. 

ABRAHAMSON Oh, yes. Sue, thank you by the way. And, I think 
many of you know how I feel, and I'd like to use the occasion of 
answering your question obviously to respond better to Jules as 
well. First of all, Jules, I know that you're not writing any 
newspapers at this point. The prinCiple that we're dealing with 
here is that we have a body of planned mission. And, in fact, 
the team at the Johnson Space Center and here at the Kennedy 
Space Center, and then working with customers, scientific 
customers of Burt's kind, and also the commercials and the 
military community, we have a whole encyclopedia of these 
plans. In fact, we're out into the, somewhere out between 25 and 
30 missions that are not fully planned, but are quite, it's a 
mature effort. It's a major effort. It's part of our becoming 
operational. Now, it's also clear that ,we cannot be absolutely 
tied to every little detail of those plans. We have to have the 
flexibility on a system like this to be able to respond to 
changes, and that's what we have surely learned in the past year, 
and I think we've done it quite well. And, I think we will 
continue to do it better and better in the future. However, 
there is a down-side to that. As we have more and more missions, 
and they get closer, then these impacts can be more significant, 
but of course, we'll be better in the process as well. So, the 
real answer to Jules' question is that we don't need to make the 
decision now, because we have the alternative plans available to 
us. And, just like our mission this morning, we didn't need to 
make the decision to go to Edwards until after we gave it a good 
try here at the Cape. That's the way the rest of our missions 
this summer will go. NOW, what are the parameters in these 
summer missions, and that's your question, Sue. The turnaround 
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was not the critical parameter, because we were using alternate 
spacecraft. Certainly it would have been tight, it would have 
been a good test of the capability here at KSC to process and be 
able to do that. But, we have a lot of confidence in what this 
team can do, and therefore, I don't think that that was the 
critical issue. If there are changes, it will be because we're 
trying to absorb differences and probably the modification 
schedule to the Orbiters. If we try to get more modifications 
done, we'll have more of an impact on how we finally end up with 
the schedules than any other factor given that we have certain 
payloads to fly. 

PAO 

COLCOMB 
imaginable. 

ABRAHAMSON 

Harry Colcomb from Aviation Week. 

This is the most practical question I think is 
Did the potty work this time? 

The answer was partly. 

PAO Sometimes. Right there, right there since you're 
right there. 

BILL BROAD (New York Times) I'm still confused about the cost 
of the scrub to come in at KSC. My understanding is that it cost 
about two hundred thousand dollars to fly the Orbiter from 
Edwards back to here. So, what would be the total cost of flying 
the Orbiter plus the ground work that had been done here at KSC 
in preparation for the landing? 

ABRAHAMSON "~ell, wait a minllte. You need to understand what 
is the character of our work force. Remember these costs are 
primarily the cost of people. Now the people are here and 
they're, we not going to lay anybody off because we didn't land 
here. You know, there's a lot of solid work for them to do. 
Some of it is going to get pushed down stream and we'll absorb it 
people will work hard and we'll make up for it. But the people 
are gOing to do the job and they're going to stay here. Now, 
what are the cost then, of going to Edwards. Well, we're going 
to have to send this team on a TOY basis. We're go~ng to send 
travel costs for the team to go out to Edwards to process the 
spacecraft, get it ready. So, the real thing, is that we're not 
going to add any more people, we're just going to send them away, 
and it cost money for motels and meals, and the air fare and that 
kind of thing. NOw, there are some additional costs because then 
we also have to pay overtime and we will in order to make up for 
some of these things. And, lIm sorry that I don't have just the 
numbers right in front of me, but if I recall the numbers we had 
last time, it was fomewhere in the order of 400 to 500 thousand 
dollars and it's going down. It's getting better as we go ahead 
and that was the basis of my judgeMent. If you really want to 
follow up on that and it is a worthwhile thing, we'll have to 
that perhaps after we get it back. So in 6 days or so we'll ask 
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the Kennedy people really to tote up all those costs. But it's 
not that we throwaway a lot of equipment. It just costs us a 
little more fuel and TOY and overtime. 

*** 
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PAO 
now, three. 

Wetre just going to take a couple more questions, 

STEVE SCOTT (CBC Radio) You mentioned earlier about how the OMS 
pod from Discovery is on Challenger, there are a number of other 
parts from Discovery on Challenger. When do the parts come in so 
that Challenger is Challenger and Discovery is Discovery? 

ABRAHAMSON They'll never be completely that way. We'll 
always do some of this. The OMS pod is a very expensive item. 
We never expected reasonably that we'd have to change an entire 
OMS pod, although we did anticipate that there might be some time 
that it would happen and so that for Discovery and later on for 
Atlantis and for the Challenger, those are essentially 
interchangeable and rather than buy a whole new OMS pod and stuff 
it and have it cost on the order of $30 million, by the way, it 
makes better sense for the number of times that we expect to have 
to use them, just to ensure that they're interchangeable. Now, 
the place that we do have difficulty is that the Columbia OMS 
pods can not be interchanged at this point. So probably the best 
investment is to make an investment in making those 
interchangeable and that's part of th~ modification schedules 
that we are now looking at. 

PAO Right in front of St~ve Scott. 

WARRREN LEVENSON (AP Radio) How much consideration was given to 
holding off for a day and trying KSC again tomorrow? 

ABRAHAMSON Surely. It was considered. We do not have a good 
weather picture here, the front that has been passing through 
Houston is coming along the coast or the Gulf rather, is 
scheduled to be right about here tomorrow. So, rather than just 
take a chance with that, in view of our very limited RCS reserves 
at this pOint in time, we felt that we might as well bite the 
bullet and get on down. 

PAO Red Turnell, BBC. 

TURNELL Just one more question on the MMU. After what 
happened on this mission, can you foresee any likelihood of any 
use being found for the ~~U aside of the space station. 

ABRAHAMSON Reg, thank ~'j)U I yes, yes. If that quest ion impl i es 
that there is a scrap heap out here of either ideas or hardware 
then that goes with those ideas, I think that's a good thing to 
get cleared up at this point. If we go to get those 
comrnunicat:l.on satelli tes, the approach that we pioneered here 
will h~~e to be used because there is no grapple hook on those 
satellites. There is no grapple hook on many of the existing 
satellites that are here. We will be trying to convince people 
around the world not to ever put up another satellite without a 
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grapple hook. And in fact, in some of my discussions with 
insurance people, they may even be willing to offer a little 
insurance reduction for somebody who does that, so I think in the 
end that's going to happen. No, we will use the MMU for repair 
missions of the kind that you're talking about. I'm convinced 
that some of the tasks that we're going to do in the future, 
which will be construction tasks, that will precede the space 
station, some of the large antenna experiments, the large 
construction, large construction in space, we'll use it. I've 
started work with some of our brightest advanced thinkers on how 
it is that we can begin to exploit the fact that we're taking 
fuel up in the external tank and then throwing it away each 
tim~. How it is that, again, getting ready for the space station 
or for a manned orbital transfer vehicle, how it is that we can 
develop a technique to take the external tank into orbit and then 
go out there and siphon out the fuel and store it or use it for 
some of those kinds of missions. And while we're developing that 
tech, that technique, I'm sure we'll use the MMU. So, I think 
it's absolutely premature to write off what has already 
demonstrated to be a very flexible addition to the Shuttle 
(garble) • 

PAO A final question from Jay Barbry, NBC News. 

BARBRY General, as Sue said we're going to miss you very 
much, we appreciate you putting up and we appreciate your 
tolerance and good taste in dealing with this bunch lj.ke, I know 
we appear like we just stepped off of a broken down Gr~yhound bus 
but anyway, you have the respect, I'm sure you realize, of 
~veryone for the job that you've done in NASA. NOW, you're going 
on to another job that a lot of us feel is probably more 
tmportant than this job. It's probably one of the most important 
jobs that anyone will have to do the rest of this century. 
You'll also have many more critics than you've had in this 
program. I know you don't want to talk about details about it, 
but we were just wondering if you could tell us, do you think 
you're going to this job with success? 

ABRAHAMSON Can I violate all the rules and, Hugh keeps 
telling you got to answer this short. He's known for, short, 
short, stop scratching the microphone, you know all of these 
kinds of things. I haven't learned all of these things. Your 
questions have all been rather detailed questions about the 
mission and I'd like to ~nswer this broadly, if I might. And 
Burt, I'm sure you would like to throw in something as well. 
First of all, as I leave, I'd like to be a little validictory, 
and I have tried to express to you, the press, 'my very sincere 
feelings about the relationship that we've all enjoyed, and the 
role that I have come to appreciate much better than I was when I 
worked over in the defense department. And I think that many of 
us have had an opportunity to develop this experience. You know, 
there was a reason that our forefathers had the wisdom to include 
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an amendment and to ensure that, in fact, there is freedom of the 
press. It is an important institution. I have never felt, even 
though, some of your questions sometimes are critical or perhaps 
you don't share the viewpoint that we've had, that you don't have 
a legitimate and important reason for asking those questions. 
And by the way, it's been very helpful because it does provide an 
objective viewpoint, not only for us to test our ideas against, 
but most importantly for your primary function and that is to 
tell the people of America just what this program is about. And, 
yes, and the world, yes. I'm sorry. Thank you. 

QUERY 
successful. 

And we're telling them you're going to be 

ABRAHAMSON You bet. But let me finish here. I hav~ really 
come to appreciate what you all do, and by the way, the 
difficulty you have in the task. You know we have difficulty 
sometimes just making sure that we're all coordinated inside. 
And then som~times we get impatient because we can't understand 
why it is that you don't understand what ought to be a clear and 
simple perspective on the matter. And that's why NASA's prime 
ground rule of having it be an open program is so important and 
why it's so important for you to continue to tell the story to 
America and to the world. Because it is an important story. 
I've been kind of trying to say goodbye and to thank people 
everywhere as I leave and it is not an easy task because I have 
really loved the job and I've said it, the people in this 
program. NASA offers something unique to this country and it's 
something they've offered for 25 years and even before that as 
NACA, but it's been dramatically, it's come home to the country 
in the last quarter of a century in the space activities. And 
that's that we can set out to do a job and we can do it. This 
mission is probably just a beautiful time condensed example of 
that and you saw this NASA team, which is just a wonderful team, 
do that job. And I'm trying to say now what is it that makes 
this team so special, why? And I don't get all the answers, and 
I've said this to a few of you as individuals, but I'd like to 
say it to as many as possible. It's not because of magical 
technology. There is not a big building that says NASA on the 
outside and inside it's filled with computers, it's filled with 
people. And the people have a mission. They believe in the 
mission. They're competent and they're dedicated and tney're 
bold about it and that's what makes it happen. Now as I leave it 
and go to this job, but as I leave just as a human being that's 
had the privilege of being part of this, I have to say what's the 
real message here. That not only techical jobs, which by the way 
are the easiest class of jobs, but I believe that NASA and what 
they have done and will continue to do, represent a hope and a 
confidence for all of us. And, it convinces me that we can solve 
the more difficult human problems as well. We can do it and 
we've got to do it. And one of these is this - is my new job. 

*** 
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EDELSON Abe, let me break in here to say this, this is 
probably Abe's last public appearance with NASA. I want to take 
this opportunity to thank you, Abe, cor the enormous 
contributions you've made to NASA. And on a personal level, I 
really have appreciated the warm relationships that you have 
established with my office and tho other groups within NASA. You 
are a great colleague to work with and we all wish you success in 
your future endevours. 

PAO That goes for all of us. And I don't think we can 
wind up without people like myself who have to conduct press 
conferences, saying what a pleasure it is to work with such a 
creative, articulate, responsive leader, so thank you. Just to 
wind up, the next event will be the crew dp.parture, and then the 
Orbiter status briefing from Dryden will be held at 10:00 am 
Pacific Time, tomorrow, 12 noon Central Time, and 1 pm Eastern 
Standard Time, right h~re. And I believe that is probably about 
5 hours earlier Irish time. 

END OF TAPE 
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